
EXPERT REPORT: Case No. 18 WATER 14014 

for 

John Winchester, High Country Hydrology  

a) Consulted for: municipal water resources planning, hydrological analyses, 

drought simulation, use of the 1% drought in the planning process, and technical 

tools and models 

b) The grounds for John Winchester’s opinions are knowledge of pertinent 

information presented in City of Wichita’s Response to Production Request of 

Equus Beds Groundwater Management District No.2 and City of Wichita’s 

Responses to Intervener’s Production Requests, as referenced in the 

summaries of the respective opinions below, and in several cases, excerpted 

and attached for convenience of reference. 

c) John Winchester’s factual observations and opinions, as presented in the 

Proposal documents and summarized herein, include: 

iii. Expert opinions based on scientific analyses:  

 2.1 1% Drought Reconstruction - Palmer Drought Severity Index 

(PDSI) 

 The PDSI is utilized by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA), the United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA), the United States Drought Monitor (USDM), 
and other agencies to classify relative drought conditions. 

Proposal Attachment B - Palmer Drought Severity Index, 

Research Paper No. 45 is provided as Attachment A to this 

Report. 

 HCH found that the PDSI chronology could be used to review 
historic droughts of record for their intensity and duration. 

Cook (1999 and 2007) constructed PDSI timeseries referenced 

by HCH.  These reports are provided as Attachment B-1 and B-

2 to this Report. 

Attachment C - HCH 1% Drought Reconstruction Technical 

Memorandum summarizes the basis for selecting the droughts 

of varying duration.  Attachment C of the Proposal is provided 

as Attachment B-3 to this Report. 

 HCH calculated that a 1% drought can be approximated by the 
drought of 1933 through1940. 



Layzell (2012) investigated past drought occurrences in Kansas 

from paleoclimate records over the last 1000 years. In terms of 

the long-term record of drought variability, the 1930s and 1950s 

droughts are not unusual.  This report is provided as Attachment 

C-1 to this Report. 

 Woodhouse & Overpeck (1998): The paleoclimatic data suggest a 

1930s-magnitude Dust Bowl drought occurred once or twice a century 

over the past 300–400 years, and a decadal-length drought once every 

500 years.This report is provided as Attachment C-2 to this 

Report.Table 2-2: 1% Drought Reconstruction from PDSI 

 PDSI data associated with the 1930’s drought demonstrate 
conditions similar to reconstructed 1% droughts.  Table 2-2 is 
provided as Attachment D. 

 2.3 Integrated Water Resources Management During a 1% Drought 

Using MODSIM-DSS 

 MODSIM-DSS is a water resources management decision 
support system software that can simulate networked raw water 
resources such as reservoirs, streams, or aquifers. 

HCH was consulted to convert Burns & McDonnell’s RESNET 

hydrologic computer simulation model to MODSIM-DSS.  

Discussion of the RESNET model has been presented as part 

of Exhibits: ASR EIS Appendices; the excerpts are presented as 

Attachment E-1. 

Conversion and utilization of the model by HCH was done as 

presented in pages 1-43 of Exhibits: HCH Documents; the 

excerpts are presented as Attachment E-2. 

The converted model was peer-reviewed by Burns and 

McDonnell. 

Section 2.3 of the Proposal has been provided as Attachment E-

3 of this Report. 

 The model was updated to reflect 1% drought conditions 
including hydrologic components, projected future demand, and 
water resources assumptions. 

The MODSIM-DSS model was developed to reflect observed 

and constructed streamflows and evaporative conditions to 

represent the 1930’s drought.     

 Figure 1 - MODSIM DSS Network GUI 

 The model represents the resources as well as environmental 
effects. 



Stream losses and gains to the adjacent aquifer are calculated 

from modeled conditions. 

Figure 1 of the Proposal has been provided as Attachment F. 

d) John Winchester is a High Country Hydrology employee; the subdirectory 

Contracts provided in the City’s Production of Documents discloses contractual 

agreements with R.W. Beck, Inc., and SAIC Energy, Environment & 

Infrastructure, LLC. Each company was directly engaged by the City of Wichita; 

these Contracts are also provided. 

e) John Winchester’s qualifications are as presented in the City of Wichita’s 

Preliminary Expert Disclosure. 

f) John Winchester’s factual observations and opinions are as presented above in 

this Expert Report, ASR Permit Modification Proposal, cover letter, and 

supporting appendices. 

 

 

John Winchester, High Country Hydrology  
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ABSTRACT

The development of a 28 lat 3 38 long grid of summer drought reconstructions for the continental United
States estimated from a dense network of annual tree-ring chronologies is described. The drought metric used
is the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI). The number of grid points is 154 and the reconstructions cover
the common period 1700–1978. In producing this grid, an automated gridpoint regression method called ‘‘point-
by-point regression’’ was developed and tested. In so doing, a near-optimal global solution was found for its
implementation. The reconstructions have been thoroughly tested for validity using PDSI data not used in
regression modeling. In general, most of the gridpoint estimates of drought pass the verification tests used. In
addition, the spatial features of drought in the United States have been faithfully recorded in the reconstructions
even though the method of reconstruction is not explicitly spatial in its design.

The drought reconstructions show that the 1930s ‘‘Dust Bowl’’ drought was the most severe such event to
strike the United States since 1700. Other more local droughts are also revealed in the regional patterns of
drought obtained by rotated principal component analysis. These reconstructions are located on a NOAA Web
site at the World Data Center-A in Boulder, Colorado, and can be freely downloaded from there.

1. Introduction

Drought occurrence remains a serious concern in the
United States (U.S.). In 1996, the most severe drought
of the past 20 years struck the Southwest. Such events
place huge demands on rural and urban water resources
and quality, and place huge burdens on agricultural and
energy production. The 1996 drought was preceded by
a severe drought in the late 1980s in California (Roos
1994; Haston and Michaelsen 1997), in 1986 in the
Southeast (Bergman et al. 1986; Cook et al. 1988), in
1976–77 in the West (Namias 1978; Matthai 1979), in
the 1960s in the Northeast (Namias 1966; Cook and
Jacoby 1977), in the 1950s in Texas (Namias 1955;
Stahle and Cleaveland 1988), and in the 1930s in the

* Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory Contribution Number 5896.

Corresponding author address: Dr. Edward R. Cook, Lamont-Do-
herty Earth Observatory, Palisades, NY 10964.
E-mail: drdendro@ldeo.columbia.edu

northern Great Plains (Warrick 1980; Stockton and
Meko 1983). Clearly, drought is a common occurrence
in the U.S. and can occur anywhere. Understanding the
causes of drought, especially the severe multiyear
events, is necessary if reliable methods of forecasting
are to be developed. A major difficulty in using the
available meteorological records to model drought in
the U.S. is the limited time span covered by such rec-
ords. There are often too few realizations of proposed
forcing mechanisms of drought in the short instrumental
records to test any of them in a statistically rigorous
way. We hope to alleviate this problem through the use
of centuries-long, annual tree-ring chronologies.

In this paper we describe the development of a grid-
ded network of drought reconstructions covering the
continental U.S. that is derived from a large collection
of climatically sensitive tree-ring chronologies. The re-
constructions cover the period 1700–1978 and are based
on the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI; Palmer
1965), a well-known and widely used measure of
drought and wetness. Previous efforts in reconstructing
drought from tree rings in the U.S. have been highly
successful (e.g., Blasing and Duvick 1984; Cook and
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FIG. 1. Map of the continental U.S. showing the locations of the
PDSI grid points used in this study. The grid spacing is 28 lat. 3 38
long. and totals 155 points.

Jacoby 1977; Cook et al. 1988; Cook et al. 1992;
Graumlich 1993; Haston and Michaelsen 1994, 1997;
Meko 1992; Mitchell et al. 1979; Stahle and Cleaveland
1988; Stahle et al. 1985, 1988; Stockton and Meko 1975,
1983; Woodhouse and Meko 1997). However, most of
these efforts have only involved reconstructing local or
regional drought histories. Earlier efforts by Fritts
(1976, 1991) to reconstruct seasonal temperature and
precipitation across the U.S. met with limited success
because the tree-ring data used were restricted to west-
ern North America. Since that pioneering work, the cov-
erage of tree-ring chronologies across the U.S. has in-
creased enormously. Consequently, an effort to expand
these drought reconstructions in a homogeneous way to
the entire continental U.S. was initiated by Meko et al.
(1993) and developed further by Cook et al. (1996).

We will describe in considerable detail the method
used to develop the continent-wide grid of drought re-
constructions and provide a number of results that doc-
ument the generally high fidelity of the tree-ring esti-
mates. This has been done in an effort to make the
reconstructions as useful as possible to climatologists
and modelers who might want to use these data for
studying past temporal and spatial patterns of drought
and their association with hypothesized forcing func-
tions. To this end, the drought reconstructions have al-
ready been used with considerable success to reevaluate
the putative connection between a bidecadal drought
area rhythm in the western U.S. and solar/lunar tidal
forcing (Mitchell et al. 1979; Cook et al. 1997). In ad-
dition, they are presently being used to study and better
understand the teleconnection between drought/wetness
and the El Niño–Southern Oscillation in the U.S. (Ro-
pelewski and Halpert 1986; Cook et al. 1999; Cole and
Cook 1998).

Much of what we have produced is, in a sense, an
extension of the work done by Karl and Koscielny
(1982; referred to hereafter as KK) in their study of
drought in the U.S. The research of KK was based on
a 60-point grid of instrumental PDSI data covering the
period 1895–1981. In so doing, they described some
important temporal and spatial features of drought in
the U.S. As will be shown, our tree-ring reconstructions
faithfully capture most of the properties of drought de-
scribed by KK. In the process, the drought database for
the U.S. has been extended back in time by a factor of
3 on a much denser 154-point grid, which allows for
more detailed temporal and spatial analyses.

2. The PDSI grid

The PDSI grid used in this study is 28 lat 3 38 long
and is patterned after a study of runoff and drought
across the United States by Langbein and Slack (1982).
This grid is shown in Fig. 1. It is based on 1036 single-
station monthly PDSI records estimated from the His-
torical Climatology Network (Karl et al. 1990) and mod-
ified according to Guttman (1991). However, the Death

Valley, California, record was deleted prior to gridding
because of anomalously high (e.g., .20) monthly PDSI
values in 1958. All stations used begin no later than
1925 and end no earlier than 1989.

The choice of the gridding dimension was a trade-
off between spatial resolution and the desire to reduce
the size of the PDSI network. A 28 3 38 grid reduces
the PDSI network to about 15% of its original size. Yet,
the spatial definition of the grid should still be high
enough to capture mesoscale patterns of wetness and
dryness and to resolve regional drought patterns found
by KK using a coarser 60-point PDSI grid.

Following Meko et al. (1993) and Cook et al. (1996),
the single-station records were interpolated to the 155
grid points using inverse-distance weighting of the form

m mPDSI 1jPDSI 5 , (1)O Ok 1 2@1 2d dj51 j51j j

where m is the number of stations within a given search
radius of grid point k, PDSI j is the jth PDSI station
record, and dj is the distance of station j from grid point
k. The first 3 yr of data were deleted from each station
record to eliminate starting-value transience in com-
puting the monthly PDSIs (N. Guttman 1994, personal
communication). Then, a 150-km search radius was
used to locate stations local to each grid point. All sta-
tions found within that radius were used. If at least five
stations were not found within 150 km, then the five
closest stations were used. A minimum distance of 30
km was used in 1/d to avoid excessively weighting sta-
tions very close to the grid points. As stations dropped
out prior to 1928, the weights of the remaining series
were renormalized for interpolation to gridpoint k. This
enabled the preservation of pre-1928 PDSI data for re-
gression model validation.

Because the individual stations used in the grid have
varying starting years, the first year of data available at
each grid point varies over space. All of the grid points
have data back to 1913. Prior to 1913, the number of
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FIG. 2. Map of locations of the 425 annual tree-ring chronologies
used in this study. Some of the locations represent more than one
chronology. All of the series cover the common time period 1700–
1979.

grid points with data declines to 143 by 1903, 97 by
1895, 38 by 1890, and 10 by 1874 due to the changing
beginning years of the instrumental PDSI data over the
grid. The quality of the grid also varies over space, with
the weakest areas located in the northern Great Basin
and Rocky Mountains regions (Cook et al. 1996).

The PDSI data were gridded on a monthly basis. Yet,
past experience indicates that summer (i.e., June–Au-
gust) PDSI relates better to tree rings on average than
to any single month when comparisons are made over
large geographic areas. Cook et al. (1992) found that
the peak correlation between PDSIs and tree rings shift-
ed from June for chronologies south of Virginia, to July
in the Virginia–New York region, and even to August
for some chronologies in northern New England and
Canada. This shift was attributed to regional differences
in phenology (i.e., the timing of tree growth) associated
with the northward march of the growing season in
spring and to the time required for evapotranspiration
demand to significantly draw down the soil moisture
supply. Consequently, we also used summer PDSI here
as the best drought index to reconstruct across the Unit-
ed States.

3. The tree-ring network

The tree-ring chronologies used here to reconstruct
past drought across the continental U.S. number 425
now, an increase of 177 over those used by Meko et al.
(1993) in their examinations of spatial patterns of tree
growth. Many of the new chronologies were developed
after the start of that study. Others were not included
for a variety of reasons. We have chosen to include
virtually all available chronologies that begin no later
than 1700 and end no earlier than 1979, a criterion
previously established by Meko et al. (1993). Figure 2
shows the distribution of sites across the United States.
The distribution is highly patchy due, in part, to the
uneven distribution of forested land. In addition, the

distribution of tree species in the network is highly re-
gional due to the natural distribution of forest com-
munities and species range limits in the U.S. See Cook
et al. (1996) for more details. Not all of these chro-
nologies will be useful predictors of drought. However,
the screening process described and tested below for
retaining candidate tree-ring predictors of PDSI will
guard against including those chronologies not statis-
tically related to drought.

Prior to regression analysis, the tree-ring chronologies
were put through a process of variance stabilization de-
scribed in Meko et al. (1993). Variance stabilization was
done to reduce the effects of changing sample size on
the variance of the tree-ring chronology, especially in
the early portions of chronologies below, say, six in-
dividual measurement series. This removed a potential
artifact from the data that is unlikely to be related to
changing climatic variability.

4. Calibration/verification results

The method used to reconstruct the PDSI grid from
tree rings is point-by-point regression (PPR). As im-
plemented here, PPR is simply the sequential, automated
fitting of single-point principal components regression
models of tree rings to a grid of climate variables. The
sequential nature of PPR differentiates it from joint
space–time methods used to simultaneously relate two
fields of variables, such as canonical regression (Glahn
1968; Fritts et al. 1971), orthogonal spatial regression
(Briffa et al. 1986; Cook et al. 1994), and singular value
decomposition (Bretherton et al. 1992). Mathematical
details of the PPR method and tests of its implemen-
tation are described in the appendixes at the end of the
paper.

The PPR method is based on the premise that only
those tree-ring chronologies proximal to a given PDSI
grid point are likely to be true predictors of drought at
that location, where ‘‘true’’ implies a causal relationship
between tree rings and drought that is stable through
time. The rationale behind this premise is our under-
standing of drought in the U.S. as a regional- or me-
soscale phenomenon (see KK for mapped regions). Con-
sequently, synoptic-scale teleconnections between tree
rings and drought, while statistically significant during
any given calibration period, may not be stable through
time. This ‘‘local control’’ over the reconstruction of
each gridpoint PDSI is not possible with the joint space–
time reconstruction methods mentioned above.

In the PPR method, a fixed search radius around each
grid point defines the zone of local control exercised by
the method in selecting candidate tree-ring predictors
of PDSI. A second level of control is also applied in
the form of a screening probability, which eliminates
tree-ring chronologies from the candidate pool that are
poorly correlated with drought. Here we examine the
statistical fidelity of the PDSI reconstructions based a
450-km search radius and a screening probability a 5
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0.10, selected after the extensive testing described in
appendix B. The statistics used for this purpose are the
same as those described for those tests: the explained
variance ( ) over the 1928–78 calibration period, the2Rc

squared Pearson correlation ( ) over the pre-1928 ver-2Ry

ification period, the reduction of error (RE) in the ver-
ification period, and the coefficient of efficiency (CE)
over the verification period. See appendix B for the
mathematical definitions of these statistics. All four tests
are measures of fractional variance in common between
actual and reconstructed PDSI. In this sense, they are
comparable. However, they differ markedly in their rel-
ative performances. As will be seen, the calibration pe-
riod always overestimates the true fidelity of the tree-2Rc

ring estimates of drought, while in the verification pe-
riod, usually indicates better fidelity in the estimates2Ry

than RE and CE. Among the verification statistics used
here, the CE is the most rigorous (Cook et al. 1994).

A PDSI grid point passed the test if it was suc-2Rc

cessfully calibrated by tree rings following the proce-
dures outlined in appendix A; it passed the test if2Ry

the Pearson correlation between actual and estimated
PDSI in the verification period was significant at the
95% one-tailed confidence level; and it passed the RE
or CE if either was .0. See appendixes A and B for
details. For the test, 154 of 155 grid points were2Rc

successfully calibrated. The only grid point not cali-
brated was the one in southern, subtropical Florida,
where there are no tree-ring chronologies. For the 2Ry

test, 147 grid points of the remaining 154 were suc-
cessfully verified. In contrast, the number of RE and
CE tests that passed dropped from 147 to 133 and 124
grid points, respectively. So, the verification test results
indicate that the tree-ring reconstructions of drought are
significantly related to actual PDSI over most of the
grid. The median , , RE, and CE fractional vari-2 2R Rc y

ances are 0.55, 0.36, 0.31, and 0.22, respectively. The
decreasing trend in these test statistics follows exactly
the expected level of rigor of the regression model cal-
ibration and validation tests.

As good as these verification results are, they are
probably understating the true skill of the tree-ring re-
constructions at some grid points. The instrumental
PDSI data in the verification period are not likely to be
as homogeneous as those in the calibration period due
to widely variable station record lengths and fewer sta-
tion observations per year. In addition, some of the sin-
gle station records used in the grid may be inhomoge-
nous. Consider, for example, two stations used in the
PDSI grid in Nevada: Battle Mountain Airport
(408379N, 1168529W, elevation 1381 m) and Elko Fed-
eral Aviation Administration (FAA) Airport (408509N,
1158479W, elevation 1548 m). These stations are only
53 and 63 km from the grid point in north-central Ne-
vada (see Fig. 1) and are weighted most heavily in this
five-station gridpoint average. Over the 1928–78 cali-
bration period, the summer average PDSIs of these near-
by stations have a correlation of 0.67. However, in the

1894–1927 precalibration period common to both sta-
tions, their correlation drops catastrophically to 0.05.
Most of the loss of fidelity is in the pre-1910 data. If
the comparison is made over the 1910–27 period only,
the correlation improves somewhat to 0.27, but in either
case the correlations are not statistically significant (p
, 0.05). With regard to the tree-ring estimates of PDSI,
the calibration is 0.69, while the verification period2Rc

RE and CE are 20.67 and 20.95, respectively. In this
case, there is little doubt that the poor quality of the
pre-1928 instrumental PDSI data is contributing strong-
ly to the negative tree-ring verification. Given the ex-
tremely high quality and drought sensitivity of the tree-
ring chronologies in the Great Basin, it is almost certain
that the trees are doing a better job at estimating regional
drought and wetness than are the meteorological stations
in northern Nevada prior to 1928. It is likely that similar
instrumental data problems exist elsewhere in the grid,
but we have not yet quantified the impact of this source
of error on the verification statistics.

5. Spatial patterns of calibration and verification

The calibration/verification results provided above
were summaries for the entire drought grid. We now
take a detailed look at the spatial patterns of the frac-
tional variance statistics to see how homogeneous the
results are across space.

Figure 3 shows the contoured maps of these statistics.
The map indicates that the regression models for2Rc

large areas of the U.S. explain 50%–70% of the grid-
point PDSI variance. The weakest calibration areas are
in the upper Midwest and in northern New England.
The map indicates that the drought estimates over2Ry

virtually all of the United States covary significantly
with the actual PDSI data in the verification period. That
is, any value in excess of 0.10 (i.e., a simple r .2Ry

0.32) is statistically significant using a one-tailed test
and a 5 0.05. The RE and CE maps reveal more clearly
some weak areas in the reconstruction grid. Specifically,
there are some regions (e.g., the Great Basin, the upper
Midwest, and the central Great Plains) with RE and CE
both ,0. Since these regions verified reasonably well
in the map, the loss of fidelity is probably due mainly2Ry

to differences in mean level between the actual and
estimated PDSIs over the verification period. This sus-
picion was largely verified by a series of equality-of-
means tests of the verification data. Figure 4 shows maps
of the mean differences between the actual and esti-
mated PDSIs (upper map) and the corresponding t-test
probabilities for those differences (lower map). Most of
the differences fall in the range of 60.50 PDSI units,
which are rarely significant even for a 5 0.20. The
largest region of significant differences (p , 0.10) is
located in the Great Basin and Wyoming–Montana areas
where the RE and CE statistics are conspicuously neg-
ative.

Similar verification problems in the RE and CE maps
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FIG. 3. Contour maps of the , , RE, and CE gridpoint fractional variance statistics. The calibration map shows that 50%–70% of the2 2R Rc y

PDSI variance was calibrated by tree rings over most of the U.S. The , RE, and CE maps indicate, as expected, that there has been some2Ry

loss of fidelity in the verification period. However, PDSI estimates over most of the U.S. is also verify significantly. The areas of negative
RE and CE are mostly in areas where the mean levels of the actual and estimated PDSIs differ significantly ( p , 0.10; see Fig. 4).

around the Great Basin were also found by Cook et al.
(1996) in their earlier tests of the PPR method. Their
analyses of the gridded instrumental PDSI data indicated
that the regions of weak verification in Fig. 3 could be
due in part to decreasing quality of the instrumental data,
the Great Basin being the most likely case in point
(Cook et al. 1996). However, it is also true that the
quality and coverage of tree-ring data is somewhat poor
in the other areas that do not verify well. Therefore, the
gridpoint reconstructions in these regions should be used
with more caution than those where the verification tests
are all significant. The quality of these reconstructions
should improve if new tree-ring chronologies can be
developed in areas of poor coverage.

Finally, we examined the degree to which the recon-
structions preserved the pattern of PDSI variability
across the U.S. For example, it is known that drought
variability is generally greater in the western half of the
U.S. However, there is no guarantee that the reconstruc-
tions have preserved the spatial pattern of drought var-
iability because of variance lost by regression. Yet, such
information is important to retain if one is to make
meaningful comparisons of drought variability over dif-
ferent time periods in the reconstructions. Figure 5
shows the contoured maps of gridpoint standard devi-
ations for the actual and estimated PDSIs over the cal-
ibration period. There appears to be a high degree of

similarity between the two maps, even down to the local
level of detail. Indeed, the maps have a correlation of
0.91. The preservation of the standard deviation pattern
is due to the reasonably homogeneous pattern of cali-
brated variance shown in the map. Thus, the recon-2Rc

structions ought to be quite useful for studying changing
patterns of drought variability across the U.S. over the
past three centuries.

6. Additional spatial comparisons

The calibration/verification results for the PPR meth-
od indicate that the PDSI reconstructions are generally
valid expressions of drought over the United States.
However, the PPR method does not contain any explicit
spatial component other than that related to the search
radius. The spatial relationships of drought in the United
States (sensu KK) extend over regions that are generally
larger than the 450-km search radius used here. Thus,
while the individual gridpoint reconstructions are rea-
sonably accurate in a temporal sense, they are not nec-
essarily guaranteed to be valid in a spatial sense beyond
the scale of the search radius used here. For this reason,
we will describe here a number of analyses that collec-
tively indicate that the spatial patterns of drought have
also been well reconstructed by the PPR method.
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FIG. 4. Equality-of-means tests in the verification period. The con-
toured mean differences in PDSI units are shown in the upper map.
The contoured t-test probabilities of those mean differences are shown
in the lower map for regions where p , 0.20, p , 0.10, and p ,
0.05. Most of the regions that have significantly different ( p , 0.10)
means also have negative REs and CEs (see Fig. 3).

FIG. 5. Contour maps of the standard deviations of the actual and
estimated PDSIs. These maps show the excellent degree to which the
tree-ring estimates have preserved the spatial patterns of drought
variability over the U.S.

a. Mean field, correlation, and congruence analyses
of yearly PDSI maps

First, we will describe the degree to which the yearly
maps (or spatial patterns) of reconstructed PDSI agree
with those based on the gridded instrumental data. For
this purpose, we will compare (a) the mean PDSI fields
over time, (b) the relative spatial patterns using the Pear-
son correlation coefficient, and (c) the absolute spatial
patterns using the congruence coefficient. The recon-
structed patterns will be compared to two gridded in-
strumental PDSI datasets: the original one used for cal-
ibration purposes and a new one based on climate di-
vision PDSI data not directly used for calibration pur-
poses. Comparisons using the former will be made over
the 1874–1981 time period for which there are at least
10 grid points of actual and reconstructed PDSI data,
while the latter has data for all grid points back to 1895
only. The rationale for using the gridded climate divi-
sion data for additional tests is discussed next.

As described earlier, the single-station instrumental
PDSI records used in the grid vary in length over space.

Thus, some grid points have much longer records than
others. The ending years of the tree-ring chronologies
also constrain the end year of analysis. This is revealed
in Fig. 6a, which shows the number of grid points with
actual and reconstructed PDSI data as a function of time.
The maximum number (154) covers the period 1913–
78. After 1978, the number of reconstructed grid points
declines precipitously to 10 by 1981 due to the ending
years of the tree-ring chronologies used. Prior to 1913,
the number of grid points declines to 143 by 1903, 97
by 1895, 38 by 1890, and 10 by 1874, all due to the
changing beginning years of the instrumental PDSI data
over the grid. The quality of the instrumental PDSI grid
declines back in time as well because the number of
single-station records used to estimate the gridpoint val-
ues for each year decreases as shorter records drop out
of the gridding process. For these reasons, some deg-
radation in the map comparisons ought to be expected,
which is unrelated to the true fidelity of the tree-ring
estimates.

In contrast, the gridded climate division data are
available for all 154 grid points back to 1895 (Fig. 7a),
and the number of single-station records represented in
the climatic division summaries is generally greater than
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FIG. 6. Annual map comparisons of the actual and estimated PDSIs. The actual PDSI data
are from the single-station grid used for calibration and verification. The number of grid points
available for comparison each year is shown in (a). Note the steep drop-off in the number of
available grid points prior to 1903. The grand mean PDSI averaged over all available grid points
for each year is shown in (b). Note the very high correlations between the actual and estimated
grand means in both the calibration and precalibration periods. The series of annual map cor-
relations and congruences are shown in (c) and (d), respectively. The 99% confidence limits for
each were determined by randomization tests. Most of the annual map comparisons exceed the
99% confidence level by wide margins.

FIG. 7. Annual map comparisons of the actual and estimated PDSIs. This time the actual data
are gridded climate division PDSI data, which all begin in 1895. These data avoid the steep pre-
1903 loss of grid points in the single-station grid (Fig. 6a). See the Fig. 6 caption for more
details.

that available from the Historical Climate Network
alone. Consequently, the map comparisons (especially
before 1928) ought to be more robust using the gridded
climatic division data. Finally, the relationships between
the actual and reconstructed data over the 1928–78 cal-

ibration period have been optimized in a least squares
sense only for the single-station grid. The gridded cli-
mate division data, while highly related to the single-
station grid, do not suffer from this constraint. There-
fore, these additional spatial comparisons should pro-
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vide a less biased evaluation of the true fidelity of the
reconstructed PDSI maps.

1) MEAN FIELD COMPARISONS

A simple first-order comparison of the actual and re-
constructed PDSI maps can be made by simply com-
paring the mean fields over time. That is, for each year
all of the available gridpoint values are averaged to-
gether, separately for the actual and reconstructed data.
The resulting grand mean time series are shown in Figs.
6b and 7b for the single-station and climate division
grids, respectively. Although the single-station data go
back to 1874, correlations between the mean actual and
reconstructed series have only been calculated back to
1895 for comparison with the climatic division grid re-
sults.

There is a high degree of similarity between the mean
series in each case. First, for the single-station grid, the
correlation between actual and reconstructed PDSI is
0.944 over the 1928–78 calibration period. The corre-
lation then drops to 0.896 in the 1895–1927 precali-
bration (i.e., verification) period, but is still highly sig-
nificant. And over the entire 1895–1981 period, the cor-
relation is 0.889. For the climate division grid, the cor-
relations are comparable: 0.932 for the 1928–78
calibration period, 0.829 for the 1895–1927 precalibra-
tion period, and 0.881 overall. Clearly, the mean PDSI
fields are well estimated by tree rings back to 1895 at
least and even where the number of grid points drops
to 10 in the 1874–94 period (see Fig. 6b). The similarity
of the calibration period correlations based on the dif-
ferent grids indicates that, at this spatial scale of com-
parison, there is no significant least squares fitting bias
in the reconstructions. These results are highly encour-
aging. However, this analysis does not reveal how well
the spatial patterns that make up the mean fields have
been replicated each year by the tree rings. To determine
this, we will use map correlation and congruence analy-
ses.

2) MAP CORRELATION

To test the relative agreement between actual and re-
constructed PDSI maps, we used the Pearson product-
moment correlation coefficient. First, we normalized
each gridpoint reconstruction using its calibration period
mean and standard deviation. This was done to avoid
any regional bias in the map correlations due to spatial
variations in the PDSI standard deviation (see Fig. 5).
Then, for each year i of the n-yr overlap period between
actual and reconstructed PDSI, we calculated

(p 2 p)(q 2 q)O k k
r 5 , (2)pq 1/2

2 2(p 2 p) (q 2 q)O Ok k[ ]
where the summation extends over the k 5 154 PDSI

grid points, pk and qk are the actual and reconstructed
PDSI values at grid point k, respectively, and p and q
are the mean fields for each year i, for example, those
shown in Fig. 6b. Because the mean fields are subtracted
from the gridpoint values, the information contained in
them, which is a real component of drought over the
coterminous United States, does not contribute to the
estimate of rpq.

Figure 6c shows the time series of map correlations
(solid line) for the single-station grid. Also included is
the one-tailed 99% confidence level (dashed line) es-
timated by randomizing the reconstructed PDSIs and
calculating the correlation of this randomized field with
the actual data. This was done 5000 times for each year.
The resulting significance levels are very close to that
which would have been obtained by the standard t test
of the correlation coefficient. Note that back to 1889,
where the number of grid points exceeds 30, the map
correlations all exceed the 99% level. On average, the
highest correlations occur during the 1928–78 calibra-
tion period (r 5 0.652), a result that is probably related
to the least squares optimization. Prior to 1928, the cor-
relations decline systematically (e.g., r 5 0.475 over
the 1895–1927 precalibration period), a result that is
consistent with the difference in the pointwise calibra-
tion/verification statistics reported earlier. Prior to 1889,
the map correlations are mostly nonsignificant, in some
cases catastrophically so. This result is probably a com-
bination of a number of things that are at least partly
unrelated to the overall quality of the PDSI reconstruc-
tions. Some of the longest (i.e., pre-1889) instrumental
PDSI records come from the eastern U.S., where the
calibration/verification statistics are relatively weak. So,
a decline in spatial correlation is not too surprising when
that restricted area contributes the most to the correla-
tion analyses. And it is also likely that the quality of
the actual gridded data declines back in time as the
number of individual station records used in the grid
declines.

The map correlations based on the climate division
grid are shown in Fig. 7c. Except for 1979, when the
number of grid points is small, all correlations exceed
the 99% significance level. The average map correlation
over the 1928–78 calibration period (r 5 0.604) is
somewhat weaker than that based on the single-station
grid (r 5 0.652), a result that is probably related to the
lack of prior least squares fitting bias here. However,
there is less evidence of the systematic decay in the map
correlations prior to 1928 in this case, and the average
correlation over the 1895–1927 period (r 5 0.503) ac-
tually exceeds that based on the single-station grid (r
5 0.475).

3) MAP CONGRUENCE

The map correlations are very useful for describing
how well the spatial patterns of drought covary in a
relative sense. However, because the mean fields are a
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true component of drought variability over time (see
Figs. 6b and 7b), it is desirable to include this infor-
mation in the spatial analyses as well. To do this, we
have used the congruence coefficient, which was orig-
inally developed as a measure of the similarity between
two factor patterns in multivariate research (Richman
1986; Broadbrooks and Elmore 1987). The congruence
coefficient is computed for each year of the overlap
period as

p qO k k
c 5 , (3)pq 1/2

2 2p qO Ok k[ ]
where pk and qk are the actual and reconstructed PDSI
values at grid point k. Note that the only difference
between cpq and rpq is the lack of p and q here. Thus,
the means are not removed in computing cpq, leading
some earlier studies to describe the congruence coeffi-
cient as an unadjusted correlation coefficient (Broad-
brooks and Elmore 1987). The theoretical range that cpq

may take is the same as rpq. However, the presence of
p and q in the calculation of congruence means that cpq

tends to be biased toward 1.0 relative to rpq (Richman
1986). There is no theoretical sampling distribution for
testing the significance of cpq because of its partial de-
pendence on p and q , which are random variables in
their own right. Several studies have used Monte Carlo
methods to generate empirical limits for cpq (e.g., Broad-
brooks and Elmore 1987). Here, we have generated our
own significance levels using the randomization pro-
cedure described for the correlation coefficient.

Figure 6d shows the map congruence coefficients over
time for the single-station grid, along with the empirical
99% confidence levels. The results are qualitatively sim-
ilar to that found by correlation alone. The highest av-
erage congruence occurs in the 1928–78 calibration pe-
riod (c 5 0.694), followed by declining but still sig-
nificant congruence from 1895 to 1927 (c 5 0.563).
Prior to 1895, congruence remains significant back to
1889 and then becomes very poor. A close comparison
of the correlation and congruence plots reveals that, as
expected, there is a small positive bias in the estimates
of the latter (e.g., r 5 0.581 and c 5 0.639, respectively,
over the 1895–1981 period). Perhaps the greatest dif-
ference in the two analyses is in the estimates of the
confidence levels. The dependence of cpq on p and q
has resulted in a highly variable and erratic series of
confidence levels that are clearly related to the vari-
ability between the mean fields shown in Fig. 6b.

The map congruences based on the climate division
grid are shown in Fig. 7d. These results are again qual-
itatively similar to the correlation results. As before,
there is greater long-term stability in map congruence
using this grid for comparison with the reconstructed
maps, and, except for 1979, all congruences exceed the
99% confidence level. All other details concerning the

map correlations above are similar here; for example,
the average map congruence for the 1928–78 calibration
period (c 5 0.655) is weaker than that based on the
single-station grid (c 5 0.694), but the average con-
gruence over the 1895–1927 period (c 5 0.571) actually
exceeds that based on the single-station grid (c 5
0.563). None of these results indicate any serious de-
ficiency in the annual PDSI maps produced by the tree-
ring estimates.

4) DISCUSSION

The analyses shown in Figs. 6 and 7 indicate that the
spatial patterns of PDSI in the reconstructions have cap-
tured those in the actual data with high (p , 0.01)
statistical fidelity. Prior to 1895 some of the differences
between the actual and reconstructed PDSI clearly arise
from the deterioration of the instrumental PDSI cov-
erage in time and space. The mean fields of the recon-
structions have been estimated extremely well back as
far as it is possible to test them, while the more detailed
reconstructed annual maps are significantly related to
the actual PDSI fields back to 1895 at least. The cor-
relations between the actual and reconstructed mean
fields are higher than the mean calibration and verifi-
cation results of the individual grid points using PPR.
This result indicates that the gridpoint reconstructions
contain more ‘‘local noise’’ than do larger-scale aver-
ages of PDSI, with the mean fields studied here being
the limiting case of averaging over all grid points (i.e.,
a continental-scale average). Averaging gridded climate
reconstructions spatially to improve the signal-to-noise
ratio has been used with considerable success (e.g.,
Fritts 1991; Mann et al. 1998) and is clearly justified if
the main interest is in climate variability at spatial scales
larger than that initially reconstructed. However, how
one averages the reconstructions spatially to preserve
insights into the physical climate system needs to be
carefully considered. One approach to this problem is
to use rotated principal component analysis (Richman
1986) to objectively define the natural regional drought
climatologies in the United States (sensu KK). In the
next section, we will use rotated principal component
analysis to demonstrate that the regional drought pat-
terns found by KK in their instrumental data can be
reproduced well in most cases by our PDSI reconstruc-
tions.

b. Rotated principal component analysis

Rotated principal component analysis (RPCA) is a
powerful tool for objectively decomposing spatial arrays
of climate data into natural regional clusters or patterns
(e.g., Barnston and Livezey 1987). Richman (1986) re-
viewed this topic in detail and performed a number of
Monte Carlo experiments to test the performance of a
number of rotation methods. We have used two of the
recommended rotation methods here: orthogonal vari-
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FIG. 8. Reconstructed summer drought varimax factors for the U.S. (1700–1978). The percent variance accounted for by each is indicated
in each map. Most of these factors agree well with those of KK based on monthly instrumental PDSIs. The largest discrepancy is with our
factor 1, located mainly over Colorado, which has replaced the ‘‘southwest’’ factor of KK, located mainly over Arizona. This discrepancy
is investigated further in Fig. 9.

max rotation (Kaiser 1960) and oblique promax rotation
(Hendrickson and White 1964). The former is perhaps
the most popular orthogonal rotation method in use to-
day, while the latter was shown by Richman (1986) to
be one of the best oblique rotation methods for recov-
ering the underlying true ‘‘simple structure’’ in his syn-
thetic data tests. (Following the recommendation of
Richman, the promax method was applied using a power
k 5 2.) Each method rotates the axes of a retained subset
of unrotated principal components in order to achieve
some degree of simple structure among variables. The
resulting rotated factor loadings should be near one or
near zero ideally and each variable should load heavily
on one or, at most, a small number of factors only (Rey-
ment and Jöreskog 1993). The loadings themselves can
also be interpreted as simple correlations between each
factor and the original variables.

In the context of this study, the variables are the PDSI
grid points and the observations are the associated time
series of PDSIs. The varimax rotation maintains or-
thogonality between the resulting factors, while promax
rotation allows for intercorrelations between the factors
to emerge as part of the simple structure solution. In
the context of RPCA of climate data fields, it is arguable

that orthogonal factors are physically unrealistic. There-
fore, an oblique solution might be preferred.

We used RPCA here to see how well the regional
drought patterns in our reconstructions agree with those
of KK. In their analyses, KK applied both varimax and
oblique (direct quartimin) rotation to a 60-point grid of
monthly instrumental PDSI data (1895–1981) across the
continent. In so doing, they identified nine regional
drought factors that they were able to associate with
distinct, regional precipitation climatologies. We will
assume this subspace dimension in our study here to
simplify the analyses, but do not expect 1:1 congruence
between our factors and those of KK. Unlike our sum-
mer PDSIs, the factors produced by KK were based on
monthly data. The difference in grid resolution (154 vs
60) between our two studies could also affect the lo-
cation of the factor boundaries. However, we should
expect to see some strong similarities because the re-
gional precipitation climatologies described by KK
should contribute strongly to our summer PDSI esti-
mates as well.

Figure 8 shows the reconstructed drought factor maps
over the full 1700–1978 reconstruction period, based
on the varimax rotation method. Most of the regional
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FIG. 9. Actual summer drought varimax factors for the U.S. (1913–78) based on the single-station grid. These maps agree very well with
those in Fig. 8, even to the extent that the ‘‘Colorado’’ factor in our reconstructions is present in the actual data as well. Thus, the southwest
factor of KK, calculated over the 1895–1981 period, may be more related to nonsummer PDSI variability.

drought patterns described in KK are clearly evident
here. For example, factors 2–9 correspond closely to
their northeast, northwest, west–north-central, south-
east, central, south, east–north-central, and west factors
(KK, their Fig. 4). The biggest difference between the
factor analyses is between our factor 1 (located mainly
over Colorado) and their southwest factor (located main-
ly over Arizona). To see if this difference was an artifact
in our reconstructions, we performed RPCA on the sin-
gle-station summer PDSI grid used for calibration and
verification. In this case, the analysis period was 1913–
78, common to all grid points. The nine varimax factors
of the instrumental data are shown in Fig. 9. A visual
comparison of the equivalent varimax factors in Figs.
8 and 9 (e.g., factor 9 with factor 1) indicates that the
tree-ring estimates have indeed captured the regional
summer drought climatologies in the U.S. very well. In
particular, factor 9 in Fig. 9 (located equally over Col-
orado, Kansas, and Nebraska) is very similar to factor
1 in the reconstructions. So, it appears that the southwest
factor of KK is not evident when only summer PDSI is
evaluated. Rather, it is replaced by a drought factor lo-
cated mainly over the eastern Colorado region.

Oblique promax rotation was applied next to the
drought reconstructions. Although there were some ap-

parently significant correlations between some of the
oblique factors (the four largest correlations are r1,4 5
0.28, r1,7 5 0.33, r1,9 5 0.32, and r2,6 5 0.27), the
varimax and promax factors (not shown) were essen-
tially identical. Therefore, the orthogonal varimax so-
lution appears to be an adequate representation of the
underlying regional summer drought factors in the U.S.

Figure 10 shows the factor scores estimated from the
Fig. 8 varimax factors. These nine time series provide
histories of relative drought and wetness for the iden-
tified regions. Some of the well-known droughts of the
twentieth century are indicated in these histories. For
example, the serious drought that struck the Northeast
in the 1960s (Cook and Jacoby 1977) is indicated in the
factor 2 scores. The drought that occurred during the
‘‘Dust Bowl’’ years of the 1930s (Stockton and Meko
1983) shows up in the scores of factors 3 and 4 in the
Pacific Northwest and northern Great Plains. And the
drought that struck the Texas region in the 1950s (Stahle
and Cleaveland 1988) is revealed in the scores of factor
7. In contrast, a notable wet period in the early 1900s
is indicated in several of the factors. Prior to 1900, the
factor scores reveal periods of drought and wetness that
in some cases appear to be unprecedented in the record.
The factor scores also show varying degrees of inter-
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FIG. 10. The nine varimax factor scores of the loading maps shown
in Fig. 8. These scores represent the regional histories of relative
drought and wetness in the US since 1700. They have also been
smoothed to emphasize the interdecadal (.10 yr) timescale of var-
iability. The bottom time series is a weighted average of relative
drought and wetness for the U.S. based on the scores of the first
unrotated principal component of the reconstructions. It shows that
the 1930s Dust Bowl drought was easily the most severe such event
to hit the U.S. since 1700.

decadal variability, with factor 4 in the northern Great
Plains showing the most multiyear power. Clearly, there
is much to be learned about U.S. drought from the re-
constructions produced here.

Also included in Fig. 10 is a plot of the scores of the
first unrotated principal component of drought (U.S. av-
erage), scaled to have variance comparable to the var-
imax scores. This component accounts for 22% of the
total PDSI variance. This series is effectively a (weakly)
centrally weighted average of the actual drought recon-
structions. Based on the very high correlations (;0.90)
between the actual and estimated mean fields shown in
Figs. 6b and 7b, this record is a highly accurate history
of drought for the U.S. as a whole. It shows that the
Dust Bowl drought of the 1930s was clearly the most
severe event to strike the U.S. since 1700. Indeed, the
two most extreme years in this series are 1934 and 1936.
The third most severe drought year occurred in 1977.
Other notable dry periods occurred around 1820, 1860,

and 1950. Two unusual wet periods also stand out in
the 1820–40 and 1900–20 intervals.

c. Discussion

The results of our spatial comparisons between in-
strumental PDSIs and the tree-ring estimates indicate
that the reconstructions have captured the inherent spa-
tial variability of drought across the U.S. with a high
degree of fidelity. This has been accomplished using
PPR, which does not contain any explicit spatial com-
ponent in its design, except for the selected search ra-
dius. The ability of PPR to reconstruct the spatial fea-
tures of drought is undoubtedly due to the underlying
regionality of climate in the U.S. that determines pat-
terns of drought and wetness and, ultimately, patterns
of tree growth (e.g., Fritts 1965; LaMarche and Fritts
1971).

7. Concluding remarks

The U.S. drought reconstruction grid produced here
is a significant new application of dendroclimatic tech-
niques to reconstruct past climate. The quality of the
gridpoint reconstructions is generally quite good and
spatially homogeneous. As noted earlier, the automated
nature of the PPR method virtually guarantees that the
gridpoint reconstructions produced here will not nec-
essarily be the best possible at any given grid point.
However, the PPR method does guarantee that each grid-
point model is developed in a consistent manner. Its
specific implementation here also guarantees a near-
global optimum in terms of model verification.

There is little doubt that the joint space–time methods
of climate reconstruction (e.g., canonical regression or
singular value decomposition) would have resulted in
better calibration statistics here (e.g., a higher global

). These techniques are constrained to find the optimal2Rc

linear association between two fields of variables. How-
ever, they would almost certainly lead to poorer veri-
fication results (see the verification surfaces shown in
Appendix B, Fig. B1) because they would allow long-
range, temporally unstable, tree-ring teleconnections to
influence the estimation of the gridpoint PDSIs. The
joint space–time methods would also be mathematically
ill-conditioned if the original data were used directly
here because the number of grid points (155) greatly
exceeds the number of years (51) used for calibration.
This problem can be ameliorated by reducing the di-
mensions of the problem through principal component
analysis of the predictor and/or predictand fields prior
to regression (Fritts 1976; Cook et al. 1994; Mann et
al. 1998) but at the loss of higher-order dimensionality
in the resulting field of reconstructions. The reconstruc-
tions produced by PPR do not have this limitation.

These reconstructions are freely available from the
National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC), World Data
Center-A for Paleoclimatology, in Boulder, Colorado.
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(The Web site addresses for these data are http://
www.ngdc.noaa.gov/paleo/pdsiyear.html for the annual
PDSI maps and http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/paleo/us-
client2.html for the summer PDSI time series.) We hope
that future analyses of these reconstructions will lead
to an improved understanding of drought variability in
the U.S., especially on the interdecadal timescale (e.g.,
Karl and Riebsame 1984), which is very difficult to
investigate with instrumental climate data alone.

We expect to improve the drought reconstructions for
the United States in the future through the use of im-
proved statistical methods and, more importantly, the
development of new tree-ring chronologies in areas that
are now weakly modeled. In addition, efforts are now
under way to extend the reconstructions back in time
to enable analyses of drought variability at longer time-
scales. Consequently, the PDSI reconstructions on the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Web
sites will be updated periodically as these improvements
are made.
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APPENDIX A

The Point-by-Point Regression Method

Principal components regression analysis is the foun-
dation of PPR and is described in Briffa et al. (1986)
and Cook et al. (1994) for the multiple-predictor–mul-
tiple-predictand case. Here we give a brief description
of this method, restricting it to the multiple-predictor–
single-predictand case that is appropriate to PPR.

Let

yk 5 UB 1 ek, (A1)

where yk is the vector of standardized (i.e., zero mean,
unit standard deviation) instrumental PDSIs at grid point
k, U is the matrix of orthogonal tree-ring principal com-
ponent scores, B is the matrix of regression coefficients,
and ek is the vector of regression model errors. The
actual tree-ring series used as predictors are related to
their scores as

U 5 XF, (A2)

where X is the matrix of standardized tree-ring chro-
nologies used as predictors and F is the orthonormal
matrix of column eigenvectors calculated from the cor-
relation matrix of X. Each of the k PPR regression mod-
els is developed here over the calibration time period
1928–78 common to the predictors and predictands,
with the pre-1928 instrumental PDSI data reserved for
regression model verification tests of the tree-ring model
estimates. See Fritts (1976) and Cook et al. (1994) for
more details concerning the calibration–verification pro-
cedures commonly used in dendroclimatology.

Once the regression coefficients in B have been es-
timated for the calibration period, they can be applied
to the precalibration period tree-ring scores after pro-
jecting the early tree-ring data onto the relevant eigen-
vectors in F. The resulting augmented tree-ring scores
in U are then used to produce a series of standardized
PDSI estimates back in time as

ŷk 5 UB, (A3)

after which they are back-transformed into original
PDSI units. Here we restrict our PDSI reconstructions
to cover the period 1700–1978, which is the time in-
terval common to all tree-ring chronologies in our net-
work.

The description of the principal components regres-
sion model given in (A1)–(A3) is generic in that any
tree-ring data can be used to form the principal com-
ponent scores in U. However, we have found that the
reconstructions of PDSI from tree rings can be signif-
icantly improved through the careful use of autoregres-
sive (AR) prewhitening of the both the tree rings and
PDSI data prior to regression analysis. This procedure
is used to correct for the sometimes large differences
in short-lag autocorrelation between climate and tree
rings that are believed to be due to physiological and
stand dynamics effects on annual ring widths, which are
unrelated to climate. In this case, low-order AR(p) mod-
els are fit to the time series used at each grid point as

p

z 5 f z 1 a , (A4)Ot i t2i t
i51

where zt is the PDSI or tree-ring series used at grid point
k, f i is the AR coefficient at lag-i yr, and at is the
resulting series of ‘‘white noise’’ (i.e., serially random)
residuals (Box and Jenkins 1970). The order p is ob-
jectively determined using the Akaike information cri-
terion (AIC; Akaike 1974), with a correction for small
sample bias (Hurvich and Tsai 1989). The original and
corrected AICs are calculated as

AIC 5 N ln 1 2(m 1 1)2s e (A5)

and

2(m 1 1)(m 1 2)
AIC 5 AIC 1 , (A6)c N 2 m 2 2

respectively, where N is the number of observations,
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is the residual variance of the model, and m is the2s e

number of explanatory variables. In the case of AR
modeling, m 5 p.

The at of PDSI and tree rings are then used as yk and
X in (A1) and (A2), respectively, instead of the original
variables. The serially random property of the AR re-
siduals simplifies tests of association between tree rings
and drought because the degrees of freedom do not need
to be corrected for persistence. In addition, the identi-
fication of lagged responses between tree rings and
drought are also simplified by first prewhitening the time
series prior to testing for lead-lag associations (Haugh
and Box 1977).

After the ŷk are produced for grid point k, any au-
tocorrelation in the PDSI that had been modeled and
removed must be added back into the reconstruction.
This operation usually involves adding some ‘‘redness’’
(i.e., positive autocorrelation) to the reconstructed
PDSIs because most of the instrumental PDSI records
behave as moderate ‘‘red noise’’ processes (sensu Gil-
man et al. 1963). This procedure is accomplished by
substituting ŷ for z in (A4) and using the fi of the grid
point k PDSI series, with the necessary p starting values
estimated by backcasting. It closely follows the ‘‘ran-
dom shock model’’ method of Meko (1981) for recon-
structing precipitation from tree rings.

The PPR method allows for precise control over
which tree-ring chronologies and their principal com-
ponent scores enter into the regression equation for re-
constructing PDSI at each grid point. This control is
exercised in four sequential stages of model develop-
ment, which culminate in the selection of the final tree-
ring predictors of drought. These stages result in the
creation of four ‘‘pools’’ of tree-ring variables that seek
to concentrate the common drought signal and winnow
out the nondrought noise.

The level-1 pool of tree-ring variables contains those
chronologies that are believed to be well related to
drought at a given grid point due to their proximity to
it alone. As noted earlier, the PPR method assumes that
only those tree-ring chronologies proximal to a given
PDSI grid point are likely to be true predictors of
drought. Here we operationally define ‘‘proximal’’ to
mean those tree-ring chronologies located within a given
search radius around a PDSI grid point. This radius
should be small enough to preserve the local and re-
gional character of PDSI at each grid point but also
large enough to include most or all of the ‘‘true’’ tree-
ring predictors of drought.

The ideal search radius for this purpose would seem
to be the same as that used for gridding the single-station
PDSI records, that is, 150 km. However, this distance
is generally impractical for many areas of the PDSI grid
because the tree-ring network is much less dense and
more patchy than the original single-station PDSI net-
work. In addition, the central Great Plains is largely
devoid of tree-ring chronologies, making a 150-km
search radius clearly impractical there. Finally, regional

drought anomalies ought to exceed 150 km in radius on
average given the size of the regional drought clima-
tologies in the U.S. (cf. the drought factor maps in KK).
This suggests that tree-ring chronologies from some
greater distance (i.e., .150 km) ought to be useful pre-
dictors of PDSI at a grid point. The inherent patchiness
of the tree-ring network also means that many areas of
the grid will require a relatively small fixed search radius
to find enough tree-ring chronologies, while other areas
will require a larger search radius. This indicates the
need for a dynamic search radius that will enlarge until
a minimum number of tree-ring chronologies has been
found for a given grid point. The minimum number used
here is five, a compromise between locating a reasonable
number of tree-ring chronologies per grid point versus
the desire to minimize the size of the eventual search
radius to preserve the meanings of proximal and true
provided above. So, given a prescribed minimum search
radius, the search for tree-ring chronologies is con-
ducted as follows. If five or more series are found within
the minimum radius from a PDSI grid point, the search
is considered successful and terminated. If not, the
search radius is expanded by 50-km increments until at
least five chronologies are found.

The level-2 pool contains those tree-ring variables
from the level-1 pool that are well correlated with PDSI.
The level-1 search procedure only deals with finding
candidate tree-ring chronologies within a given radius
of each PDSI grid point. However, there is no guarantee
that these candidates will be significantly correlated with
PDSI at a grid point. For this reason, they are next
subjected to statistical screening prior to use in regres-
sion analysis. This is accomplished by correlating the
prewhitened candidate tree-ring variables with the pre-
whitened PDSIs over the calibration period 1928–78.
The correlations are calculated using both year t and t
1 1 tree-ring residuals as candidate predictors of year
t PDSI residuals to allow for a 1-yr lag response to
climate found in some tree-ring chronologies. Thus, for
m candidate tree-ring chronologies found within a given
search radius, there are actually 2m candidate predictors
of PDSI at a grid point.

The screening criterion used is the two-tailed hy-
pothesis test of the Pearson correlation coefficient (say
a 5 0.05) with n 2 2 degrees of freedom, in this case
49 for the 1928–78 calibration period. Depending on
the a-level probability used for screening the level-1
candidate pool and the strength of the PDSI signal in
the chronologies, the number of retained candidate pre-
dictors may be K2m. This reduced set of m9 tree-ring
variables is the level-2 pool [matrix X in (A2)] that is
subjected to principal components analysis in the next
stage of PPR.

The level-3 pool contains the tree-ring principal com-
ponents that are retained as candidate predictors of PDSI
in multiple regression analysis. Principal components
analysis is used to reduce the size of the level-2 pool
and concentrate common drought signal(s) further. Its
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main virtues are the way in which it orthogonalizes the
intercorrelated set of predictors and reduces the dimen-
sions of the regression problem through the elimination
of higher-order eigenvectors that account for very little
variance. We use the objective Kaiser–Guttman eigen-
value-1 rule (Guttman 1954; Kaiser 1960) to eliminate
those higher-order variables. This eigenvalue cutoff cri-
terion typically reduces the dimension of the level-3
pool m0 to ,0.3m9.

The level-4 pool of tree-ring predictor variables is the
order of each gridpoint regression model, that is, the
rank of U in (A1). This is accomplished by first cor-
relating the PDSIs with the orthogonal tree-ring scores
over the 1928–78 calibration period. The correlations
are then ranked in order of decreasing magnitude and
entered into the model until the minimum AICc criterion
is achieved. Because the entered variables are orthog-
onal, the square of each variable’s correlation with PDSI
is its partial R2, so the sum of those squared correlations
is the final model R2.

APPENDIX B

Optimizing the Search Radius and Screening
Probability Criteria

As implemented above, the level-3 and level-4 pool-
ing procedures of PPR are fully automatic and objective.
However, the level-1 and level-2 procedures contain
somewhat ill-defined and subjective elements, these be-
ing the choice of the search radius and screening prob-
ability, respectively. There is no guarantee that a single,
optimal search radius–screening probability combina-
tion exists for all points on the grid, where ‘‘optimal’’
means in this case the best possible reconstruction of
PDSI at each location. To produce such optimal recon-
structions would probably require modeling the 155 grid
points as a series of completely independent regression
problems, a very time-consuming and tedious option.
However, one combination or narrow range of combi-
nations of search radius–screening probability may pro-
duce on average, or globally, the best reconstructions
across the grid. If a global optimum could be found for
the search radius and screening probability, then the
PPR method could be made fully objective and auto-
matic.

To see to what degree a joint search radius–screening
probability optimum exists for the PDSI grid, we con-
ducted a number of experiments of PPR in which we
varied the search radius and screening probability over
a wide range of values. Specifically, we varied the search
radius from 200 to 3000 km and the screening a-level
probability from 0.05 to 0.40. The search radius upper
limit was chosen to allow for possible transcontinental
drought teleconnections to enter into the model, while
the screening probability upper limit forced most var-
iables into the principal components analysis.

To evaluate the test results, we calculated four sta-

tistics as measures of goodness of fit between the actual
and estimated PDSI. These tests used the actual PDSI
data and the tree-ring estimates after autocorrelation had
been added back into them, as described in appendix
A. So, for all 155 PDSI grid points we calculated the
following.

1) Average explained variance ( ) over the 1928–782Rc

calibration period is

2 (x 2 x̂ ) O i i
2  R 5 1.0 2 , (B1) c 2(x 2 x )O i c 

where xi and x̂i are the actual and estimated data in
year i of the calibration period and x c is the mean
of the actual data. This is a direct measure of the
least squares goodness of fit of the regression model
that is achieved here by the minimum AICc criterion.
However, is known to be a very poor, biased2Rc

measure of true goodness of it when the regression
model is applied to data not used for calibration (Cra-
mer 1987; Helland 1987), hence the need for re-
gression model verification tests.

2) Average squared Pearson correlation ( ) over the2Ry

pre-1928 verification period is

2

(x 2 x )( x̂ 2 x̂ )O i y i y[ ]
2R 5 , (B2)y 2 2(x 2 x ) ( x̂ 2 x̂ )O Oi y i y

where xi and x̂i are the actual and estimated data in
year i of the verification period and x y and x̂ y are
the means of the actual and reconstructed data in the
verification period. This is a useful measure of co-
variance between the actual and estimated PDSIs in
the verification period of withheld actual data. How-
ever, it is not sensitive to differences in mean level
between the covariates. Therefore, it is the least rig-
orous of the three verification tests used here. The
Pearson correlation itself also allows for negative
relationships between variables, which would be
nonsensical in the context of its application here.
This never occurred in any of our PPR experiments.

3) Average reduction of error (RE) in the verification
period is

2 (x 2 x̂ ) O i i
 RE 5 1.0 2 , (B3) 2(x 2 x )O i c 

where xi and x̂i are the actual and estimated data in
year i of the verification period and x c is the mean
of the actual data in the calibration period. This sta-
tistic was first introduced by Lorenz (1956) to me-
teorology as a measure of forecast skill, and has been
extensively used in dendroclimatology to verify re-
constructions of climate from tree rings (Fritts 1976;
Kutzbach and Guetter 1980). Here RE has a theo-
retical range of 2` to 11. An RE . 0 indicates
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FIG. B1. The regression model calibration and verification surfaces as a function of search
radius and screening probability. The screening probability is expressed as 1 2 a, where a is
the null hypothesis test probability. The surface increases without limit as the search radius2Rc

enlarges, although the rate of increase diminishes beyond about 500 km. In contrast, the ,2Ry

RE, and CE surfaces all show general maxima in the form of a ridge along the 400–500-km
search radius axis. Beyond that distance, the verification tests all do more poorly. The ridge of
maximum verification is also not strongly dependent on screening probability.

hindcast or reconstruction skill in excess of clima-
tology (i.e., x c); an RE , 0 indicates less skill than
climatology.

4) Average coefficient of efficiency (CE) over the ver-
ification period is

2 (x 2 x̂ ) O i i
 CE 5 1.0 2 , (B4) 2(x 2 x )O i y 

where xi and x̂i are the actual and estimated data in
year i of the verification period and x y is the mean
of the actual data in the verification period. This
statistic was first described in the hydrology litera-
ture as an expression of the true R2 of a regression
equation when it is applied to new data (Nash and
Sutcliffe 1971). Like RE, CE has a theoretical range
of 2` to 11, but here the benchmark for determin-
ing skill is the verification period mean. Thus, a CE
. 0 indicates skill in excess of the verification period
climatology (i.e., x y ); a CE , 0 indicates less skill
than verification period climatology.

Among the verification statistics used here, the CE is
the most rigorous. The only difference between the RE
and CE lies in the denominator term. However, this
difference generally makes the CE more difficult to pass
(i.e., CE . 0). When x y 5 x c, CE 5 RE. But when x y

± x c, RE will be greater then the CE by a factor related
to that difference. This follows by noting that for the
CE, the sum of squares in the denominator is fully cor-
rected because x y is the proper mean. However for the

RE, the denominator sum of squares will not be fully
corrected unless the calibration period mean is fortu-
itously identical to the verification period mean. When
this is not the case, the denominator sum of squares of
the RE will be larger than that of the CE resulting in
RE . CE.

As described in section 2, the verification data avail-
able at each grid point varies in length depending on
the lengths of the original station records used in grid-
ding the PDSI. The median length of the pre-1928 data
is 35 yr, with a minimum of 15, an interquartile range
of 30–37, and a maximum of 90. The different lengths
make verification across the network potentially inho-
mogeneous for comparative purposes. For this reason,
we restricted the verification tests to data in the period
1893–1927. Thus, a maximum of 35 yr of data was used
for verification at each grid point.

A total of 24 search radii ranging from 200 to 3000
km and five screening probability levels ranging from
0.05 to 0.40 were used, resulting in a the total of 120
PPR test runs. The results of these runs are succinctly
summarized in four surface plots shown in Fig. B1. For
plotting purposes, the screening probabilities (i.e., a lev-
els) are expressed as 1 2 a probabilities. The calibration

surface shows a nearly monotonic increase in ex-2Rc

plained variance with increasing distance. This effect
occurs regardless of the screening probability used.
However, the surface does show a clear break in slope2Rc

at a distance of 400–500 km. At longer distances, the
rate of increase in noticeably declines. Thus, most2Rc
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of the explained variance comes from tree-ring chro-
nologies located within about 500 km of the PDSI grid
points on average. In contrast, the , RE, and CE sur-2Ry

faces are radically different. Each of these verification
statistics shows that PDSI reconstruction fidelity in-
creases as the search radius increases from 200 to 400–
500 km for each grid point on average. At greater dis-
tances there is a clear loss of fidelity. Interestingly, re-
construction fidelity rebounds somewhat at distances in
excess of 2000 km, especially for the more stringent
screening probabilities. This result probably reflects true
synoptic-scale teleconnection patterns of drought and
wetness in the continental U.S. Presumably, the stricter
screening probabilities also winnowed out many spu-
rious tree-ring chronologies, resulting in a noticeable
increase in long-range verification performance. How-
ever, this rebound never regains the fidelity lost by in-
creasing the search radius beyond ;500 km. Conse-
quently, nothing is truly gained by searching for long-
range tree-ring teleconnections with drought in the U.S.,
except excessively inflated .2Rc

The verification surfaces in Fig. B1 indicate the pres-
ence of a ridge of maximum reconstruction fidelity that
consistently falls in the 400–500-km search radius band.
This ridge is only weakly dependent on screening prob-
ability. Thus ‘‘search radius,’’ which determines the size
of the level-1 pool of candidate tree-ring predictors, is
clearly the most important free variable to select prop-
erly in the PPR method. Based on the results here, we
concluded that a search radius of 450 km was the best
global search radius to use. As the second free variable
in this test, ‘‘screening probability’’ had a much weaker
effect on the PPR method. Presumably, the use of prin-
cipal components analysis on the level-2 pool of
screened tree-ring chronologies served to protect the
subsequent regression results from the inclusion of
weakly correlated or spurious tree-ring predictors. Even
so, there is some indication of improved verification
with increasing 1 2 a probability along the 400–500-
km ridge. Therefore, we chose an a-level probability of
0.10 for screening the tree-ring chronologies entering
into the level-2 pool. With these two free variables fixed,
the PPR method can be applied automatically for re-
constructing drought across the continental U.S.

With regard to our selected 450-km search radius, the
median level-1 pool size was 48 tree-ring variables,
which equates to 24 tree-ring chronologies for years t
and t 1 1. This initial pool of candidate variables was
reduced to a median size of 18 after screening with a
5 0.10. After principal components analysis of the 18
retained variables, a median of six eigenvectors passed
the Kaiser–Guttman test. Finally, the minimum AICc

test entered a median of three principal components into
the regression model. Thus, the PPR method reduced
the median predictor variable space from 48 to 3 var-
iables, a 93.7% reduction in the variable pool size, re-
sulting in a large conservation of degrees of freedom
in the final regression model. Since the expected value

for increases with the number of variables in a re-2Rc

gression model (Morrison 1990) and also increases with
the number of candidate predictors available for re-
gression (Rencher and Pun 1980), the sequential reduc-
tion of predictor variable pool size should also reduce
the inflation of .2Rc
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Abstract

Severe drought is the greatest recurring natural disaster to strike North America. A remarkable network of centuries-long annual
tree-ring chronologies has now allowed for the reconstruction of past drought over North America covering the past 1000 or more
years in most regions. These reconstructions reveal the occurrence of past “megadroughts” of unprecedented severity and duration,
ones that have never been experienced by modern societies in North America. There is strong archaeological evidence for the
destabilizing influence of these past droughts on advanced agricultural societies, examples that should resonate today given the
increasing vulnerability of modern water-based systems to relatively short-term droughts. Understanding how these megadroughts
develop and persist is a timely scientific problem. Very recently, climate models have succeeded in simulating all of the major
droughts over North America from the Civil War to the severe 1998–2004 drought in the western U.S. These numerical
experiments indicate the dominating importance of tropical Pacific Ocean sea surface temperatures (SSTs) in determining how
much precipitation falls over large parts of North America. Of central importance to drought formation is the development of cool
“La Niña-like” SSTs in the eastern tropical Pacific region. This development appears to be partially linked to changes in radiative
forcing over that region, which affects the Bjerknes feedback mechanism of the ENSO cycle there. Paradoxically, warmer
conditions over the tropical Pacific region lead to the development of cool La Niña-like SSTs there, which is drought inducing over
North America. Whether or not this process will lead to a greater prevalence of drought in the future as the world warms due to
accumulating greenhouse gases is unclear at this time.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The western United States (the ‘West’) has been in
the grip of a severe drought since late 1999, which only
recently (mid-2005) appears to be ending (U.S. Drought
Monitor; http://www.drought.unl.edu/dm/monitor.html;
Svoboda et al., 2002). Whether or not this change
towards wetter conditions truly represents the end of this
severe multi-year drought remains to be seen. However,
⁎ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 845 365 8618; fax: +1 845 365 8152.
E-mail address: drdendro@ldeo.columbia.edu (E.R. Cook).

0012-8252/$ - see front matter © 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.earscirev.2006.12.002
at its peak in July 2002, more than 50% of the
contiguous U.S. was under moderate to severe drought
conditions, with record or near-record precipitation
deficits throughout the West (Lawrimore and Stephens,
2003). Large portions of the Canadian Prairie provinces
also suffered from severe drought (Agricultural and
Agri-Food Canada, 2002), as well as extensive areas of
Mexico, particularly in the northern and western parts of
the country (Lawrimore et al., 2002; consult the March
2003 drought map and associated report located at the
North American Drought Monitor website address
provided with the reference).
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http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.earscirev.2006.12.002
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The impacts of this drought on the West have been
considerable. Four consecutive years of drought resulted
in water supply deficits in reservoir storage, with 10 of 11
western states having below average storage by May
2004, and below 50% capacity in Arizona, NewMexico,
Nevada, Utah, and Wyoming (USDA, 2004). By
September 22, 2004, the elevation of Lake Powell was
down 129 ft from full pool level, only 38% of live
capacity (Upper Colorado Region Water Operations
Data; http://www.usbr.gov/uc/crsp/GetSiteInfo). Most
of this water loss from Lake Powell occurred in only
three years beginning with the epic 2002 drought year,
down from a lake level that was near its historic maxi-
mum in early 2000. Exacerbated by drought conditions,
the 2002 fire season was the second worst in the last
50 yr, with wildfire burning over 370,000 ha, including
the largest fires in the past century in Oregon, Arizona,
and Colorado (NASA, 2004). Persistent drought in the
American Southwest in combination with associated
insect outbreaks also resulted in over three million acres
of pinyon and ponderosa pine mortality in Arizona and
New Mexico (Betancourt, 2003), with die-off spreading
into southwestern Colorado as well. This drought
highlights both the extreme vulnerability of the semi-
arid West to shortfalls in precipitation and the need to
better understand long-term drought variability and its
causes in North America.

The impact of drought on the environment is
obvious. Perhaps less obvious is its surprisingly high
economic cost. Over the years 1980 to 2003, for the
United States as a whole, droughts (and associated heat
waves) accounted for 10 of the 58 weather-related
disasters that are estimated to have cost more than one
billion dollars (normalized to 2002 dollars; Ross and
Lott, 2003). Those drought disasters (17.2% of the total)
accounted for $144 billion (41.2%) of the estimated
$349 billion total cost of all weather-related disasters
(Ross and Lott, 2003). This is considerably more, at
least until Hurricane Katrina struck the Gulf Coast, than
the cost of hurricanes and tropical storms, the most
frequent source of billion-dollar disasters: (16 events
and 102 billion dollars over the same time period). So, in
economic terms alone, droughts are the most costly
natural disasters to strike the United States.

Drought maps of three notable billion-dollar drought
years are shown in Fig. 1: 1980, 1988, and 2002. The
estimated cost of the 2002 drought year was at $10
billion far less than the estimated cost of droughts in
1980 ($48.8 billion) and 1988 ($61.6 billion). So even
though the 2002 drought year was extreme, and in some
areas of the West unprecedented, its overall economic
impact was comparatively low. The reason for this is
probably related to where the 2002 drought happened,
i.e., mostly in the inter-montane West where population
density and agricultural production are relatively low. In
contrast, the 1980 and 1988 droughts occurred espe-
cially over the northern and eastern Great Plains (see
also Fye et al., 2004), regions of more intensive agri-
culture and greater population density. The number of
human deaths from those droughts and associated heat
waves was also high in 1980 (∼10,000 deaths) and 1988
(∼7500 deaths), but zero in 2002 (Ross and Lott, 2003).
Location does matter for the socioeconomic impacts of
drought.

Though the most recent multi-year drought to strike
the West was severe, especially in terms of its impact on
water resources, the two most severe droughts since
1900 remain the legendary 1930's “Dust Bowl” drought
(1929–1940) and the 1950's Southwest drought (1946–
1956) (Fye et al., 2003, 2004). These start and end year
dates were determined by an objective method based on
the duration of running sums of PDSI values (Fye et al.,
2003). The two worst years of those droughts, 1934 and
1956, are shown in Fig. 2. The environmental impact of
the 12-year Dust Bowl drought was certainly severe, but
the great dust storms associated with it were largely a
product of poor agricultural practices that exposed the
subsurface soil to desiccation and wind erosion. It is
hard to assign a firm economic cost to the Dust Bowl
drought, which was especially severe in the northern
Rocky Mountains and northern Great Plains. One
indication of its economic cost comes from a paper on
the effects of drought on vegetation in Montana (Ellison
and Woolfolk, 1937). That report mentions that 350,000
“drought-relief” cattle were purchased by the govern-
ment in 1934–35 for 38 counties in Montana at a cost of
$5 million ($66 million in 2002 dollars; see Sahr, 2005).
Viewed over the entire region affected by drought,
Warrick (1980) estimates that financial assistance from
the government may have been as high as $1 billion in
1930s dollars ($13 billion in 2002 dollars) by the end of
the drought, a number that reflects only part of the total
economic cost of the Dust Bowl drought. There is also
no question about the immense social impact the
drought had on farmers and ranchers, who were forced
to flee the parched and exhausted soils of the Great
Plains for better conditions elsewhere (Worster, 1979).
That this upheaval occurred during the economic ‘Great
Depression’ exacerbated the impact.

The 11-year 1950's Southwest drought was likewise
extreme, with it being centered primarily over Texas and
New Mexico. The environmental impact of the South-
west drought was severe, but it had less socioeconomic
impact than the Dust Bowl drought because of irrigation,

http://www.usbr.gov/uc/crsp/GetSiteInfo


Fig. 1. Maps showing the U.S. regions most affected by drought in 1980, 1988, and 2002. The drought metric used for this purpose is the Palmer
Drought Severity Index (Palmer, 1965). Note that the 2002 drought was mostly restricted to the inter-montane West, while the other two droughts
were located more so in more agriculturally important regions of the Great Plains and Corn Belt. (Maps from http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/climate/
research/drought/palmer-maps/).
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improved agricultural practices, better governmental
support, and a much stronger underlying economy.
Regardless, the hydroclimatic severity and duration of
the 12-year Dust Bowl and 11-year Southwest droughts
tell us from even the relatively short 20th century climate
records that things could get worse than the recent
drought in the West that has lasted only 5–6 yr and,
depending on locale, may not yet be ending.

The annual drought maps in Figs. 1 and 2 also
illustrate that individual drought years are not necessar-
ily good indicators of cumulative environmental and
socioeconomic impacts. One dry year may be accom-
modated without undue environmental and economic
harm providing that it is sufficiently offset by wetter
conditions the following year. What really matters is
duration because recovery from the cumulative damage
of consecutive drought years is more difficult. Thus,
while the 1934 drought year clearly exceeds the overall
severity of the other years shown in Figs. 1 and 2, it was
also part of a much longer sequence of drier than
average years (Fye et al., 2004) that resulted in the
catastrophic Dust Bowl drought.

Given the enormous environmental and socioeco-
nomic impacts of drought over the U.S., Canada, and
Mexico, it is important to develop a better understanding
of North American drought, especially for multi-year
events. This is a propitious time to review the state of
present knowledge because of striking advances in just
the past two or three years:

(1) A recent reconstruction of North American
drought from AD 800 (Cook et al., 2004) creates

http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/climate/research/drought/palmer-maps/
http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/climate/research/drought/palmer-maps/


Fig. 2. Maps showing the U.S. regions most affected by drought in 1934 and 1956. These two years are part of the Dust Bowl and Southwest
droughts, considered to be the worst of the 20th century. (Maps from http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/climate/research/drought/palmer-maps/).
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the first annual, regionally resolved picture of
more than a millennium of droughts and wet
periods for most of the North American continent.
It provides a context for the handful of droughts
that we know of from the instrumental period
(roughly, the 1850s onward) and a more complete
picture of North American droughts of exception-
al intensity and duration, “megadroughts” (Wood-
house and Overpeck, 1998; Stahle et al., 2000).
For example, the 16th century megadrought iden-
tified by Stahle et al. (2000) is now seen to have
affected large areas of North America, especially
in the West and northern Mexico, and was much
more prolonged than any of the 20th century
droughts. The drought reconstructions also pro-
vide clear evidence for a much drier climate
across the West and Great Plains during Medieval
times, a drought that lasted with few interruptions
for a few hundred years and which greatly taxed
both hunter–gatherer and agriculturalist popula-
tions (Jones et al., 1999). Such “no analog”
megadroughts are scary because the modern-day
agricultural and hydrologic systems that depend
upon adequate water supplies to produce and
function may not have the resilience to survive
much beyond the observed “worst case scenario”
droughts of the past 100–150 yr, e.g., the Dust
Bowl drought. The unprecedented growth of the
West occurring now, with its increasing demand
for water, makes this concern for the future even
more serious. So, understanding the causes of
these past megadroughts is vitally important.

(2) There has been rapid progress in simulating North
American drought with comprehensive atmo-
spheric general circulation models (AGCMs;
Schubert et al., 2004b; Seager et al., 2005b;
Herweijer et al., 2006). If global sea surface
temperatures (SSTs) are specified, then important
droughts such as those of the 1930s and 1950s are
largely reproduced by the AGCMs. These results
add important evidence about causality to the
strong statistical association between certain spatial
drought patterns over North America and SST
anomalies over the tropical Pacific Ocean (Cole and
Cook, 1998; Cook et al., 2000; Cole et al., 2002;
Fye et al., 2004). An astonishing finding of this
modeling work is that droughts with such major
ecological and socioeconomic impacts apparently
were “forced” by coherent tropical SST signals of
no more than a few tenths of a degree Celsius.

(3) The modeling results have stimulated a new
understanding of the mechanisms connecting
tropical SST anomalies to drought over North
America. The most accepted ideas about “tele-
connections” rely on Rossby wave propagation to
mid-latitudes. In addition, it now appears that
zonally symmetric changes in the atmospheric cir-
culation in subtropical and middle latitudes driven
by the overall warming of the tropical troposphere
are a means whereby the tropics influence the mid-

http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/climate/research/drought/palmer-maps/
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latitudes throughout the year, (Seager et al., 2003,
2005a,b; Lau et al., 2006, in press). Both
mechanisms imply that North American droughts
should be an element of a more global pattern of
drought (e.g., in southern South America, parts of
Europe and Asia) (Herweijer and Seager, 2006).

(4) To date the only part of the climate system that has
proved to be predictable on seasonal and longer
timescales is the tropical Pacific. That North
American droughts – and their associated global
hydroclimatic regimes – are linked to tropical
SSTs raises the question of whether the SST
patterns responsible are predictable on the time-
scales of years to decades over which a serious
drought develops. The importance of tropical SSTs
for forcing these global hydroclimatic regimes also
makes it clear that the hydrological future of many
areas will be influenced by how the tropical
atmosphere–ocean system responds to anthropo-
genic forcing. This is currently a subject of great
uncertainty in model simulations and one for which
theoretical understanding is limited at best.

(5) Recent research has greatly extended our knowl-
edge of the cultural and social impacts of past
droughts (Stahle and Dean, in press). Examining
these connections reveals the vulnerability of past
cultures to drought, cautionary tales that especial-
ly resonate now because of the recent and perhaps
ongoing drought in the West.

This paper aims to report on the current status of
research into North American droughts and their
consequences. It does not purport to be a comprehensive
review of all work to date, much of which has been
made obsolete as a result of the recent climate modeling
studies. In the next section we describe the Palmer
Drought Severity Index (PDSI) and explain why it is
used to characterize drought. Sections 3 and 4 describe
the tree-ring network that is used for drought recon-
struction and the statistical methods employed. The
reader who is primarily interested in the actual droughts,
or is familiar with the methodology used for drought
reconstruction from tree rings, may want to jump ahead
to Section 5 where reconstructed drought variability
since 800A.D. is discussed together with evidence for
widespread medieval megadroughts. Following this, in
Section 6, the social impacts of selected droughts over
the last 1000 yr are discussed. This includes examples of
the impacts of droughts on Indian cultures and also
presents a climate background to the changing nature of
European immigrants perceptions of the West through
the Nineteenth Century from descriptions of the ‘Great
American Desert’ to a later ‘garden myth’ that coincided
with the opening of the railroads and migration of
settlers into the Plains.

Section 7 presents the results of climate modeling
studies (conducted at LDEO) and makes the case for
droughts being forced by cold tropical Pacific sea
surface temperature (SST) anomalies. The zonal mean
eddy–mean flow interaction and Rossby wave tele-
connection means of transmitting the signal of cold
SSTs into the mid-latitudes is discussed and it is argued
that North American droughts fit into a global pattern of
hydroclimate regimes with elements of zonal and
hemispheric symmetry. Modeling results are illustrated
through a case study of the 1890s drought, the one that
created a semblance of realism in the attitudes of the
Federal government to settlement of the arid regions of
the West. Section 8 discusses the causes of tropical
Pacific SST anomalies both on decadal timescales and
over the last millennium and makes the case that the
medieval megadrought was caused by a shift to a more
La Nina-like state during those centuries which itself
was forced by relatively high solar irradiance and weak
volcanism. Section 9 considers how tropical SSTs will
change in the greenhouse future and how this will
impact the hydroclimatic future of the West. A summary
and conclusions are offered in Section 10.

2. Measuring drought variability over NorthAmerica

The environmental and socioeconomic impacts of
drought over North America reveal a great need for a
detailed history of drought variability and extremes for
real-time drought assessment studies as new droughts
develop, for modeling the causes of drought, and for
improving drought prediction. As a step in that
direction, Karl and Koscielny (1982) used the Palmer
Drought Severity Index (PDSI; Palmer, 1965), calcu-
lated from monthly temperature and precipitation data,
to describe the temporal and spatial properties of
drought over the coterminous U.S. back to 1895. Prior
to 1895, the available climate data used to calculate
PDSI were too sparse for any earlier large-scale analyses
of drought across the U.S. Shabbar and Skinner (2004)
developed a similar PDSI dataset for most of Canada,
but only as far back as 1940 because of short instru-
mental climate records in the more northerly latitudes.

Dai et al. (1998, 2004) expanded the spatial coverage
of PDSI on a regular 2.5° grid to cover most of North
America and other global land areas, in the process
extending the PDSI records back to 1870 at some
locations as well. The paucity of early climate records in
northern Canada and much of Mexico limits the



Table 1
Classification of wet and dry conditions as defined by Palmer (1965)
for the PDSI

4.00 or more Extremely wet
3.00 to 3.99 Very wet
2.00 to 2.99 Moderately wet
1.00 to 1.99 Slightly wet
0.50 to 0.99 Incipient wet spell
0.49 to −0.49 Near normal
−0.50 to −0.99 Incipient dry spell
−1.00 to −1.99 Mild drought
−2.00 to −2.99 Moderate drought
−3.00 to −3.99 Severe drought
−4.00 or less Extreme drought
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usefulness of these PDSI estimates prior to the early
20th century. Another gridded PDSI dataset for North
America south of 50° N has recently been produced by
van der Schrier et al. (2006b). It extends back to 1901 at
all locations of the grid and is based on finely
interpolated monthly temperature and precipitation
data (New et al., 2000; Mitchell et al., 2004; Mitchell
and Jones, 2005). Again, the quality of these PDSI
estimates suffers in areas like Mexico with few climate
records that extend back into the early 20th century.

Based on instrumental data alone, we are largely
restricted to studies of variability over the 20th century.
More or less, the PDSI is a commonly used metric of
drought over North America and other global land areas.
Other measures of drought have also been developed
for use in North America and elsewhere (Heim, 2002),
such as the Standardized Precipitation Index (Gutt-
man, 1998), but are not used to the same degree as the
PDSI.

So, what exactly is the PDSI? Succinctly put, the
PDSI is a reflection of how much soil moisture is cur-
rently available compared to that for normal or average
conditions. The PDSI incorporates both precipitation
and temperature data in a reasonably realistic water
balance model that accounts for both supply (rain or
snowfall water equivalent) and demand (temperature
transformed into units of water lost through evapotrans-
piration), which affect the content of a simple 2-layer
soil moisture reservoir model. A runoff term is also
activated when the reservoir is full. See Palmer (1965)
for details. The PDSI is most commonly calculated at
monthly time steps, although there is no formal restric-
tion on its calculation at shorter or longer intervals. The
PDSI has built into its formulation a Markovian persis-
tence term of 0.897 from one time step to the next,
corresponding to an e-folding time of ∼10 months. This
is expressed as

PDSIt ¼ :0897⁎PDSIt−1 þ ð1=3ÞZt

where Zt is the moisture anomaly index for time t
(Palmer, 1965; Wells et al., 2004). The Z index indicates
how wet or dry it was during a single month without
regard to past precipitation anomalies. Its combination
with past PDSI means that the PDSI for a given month is
a weighted function of current moisture conditions and
an exponentially damped contribution of PDSI over
previous months. This means that PDSI for the month of
July integrates current and prior soil moisture conditions
over several months. This point is important in under-
standing why only one month of PDSI is sometimes
reconstructed by tree rings even though the trees are
usually sensitive to several months of changing moisture
supply during a typical growing season.

Numerous reviews of the PDSI have criticized it for
its complexity and empiricism (Karl, 1983; Alley, 1984;
Karl, 1986; Heddinghaus and Sabol, 1991; Guttman
et al., 1992; Guttman, 1998; Heim, 2002; Keyantash and
Dracup, 2002), but it remains one of the most widely
used drought indices in the world and is a fundamental
part of the U.S. and North American drought monitors
(Svoboda et al., 2002; Lawrimore et al., 2002).

From the above brief description, it is apparent that
the PDSI provides information on both relative wetness
and dryness. The index itself is a dimensionless quantity
that is scaled to remove, among other things, differences
between regional precipitation climatologies. In princi-
ple, this allows the PDSI to be compared between, say,
New York and Arizona, regions with radically different
precipitation regimes. The PDSI typically falls in the
range of ±4, which defines the extreme drought (−4)
and extremely wet (+4) thresholds of the index
(Table 1), but the range limit of the PDSI is not explic-
itly bounded. The frequency of events within each PDSI
class in Table 1 should also be roughly comparable
across regions and, therefore, independent of their re-
gional climatologies. This means that an extreme
drought (PDSIb−4) in New York should have roughly
the same frequency of occurrence as an extreme drought
(PDSIb−4) in Arizona. Unfortunately, this was found
not to be the case using the original algorithm devised
by Palmer (1965).

The spatial comparability of the PDSI across diverse
climate regions has been questioned (e.g., Karl, 1983;
Guttman et al., 1992) because Palmer (1965) derived
coefficients used in estimating PDSI from a very geo-
graphically limited region of the central U.S. Wells et al.
(2004) addressed this issue through the development of a
self-calibrating PDSI (SC-PDSI) that locally adapts to the
characteristics of the climate data being analyzed. This
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produces better spatial comparability of PDSI over the
U.S. compared to Palmer's original index, i.e., the
frequency of occurrence in each PDSI class is more
comparable from region to region. This improvement is
especially apparent in the extreme ends of the PDSI
range, a result independently validated by van der
Schrier et al. (2006a,b) in Europe and North America
south of 50° N. None of the other aforementioned PDSI
studies (i.e., Karl and Koscielny, 1982; Dai et al., 1998,
2004), or the tree-ring reconstructions described below,
is based on the SC-PDSI because it is such a new
development.

3. Tree-ring reconstructions of large-scale drought
variability

As indicated above (Karl and Koscielny, 1982; Dai
et al., 1998, 2004; Shabbar and Skinner, 2004; Van der
Schrier et al., 2006b), the climate records used to gen-
erate the large-scale PDSI datasets for North America
become very sparse even in the early 20th century over
significant portions of Canada and Mexico. The 100 yr
of instrumental data is not enough to capture the full
range of drought variability (Woodhouse and Overpeck,
1998). It is also not enough to allow drought variability
to be evaluated during a time when the climate system
was not heavily affected by the radiative forcing of
anthropogenic greenhouse gases. Consequently, there is
an urgent need to provide greatly expanded records of
drought variability over North America.

The paleo-drought reconstructions needed to com-
plement and augment the relatively short instrumental
PDSI records for North America require a very special
kind of climate proxy with the following properties:

1. The proxy must be highly sensitive to changes in
moisture supply and evaporative stress, i.e., it must
be drought-sensitive.

2. The proxy must have broad spatial coverage over
North America to capture the complex spatial
patterns of droughts, as revealed in Figs. 1 and 2.

3. The proxy must have well-resolved annual resolution
to capture even single-year droughts.

4. The proxy must be exactly dated to allow annually
resolved drought variability over North America to
be compared from region to region.

5. The proxy must provide long enough records to
produce estimates of past drought over the past
several centuries to millennia.

Given these required properties, there is only one
climate proxy that satisfies all of them: annual tree-ring
chronologies. This understanding is not new, but only
over the past few decades has the power of tree-ring
analysis and its well developed statistical methods been
brought to bear on the reconstruction of the joint space–
time properties of past climate (e.g., Fritts et al., 1971;
Briffa et al., 1986; Fritts, 1991; Cook et al., 1994, 1999;
Zhang et al., 2004).

The development of an extraordinary network of
climate-sensitive annual tree-ring chronologies that
covers much of North America has now made it possible
to reconstruct the joint space–time properties of drought
over much of North America. This tree-ring network is
the outcome of years of effort by many dendrochronol-
ogists and tree-ring laboratories throughout North
America and even Europe, often working independently
of each other. Because of a willingness to collaborate,
share tree-ring data, and deposit tree-ring data for public
access in the International Tree-Ring Data Bank (http://
www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/treering.html), this collective
dendrochronological effort has resulted in a tree-ring
network that enables the reconstruction of large-scale
annual patterns of drought and wetness over much of
North America for the past several centuries to millennia.

3.1. Previous large-scale drought reconstructions from
tree rings

One of the earliest efforts to reconstruct drought from
tree rings over a large portion of the coterminous U.S. was
made by Stockton andMeko (1975). Their reconstruction
of July PDSI was made for 40 variable-sized climate
regions located in the western two-thirds of the U.S. using
a tree-ring network of 40 tree-ring chronologies that
spanned most of the reconstruction domain. Recall that
July PDSI is actually a reflection of July moisture supply
through the Z index plus an exponentially damped
function of previous monthly PDSIs, which means that
July PDSI integrates the soil moisture conditions over
several months. These PDSI reconstructions covered the
period 1700–1962. Later, Mitchell et al. (1979) produced
PDSI reconstructions for the same 40 climate regions that
extended back to 1600 using the Fritts and Shatz (1975)
tree-ring network of the 65 longest tree-ring chronologies
located over the western portion of the domain. In each
case, the method used for reconstruction was canonical
regression (Fritts et al., 1971), a method that simulta-
neously estimates one field of variables from another field
of variables. See Cook et al. (1994) for additional
examples of the use of canonical regression for recon-
structing climate from tree rings.

The tree-ring network in the eastern half of the U.S.
was poorly developed when Stockton and Meko (1975)

http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/treering.html
http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/treering.html
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made their pioneering drought reconstructions. It took
several more years of intensive tree-ring network
development in the eastern U.S. before a full continental
reconstruction of drought for the U.S. was feasible.
Experiments in that direction were conducted by Cook
et al. (1992) for the eastern U.S. to test the feasibility of
producing PDSI reconstructions like those produced by
Stockton and Meko (1975). However, it was not until
Meko et al. (1993) that a full continental examination of
tree growth patterns was made using a network of 248
chronologies. That effort did not produce explicit
estimates of past drought. Rather it sought to understand
how best to utilize the complex mix of tree species and
drought regions over the U.S. for eventual reconstruc-
tion purposes.

Meko et al. (1993) used rotated principal components
analysis (RPCA; Richman, 1986) to demonstrate that the
tree-ring chronologies themselves could reproduce the
same nine spatial drought factors in the U.S. identified by
Karl and Koscielny (1982) from their gridded instru-
mental PDSI data. The tree-ring factor scores were also
highly correlated in most cases with the actual PDSI data
in the drought factor regions. This result was highly
encouraging because it demonstrated that the tree-ring
network inherently contained the spatial patterns of
drought variability known to exist in the instrumental
records. However, Meko et al. (1993) also showed that
the uneven distribution and concentration of tree-ring
chronologies over the U.S., and the geographic cluster-
ing of certain tree species as well, led to geographic
distortion in the RPCA spatial factors unless the tree-ring
data were first gridded. This procedure itself had its own
problems, however, because of the way that different tree
species in the same region might respond somewhat
differently to the same climate forcing. Consequently,
the direct gridding of tree-ring data distributed over a
large geographic region, and with a complex assemblage
of tree species, will mix differences in climate response
in unclear ways that are unlikely to produce the best
quality drought reconstructions.

3.2. The point-by-point regression method

Building upon the results of Meko et al. (1993), Cook
et al. (1996) developed and tested a reconstruction
method that successfully eliminated the previously noted
difficulties associated with using a complex multi-
species tree-ring network for reconstructing drought
across the U.S. This method is called Point-by-Point
Regression (PPR) (Cook et al., 1996).

PPR is the sequential, automated fitting of individual
principal components regression models of tree rings to
each point in a grid of instrumental climate variables, in
this case PDSI. The sequential nature of PPR differ-
entiates it from joint space–time methods used to
simultaneously relate two fields of variables, such as
canonical regression (Fritts et al., 1971) and orthogonal
spatial regression (Briffa et al., 1986).

PPR is based on the premise that only those tree-ring
chronologies proximal to a given PDSI grid point are
likely to be true predictors of drought at that location,
where ‘‘true” implies a causal relationship between tree
rings and drought that is stable through time. The
rationale behind this premise is our understanding of
drought in the U.S. as a regional or mesoscale
phenomenon. Consequently, synoptic-scale teleconnec-
tions between tree rings and drought, while statistically
significant during any given calibration period, may not
be stable through time. The local control over each
regression model provided by PPR when reconstructing
each grid point PDSI is not possible using the joint
space–time reconstruction methods mentioned above. It
also eliminates the need to grid the tree-ring data and
allows each tree-ring chronology to be separately
modeled as a predictor of drought.

PPR uses a search radius around each grid point to
define the zone of local control exercised by the method
in selecting candidate tree-ring predictors of PDSI. A
second level of control is the screening probability for
the correlation between tree rings and PDSI, which
eliminates those chronologies from the initial candidate
pool that are poorly correlated with drought. The
screening is done on prewhitened tree-ring and PDSI
data after the removal of short-lag autoregressive persis-
tence (Box and Jenkins, 1976). Prewhitening effectively
eliminates problems that can arise from differing levels
of autocorrelation in the tree-ring and PDSI time series.
It also makes statistical significance testing straightfor-
ward. The autoregressive coefficients used to prewhiten
the PDSI data are also used later in PPR to add lost
persistence back into the PDSI reconstructions that are
initially based on the prewhitened tree-ring data. See
Cook et al. (1996, 1999) for details.

Search radius and screening probability are the two
primary controlling variables of PPR, but there was no a
priori way of knowing if optimal values existed for
either one. Consequently, both were tested over a broad
range of values in principal components regression
analysis to determine the overall best combination to use
for reconstructing past drought. Each regression model
was based on prewhitened instrumental PDSI and tree-
ring data over a 1928–1978 calibration period common
to all series. The pertinent statistic of interest here is the
relative amount of PDSI variance explained by the
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regression model, i.e., the regression R2. Pre-1928 PDSI
data were withheld from this procedure for regression
model validation tests.

For testing the level of agreement between actual
PDSI and model estimates in the pre-1928 verification
period, three statistics in order of increasing rigor were
calculated: the square of the Pearson correlation (RSQ),
the reduction of error (RE), and the coefficient of
efficiency (CE). RSQ, RE, and CE are also measures of
relative variance in common between actual and
estimated PDSI. All four statistics have an upper limit
of 1.0, meaning perfect agreement between the actual
and estimated data. However, unlike calibration R2,
which can never be negative, verification RSQ, RE, and
CE can take on negative values if there is no verification
of the estimates. As the square of Pearson correlation
coefficient, RSQ is assigned a negative value if the
Pearson r is negative. This places a lower limit on RSQ
of −1.0. In contrast, RE and CE have unbounded lower
limits and CE can never be more positive than RE. See
Cook et al. (1999) for details. After extensive testing
using the calibration and verification statistics just
described, Cook et al. (1999) found that a 450-km
search radius and a screening probability of 0.10 (the
90% significance level) were on average the best com-
bination to use for reconstructing PDSI over the 155-
gridpoint domain.

3.3. Drought reconstructions for the coterminous U.S.

Using PPR, Cook et al. (1999) successfully recon-
structed the PDSI across the coterminous U.S. from a
network of 425 tree-ring chronologies and the same
instrumental PDSI grid as Meko et al. (1993). The June–
July–August average (summer) PDSI season was
reconstructed instead of a single month like July
(Stockton and Meko, 1975). This seasonal average
was chosen because the northward march of the growing
season in spring caused the peak response of trees to soil
moisture deficits to vary with latitude. Experiments with
different months and seasons indicated that the summer
season PDSI was the best compromise for reconstruc-
tion. Of the 155 grid points, only the southernmost grid
point in peninsular Florida (Fig. 3A) failed to recon-
struct because of a lack of suitable tree-ring chronolo-
gies in that region. The PDSI reconstructions for the
coterminous U.S. covered the common period 1700–
1978 at 154 grid point locations.

Extensive tests of these tree-ring reconstructions
revealed that they contained the large-scale features of
drought variability found in the instrumental data (Cook
et al., 1999). These tests included the use of RPCA,
which recovered the same nine spatial drought patterns
found by Karl and Koscielny (1982) and Meko et al.
(1993). This result validated the use of PPR as a method
that could recover spatial information with a high degree
of fidelity even though the method itself has no explicit
spatial component in it. Subsequent comparisons of
these drought reconstructions with those developed
from the identical datasets using a completely indepen-
dent method (Regularized Expectation Maximization;
Zhang et al., 2004) further validated the use of PPR for
reconstructing drought over the U.S.

The successful reconstruction of drought across the
coterminous U.S. was a breakthrough, but it had some
significant limitations. One obvious problem was that
drought variability over North America does not stop at
the U.S. political boundaries with Canada and Mexico.
In order to study the natural patterns of drought
variability over North America, those artificial con-
straints had to be eliminated. Another problem related to
the length of these PDSI reconstructions. Although they
were almost three times as long as the instrumental
records, there were good reasons to believe that they
were not nearly long enough to capture the full range of
drought variability. Woodhouse and Overpeck (1998)
and Stahle et al. (2000) each provided evidence for
megadroughts in North America (i.e., droughts of excep-
tional intensity and duration) that predated the beginning
of the reconstructions produced by Cook et al. (1999).
Therefore, a concerted effort was made to eliminate the
artificial political boundaries of the drought reconstruc-
tions and to extend them as far back in time as the tree-
ring chronologies would allow.

4. North American drought reconstructions

In order to expand the drought reconstructions to
cover most of North America, two challenges had to be
overcome. First, the instrumental PDSI grid had to be
greatly expanded to include parts of Canada and Mexico
where the length and quality of the instrumental data
was limited. The second challenge was to greatly ex-
pand the tree-ring network to enable the reconstruction
of drought over as much of Canada and Mexico as
possible.

4.1. Expanding the drought grid over North America

A logical choice for expanding the instrumental PDSI
grid into Canada andMexicowould have been to directly
use the existing 2.5° PDSI grid of Dai et al. (1998) for
global land areas. This possibility was investigated, but a
comparison of some of the Dai et al. (1998) grid point



Fig. 3. The old (A) and new (B) instrumental PDSI grids used for reconstruction.
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records with those closest to ones from the Cook et al.
(1999) PDSI grid for the U.S. indicated somewhat weak
agreement at times between the two datasets. Since the
Cook et al. (1999) PDSI grid was based on the highest
quality single-station USHCN monthly climate records
(Karl et al., 1990), the decision was made to use these
PDSI records in the expanded North American grid.
At about the same time, 131 high-quality monthly
instrumental PDSI records for Canada, which all began
prior to 1946, were obtained from the Meteorological
Service of Canada (Skinner et al., 2001). This dataset
was the basis for the interpolated PDSI records used by
Shabbar and Skinner (2004) in their analyses of
Canadian drought. The high-quality U.S. and Canadian
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single-station PDSI records were then jointly interpo-
lated to the same 2.5° grid as that used by Dai et al.
(1998) using the same inverse distance weighted method
(Cook et al., 1996). The interpolated PDSI records all
began on or before 1900 in the U.S. As indicated by
Shabbar and Skinner (2004), this was not possible
everywhere in Canada. Therefore, areas of the Canadian
grid that did not extend back to 1900 were in-filled with
PDSI estimates back to 1900 using reduced-space
optimal interpolation (Kaplan et al., 2000).

No similar set of high-quality single-station PDSI
records existed for Mexico at the time, so the decision
was made to use the Mexico portion of Dai et al. (1998)
PDSI grid for that part of the North American grid.
Some of the Mexican PDSI gridded records were found
to be unusually erratic, with discontinuities and unrealis-
tic extremes at some grid points, which indicated data
quality problems. Those suspect PDSI grid point records
were carefully edited to remove gross outliers and
discontinuities. The remaining data were improved and
gaps filled through the use of reduced-space optimal
interpolation (Kaplan et al., 2000).

The data from the U.S., Canada, and Mexico pro-
duced a North American monthly PDSI grid composed
of 286 2.5° grid points that covered most of North
America (Fig. 3B). The time period common to all grid
points was 1900–1990. This grid does not include
Alaska, which lacks the high-quality single-station
PDSI records needed for interpolation. The northern
boundary of the grid in Canada was also determined by
the distribution of PDSI records available for interpo-
lation. Finally, the lack of any useful tree-ring data in the
far southeastern Yucatan region of Mexico (see Fig. 3B)
led to the decision not to include any PDSI grid points
from that region in the new reconstructions.

4.2. Expanding the tree-ring network over North America

The second challenge was expanding the tree-ring
network to cover enough of the new PDSI grid for
reconstruction purposes. The tree-ring community in
North America had been very active over the previous
several years in developing a number of very important
new tree-ring chronologies in critical areas of North
America. Its willingness to share these data for large-
scale drought reconstruction made it possible to rapidly
expand the North American tree-ring network used here.
Fig. 4A shows the tree-ring network available for
reconstruction. It totals 835 annual records, many of
which occupy important new regions of the grid. The
new network is almost twice as large as the 425-chrono-
logy network used by Cook et al. (1999) and better fills
in important parts of the U.S. in the Great Plains and
Rocky Mountains. Mexico is also now well represented
by the network, but significant portions of Canada are
clearly under-represented. However, the results to be
presented next show that the tree-ring coverage for
Canada still provides useful PDSI reconstructions in a
number of regions there.

Another important feature of the expanded tree-ring
network is the number of new chronologies that extend
back 500 or more years in the past. Fig. 4B shows a
frequency histogram of starting years of the 835
chronologies, broken down into the original 425 (blue)
used by Cook et al. (1999) and the additional 410 (red)
in the expanded network. There are many more now that
extend back into the 16th century, a period of mega-
drought (Stahle et al., 2000). In addition, there are a
number of new chronologies that extend back before
AD 1300, another time of megadrought in some areas of
the West (Woodhouse and Overpeck, 1998). This en-
abled the PDSI reconstructions at certain grid points to
be extended much further back in time into those
climatically interesting times.

4.3. Extending the PDSI reconstructions back in time

The reconstructions produced by Cook et al. (1999)
were originally constrained to utilize the time interval
common among all 435 annual tree-ring chronologies: AD
1700–1978. In order to utilize the full lengths of the
available tree-ring records for reconstructing drought, PPR
was used in a nested manner whereby the shorter
chronologies alreadyused for reconstructionwere dropped
out and the procedure repeated using the remaining longer
series. For example, if three tree-ring chronologies passed
the screening probability test and their starting years were
AD 1700, 1600, and 1500, then three reconstructions were
generated. The first used all three chronologies and began
in AD 1700, the second used the two longer chronologies
and began in AD 1600, and the third used the remaining
longest chronology and began in AD 1500. Each recon-
struction would also have its own calibration period R2

and verification period RSQ, RE, and CE.
In order to put these three reconstructions together

into one reasonably homogeneous record back to AD
1500, it was necessary to adjust each series to account for
its different level of regression R2. Otherwise there
might be an artificial trend or fluctuation in the recon-
structed PDSI variance over time. This was accom-
plished by adding the lost variance due to regression
back into each reconstruction, i.e., each nested recon-
struction was rescaled to have the same variance over the
1928–1978 calibration period as the instrumental PDSI



Fig. 4. The North American tree-ring network (A) used for drought reconstruction and the frequency histogram of starting years of those chronologies
(B). Each shows the earlier 425-chronology network used by Cook et al. (1999) to reconstruct drought over the coterminous U.S. (blue) and the
additional chronologies that make up the expanded 835-chronology North American network (red).
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data. In the hypothetical example used here, this would
create a PDSI reconstruction as a combination of three
rescaled segments: 1500–99, 1600–99, and 1700–1978.

Fig. 5 shows an example of one reconstruction from
the North American Drought Atlas that was created over
the 286 PDSI grid points (Fig. 3B). The North American
Drought Atlas can be accessed online at http://iridl.ldeo.
columbia.edu/SOURCES/.LDEO/.TRL/.NADA2004/.
pdsi-atlas.html (see also http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/
paleo/newpdsi.html for an alternative source of these

http://iridl.ldeo.columbia.edu/SOURCES/.LDEO/.TRL/.NADA2004/.pdsi-atlas.html
http://iridl.ldeo.columbia.edu/SOURCES/.LDEO/.TRL/.NADA2004/.pdsi-atlas.html
http://iridl.ldeo.columbia.edu/SOURCES/.LDEO/.TRL/.NADA2004/.pdsi-atlas.html
http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/newpdsi.html
http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/newpdsi.html


Fig. 5. An example of an extended PDSI reconstruction (upper plot in gray and red) from the North America Drought Atlas, created by using PPR in a
nested manner to generate all possible length reconstructions from a suite of tree-ring chronologies with uneven starting years. The blue curve in the
upper plot shows the change in the number of chronologies available back in time. As a consequence, each extension back in time has its own
calibration (CRSQ, same as R2 in the text) and verification (VRSQ, RE, and CE; VRSQ=RSQ in the text) statistics, which causes them to vary over
time in the lower plot.
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data). Note how the calibration and verification statistics
change with time as the number of available chronol-
ogies declines. Except for one short interval centered on
AD 1200 where CEb0, all of these statistics remain
statistically significant ( pb0.05) or have some detect-
able skill (REN0 and CEN0) over the past 2000 yr,
which indicates that this reconstruction located at a grid
point in northern Colorado is useful for charactering past
drought over the entire period of record. However, the
sharp decline in the number of chronologies prior to
about AD 1200 means that greater caution must be
exercised in using the earlier portion.

5. The North American summer PDSI
reconstructions

Using the 835 tree-ring chronologies in our network
(Fig. 4A), PPR was applied sequentially over the 286
PDSI grid points (Fig. 3B) in a nested fashion to
produce drought reconstructions of maximal length at
each location. The calibration period was 1928–1978
and the verification period was 1900–1927 in every
case. This process produced 286 summer drought
reconstructions of the kind illustrated in Fig. 5. Many
of them extend back into the megadrought epochs noted
by Woodhouse and Overpeck (1998) and Stahle et al.
(2000). The median starting year of the reconstructions
is AD 951 and 75% of the series begin on or before AD
1380. This is a remarkable improvement over the
reconstructions of Cook et al. (1999) that all began on
AD 1700. The reliability of the North American summer
drought reconstructions will be described next through
maps of the calibration and verification statistics and
their overall summary statistics.

5.1. Calibration and verification results

Calibration R2 and verification RSQ, RE, and CE
statistics have been mapped over the grid to provide
guidance for which areas are reconstructed well. These
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maps (Fig. 6A–D) are based on the model statistics for
the most highly replicated portion of the reconstruction,
i.e., that interval based on the maximum number of tree-
ring chronologies used in each model. Areas with
significant ( pb0.05 or REN0.1 and CEN0.1) calibra-
tion and verification are those shaded in all but the
darkest blue color.

Each grid point must have a significant calibration
R2. Otherwise, it would not have been reconstructed.
Not surprisingly, the weakest areas of calibration are
located in parts of northern Canada where the tree-ring
network is weakly developed. Some parts of Mexico are
Fig. 6. Calibration and verification maps of the North America summer PD
( pb0.05). Verification RSQN0.1 ( pb0.05) is passed at most grid points. Wh
purposes, RE and CEN0.1 is probably the more appropriate threshold. Thi
produce positive REs and CEs.
likewise weakly calibrated, but given the suspect quality
of the PDSI data used in the Mexico part of the grid, this
result may not be the fault of the tree rings alone.

The verification statistics are in general weaker than
the calibration R2, a result that was expected based upon
the well known “shrinkage” of fitted relationships when
applied to withheld or independent data. In general, the
areas that calibrated best also verified best. This is
indicated by the correlation of R2 with each verification
statistic: 0.79 for RSQ, 0.67 for RE, and 0.50 for CE. The
systematic decline in correlation from RSQ to CE reflects
the increasing difficulty in achieving positive values from
SI reconstructions. All of the grid points are significantly calibrated
ile RE and CEN0 is often considered a sign of verification, for practical
s being the case, parts of northern Canada and central Mexico fail to



Fig. 7. Maps of reconstructed PDSI showing the geographic coverage
for the years when the median (AD 951) and 75% of the grid points are
reconstructed (AD 1380).
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RSQ to RE and to CE. Over the domain, there are 7
negative RSQs, 58 negative REs and 77 negative CEs.
Most are located in Canada, but some are also found in
central Mexico. Again, the questionable quality of the
gridded PDSI data in Mexico suggests that the poor
verification there may not be due to the tree rings alone.

Overall, the median R2, RSQ, RE, and CE statistics
are 0.51, 0.44, 0.42, and 0.36, respectively. These results
are interesting to compare to those reported by Cook
et al. (1999) for the coterminous U.S. alone: 0.55, 0.36,
0.31, and 0.22, respectively. The median R2 in the pre-
vious study is slightly higher, but the median verifica-
tion statistics are noticeably lower. Most of the
improved verification in the present study probably
comes about from a substantially increased tree-ring
network over the coterminous U.S. (Fig. 5), which more
than offsets the poor verification found in parts of
Canada and Mexico.

5.2. North American drought variability since AD 951

The beginning years of the summer drought
reconstructions over North America range from −1
BC to AD 1648, with most of the longer records located
in the western portion of the grid. This makes a large-
scale North American drought average difficult to make
without introducing some geographic bias into the
estimates back in time as shorter grid point reconstruc-
tions drop out. To avoid the worst of this bias, we
illustrate the long-term history of North American
summer drought only back to AD 951, the median
starting year of the grid point reconstructions. This
includes several grid points in both western and eastern
North American (Fig. 7A), so there is some degree of
geographic balance. The biggest missing component in
the beginning is Mexico, but it is almost fully
represented by AD 1380 (Fig. 7B), the year when
75% of all grid points are available.

Fig. 8 shows the average summer PDSI (MPDSI)
reconstruction for all available grid points (Fig. 8A), the
drought area index (DAIb−1) (in this case the percent
of available grid points each year over the grid with
PDSIb−1; Fig. 8B), and the percent of all grid points
reconstructed for calculating these records each year
(Fig. 8C). The solid black curves are the same series
after applying a 60-year low-pass filter to each to high-
light multi-decadal changes in drought and the upper
and lower black dashed curves are 95% confidence
limits based on 1000 bootstrap pseudo-samples (Efron
and Tibshirani, 1986).

Not surprisingly, the MPDSI and DAIb−1 records
are highly correlated with each other in an inverse sense
(r=−0.91). Roughly speaking, the DAIb−1 over a
range of 10–50% covers an MPDSI range of ±1.0.
Interestingly, both series have long-term, nearly linear
trends that collectively indicate an evolution towards
wetter-than-average conditions over North America.
This overall trend is punctuated by significant periods of
drought and wetness that in some cases lasted for several
years.

The single greatest megadrought in the record
occurred over AD 1140–1162, a period of 23 consec-
utive years of negative MPDSI across North America.
The worst decade during that period was AD 1150–59
when seven of the ten years had an average PDSI across
North America below −1.0. The spatial pattern of that
decade of megadrought is shown in Fig. 9. Interestingly,
this period of unusually severe aridity was mainly



Fig. 8. Mean summer PDSI for North America (A) and percent area occupied by drought (PDSIb−1) each year (B), and the percent of the overall grid
that is reconstructed each year (C). The thick solid curves are 60-year low-pass filtered versions of the annual values indicated in gray. The thick
dashed curves are upper and lower 95% bootstrap confidence limits of the low-pass filtered values.
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restricted to the western half of North America, with the
eastern half experiencing close to normal moisture
conditions on the PDSI scale (Table 1). This pattern is
similar to that of the 2002 drought shown in Fig. 1, but it
lasted for 10 yr. It is hard to imagine what the West
would look like if the current drought with comparable
severity were to last that long.

5.3. Changing aridity in the West since AD 800

Cook et al. (2004) used the North American summer
PDSI reconstructions to describe long-term aridity
changes in the West since AD 800 and place the current
drought there in a long-term context. Fig. 10 shows the
specific geographic region defined as the West
(Fig. 10A) and its DAI record (Fig. 10B). On inter-
annual, 20-year, and 60-year time scales of variability,
the West DAI record is similar to that for North America
since AD 951 (r=0.81, r=0.86, and r=0.93, respec-
tively). With 60-year smoothing, the three megadrought
epochs indicated for the West, centered on AD 1034,
1150, and 1253, are all similarly pronounced in the
North America average. The bigger differences appear
to be found in the wetter epochs. In particular, the early
20th century “pluvial” centered on 1915, which has
received much recent attention in the West (Woodhouse
et al., 2005), is not as pronounced in the North America
average because it was largely restricted to the West
(Fye et al., 2003). This again reveals an east–west
contrast in moisture supply across North America, simi-
lar in form to that during the AD 1150–1159 mega-
drought, but with opposite sign.



Fig. 9. Map showing the decadal mean PDSI pattern for the worst
North American megadrought since AD 951. Note that it is mainly
restricted to the West.
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Fig. 10B also highlights the differences between 20th
century drought area up through AD 2003 (boxed in
yellow) and the past, especially the ∼400-year period of
elevated aridity from AD 900 to 1300. The mean DAI for
AD 900–1300 and AD 1900–2003 are 42.3% and
30.0%, respectively, a 29% reduction in the average area
affected by drought in the 20th century. This difference in
average DAI is highly significant statistically (pb0.001).

Further analysis of the tree-ring reconstructions
(Herweijer and Seager, 2006) shows that the spatial
patterns of the medieval droughts were essentially in-
distinct from those in the instrumental record. In addi-
tion, the PDSI extremes during the medieval droughts
were no greater than for the more recent ones. While it is
possible that some degree of survivorship bias in the
surviving trees used to estimate severe droughts in the
past has censored the magnitude of certain extreme
events to some degree, it is impossible to know if this
has actually occurred. Consequently, the observations
made by Herweijer and Seager (2006) remain appro-
priate. What was so different is that, whereas the recent
droughts last at most a decade, the medieval ones lasted
for decades at a time and came in quick succession. The
PDSI variability was, however, also similar to that of the
instrumental period. The easiest way to characterize the
medieval drought record is as one with variability much
like today but around a mean climate that was drier. All
in all this suggests that whatever currently forces
intermittent droughts in the West and Plains was simply
the normal state of affairs during the medieval period.

It would have immense impact on the water resources
of the West in the future were modern-day conditions to
revert to the drought experienced prior to AD 1300.
Understanding the causes of persistent drought, and how
these will be impacted by anthropogenic climate
change, should therefore be a high research priority.

6. Past historic and cultural impacts of droughts in
North America

The new reconstructions of summer PDSI provide
sobering examples of intense decadal droughts over the
past millennium that likely had severe social conse-
quences in both the arid West and the higher rainfall
areas of the eastern United States. A well documented
example from the tree-ring reconstructions is the 16th
century multi-decadal megadrought over the English
and Spanish colonies in North America, with the gravest
impacts among the native societies of Mexico where
drought interacted with conquest, forced labor, and
disease to contribute to one of the most catastrophic
episodes of human mortality in world history (Acuna-
Soto et al., 2002). In this section, we describe three such
case studies of past megadroughts over North America
to provide a human impact dimension to the tree-ring
reconstructions.

6.1. Drought and the Puebloan society in the American
Southwest

Decadal drought seems to have also played a key role
in the history of Pueblo society in the American
Southwest. The “Great Drouth” from AD 1276 to
1299 was famously documented by A.E. Douglass
(1929, 1935) when he developed the first archaeological
tree-ring chronology for Chaco Canyon, Mesa Verde,
and other major prehistoric occupations across the
Colorado Plateau. Hundreds of precipitation-sensitive
tree-ring chronologies have been developed following
Douglass' groundbreaking research, and they confirm
the multi-decadal drought of the late 13th century. These
new chronologies (e.g., those indicated in Fig. 4) have
been used to estimate moderate drought (summer PDSI-
2.0) or worse for the entire 22-year period from AD
1276 to 1297, concentrated over the Colorado Plateau
and the ancestral Pueblo cultural area (Fig. 11).

Computational models of Anasazi farming groups in
time and space (so-called multiagent models; Gumer-
man and Dean, 2000), using surficial geomorphology
and soils, palynology, tree-ring reconstructions of
climatic variability and crop yields, estimated demo-
graphic conditions, and social structures for the 11th
through 14th centuries in Long Valley, Arizona, indicate
that the Great Drouth would have contributed to heavy



Fig. 10. Long-term aridity changes in the West (A) as measured by the percent area affected by drought (PDSIb−1) each year (B) (redrawn from
Cook et al., 2004). The four most significant ( pb0.05) dry and wet epochs since AD 800 are indicated by arrows. The 20th century, up through 2003,
is highlighted by the yellow box. The average drought area during that time, and that for the AD 900–1300 interval, are indicated by the thick blue
and red lines, respectively. The difference between these two means is highly significant ( pb0.001).
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population loss among the ancestral Pueblo, consistent
with the archaeological evidence for abandonment of
the region (Axtell et al., 2002). However, the modeling
also indicates that the carrying capacity of Long Valley
may not have been entirely depleted by the late 13th
century drought, suggesting that social considerations
must have influenced the decision to abandon the region
(Axtell et al., 2002).

A six-year uninterrupted drought occurred over the
Puebloan region and Great Plains during the mid-17th
century (Fig. 11), and its impacts as described by the
Spanish included famine, disease, mortality, and village
abandonment (Sauer, 1980). The historical and dendro-
climatic records for this 17th century drought may
provide a useful analog for the social response of Pueblo
agriculturalists to prolonged drought, including social
changes associated with the Great Drouth of the late-
13th century.
6.2. Drought during the Mississippian Phase

Severe decadal drought was not confined to the arid
west over the past millennium. The tree-ring reconstruc-
tions document prolonged drought over the central and
lower Mississippi Valley during the 14th, 15th, and 16th
centuries, which may have contributed to the disintegra-
tion of the large complex chiefdoms of the Mississippian
period. The Mississippian Phase was characterized by
platform mounds, elaborate material culture, evidence for
long distance trade, and a reliance on maize and native
seed cultivation, fishing, and hunting. Mississippian sites
are distributed across much of the central and southeast-
ern United States, but were most spectacularly developed
at Cahokia, the largest prehistoric site in the eastern
United States, located in the American Bottoms south of
the confluence of the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers
(Pauketat, 2004).



Fig. 11. Tree-ring reconstructed summer PDSI during two multi-year droughts centered over the Puebloan cultural area. The “Great Drouth”
(Douglass 1929, 1935) lasted for at least 22 yr (left). The social and environmental effects of the six-year drought during the mid-17th century (right)
were mentioned by Spanish archivists and may provide useful insight into the consequences of multi-year drought on prehistoric farmers in the
region.
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The archaeological record of development and decline
at Cahokia and other major Mississippian sites has been
documented with artifact analysis and radiocarbon dating
(Milner, 1998). The original dating of the cultural phases
at Cahokia has been shifted forward in time by a few
decades in light of new results and radiocarbon cali-
bration (Milner, 1998, p. 21). These cultural phases are
believed to reflect significant changes in the human
population at Cahokia, but the absolute magnitude of the
population at Cahokia or in the larger American Bottoms
is still very poorly known. The largest population decline
at Cahokia appears to have occurred with the close of the
Sterling Phase (ca. AD 1000–1200), but the final phase
of occupation at Cahokia occurred during the Sand
Prairie Phase, which may have persisted until ca. AD
1400 (Milner, 1998; Thomas, 2000).

Several other Mississippian mound centers were
abandoned ca. 1450, including the Kincaid, Twin
Mounds, and Angel sites in southern Illinois and
Indiana (Cobb and Butler, 2002). The large Mississip-
pian mound center at Spiro in eastern Oklahoma was
also abandoned ca. AD 1450 (Thomas, 2000). In fact,
the region from the American Bottoms south to the Ohio
River and extending into central Tennessee was largely
depopulated by ca. AD 1450 (Cobb and Butler, 2002).
This region is centered on the confluence of the Ohio
and Mississippi Rivers and is referred to as “the Vacant
Quarter” (Williams, 1990; Cobb and Butler, 2002).
The abandonment of the large complex Mississippian
chiefdoms by the 15th century is not well understood.
Theories for chiefdom decline in the Mississippi Valley
include collapse of the social organization needed to
sustain the network of trade and tribute, increased
warfare (which is indicated by palisade walls and
skeletal evidence), deforestation and environmental
degradation in the vicinity of the major population
centers, flooding, and drought (Thomas, 2000; Pauke-
tat, 2004). It is also unclear whether there was a
significant population decline with the collapse of the
complex chiefdoms, or whether the population was
simply redistributed in smaller settlements across the
region.

The summer PDSI reconstructions for the central and
lower Mississippi Valley during the 14th century are
based primarily on precipitation sensitive baldcypress
and red cedar chronologies located in southeast
Missouri, Arkansas, northern Louisiana, and east
Texas (Stahle et al., 2004). These data indicate that
drought prevailed in the latter half of the 14th century.
Below average moisture conditions were reconstructed
over the lower Mississippi Valley for 46 of 58 yr from
1344–1401 (Fig. 12). Uninterrupted moderate to severe
drought was reconstructed for the two worst decades of
the 14th century, AD 1344–1353 and 1379–1388
(Fig. 12). These decadal droughts were roughly contem-
poraneous with the decline of complex chiefdoms in



Fig. 12. Four intense decadal droughts over the central United States may have contributed to the syndrome of social and environmental change that
resulted in the decline of complex Mississippian chiefdoms in the 14th and 15th centuries. The impacts of the 16th century drought (1564–1573) on
native agriculturalists in South Carolina was mentioned by Spanish colonists at Santa Elena and may be relevant to earlier prehistoric drought
impacts. The PDSI reconstructions for the central Mississippi Valley (time series for 37.5° N–90.0° W) indicate that the Mississippian droughts of the
14th, 15th and 16th centuries (red shading) may have been the most severe and sustained in 700 yr.
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the region, possibly including the conclusion of the
Sand Prairie Phase at Cahokia. Severe drought also
prevailed for ten consecutive years from AD 1449–1458
(Fig. 12) and may have contributed to the depopulation
of the Vacant Quarter and to the abandonment of the
Spiro site.
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Multi-decadal drought occurred in the Mississippi
Valley and across the Southeast during the late 16th
century, where it was most intense from AD 1564–1573
(Fig. 12). The agricultural impacts of this 16th century
drought among the native Orista tribes of South
Carolina were severe as described by the Spanish at
Santa Elena colony (Anderson et al., 1995), and like the
17th century Pueblo drought (Fig. 11), the 16th century
drought may provide an important historical analog to
the impacts of severe decadal drought among prehistoric
Mississippian agriculturalists.

The new PDSI reconstructions provide the first
detailed estimates of the spatial impact of prolonged
drought during this period of changing settlement pat-
terns and increasing warfare among Mississippian
chiefdoms. The widespread decadal droughts illustrated
in Fig. 12 would likely have caused a sequence of poor
harvests extending over a large sector of the Mississip-
pian cultural area. The food storage capabilities of
complex Mississippian chiefdoms were limited to
perhaps only two years (Anderson et al., 1995), and a
sequence of poor yields repeated over a few years could
have been disastrous (Milner, 1998). Milner (1998)
argues that widespread crop failures would have limited
the ability of these chiefdoms to deploy crop surpluses
from one region to another in an effort to ameliorate
famine.

The time series of summer PDSI reconstructed for
the confluence region of the Ohio and Mississippi
Rivers (37.5° N–90.0° W) is included in Fig. 12 and
indicates that the decadal droughts of the mid- to late-
Mississippian period were probably the most severe
and long lasting of the past 700 yr (i.e., AD 1344–
1353, 1379–1388, 1449–1458, and 1564–1573; the
replication and reliability of the PDSI reconstructions
in the region declines before AD 1300). Climatic
deterioration has been previously implicated in the
decline of the Mississippian period (Thomas, 2000;
Cobb and Butler, 2002), and the new PDSI reconstruc-
tions provide the first detailed temporal and spatial
estimates of the most severe and sustained droughts
over the central United States during the disintegration
of these societies.

6.3. Perceptions of the Great Plains: The Great
American Desert and the Garden Myth

The new PDSI reconstructions add interesting insight
into 19th century perceptions of the American West,
especially the Great Plains, and their potential for
settlement and economic development. Lawson and
Stockton (1981) used the earlier more limited network
of tree-ring chronologies of Stockton and Meko (1975)
to document widespread drought during the explora-
tions of Stephen Long from 1819–1820, justifying the
perception of the Great American Desert that arose from
the expedition. We confirm their analyses with im-
proved estimates of the severity and geographical
impact of a three-year drought (1818–1820) during
and just before the Long expedition (Fig. 13). The new
reconstructions also indicate a severe two-year drought
(1805–1806) during and just prior to the Zebulon Pike
expedition (1806–1807). These extraordinary multi-
year droughts must have had a severe negative impact
on the vegetation cover and wildlife population levels in
the Great Plains. Weaver and Albertson (1936) docu-
mented the impact of the 1930s drought on the true
prairies of western Iowa, Nebraska, and Kansas, where
the death of prairie plants from drought on thin upland
soils ranged from 20–50% in the east to 80–95% in the
western portions of their study area. Ellison and
Woolfolk (1937) documented similar damage to the
grasslands and woodlands of eastern Montana during
the 1930s drought. The arid conditions reported by Pike
and Long seem certainly to have arisen in part from the
prevailing drought conditions they observed and not
simply from a naïve prejudice for the wetter climates of
the eastern United States.

The Garden Myth of the Great Plains, including the
notion that “rain follows the plow”, was largely
propaganda promoted by boosters and land speculators
after the Civil War to encourage settlement (Stegner,
1992). In fact, the tree-ring reconstructions indicate
that the latter half of the 19th century was frequented
by persistent, multi-year, droughts across much of the
West (Fye et al., 2003; Cook et al., 2004; Herweijer
et al., 2006). Nonetheless, three consecutive wet years
occurred from the Southern Plains into the western
United States from 1867–1869 (Fig. 13), and during
this moist interval Clarence Thomas declared that
“rains follows the plow” (Stegner, 1992, p. 298). The
tree-ring data also indicate a three-year wet episode
over the central Great Plains andWest from 1877–1879
(Fig. 13), and soon after Charles Dana Wilber
published his glowing impressions of Great Plains
agricultural potential (Wilber, 1881). Both these wet
periods, in the late 1860s and later 1870s, corresponded
to El Niños and came on the heels of protracted La
Niñas and droughts (see Section 7). The promising
moist conditions of the late 1870s were soon followed
by recurrent drought in the late 1880s and 1890s,
corresponding to a return to a persistent La Niña-like
state, and which followed the catastrophic blizzards of
1886–1887, leading to the collapse of many pioneer



Fig. 13. Perceptions of the agricultural potential of the American West were influenced by prevailing climatic conditions (Lawson and Stockton,
1981). The Pike expedition of 1806–1807 and the Long expedition of 1819–1820 both encountered extreme drought conditions which must have
contributed to their descriptions of the “Great American Desert.” Episodes of above average wetness in the 1860s and 1870s may also have helped
boosters briefly promote the “Garden Myth of the Great Plains,” before the return of drought to the Plains in the 1880s and 1890s.
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farms and ranches (Stegner, 1992; Wheeler, 1991,
Herweijer et al., 2006).

The Great Plains climate is transitional between the
humid east and the arid west. The instrumental and tree-
ring reconstructed PDSI indicate that large portions of the
Plains can become garden-like or desert-like, depending
on the prevailing climatic regime. The proxy tree-ring
data tell us that drought prevailed over much of the Plains
during the 19th century. They further imply that modern
industrial agriculture will become increasingly vulnerable
to these decadal moisture regimes if the water resources of
the region continue to be depleted, e.g., the High Plains
Aquifer (McGuire, 2004).

7. The dynamics of persistent North American
droughts

It is only in the last decade, and really only in the last
few years of that decade, that progress has been made in
determining the causes of sustained, multi-year, droughts
over North America. This work has made clear that
tropical SSTs, and in particular, tropical Pacific SSTs,
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are the ultimate driver. Three developments allowed this
breakthrough:

1. The first was a natural development as the first
persistent drought since the 1950s spread across the
northern mid-latitudes in 1998 becoming the first
multi-year drought event to be well captured within
the Earth and space-based instrumental record.

2. The second development was a research advance that
allowed the creation of global SST and sea ice
datasets using sparse, ship-based, observations.
These datasets extended the record of global ocean
variations back until 1856 (Kaplan et al., 1998;
Rayner et al., 2003). Prior to this work research on
the causes of drought proceeded like the drunk
looking for his keys under the lamppost — looking
for causes in SST variations where there was data,
that is, in the North Pacific and North Atlantic
Oceans. Namias (1983) is a good place to start down
this confusing route1.

3. The third development was a change in the attitude of
climate modelers. Until very recently, model simula-
tions of SST-forced climate variations typically began
in the 1950s partly because it was only over this period
that upper air data was available for verification
(atmospheric reanalyseswere only extended back from
1960 until 1949 a few years ago). Hence model
simulations tended to begin during or after the 1950s
drought and, until the last few years, end before the
most recent drought. Recently, enabled by the second
development above, modelers have conducted simula-
tions that begin earlier and capture the Dust Bowl
drought (Schubert et al., 2004a,b) and all six multi-
year droughts in the instrumental record (Herweijer
and Seager, 2006; Herweijer et al., 2006; Seager,
submitted for publication; Seager et al., 2005b).

The context and dynamics of North American
droughts will here be illustrated using as an example
the drought that began in the late 1880s and continued
until 1896. The 1890s drought came after a feverous
period of migration to the West, encouraged by the
railroad companies and state and federal governments
(Reisner, 1986). By and large the settlement had gone
along with a period of wetter than usual conditions that
encouraged widespread belief that ‘rain follows the
1 It would be an interesting topic for a historian of science to
determine by how many years progress in understanding global
climate variations was set back by meteorologist's habitual use of
polar stereographic map projections, which inhibited the identification
of tropical forcing, let alone hemispheric symmetry.
plow'. Frederick Jackson Turner had announced the
closing of the frontier – defined as a region of minimal
population density – in 1890 but, by the end of the
drought depopulation had caused its resurrection
(Worster, 1985). The 1890s drought, coming on the
heels of a phenomenally cold winter in 1886 that killed
vast numbers of cattle, restored some sense of realism to
the difficulty of settlement in the arid regions and ended
the idea that sturdy settlers, working alone, would be
able to transform the West.

Libecap and Hansen (2002) demonstrate the impacts
of the drought on agriculture and homesteading and the
extent to which the prevalent ‘dry farming' doctrine was
inadequate to deal with the drought. To prevent further
catastrophes it became recognized that the Federal
government would have to be involved and the 1890s
drought can take some credit for the beginning of
Federally-driven irrigated agriculture with the Recla-
mation Act of 1902. It is of interest to examine the
meteorological origins of such an important drought and
historical turning point. Results presented here for the
1890s drought are very similar to those presented for
twentieth century droughts by Seager et al. (2005b) and
for the two other nineteenth century droughts by
Herweijer et al. (2006).

7.1. The global context of North American drought

Determining the causes of North American
droughts, like most climate phenomena, is greatly
aided by taking a global perspective and recognizing
that these are not geographically isolated events.
Hoerling and Kumar (2003), in an influential paper
entitled ‘The Perfect Ocean for Drought', were the first
to point out that the North American drought at the
turn of the 21st century fitted into a zonally symmetric
pattern of mid-latitude dryness that dynamically linked
the droughts in North America, the Mediterranean and
central Asia.

Schubert et al. (2004b) then demonstrated that
within a climate model the Dust Bowl drought of the
1930s fitted into a pattern that had not just zonal
symmetry but also hemispheric symmetry. This point
was amplified by Seager et al. (2005b) in a climate
model simulation of the 1856 to 2000 period. To ram
the point home, Herweijer and Seager (2006) used
station precipitation data and climate model simula-
tions to demonstrate that each of the six multi-year
mid-latitude drought events in North America that have
occurred since the onset of SST observations (1856–
65, the 1870s, 1890s, 1930s, 1950s and the most
recent, turn-of-the-century, drought) fitted into a global
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pattern with hemispheric symmetry and, in the
extratropics, zonal symmetry. The drought records of
the Pampas in southern South America and that of the
Great Plains, in fact, share a remarkable similarity.

The global footprint of these hydroclimate regimes,
and their hemispheric symmetry, suggested that the
causes lay in the tropics. Indeed, Hoerling and Kumar
(2003) and Schubert et al. (2004a,b) implicated tropical
SSTs as the cause of the recent and Dust Bowl droughts,
respectively. Going further, Seager et al. (2005b),
Herweijer et al. (2006), Herweijer and Seager (2006),
and Seager (submitted for publication) demonstrated
that all of the six mid-latitude drought regimes were
accompanied by persistent La Niña-like SSTs in the
tropical Pacific, even as SST anomalies in the other
oceans varied between the different events. Further, they
demonstrated that this global drought history could be
reproduced with remarkable fidelity in a climate model
forced by the history of tropical Pacific SSTs alone.

Fig. 14 shows the observed station precipitation
anomaly (from the Global Historical Climatology Net-
work (GHCN)) and the observed SST anomaly (Kaplan
et al., 1998; Rayner et al., 2003), averaged over the 1890–
1896 period relative to a 1856 to 2005 climatology,
together with the equivalents from the climate model
ensemble of Seager et al. (2005b). The atmosphere general
circulation model used is the Community Climate Model
3 (CCM3) of the National Center for Atmospheric
Research. The model ensemble members were forced
with observed SSTanomalies in the tropical Pacific Ocean
only and SST anomalies elsewhere were computed with a
mixed layer ocean model — the so-called POGA-ML
configuration (for Pacific Ocean–Global Atmosphere–
Mixed Layer ocean). The model ensemble consists of 16
members, each integrated from 1856 to 2005 beginning
with different atmospheric initial conditions on January 1,
1856. The ensemble average is shown here. The mean
over such a large ensemble effectively averages over and
removes the uncorrelated internal atmospheric variability
in the ensemble members and isolates the part of the
atmospheric circulation common to the members, that is
the part that is forced by the imposed SSTs.

Station data from the 1890s is relatively sparse, and of
questionable reliability, in the Americas. Nonetheless, the
drought over North America can be easily seen, especially
in the Plains region. The tree-ring reconstruction of the
summer PDSI, which may be more accurate than the
station data, is shown in the top left panel and clearly
shows the drought extending into the Rockies. As
described earlier, PDSI is meant to be an indicator for
soil moisture anomalies. Consequently the upper right
panel of Fig. 14 shows the soil moisture anomaly in the
upper 1.5 m as simulated by the POGA-ML model. The
model soil moisture and tree-ring reconstructed PDSI
show general agreement that most of North America
except for part of the Pacific coast and New England
(according to the trees) were struck by drought.

Station data is very sparse in South America but there
is an indication of drought in the southern regions, an
area also impacted by drought in the 1930s and 1950s.
Areas of Europe were also struck by drought during this
period. The observed global SST anomaly of the 1890s
has a classic persistent La Niña-like pattern with a broad
area of colder than usual waters in the eastern tropical
Pacific, warmer waters in the central and western
subtropical and mid-latitude Pacific Ocean, cool waters
along the Pacific coasts of the America and a cool Indian
Ocean. This pattern is very similar to that which
accompanies interannual La Niña events.

The middle and lower right hand panels of Fig. 14
show the drought regime from the POGA-ML model
simulations. The model reproduces the North American
drought and brings into relief the drought in southern
South America. The tropical Americas were wet in the
model – a situation hinted at in the station data – which
is also typical of La Niña conditions. The model also
reproduced a drought over Europe in agreement with
observations. The rough hemispheric and zonal sym-
metry of this drought period, like the others before and
after, is clear in the model.

It is also striking that most features of the global SST
field during the 1890s are reproduced by the POGA-ML
model as a remote response to the tropical Pacific, La
Niña-like, SST forcing. This includes the cool waters
along the west coasts of the Americas and the warm
waters in the mid-latitude western and central Pacific
Ocean in each hemisphere, a cool Indian Ocean and cool
waters across most of the Atlantic Ocean. Although the
modeled SST anomalies are systematically too weak – a
problem we are yet to diagnose – this amount of
agreement is convincing evidence that the climate regime
of the 1890s, with widespread drought throughout the
mid-latitudes, was a result of the persistently cold tropical
Pacific Ocean of that period. It also makes clear that the
SST anomalies in regions of the ocean away from the
tropical Pacific, while perhaps influencing the develop-
ment of the mid-latitude droughts, are not causal but are
themselves a response to the tropical Pacific SSTs.

7.2. Eddy–mean flow interaction and tropical forcing of
mid-latitude drought

The anomaly during the 1890–1896 period of the
zonal mean zonal winds and temperature are shown in



Fig. 14. Top row: the tree-ring reconstructed PDSI (left) and the modeled soil moisture anomaly within the POGA-ML ensemble (right), both non-
dimensional. Middle row: the observed precipitation anomaly for 1890–1896 as derived from station data (left) and the POGA-ML simulation (right).
Bottom row: the observed SST anomaly (left) and the SST anomaly from the POGA-ML model (right) which is a combination of observed SST
anomaly in the tropical Pacific and computed SST anomaly elsewhere. Units are mm per month for precipitation and Kelvin for temperature.
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Fig. 15, as simulated by the POGA-ML model, for
both the winter and summer half years of the period.
Generally the troposphere in the model was cooler
during this period, a manifestation of the overall
tropical Pacific warming in the Twentieth Century,
but, once more, the typical La Niña-like pattern is



Fig. 15. Anomalies of the zonal mean temperature (colors) and zonal mean zonal wind (contours) from the POGA-ML model for the 1890–1896
period for the northern hemisphere summer seasons (above) and winter seasons (below). Units are Kelvin for temperature and meters per second for
winds.
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evident. There was strong cooling in the tropics
with a maximum in the upper troposphere and a
cooling minimum, or actual warming, in the mid-
latitudes of each hemisphere. Consistent with this
pattern, the subtropical jets were weaker in each
hemisphere. Allowing for the overall cooler period,
this is essentially the opposite of the pattern of
hemispherically symmetric climate change, with
tropical temperature anomalies inducing opposite
signed anomalies in mid-latitudes, identified by
Seager et al. (2003) as the typical response to El
Niño.
How the changes in the subtropical jets impact the
mid-latitude climate can be understood with reference to
the zonal mean governing equations in the extratropics:

−f hm̄i ¼ −hPu Vm Viy; ð1Þ

f hūi ¼ −h/̄iy; ð2Þ

hm̄iy þ hx̄ip ¼ 0; ð3Þ

hx̄iðhTip−jhTi=pÞ ¼ −hPm VT Viy−h
P

x VT Vip
þ jhPx VT Vi=pþ R; ð4Þ
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together with the vertically integrated moisture equation:

h P̄ i ¼ h Ē i−
Z ps

0
ðhm̄ ihq̄ iÞy þ hPm Vq Viy

� �
dp: ð5Þ

In these equations the angle brackets denote a zonal
mean, overbars denote the monthly time mean and
primes denote the deviation from the time mean. The
zonal, meridional and vertical pressure velocities are
denoted by u, v and ω, T is temperature, q is specific
humidity, P is precipitation, E is surface evaporation, p
is pressure, ϕ is geopotential height, f is the Coriolis
parameter, κ is the gas constant divided by the specific
heat of air at constant pressure and R is the radiative flux
convergence. Contributions to the zonal mean circula-
tion, temperature, and precipitation by the stationary
waves have been omitted for illustrative purposes but
can be important.

Seager et al. (2003) detailed the way in which the
changes in the subtropical jet streams impact the vertical
and meridional propagation of transient eddies. The
changes in subtropical jet stream and location are con-
trolled by thermal wind balance (Eq. (2)): as the tropics
cool a reduced meridional pressure gradient causes the
subtropical jet to weaken. For the case of weaker jets, as
during persistent La Niña conditions, transient eddies
propagate less deeply into the tropical upper tropo-
sphere, instead depositing their momentum further pole-
ward. As such, there is less poleward eddy transport of
zonal momentum in the subtropical upper troposphere
and more poleward transport in the mid-latitudes. The
modeled anomalies of eddy momentum fluxes during
the 1890s drought for the summer and winter half years
are shown in Fig. 16A.

As seen in the equations, the convergence of eddy
momentum flux has to be balanced by the Coriolis
torque associated with the mean meridional velocity.
That is, the anomalous eddy momentum fluxes induce a
mean poleward flow. By continuity the induced merid-
ional flow will force descent where there is upper tro-
pospheric mass convergence. The subsidence is given
by:

hx̄ðpÞi ¼ −
Z p

0

1
f
hPu Vm Viyy−

b
f 2

hPu Vm Viy
� �

dp: ð6Þ

By examining the eddy momentum fluxes shown in
Fig. 16A (here shown just for the October through
March half year) it can be deduced from this relation that
subsidence (positive ω) will occur due to the first term
on the right. (The β term will move the subsidence
equatorward.) The modeled subsidence anomaly during
the 1890s drought is shown in Fig. 16B: there is
anomalous downward motion in the mid-latitudes of
each hemisphere, just where expected if eddy momen-
tum fluxes were the cause.

Downward motion forces warming due to compres-
sion. This is balanced in part by increased radiative
cooling and in part by reduced transient eddy heat flux
convergence (Seager et al., 2003). Note that, as is
typical, the transient eddy heat flux acts diffusively,
opposing a temperature anomaly created by the mean
flow (see Robinson (2005) for a discussion of this). The
subsidence will also lead to low level divergence and, as
can be seen from the moisture equation, to a reduction of
P–E and, in general, a reduction in precipitation itself.
This makes sense as a budget but also in a more
fundamental way. Precipitation only occurs where there
is ascending motion since that is required to convert
water vapor into condensate. Any process, in this case
transient eddy momentum fluxes, that forces descent
will suppress precipitation. The details of how the
moisture budget comes back into balance – whether
there is reduced evaporation or moisture convergence by
the mean flow or transient eddies – is less important
than the fact that forced descent will suppress
precipitation (Seager et al., 2005a). The changes in the
zonal mean moisture budget are much the same as is
shown for the 1930s and 1950s in Seager et al. (2005b):
the precipitation anomalies most closely track the
anomalous moisture convergence by the zonal mean
flow, both in the tropics and the extratropics. In the
zonal mean the convergences and divergences by tran-
sient eddies and stationary eddies largely cancel each
other out. These results are not shown here for brevity.

7.3. Tropically-forced stationary Rossby waves and
drought over North America

The zonal mean circulation anomalies are not the
entire story however. In addition stationary Rossby
waves are excited by the precipitation anomalies over
the tropical Pacific (reduced precipitation and atmo-
spheric heating at the Equator and increases off the
Equator) and propagate poleward and eastward. Under-
standing of these waves goes back to Hoskins and
Karoly (1981) and Trenberth et al. (1998) provide a
useful review. The Rossby wave- or teleconnection-
pattern associated with La Niñas creates an upper level
anticyclone over the eastern North Pacific, a cyclone
over western Canada, and another anticyclone over the
southern United States. In winter these wave trains are
essentially equivalent barotropic, that is they have the
same sign throughout the troposphere, as can be seen by



Fig. 16. The meridional flux anomalies of zonal momentum by transient eddies (top) and vertical pressure velocity (below) for the northern
hemisphere winter half years as simulated by the POGA-ML model. Units are meters squared per second squared for momentum flux and Pascals per
second, times one thousand, for pressure velocity.
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comparing the upper level height anomalies with the
lower level height anomalies in Fig. 17B.

Fig. 17A shows the upper level geopotential height
anomalies over the Americas during the winters of the
1890s drought. The ridges of high pressure, expected as
part of the zonal mean response to La Niña conditions,
are clearly seen in the mid-latitudes of each hemisphere.
In addition the Rossby wave signal over the Americas is
clear with a wave train of alternating cyclones and
Fig. 17. The winter half years of the 1890–1896 drought as simulated with
height anomaly (contours) and the P–E anomaly (colours). The middle panel
temperature (colors). The bottom panel shows the 850 mb winds as vectors a
are mm per month for P–E, meters for geopotential height, Kelvin for temper
the scale for the vectors is shown at lower right.
anticyclones. The southern United States lies under a
high. Also shown in Fig. 17A is the P–E anomaly and it
is clear that this high corresponds to atmospheric
moisture divergence and, hence, negative P–E. Thus,
the zonal mean signal of mid-latitude drought is
regionally intensified over North America by Rossby
waves propagating from the tropical Pacific Ocean.

Fig. 17C shows that the regions of drying lie under
regions of anomalous descent, just as in the zonal mean.
the POGA-ML model. The top panel shows the 250 mb geopotential
shows anomalies of 850 mb geopotential height (contours) and surface
nd the 500 mb vertical pressure velocity and colors and contours. Units
ature, Pascals per second, times one thousand, for pressure velocity and
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In this case however the possible causes of descent are
more complex than in the zonal mean and linked into the
stationary wave response. As can be seen by the low
level wind field anomalies in Fig. 17C, equatorward
flow induces descent. This could arise from a balance
between advection of planetary vorticity by the anom-
alous flow and vortex compression and/or between
advective cooling and subsidence warming. This is quite
apparent west of the west coast of North America. It is
also, in general, true over the Great Plains region during
summer. In this case the equatorward flowmay be caused
by eddy-induced subsidence and can amplify the drought
by reducing the poleward flow of moisture from the Gulf
of Mexico. But the situation can be made more complex
by the ability of both anomalous transient eddy fluxes of
heat, and anomalous mean flow advection of mean flow
vorticity, to induce patterns of vertical motion.

7.4. Summertime drought and the possible role of soil
moisture and land–atmosphere interaction

It has long been thought that land–atmosphere
interaction can introduce persistence into droughts as
reduced precipitation lowers soil moisture, reduces
surface evapotranspiration and further reduces precipi-
tation. In this sequence the length of time for soil
moisture adjustment introduces a lag and a memory.
Koster et al. (2004) demonstrate that, in climate models,
the Great Plains and the Sahel are the two regions of the
world where there is strong coupling between soil
moisture and precipitation and where land surface pro-
cesses can lead to persistence. Normally the timescale is
thought to be on the order of seasons rather than years.

Land–atmosphere interactions are most commonly
invoked during the summer season. In the models and in
observations precipitation is greatly reduced during the
summer (Seager et al., 2005b). During the 1930s Dust
Bowl drought winter precipitation remained normal but
during other droughts winter precipitation was also
reduced. In general the droughts appear to be year-round
phenomena.

The model simulations analyzed provide some sup-
port for a summer land–atmosphere feedback (Fig. 18).
During the summers of the persistent droughts,
including the 1890s one, there are positive anomalies
of P–E over Mexico and the southern United States.
Fig. 18. The summer half years of the 1890–1896 drought as simulated with
height anomaly (contours) and the P–E anomaly (colours). The middle panel
temperature (colors). The bottom panel shows the 850 mb winds as vectors a
are mm per month for P–E, meters for geopotential height, Kelvin for temper
the scale for the vectors is shown at lower right.
This is despite negative P anomalies and indicates that
the surface evapotranspiration is reduced by even more
with anomalous atmospheric moisture convergence
stepping in to provide balance. This situation would
not lead to a self-sustaining drought. Instead it suggests
that negative P–E anomalies before the summer reduce
the soil moisture and, hence, the evapotranspiration in
summer leading to reduced precipitation. Since the at-
mospheric column becomes dry, transient eddies, acting
diffusively, converge more moisture into the region. In
other words soil moisture feedbacks are acting as a
bridging mechanism that extends the influence of winter
precipitation reductions into summer.

However this is not the only process at work in the
summer. The mid-latitude ridges, related to tropical
cooling, are still present in summer (Seager et al., 2005b;
Herweijer et al., 2006) indicating the continued existence
of atmospheric circulation anomalies forced from the
tropics. It is also noticeable that, during summer, the
equivalent barotropic structure of the mid-latitude
circulation anomalies is interrupted over North America
as surface low pressure develops over the southeast and
northerlies develop to the west over the Plains. This
thermal low type of pattern is suggestive of a circulation
response to the change in surface and column heating as
the diabatic heating by precipitation is reduced and the
surface cooling by sensible heat and longwave radiation
is increased. This possible circulation response, and how
it feeds back into the moisture budget, is deserving of
more attention.

7.5. Summary of drought mechanisms

In summary, then, the persistent droughts over North
America all arose as part of the response of the global
climate to persistent La Niña-like conditions in the
tropical Pacific Ocean. When the waters are cool so is
the tropical troposphere and the subtropical jet streams
weaken and move poleward. This impacts the propaga-
tion of transient eddies such that they propagate less
deeply into the tropical upper troposphere. As such there
is less poleward transport of zonal momentum in the
subtropics and more in the mid-latitudes. The divergence
of the eddy momentum transports is balanced by the
Coriolis torque, resulting in poleward flow in the upper
troposphere from the subtropics into the mid-latitudes.
the POGA-ML model. The top panel shows the 250 mb geopotential
shows anomalies of 850 mb geopotential height (contours) and surface
nd the 500 mb vertical pressure velocity and colors and contours. Units
ature, Pascals per second, times one thousand, for pressure velocity and
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By continuity this induces downward motion that causes
warming and suppresses precipitation— at all longitudes
and in each hemisphere. This zonally symmetric mech-
anism of tropical forcing of mid-latitude drought regimes
is interrupted by stationary Rossby wave propagation
from the tropical Pacific region. These stationary waves
place anomalous anticyclones over North America during
extended La Niña events and enhance the droughts within
this region.

7.6. Possible role of Atlantic SST anomalies

The mechanism of drought generation that we have
described has only involved forcing from the tropical
Pacific Ocean. This is consistent with the model results
presented in which adding in global SST anomalies did
not lead to clearly greater skill at simulating North
American droughts. In contrast using a different climate
model, Schubert et al. (2004a) claim that the Dust Bowl
drought was about equally forced by the cool tropical
Pacific and the warm tropical Atlantic. Sutton and
Hodson (2005) have also claimed that warm tropical
Atlantic SSTanomalies induce drying over North Amer-
ica. Their results are not, however, of direct relevance
to the drought problem as they examined the entire 30-
year period from 1930 to 1960 and compared it to the
1960 to 1990 period, whereas it is the multi-year time-
scale that is of most relevance to North American
droughts. Sutton and Hodson also only considered the
June through August part of the year whereas, as we
have already stated, the droughts in general contain
significant drop-offs of precipitation in spring, fall and
winter as well.

There is general agreement that it is the tropical
component of Atlantic SST anomalies that are important
though they arise as part of a pattern with the same sign
anomalies throughout the North Atlantic. Warm Atlantic
anomalies go along with drought. It is often suggested
that this pattern arises as a response to changes in the
Atlantic thermohaline circulation (Kushnir, 1994).
However there is a significant complication in that the
tropical Pacific can force remote Atlantic SSTanomalies
and perhaps also change the strength of the thermoha-
line circulation. Currently there is no proposed mech-
anism for how tropical Atlantic anomalies force
drought. This is in contrast to the two mechanisms
proposed for linking tropical Pacific anomalies and
North American (and global) hydroclimate, which are
well evidenced in observational analyses and models
and which have clear basis in dynamical theory. It could
be that, during summer, Atlantic SST anomalies
influence the southerly flow on the western flank of
the North Atlantic subtropical anticyclone, but this is yet
to be demonstrated.

The possibility of a role for the tropical Atlantic
Ocean needs more investigation. The model results
presented here and in the referenced papers clearly link
the six droughts that have occurred since the mid-
nineteenth century to cool tropical Pacific SSTs. Further
the model results provide a consistent dynamical
explanation. What is more, the observed droughts fit
into as global pattern with hemispheric symmetry, a
pattern that the tropical Pacific-forced model can
reproduce (Herweijer and Seager, 2006). The hemi-
spheric symmetry argues for a tropical Pacific cause,
whereas the Atlantic mechanism relies on SST anoma-
lies that have notable hemispheric asymmetry. It is hard
to imagine how the subtropical North Atlantic SST
anomalies could be responsible for the correlation
between North American and South American droughts.

However it could be that the CCM3 model used here,
while correctly representing the Pacific influence,
misses an additional influence of the Atlantic Ocean.
The other models that have been used to make the case
for an Atlantic SST-drought link during the Dust Bowl
need to be further investigated to see if the Atlantic also
impacts the other five droughts. Further, it is imperative
that the mechanisms that underlay such a link be
determined.

8. Causes of tropical Pacific SST variability on
decadal and centennial timescales

The last section makes a compelling case that the
persistent North American droughts are “caused” by a
particular pattern of decadal SST anomalies in the
tropical Pacific that bears enough resemblance to the
interannual La Niña SST pattern to be termed “La Niña-
like”. The obvious next questions are what causes these
temperature patterns and are they predictable. A clear
answer has yet to emerge.

While the principal decadal pattern of Pacific SST
variability does resemble the ENSO pattern, it has
broader scales and relatively greater amplitude in extra-
tropical latitudes (e.g., Fig. 14C; Zhang et al., 1997).
The strength of the pattern in the North Pacific led a
number of investigators to regard it as primarily a
northern hemisphere extratropical phenomenon, the
Pacific Decadal Variation or PDO (see especially
Mantua et al., 1997). In this guise it has been shown
to be linked to rainfall over western North America
(Gershunov and Barnett, 1998), in the same sense as the
long-established link between the ENSO cycle and
rainfall (Ropelewski and Halpert, 1987). An important
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finding of this work is that the relationship between the
PDO and rainfall is not merely the decadal average of
ENSO events. This result is confirmed by the numerical
experiments of Huang et al. (2005), who show that the
difference between the relatively wet period from 1976
to 1998 and the preceding dry decades is successfully
simulated by an atmosphere model forced only by the
mean SSTanomalies in the two periods; the difference is
not a rectified effect of the greater El Niño activity in the
later period. Consistent with the results reported in the
previous section, Huang et al. (2005) also show that the
tropical SSTs are the primary reason for the rainfall
difference.

These model results are in keeping with observational
studies showing that there are decadal variations in the
South Pacific, and that these are linked to the PDO
(Garreaud and Battisti, 1999; Power et al., 1999; Deser
et al., 2004). Power et al. (1999), noting that “PDO” is
usually taken to be centered in the North Pacific, use
“Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation” (IPO) to emphasize the
basin-wide nature of Pacific variability. Having the signal
appear in both hemispheres implicates the tropics as a
likely source, and some of this work finds a clear tropical
signature in the data (see especially Deser et al., 2004).

8.1. Origins of tropical Pacific decadal variability

How much of the basin wide decadal variability is
driven from coupled interactions in the tropical Pacific
similar to ENSO, and how much is attributable to mid-
latitude sources is an area of active research. Recall that
the POGA-ML experiments described in the previous
section strongly suggest that the mid-latitude SST part
of the IPO pattern could be forced by atmospheric
anomalies driven by tropical SST anomalies. Gu and
Philander (1997) proposed that mid-latitude SST
anomalies generated by anomalous heat fluxes could
be subducted and carried to the equator, changing
temperatures in the equatorial thermocline and then
upwelled to change equatorial surface temperatures.
This mechanism would complete a loop from equatorial
SSTs through the atmosphere to mid-latitude SSTs and
then back through the ocean to equatorial SSTs.
However, careful studies of Pacific SST variations in
recent decades have shown that the oceanic pathway is
ineffective because the mid-latitude anomalies are
diluted by mixing, especially as they move along the
western boundary on their way to the equator (Schneider
et al., 1999; Hazeleger et al., 2001). Still, since subduc-
tion and advection of mid-latitude waters is the source
for the equatorial thermocline, this oceanic mechanism
must become effective at some longer timescale.
An alternate hypothesis for Pacific variability at
decadal and longer periods is that it is generated solely
in the tropical Pacific by ocean–atmosphere interactions
similar to those driving ENSO (Karspeck and Cane,
2002; Karspeck et al., 2004). If chaotic dynamics are
dominant then there might be some hope of predicting
decadal variations. Karspeck et al. (2004) and Seager
et al. (2004) investigated decadal predictability in
idealized experiments with the intermediate Zebiak
and Cane (1987) ENSO model. They found a modest
degree of decadal predictability, perhaps too modest to
be of practical value. Since this was in idealized
experiments, it overstates the ability to predict the real
world even if the dynamics of the simplified model
correctly captures the dominant dynamics in nature. If
the random intrusions of mid-latitude systems or the
random perturbations of intraseasonal and other tropical
“noise” are more important in nature than in the model,
then the predictability is smaller still. At this point the
issue of predictability has barely transitioned from the
issue of model predictability to real world predictability
with data assimilation. The origins and predictability of
decadal variability of the tropical Pacific Ocean remains
a fundamental research frontier. Any multi-year predict-
ability of North American droughts will require success-
ful multi-year predictions of tropical Pacific SSTs.

8.2. Tropical Pacific SSTs over the last millennium

All the hypotheses described thus far rely on
interactions internal to the earth's climate system.
Another possibility is that the variations are forced
externally by solar variations and changes in volcanic
aerosols. The perennial problem with solar-climate
connections is the very small size of the solar forcing
signal, but because the amplitude of the decadal SST
anomalies responsible for major droughts is so small
(viz. Fig. 15), the solar option cannot be dismissed.

To explore this issue further, we begin with the
millennium long record of drought in the west shown in
Fig. 10. The first question to be answered is whether
there is any evidence that the tropical Pacific SST-
drought relation seen in the past 150 yr – the period of
instrumental data – holds for the more extreme and
extended droughts of this longer period. In this period
we must rely on paleoproxies for SST information as
well as for drought. The principal proxies able to resolve
decadal variations are tree rings and isotopic analyses of
corals. The tree rings relevant for tropical Pacific SSTs
are primarily proxies for precipitation in places where
the influence of ENSO and the IPO are strong, and so
necessarily build in the modern relationship between
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ENSO or IPO and drought. A true test of the SST-
drought relationship can use only corals as a proxy for
SSTs. Evans et al. (2002) obtained measures of tropical
SSTs from corals at multiple sites, but since there is only
a single coral head at each site, the records go back no
more than a few hundred years. Cobb et al. (2003)
overlapped shorter segments of fossil coral in a manner
similar to the way tree-ring time series have been spliced
together from individual trees. The result is displayed in
Fig. 19. Palmyra (6° N, 162° W) is in a prime location
to provide an ENSO proxy, and Cobb et al.'s δ18O
record from modern corals correlates with the NINO3.4
(120° W to 170° W, 5° S to 5° N) SST at r=−0.84 in the
ENSO band. In other words, this coral proxy series
correlates as well or better than any two commonly used
ENSO indices (e.g. SOI, NINO3, NINO3.4) correlate
with each other. It is likely that the δ18O signal primarily
reflects rainfall and so correlates better with NINO3.4
(and NINO3) than with local SST (see Evans et al.,
2002). It also appears that the δ18O signal is a good
proxy for decadal SST.

The Cobb et al. record, taken together with the
drought record of Fig. 10, appears to verify the modern
Fig. 19. After Mann et al. (2005). The annual mean NINO3 response of the Ze
is compared with reconstructions of ENSO behavior from Palmyra coral ox
coral reconstruction, shown as darker grey curves, is available only for the 4
model NINO3 anomaly (in °C relative to the AD 1950–1980 reference pe
considerable variability remains, largely due to the influence of volcanic eru
NINO3. The coral data (darker grey curves) are scaled so that the mean agre
indicate averages of the scaled coral data for the three available time segment
for the corresponding time intervals. The associated inter-fourth quartile rang
of the model realizations) is also shown (dashed grey lines). The ensemble m
underlying distribution of the model NINO3 series.
relationship between SST and drought. SSTs in the
eastern Pacific are low (La Niña-like) in the period circa
AD 1200 when severe drought prevailed in the west, and
high in the 1600s, during the Little Ice Age, when the
west was wetter.

Fig. 19 also displays the mean of a 100-member
ensemble calculated by forcing the Zebiak–Cane model
with a slightly updated version of the Crowley (2000)
solar and volcanic forcing; for details see Mann et al.
(2005). There is general agreement that much of the
ENSO variability is generated in ways internal to the
climate system, either by chaos or noise, so we cannot
expect even a perfect model to agree in detail with the
single realization present in the observational record.
Insofar as ENSO variability is forced, then it is possible
for values averaged over a number of ENSO events to
have similar features in different realizations. Indeed,
Fig. 19 shows, for both model and data, cold SSTs in the
mean in the late 12th–early 13th centuries, moderate
SSTs in the 14th–early 15th centuries, and warm SSTs in
the late 17th century. In all three cases the means of the
observations and the model ensemble are consistent
within the ensemble sampling distribution (dashed lines
biak–Cane model to the combined volcanic and solar radiative forcing
ygen isotopes. The model is run over the interval AD 1000–1999; the
intervals shown. The continuous faint grey curve is the annual mean
riod) averaged over a 100 member ensemble. Despite the averaging
ptions. The heavy black line shows 40-year smoothed values of model
es with the model (see Mann et al, 2005 for details). Thick grey lines
s; the thick black lines are the ensemble-mean averages from the model
e for the model means (the interval within which the mean lies for 50%
ean is not at the center of this range, due to the skewed nature of the
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on Fig. 4). Moreover, the late 17th century warmth and
the 12–13th century cold are well separated within the
distribution of states from the model ensemble runs: one
would expect the later period to be warmer than the
earlier one in roughly 7 out of every 8 realizations.
Assuming these statistics, which are derived from an
ensemble of model runs, apply to reality, we would
expect nature's single realization to be warmer in the later
period with close to a 90% probability. In both data and
model there is also a systematic difference in the strength
of the ENSO cycle in the two periods with more (less)
ENSO variability going with a warmer (colder) mean
SST in the eastern equatorial Pacific.

Due to both greater solar irradiance and fewer
volcanic eruptions, the late 12th–early 13th centuries
is a time of greater heating compared with the centuries
since up until the last decade or two. This period is
sometimes referred to as the “Medieval Warm Period”,
especially in studies based on data from Europe. The
late 17th century, during the Little Ice Age, is a time of
reduced solar radiance and more volcanic eruptions
(Crowley, 2000; Jones et al., 2001). The model and data
agree on a counterintuitive result: the eastern equatorial
Pacific is colder when the heating is greater and visa
versa. This may be understood as follows (Clement
et al., 1996). If there is a heating over the entire tropics
then the Pacific will warm more in the west than in the
east because the strong upwelling and surface diver-
gence in the east moves some of the heat poleward.
Hence the east–west temperature gradient will strength-
en, so the winds will also strengthen, so the temperature
gradient will increase further – the Bjerknes (1969)
feedback – leading to a more La Niña-like state.

This chain of physical reasoning is certainly correct
as far as it goes, but the climate system is complex and
processes not considered in this argument might be
important. Perhaps cloud feedbacks play a substantial
role. In a time of enhanced solar heating, the oceans
should generally warm everywhere, including the
subduction zones of the waters, which ultimately make
up the equatorial thermocline. This might mean that the
upwelled waters would warm, though, as discussed
above, this mechanism does not seem to have influenced
the changes observed in the past few decades. In any
case, the observational evidence is that times of greater
heating are times when the tropical Pacific is more La
Niña-like, and the agreement between the data and the
simulation with the simplified Zebiak–Cane model
supports the idea that the Bjerknes feedback is
dominant. Future research, especially experiments with
more complex models, will doubtless clarify the
mechanisms.
8.3. Uncertainties in the climate forcing over the last
millennium

A more problematic issue is the great uncertainties in
the solar and volcanic forcing. The size of past volcanic
eruptions is inferred from proxies, primarily volcanic ash
in polar ice cores (e.g., Crowley, 2000). Converting the
proxy records into a radiative impact requires some form
of extrapolation from the few well observed volcanic
eruptions in recent times, such as Pinatubo. There is no
sure way to do this. The solar forcing is at least as
uncertain. Reconstructions rely on sunspot observations
for recent centuries, and on paleoproxy records of
cosmogenic nuclides for the longer record. The latter
are directly influenced by changes in magnetic flux from
the sun, not changes in irradiance. A relationship between
the two must be created by extrapolating from the short
period of instrumental observations, a period dominated
by 11-year solar cycles which have less variation than
that implied by the proxies for past centuries. The values
used in the model experiments fall somewhere in the
middle of values appearing in the literature, but are higher
than the most recent estimates (Lean et al., 2002). Since
the SST response to this forcing is just at the magnitude
of the drought patterns of recent times, any reduction in
the estimate of irradiance forcing makes the sun an
implausible cause of the drought-inducing SST anoma-
lies. Further, Lean et al. (2002) claim that there may not
be a systematic relationship between changes in
irradiance and those in magnetic flux. So while there is
a reasonably convincing empirical correspondence be-
tween proxies for solar output and tropical Pacific SSTs,
the great uncertainties in solar irradiance forcing raise
doubts about explanations of these SST variations as
responses to solar forcing.

We saw that the Cobb et al. (2003) proxy data shows
cooling in the eastern equatorial Pacific at times in the
past when the global climate warmed due to increased
solar radiation or reduced volcanism, a result repro-
duced in the modeling study of Mann et al. (2005) and
explained by the Bjerknes feedback. However, this same
relation does not appear to hold for the 20th century,
when radiative forcing and global temperatures increase.
(Crowley, 2000 found the greatest disagreement be-
tween global mean temperature and a model forced by
solar, volcanic and greenhouse gas variations in the
early 20th century.) Perhaps this change in behavior is
due to the impact of atmospheric aerosol or perhaps
there is something missed in our argument when the
radiative increase is due to increased greenhouse gases.
Another possibility is suggested by Fig. 20, which
updates Cane et al. (1997) to show the temperature trend
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from 1900 to 2000. There is no change in the eastern
central Pacific, but the strong warming in the west
means that the east–west SST gradient significantly
strengthens over the century — as would be expected
from the Bjerknes feedback (Fig. 20, bottom panel). It
may no longer be safe to infer the basin wide tropical
Pacific SST pattern from the eastern end alone.

9. Tropical Pacific SSTs and North American
drought in the greenhouse future

As has been shown, precipitation over North
America is highly sensitive to tropical Pacific SSTs.
Consequently the hydrological future of the American
Fig. 20. (A) The trend in monthly mean SSTanomalies from 1900 to 2000 in °
as the eastern equatorial Pacific, are significantly different from the mean gl
average SSTanomaly in theWP region (120° E to 160° E; 5° N to 5° S); (midd
N to 5° S); (bottom) the difference WP-NINO3.4, a measure of the zonal SS
series (°C per century) are 0.41±0.06, −0.08±0.25, and 0.50±0.25, respect
West will, at least partially, be determined by how
tropical Pacific SSTs respond to rising levels of
greenhouse gases. Predictions of future tropical Pacific
SSTs rely on models. We would prefer that the models
demonstrate the ability to simulate the defining features
of the ENSO cycle with some skill. Unfortunately, most
of the comprehensive Coupled General Circulation
Models (CGCMs) fall short. AchutaRao and Sperber
(2002) reviewed the simulations of ENSO in 17 CGCMs
that were part of the Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project (CMIP). Most of the model El Niños were too
weak and markedly in the wrong location. Five of the
models were judged to “represent well the Walker cir-
culation anomalies, the warming and enhanced rainfall
C per century. Updated from Cane et al. (1997). Regions that cool, such
obal SST warming of 0.4 °C per century. (B) Time series of: (top) the
le) average SSTanomaly in the NINO3.4 region (120°W to 170°W; 5°
T gradient. The least squares estimate of the linear trends in the 3 time
ively.
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in the central/east Pacific.” Some of these model ENSOs
had most of their power at a higher frequency (∼2 yr)
than observed, and most did not have the correct phase
with respect to the annual cycle.

Collins and the CMIP Modelling Groups (2005)
examined the predictions from 20 CMIP CGCMs forced
by a 1% per year increase in greenhouse gases to see
whether the mean state becomes more El Niño-like or
more La Niña-like. The most probable outcome is no
large trend in either direction. Doherty and Hulme
(2002) looked at the simulations from 12 CGCMs of
changes in the SOI and tropical precipitation from 1900
to 2099. They found that changes in SOI variability are
not coherent among the models, broadly consistent with
Collins et al. (2005). They do find a slight overall
tendency toward a more positive SOI; that is, a more La
Niña-like state. Specifically, 6 of the simulations
showed a statistically significant positive trend and 2 a
statistically significant negative (El Niño-like) trend,
while the remaining 4 showed no significant trends.

The positive trend is in keeping with expectations
based on the Bjerknes feedback, but was surprising
because two of the earliest studies of ENSO in the
greenhouse with this generation of models reported a
positive (more El Niño-like) trend in NINO3 (Timmer-
mann et al., 1999; Cai and Whetton, 2000). Moreover,
the models used in these studies, ECHAM4 and CSIRO,
are among those found to have positive trends in the
SOI. One possible reason for the discrepancy between
the two measures of ENSO is that a trend toward more
La Niña-like SSTs in the eastern Pacific is overridden by
the overall global warming; as with Fig. 20, it would be
revealed by looking at east–west temperature gradients
instead of solely at eastern SSTs. Or, it might be that the
overall pattern of the ENSO events is altered in the
greenhouse world; for example, a shift to the southeast
as observed in the late 20th century by Kumar et al.
(1999). Doherty and Hulme (2002) found pattern
changes in a minority of the 12 simulations they
considered, with HADCM2 and ECHAM4 showing
eastward shifts.

Recently Liu et al. (2005) have questioned the
wisdom of searching for El Niño-like or La Niña-like
responses to greenhouse forcing. Instead they examine
a number of CGCMs subject to rising greenhouse gases
and demonstrate that, instead of a change in the east–
west temperature gradient, the common response is for
the equatorial Pacific Ocean to warm by more than the
subtropical Pacific Ocean. They relate this to changes
in the Hadley Cell and surface heat fluxes. From the
perspective of the zonal mean atmospheric circulation
and mid-latitude drought this `enhanced equatorial
warming' is likely to have impacts akin to those of El Niño.
As the equator warms so will the tropical troposphere, the
jets will move equatorward and strengthen and the
transient eddies will drive mid-latitude ascent, increasing
precipitation. Anomalous descent, and drying, would
instead occur in the subtropics.

Probably the tropical ocean temperatures will respond
to greenhouse forcing with somemix of a change in east–
west gradient and north–south gradient and there will be
attendant changes in stationary waves and the zonal mean
atmospheric circulation. The hydrological future of the
West will depend on what this mix is. While current
models may agree on the north–south gradients they
disagree on the east–west gradient and, overall, are too
inconsistent to provide much guidance. Perhaps the new
generation of coupled GCMs created for the fourth IPCC
assessment will show more of a consensus.

Tropical SSTs are not the only influence on how
precipitation will change in the greenhouse future.
Globally averaged precipitation is expected to increase
to balance the increase in surface evaporation, which
itself is needed to balance enhanced downward
longwave radiation from the atmosphere to the
surface. However, the distribution of this increase in
precipitation will depend on changes in surface
evaporation and changes in atmospheric moisture
transport to which ENSO-like changes are only one
contributor. Further, a warmer atmosphere can hold
more water vapor. Because the water vapor content is
influenced by the exponential increase of saturation
water vapor content with temperature, while the global
increase in precipitation is more linear in temperature,
the intensity of precipitation events is expected to
increase (Trenberth et al., 2003). This has hydrological
implications in that, potentially, more precipitation
will go into runoff and less into recharge of soil
moisture. Winter snowpack is also expected to
decrease in the West reducing the spring melt and
gradual recharge of streams and soil moisture at lower
levels. See Stewart et al. (2004) and Mote et al. (2005)
on this topic as well. These changes that can occur in
the absence of circulation changes could also increase
the drought risk in North America. Further, if tropical
Atlantic SST anomalies really do impact precipitation
over North America, the weakening of the Atlantic
THC that many model project for the next century
would cause cooling in the subtropical North Atlantic
which, on the basis of the experiments of Sutton and
Hodson (2005), would tend to increase precipitation
over parts of North America. Given these complexities
it is currently impossible to project what the hydro-
logical future of the Plains and the West will be.
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10. Conclusions

Recent advances in the reconstruction of past drought
over North America and in modeling the causes of
droughts there have provided important new insights
into one of the most costly recurring natural disasters to
strike North America. A grid of summer PDSI recon-
structions has been developed now for most of North
America from a remarkable network of long, drought-
sensitive tree-ring chronologies. These reconstructions,
many of which cover the past 1000 yr, have revealed the
occurrence of a number of unprecedented megadroughts
over the past millennium that clearly exceed any found in
the instrumental records since about AD 1850, including
an epoch of significantly elevated aridity that persisted
for almost 400 yr over the AD 900–1300 period. In terms
of duration, these past megadroughts dwarf the famous
droughts of the 20th century, such as the Dust Bowl
drought of the 1930s, the southern Great Plains drought
of the 1950s, and the current one in theWest that began in
1999 and still lingers on as of this writing in 2005.

The impact of the earlier megadroughts on Puebloan
andMississippian agricultural societies, ones based on the
clever use of available water resources, is also indicated
by the decline and disappearance of those cultures during
prolonged drought periods. In turn, the perception of the
AmericanWest as a place of settlement in the 19th century
was strongly influenced by the timing of droughts andwet
periods during periods of exploration there.

The extraordinary duration of past North American
megadroughts is difficult to explain, but climate models
strongly point to tropical Pacific Ocean SSTs as a prime
player in determining how much precipitation falls over
large parts of North America. Numerical experiments
that successfully simulate major droughts over North
America from the Civil War to the severe 1999–2004
drought in the West indicate the dominating importance
of these SSTs in determining how much precipitation
falls over large parts of North America. Of central
importance to drought formation is the development of
cool “La Niña-like” SSTs in the eastern tropical Pacific
region. This development appears to be partially linked
to changes in radiative forcing over that region, which
affects the Bjerknes feedback mechanism of the ENSO
cycle there. Paradoxically, warmer conditions over the
tropical Pacific region lead to the development of cool La
Niña-like SSTs there, which is drought inducing over
North America. La Niña-like conditions were apparently
the norm during much of the Medieval period when the
West was in a protracted period of elevated aridity and
solar irradiance was unusually high. Whether or not this
process will lead to a greater prevalence of drought in the
future as the world warms due to accumulating
greenhouse gases is unclear at this time.

It may well be that the West will luck out as rising
greenhouse gases induce an equatorial warming, or an El
Niño-like response, and the resulting circulation changes
increase precipitation across the mid-latitudes. But we have
the nagging reality that a previous time of high positive
radiative forcing – the Medieval period – was associated
with both colder tropical Pacific SSTs and epic drought
across the West. Where the climate system to revert to that
severity of drought, conflict, at least on a political level,
would return to the West as cities, with relatively modest
claims on availablewater but huge and growing populations,
and water-hungry agribusiness, with great political clout, do
battle over diminishing resources. The ancient Pueblo
migrations may be an unfair analogy, but modern Western
society, highly dependent on hydraulic engineering, is yet to
be tested by the dreadful droughts we know can occur.
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Re: Extended drought reconstruction from PDSI 
 
 
This memo summarizes the development of long-term reconstructed streamflows. 
 

Background 
Stream gauge records in south-central Kansas generally start in the 1920s. These cover 
the droughts of the 1930s, 1950s and 1990s, but do not necessarily reflect the long-term 
hydrologic variability. 
 
Our research found that the only long-term surrogate data for south-central Kansas is 
approximately 1000 years of summer Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) data 
developed by Dr. Edward Cook at the Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory of Columbia 
University.1 The Palmer soil moisture algorithm is calibrated for relatively homogeneous 
regions. The Palmer Index varies roughly between -6.0 and +6.0, which Palmer 
arbitrarily selected based on his original study areas in central Iowa and western Kansas.2 
The PDSI is a meteorological drought index, and it responds to abnormally wet or dry 
weather conditions. For example, when precipitation increases from below average to 
above average, the PDSI shows an end to the drought without considering streamflow, 
lake and reservoir levels, and other longer-term hydrologic impacts. 

The Available PDSI Data 
Cook originally produced a gridded network for the continental United States in 1999, 
based on 388 tree ring chronologies. In 2004 he expanded the spatial and temporal 
coverage to include 286 points in a 2.5 degree grid covering most of North America, as 
shown in Figure 1. The 2004 PDSI reconstructions are based on 835 tree-ring 
chronologies. Figure 2 shows the tree ring sites used for the 1999 network (there was no 
comparable map for the 2004 chronologies on the NOAA web site). As shown in the 
figure, in 1999 there are no tree ring sites located in Kansas, so PDSI values for the six 
locations in Kansas are interpolated from sites in other states. 

                                                 
1 http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/pdsi.html 
2 Palmer, Wayne C., Meteorological Drought – Research Paper No. 45. Office of Climatology, Washington 
DC. 1965. 
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Figure 1. Grid locations where PDSI has been generated (Cook, 2004). 
 
 

 
Figure 2. Locations of tree ring chronologies used by Cook in 1999. 
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The PDSI values generated in 2004 represent the average summer (June-August) PDSI.3 
Six of the grid locations published in 2004 fall within Kansas. Comparing the summer 
PDSI with annual flows for the Little Arkansas River at Valley Center, we found that the 
best correlation between streamflow and PDSI was obtained when we used the PDSI for 
southwestern Kansas.  
 
The PDSI data for southwestern Kansas has a period of record from 887 AD – 2003 AD. 
Figure 3 shows a time series of the PDSI and the number of tree ring sites used to 
reconstruct the PDSI for the period of record.  
 

 
Figure 3. PDSI and number of tree sites. 
 
The Cook data set included both the PDSI calculated from historical records for 1900-
2003, and the reconstructed PDSI for 887-2003. The correlation between these two data 
sets had an r2 of 0.82. For the following analyses, we used a composite PDSI that was 
made up of the reconstructed values for the years 887-1899, and actual values for 
1900-2003. 

Drought Return Period 
Using the PDSI data, we calculated the return period for various droughts. While the 
method for calculating the return period for a single year is well documented, there is no 
standard method for calculating the return period for multi-year droughts. 
 
We calculated and compared the return period for droughts in three ways: using single 
years, using the number of consecutive years in a drought, and using the cumulative 
PDSI.  
 
                                                 
3 http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/pdsi.html 
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Single Year Severity 
To calculate the return period of single years, we sorted the annual PDSI values into 
ascending order, so the most negative values were first. We ranked the data, with 1 being 
the most negative value. 
 
We applied the equation for recurrence intervals to this data,  

T = (n+1)/m  
 
where 

 T = recurrence interval in years 
 n = number of years in the time series 
 m = rank of the individual year (1, 2, 3…)4 
 
While there were drier years before 1900, during the gauged period of record covered by 
the PDSI (1923-2003), defining droughts based on single years showed that 2002 was the 
driest single year in the 1900-2003 period of record, followed by 1956 and 1934. 
 
While individual years are interesting, they do not adequately describe the droughts 
experienced in Kansas. 
 

Number of Drought Years 
Counting the number of years with below average precipitation and runoff can be used to 
determine the duration of a drought.  
 
Rather than simply count the number of sequential years with a PDSI below zero, we 
modified our calculation of duration to account for variation of average years, and to 
allow for single years with average conditions that occur in a string of drought years. 
 
Based on Palmer’s original paper, the range of -0.49 to 0.49 is considered “near normal.” 
Because there are years with a negative PDSI that are still considered within the normal 
range, we did not consider a year a drought year until the PDSI was less than -0.5. This 
assumption eliminated 82 of the 1167 years from the drought classification.5 
 
In recognition that droughts can last through a single near-average year, series of drought 
years were considered unbroken if it contained a single year with a positive PDSI less 
than 0.5. While there were individual positive years in strings of drought years, this 
assumption did not change any of the calculated drought durations because all the 
individual years had a PDSI of greater than 0.5. 
 

                                                 
4 Dunne, Thomas, and Leopold, Luna. Water in Environmental Planning, 1978. 
5 PDSI drought durations.xlsx 
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Drought Duration and Severity 
City staff at Wichita asked us to analyze surrogate hydrologic data to determine long-
term drought durations and severities. This memo discusses long-term droughts and 
potential data sets that could be used for planning purposes. 
 
Drought Duration and Severity  
There are no long-term streamflow reconstructions for south-central Kansas, however Ed 
Cook and John Krusic have reconstructed annual values of the Palmer Drought Severity 
Index (PDSI) across North America, including six points in Kansas.  We compared the 
annual values of PDSI with gauged streamflows for 1923-2003, and found that the PDSI 
for southwest Kansas was the best match for streamflows near Wichita. The PDSI 
reconstruction for southwest Kansas covers 1166 years, from 837 to 2003. 
 
The PDSI reconstruction for southeast Kansas is based on tree ring chronologies. The 
number of sites used to develop the PDSI for southwest Kansas ranges from 2 to 35. 
Statistically comparing different periods of the reconstructed PDSI, we determined that 
years with more than 15 tree ring sites produced statistics more comparable with the 
historical record, whereas earlier values based on fewer sites tended to be biased toward 
drought. Consequently we have limited our use of reconstructed PDSI to the years 1640-
2003, which are based on 15 or more tree ring sites. 
 
To determine drought duration, we counted the number of below-average years that 
occurred in a row, and then calculated the exceedance probability for the different 
durations using the standard equation,  

Exceedance = Rank / (Sample Size + 1) 
  
Using the same PDSI data, we calculated the total cumulative PDSI for each drought.  
Because annual PDSI data does not correlate well with historical daily stream gauge data, 
we suggest that the simplest strategy to generate model input for drought sequences is to 
use historical streamflow data from years with similar PDSI values. Based on historical 
PDSI data, we have assembled combinations of gauge data to represent the historical 
droughts portrayed in the PDSI data. Drought duration, severity and representative years 
from the historical gauge record are shown in Table 1 for various droughts.  
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Table 1. Drought Durations and Severity from PDSI Data 

 
 
Design Drought  
City staff requested that we fit the drought-duration data to a distribution so they can see 
how much of the data is included in various multiples of the standard deviation. 
The annual PDSI data were classified into wet and dry years, with wet years having a 
PDSI greater than 1, dry years less than a PDSI of -1, and normal years between 1 and -1. 
If two dry years were separated by a single wet year with a PDSI of 0.5 or less, the dry 
streak was considered to be continuous. 
Assuming the year counts were divided into 9 bins, the Johnson’s Special Unbounded 
(SU) distribution best matched the number of consecutive drought years. The analysis of 
fit was made using sequential years for both wet and dry years (both positive and 
negative values of PDSI). The red data points show the number of droughts that occurred 
for each drought duration on the x-axis. Note that the secondary axis only approximately 
matches the function because it is not possible to mix x-y and bar graph types in Excel. 
 

 
Figure 4. Fitted distribution and actual number of droughts 
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The graph shows the actual number of droughts for durations of 1, 2, 3… years. The 
analysis was done using an odd number of bins (9 bins for 16 years), which eliminated 
the outliers for droughts of 1- and 3-years.  
 
Assuming the distribution represents the data, this graph shows that droughts with 
durations within 2 standard deviations would represent 97.8 percent of the droughts, 
including the drought with a 2-percent chance of occurring. 
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1. Introduction

Periods of severe drought are one of the greatest recurring natural disasters in North America. In any given 
year, droughts occur all across North America resulting in significant impacts on local economies, societies, and 
the natural environment. Drought conditions in the United States cost on average $6-8 billion every year, but 
have ranged as high as $39 billion during the three-year drought of 1987-89 (Riebsame et al., 1991). In Kansas 
alone, the recent 2011 drought resulted in losses in excess of $1.7 billion (Kansas Department of Agriculture, 
2011). 

Droughts impact both surface- and ground-water resources and often result in reductions in water supply and 
crop failure particularly in agriculturally sensitive areas such as the High Plains of western Kansas. This region 
is becoming increasingly vulnerable to drought due to a variety of factors including the increased cultivation of 
marginal lands and the increased use of ground-water resources from the High Plains aquifer (Woodhouse and 
Overpeck, 1998), where water withdrawal has exceeded recharge for many years (e.g. McGuire, 2009). 

The droughts of the 1930s and the 1950s remain the benchmarks in terms of duration, severity, and spatial 
extent for Kansas in the 20th century. Therefore, determining how representative these historic droughts have 
been in terms of drought occurrence is vitally important. The key question is how unusual are severe droughts, 
such as the Dust Bowl? Was this drought a rare event or should we expect droughts of similar or even greater 
magnitude in the future? 

Direct observations of temperature and precipitation from instrumental records are largely restricted to the 
past 100 years and are therefore too short to adequately answer these questions. Therefore, in order to assess 
the full range of drought variability, it is important to place historic droughts in a longer-term context by utiliz-
ing paleoclimate proxy records.

This report investigates past drought occurrences from paleoclimate records over the last 1000 years. In par-
ticular, we focus on Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) reconstructions calculated from annual tree-ring 
chronologies. Additional paleoclimate proxies and historical records are also examined to lend further support 
to reported past drought variability.

2. Types and Measures of Data

2.1 Drought Indices

The Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) is one of the most widely used indices to measure drought in North 
America. The PDSI was developed by Palmer (1965) to measure the intensity and duration of long-term 
drought. It uses precipitation and temperature data to determine how much soil moisture is available com-
pared to average conditions. PDSI values therefore provide data on both relative wetness and dryness over a 
given period. The index typically ranges between -4 (extremely dry) and 4 (extremely wet) but the range limit is 
not explicitly bound. As the index is standardized to local climate, it may be applied to any part of the country 
to demonstrate relative wetness and dryness.

2.2 Paleoclimate Data

PDSI values calculated from instrumental data provide a valuable means to assess drought variability over the 
instrumental record (i.e. the past 100 years). Recently, the Kansas Geological Survey has published historic cli-
mate and PDSI data (1895 to 2011) online in the form of the Kansas High Plains Aquifer Atlas (http://www.kgs.
ku.edu/HighPlains/HPA_Atlas/Climate%20and%20Climate%20Trends/index.html#). Based on these data alone, 
the droughts of the 1930s and 1950s appear to be anomalous in terms of their severity and duration (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1. Instrumental PDSI trends for Kansas from 1895 to 2011. Image from the High Plains Aquifer Atlas 
(www.kgs.ku.edu/HighPlalins/HPA_Atlas/index.html).

However, paleoclimatic records allow one to assess the full range of drought variability by utilizing data that 
span longer periods of time. Long-term records have been developed from a variety of different proxies that 
span a range of time periods from hundreds to thousands of years. Proxies include tree-rings, sediments from 
lakes, sand dunes, and rivers, as well as historical and archeological records. These proxies record natural vari-
ability in drought occurrence and allow us to compare historic droughts of the 20th century with those of the 
past. 

This report will focus on the paleoclimatic record developed from tree-ring studies. However, it is important 
to note that when used together, multiple proxy records provide a more complete picture of past change than 
that offered by any one proxy or instrumental data alone. Therefore, this report will supplement tree-ring 
reconstructions with data from historical, archeological, and geomorphic records in order to more fully inves-
tigate past drought variability.
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2.2.1 Long-term PDSI Reconstructions

Tree-rings chronologies are based on the actual growth rate of highly drought-sensitive trees and therefore 
function as an important indicator of past droughts. Adequate moisture and a long growing season result in 
wide tree rings while drought years create very narrow rings. Importantly, individual tree-rings can be dated to 
the exact calendar year using cross-matching techniques.

Recently, an extensive network of annual tree-ring chronologies has been developed and made publically avail-
able through the International Tree-Ring Data Bank (http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/treering.html). Utilizing 
these data, annual PDSI reconstructions have been developed for 286 grid points across most of North America 
(Cook and Krusic, 2004). Reconstructions utilized the nearest available tree-ring chronologies to each grid point 
and were produced with a well-tested point-by-point principal-components regression procedure. See Cook et 
al. (1999) for detailed methodology used to develop PDSI reconstructions. PDSI reconstructions are evaluated 
using four statistics, which indicate high overall calibration and verification (see appendix for more details). 

Regression based tree-ring PDSI reconstructions tend to underestimate extreme values, although dry extremes 
are better represented than wet extremes, but are reasonably accurate in terms of extent and duration (Wood-
house and Overpeck, 1998). Therefore, such reconstructions facilitate accurate assessment of the relative 
severity of 20th-century droughts compared to droughts in the more distant past.

A previous paleoclimate report for the Ogallala region by Young and Buddemeier (2002) utilized PDSI recon-
structions by Cook et al. (1999), which were developed from 425 tree-ring chronologies and extended from 
~1170 to 1978 AD for western Kansas. Since the publication of this report, new PDSI reconstructions have 
been produced that represent a substantial spatial and temporal improvement and enable us to better assess 
the nature of past drought variability. New reconstructions are now based on almost twice as many tree-ring 
chronologies (835 in total) and extend over longer time periods (from 837 to 2003 AD for western Kansas). 
PDSI estimates are based on instrumental data after 1978. PDSI data are available publically in the form of the 
North American Drought Atlas (http://iridl.ldeo.columbia.edu/SOURCES/.LDEO/.TRL/.NADA2004/.pdsi-atlas.
html). Data were obtained for six grid points in Kansas, thereby dividing the state into six regions (Northwest, 
Southwest, North-central, South-central, Northeast, Southeast) for analysis in this report.

3. Analyses

3.1 Drought Severity

Figure 2 contains plots of annually resolved PDSI tree-ring reconstructions for six regions in Kansas. These plots 
highlight numerous years in the past where drought conditions exceeded the severity of the 1930s and 1950s 
droughts in each region. The peak individual drought years during the 1930s and 1950s droughts were deter-
mined to be 1934 and 1956 respectively. PDSI values for these years are highlighted with dashed lines on figure 
2 and provide a benchmark by which to assess drought occurrence within each region. This type of analysis, 
however, does not favor regional comparisons as different PDSI thresholds are used in each region.

In order to facilitate regional comparison, we averaged the six regional PDSI values for 1934 and 1956 respec-
tively, generating two thresholds by which to compare the different regions. These thresholds enable us to de-
termine the number of years where droughts of a similar or greater magnitude occurred (i.e. years where PDSI 
is less than the threshold values). The averaged PDSI values for 1934 and 1956 are -4.9 and -5.9 respectively. 
Figure 3 highlights the total number of drought years in each region where PDSI values were less than or equal 
to the threshold values. Note that data were unavailable for some regions between 837-1000 AD and there-
fore, in order to facilitate fair comparison between regions, this analysis was restricted to data post 1000 AD.

The PDSI data indicate that western Kansas has experienced more severe droughts than eastern Kansas over 
the past 1000 years. Furthermore, the data also indicate that northern Kansas has typically experienced more 
severe droughts than southern Kansas. The west to east trend is not surprising given the strong latitudinal 
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Figure 2a. Annual PDSI reconstructions from tree rings for northwestern Kansas. Dashed lines indicate the 1934 
(black) and 1956 (red) PDSI values.

Figure 2b. Annual PDSI reconstructions from tree rings for southwestern Kansas. Dashed lines indicate the 
1934 (black) and 1956 (red) PDSI values.
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Figure 2c. Annual PDSI reconstructions from tree rings for north-central Kansas. Dashed lines indicate the 1934 
(black) and 1956 (red) PDSI values.

Figure 2d. Annual PDSI reconstructions from tree rings for south-central Kansas. Dashed lines indicate the 1934 
(black) and 1956 (red) PDSI values.
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Figure 2e. Annual PDSI reconstructions from tree rings for northeastern Kansas. Dashed lines indicate the 
1934 (black) and 1956 (red) PDSI values.

Figure 2f. Annual PDSI reconstructions from tree rings for southeastern Kansas. Dashed lines 
indicate the 1934 (black) and 1956 (red) PDSI values.
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climate gradient in Kansas. The north to south trend can be explained by investigating the spatial patterns 
of historic 20th-century droughts. For example, the Dust Bowl drought was spatially centered over the Pa-
cific Northwest and later over the northern Plains while the 1950s drought, in contrast, was centered over 
the southern Great Plains and later shifted into the southwest US (e.g. Stahle et al., 2007; Fig. 4). Hoerling et 
al. (2009) suggest that the 1950s drought was driven by changes in sea-surface temperatures, more specifi-
cally the El Niño-Southern Oscillation. They found that during La Niña years, characterized by cold sea-surface 
temperatures in the equatorial Pacific, droughts are common in the southern Plains. In contrast, they suggest 
that the Dust Bowl drought was caused by random atmospheric variation rather than changes in ocean tem-
peratures. Therefore, the PDSI data appear to suggest that the random forcing mechanisms of the Dust Bowl 
drought have been more common over the past 1000 years than those that resulted in the 1950s drought. 

Another way to analyze the PDSI data is to determine how many years exceed the threshold in a given century. 
By this method we should expect individual drought years at least as severe as 1934 on average 3-4 times a 
century in western Kansas, 2-3 times in central Kansas, and about once a century in eastern Kansas. 

However, this analytical method (i.e. using averaged PDSI thresholds) can be misleading. For example, figure 3 
indicates that there are no droughts in the paleorecord that exceed the 1956 threshold in eastern Kansas. This 
is misleading because of the strong regional expression of drought in the state. For example, in southeastern 
Kansas the 1956 PDSI was -4.0, which indicates extreme drought. However, because drought conditions were 
more severe elsewhere in the state, the regionally averaged threshold for 1956 is skewed to -5.9. While there 
are no past drought years with PDSI values less than -5.9 in southeastern Kansas, there are at least 22 past 
drought years with PDSI values less than -4.0 (see Fig. 2f). We therefore suggest that both methods of analysis 
(i.e. assessing drought severity within and between regions) should be used in conjunction when assessing the 
variability of drought severity across Kansas.

3.2 Drought Duration

One of the key characteristics of the 1930s and 1950s droughts was not only their severity in a given year but 
their duration. Individual drought years are therefore not necessarily good indicators of cumulative socioeco-
nomic or environmental impacts as one dry year may be accommodated if it is sufficiently offset by wetter con-
ditions the following year (Cook et al., 2007). For example, the 2002 drought year in southwestern Kansas was 
more severe than the peak year of the Dust Bowl (PDSI values of -7.1 and -5.0 respectively). However, 2002 
was bounded by years of positive PDSI values whereas the Dust Bowl drought consisted of several consecutive 
years of drought conditions. It is therefore important to assess the duration of past periods of drought. 

The duration of droughts is more difficult to estimate because climatic variability tends to punctuate dry 
multi-year intervals with occasional wet years (Cook et al., 2009). Furthermore, there is no unique solution for 
calculating drought duration. For example, the 1930s and 1950s droughts have been estimated to have lasted 
12 and 14 years (Stahle et al., 2007) or 7 and 8 years (Andreadis et al., 2005) respectively. One method to 
determine drought duration is to utilize a low-pass filter, such as a moving-average, which allows for analysis of 
decadal to multi-decadal changes in aridity. 

Figure 5 contains plots of PDSI values smoothed over 10- and 50-year periods. For this analysis we determine 
the beginning and end of a drought period from the smoothed data by identifying when it is preceded or fol-
lowed by more than two consecutive years of positive PDSI values. Using this technique we identify the dura-
tion of the 1930s and 1950s droughts in Kansas as lasting 13 and 18 years respectively. 

Using these durations we are able to identify several periods of past drought with durations similar (i.e. 10-20 
years) to the severe historic droughts of the 20th century. These droughts are highlighted in figure 5 by light 
gray bars. Figure 6 shows the number of droughts of similar duration to the historic 20th century droughts over 
the past 500 years. We limit this analysis to the past 500 years because the majority of droughts prior to this 
appear to be of much greater duration. Drought duration over the past 500 years illustrates a similar pattern to 
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Figure 3. Number of drought years more severe than the peak years of the 1930s and 1950s droughts. Note 
that this analysis uses threshold PDSI values averaged across all six regions.

Figure 4. Mapped spatial patterns of the 1930s and 1950s droughts using instrumental PDSI data. Figure modi-
fied from Stahle et al. (2007). 
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Figure 5a. Smoothed PDSI reconstructions for northwestern Kansas. Light-gray bars indicate droughts of similar 
duration to the 1930s and 1950s droughts while dark-gray bars indicate droughts of greater duration.

drought severity with western and northern Kansas experiencing more decadal drought periods than eastern 
Kansas. From these data we should expect decadal droughts on average two times a century in western Kansas 
and about once a century in eastern Kansas.

3.2.1 Megadroughts

Droughts of unusually long duration compared to those observed in the instrumental record are often called 
‘megadroughts.’ In order to constitute a megadrought, a past multi-year drought must exceed the duration of 
the most extreme droughts in the 20th century. Therefore, for this study, a megadrought is defined as a drought 
lasting more than 20 years in duration. 

PDSI reconstructions highlight several periods of extreme drought in the past with much longer durations com-
pared to those of the 20th century, particular prior to 1500 AD. These multi-decadal droughts are highlighted in 
figure 5 by dark gray bars. Additionally, documented megadroughts are typically at least as severe as the 1930s 
and 1950s droughts. 

It is important to validate the occurrence of past megadroughts by utilizing other proxy records. Figure 7 syn-
thesizes the records of drought variability shown in figure 5 and in addition highlights different lines of environ-
mental and societal evidence that support drought conditions during documented megadroughts.
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Figure 5b. Smoothed PDSI reconstructions for southwestern Kansas. Light-gray bars indicate droughts of similar 
duration to the 1930s and 1950s droughts while dark-gray bars indicate droughts of greater duration.

3.2.2. Megadroughts from 1500 to 2011 AD

PDSI reconstructions indicate the likely occurrence of megadroughts in the beginning and middle part of the 
19th century, which persisted on average for 30 years (Figs. 5 and 7). Drought conditions around 1850 are noted 
in a variety of historical data, including early meteorological records (Ludlum, 1971). Stahle et al. (2007) cite 
evidence from the Kiowa of the southern Great Plains that cites 1855, known among the Kiowa as the “sitting 
summer,” as a year of severe drought. Woodhouse and Overpeck (1998) note that drought conditions were 
also documented in Kansas newspapers in 1860. Woodhouse et al. (2002) used streamflow reconstructions 
from eastern Colorado to document a period of remarkable sustained drought from approximately 1845 to 
1856. This period of drought, together with human impacts, may have also resulted in a severe decline in the 
populations of the Great Plains bison (Woodhouse et al., 2002). Historical accounts from early explorers in 
the region during the 19th century report periods of blowing sand indicative of eolian activity and sand-dune 
activation for an area extending from northern Nebraska to southern Texas (Muhs and Holiday, 1995). Eolian 
activity is primarily driven by droughts severe enough to remove the stabilizing effects of vegetation. Forman 
et al. (2008) observed discrete episodes of sand deposition in the Arkansas River valley of southwestern Kansas 
between 1620-1680 and 1800-1820 AD (Fig. 6).

3.2.3 Megadroughts from 850 to 1500 AD

PDSI data highlight several likely past megadroughts from 850 to 1500 AD (Figs 5 and 7). Although these mega-
droughts were punctuated with wet intervals, overall they suggest protracted aridity lasting on average 40-50 
years in duration. The longest megadrought on record occurred in north-central Kansas and lasted 110 years 
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from 1317 to 1427 AD. This megadrought was also much more severe than historic 20th-century droughts. Fig-
ure 7 highlights the spatial variability of megadroughts across the state. For example, the protracted 110-year 
megadrought in north-central Kansas was separated into two separate decadal droughts in western Kansas.

Most dune records from the central Great Plains show significant sand-dune activation due to increasing aridity 
and reductions in vegetation cover between 950-1350 AD. Evidence of sand-dune mobilization from the Great 
Bend Sand Prairie in south-central Kansas – the largest dune field in Kansas – has been documented between 
1050-1250 and 1450-1650 AD (Arbogast, 1996). Halfen et al. (2011) also identified active dune migration in 
south-central Kansas between 1000-1100 AD. Dunes in the Cimarron River valley of southwestern Kansas were 
active between 1050 and 1250 AD (Lepper and Scott, 2005) while dunes in the Abilene dune field of north-cen-
tral Kansas were active more broadly between 890-1490 AD (Hanson et al., 2010). The time intervals for dune 
activation overlap periods of megadroughts identified from PDSI reconstructions. 

Support for the occurrence of megadroughts between 850 and 1500 AD can also be gleaned from the archeo-
logical record, which highlights the destabilizing effects of past severe droughts. Benson et al. (2007) suggest 
that multi-decadal droughts between 990-1060, 1135-1170, and 1276-1297 AD had significant impacts on a 
variety of prehistoric populations in the Southwest, including Anasazi and Fremont cultures, and the Midwest, 
such as the Mississippian society. 

Figure 5c. Smoothed PDSI reconstructions for north-central Kansas. Light-gray bars indicate droughts of similar 
duration to the 1930s and 1950s droughts while dark-gray bars indicate droughts of greater duration.
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Figure 5d. Smoothed PDSI reconstructions for south-central Kansas. Light-gray bars indicate droughts of similar 
duration to the 1930s and 1950s droughts while dark-gray bars indicate droughts of greater duration.

The 13th century drought is commonly referred to as the “Great Drought” in the southwest and contributed to 
significant social change in the Four Corners region through severe population loss and the abandonment of 
Anasazi settlements. This megadrought would have strongly impacted maize agriculture, which had become 
the dietary staple of the Anasazi (Benson et al., 2007). Rapid population declines have been documented from 
archeological sites starting at 1130 and 1280 AD. Studies have also reported population declines in the Fre-
mont cultures located in the Four Corners region around 1000 AD, which may be attributable to the 990-1060 
drought.

Severe multi-decadal droughts during the 14th and 15th centuries likely contributed to the decline of Mississip-
pian agricultural societies (e.g. Cobb and Butler, 2002; Cook et al., 2007). Cook et al. (2007) suggest that wide-
spread droughts at this time would likely have caused a sequence of poor harvests that would have proved 
disastrous. Several Mississippian settlements were abandoned by 1450 including Cahokia, located near the 
confluence of the Mississippi and Missouri rivers, and Spiro, situated in eastern Oklahoma. Evidence also sug-
gests that the late 13th century megadrought also impacted the Cahokia region (e.g. Benson et al., 2007).

Overall the paleoclimate record suggests that Kansas has experienced droughts of far greater duration in the 
past than any experienced in the 20th century. This conclusion is supported by several historic, geomorphic, and 
archeological studies.
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Figure 5e. Smoothed PDSI reconstructions for northeastern Kansas. Light-gray bars indicate droughts of similar 
duration to the 1930s and 1950s droughts while dark-gray bars indicate droughts of greater duration.

3.3 The Medieval Warm Period

Many of the past megadroughts documented in the paleoclimate record occurred during an era known as the 
Medieval Warm Period (MWP). The occurrence of several megadroughts during the MWP is troubling as it sug-
gests that the climate system has the capacity to get ‘stuck’ in drought-inducing modes over the Great Plains 
that can last several decades to a century or more (Cook et al., 2009).

The MWP has been suggested as an approximate analog for likely future warming and drought conditions (e.g. 
Woodhouse et al., 2010) and thus serves as an important period to investigate. The MWP lasted from ap-
proximately 900 to 1300 AD and was characterized by significant climatic variability compared to the modern 
period. This period was identified by Lamb (1965) as a period of unusual warm temperatures in northern Eu-
rope but has since been documented in proxy records from across the globe (e.g. Graham et al., 2011). Other 
paleoclimate studies record a series of severe droughts across western North America (Cook et al., 2004) dur-
ing this period, extending eastward into the central Great Plains (e.g. Daniels and Knox, 2005). In addition, the 
paleoclimatic data suggest a drought-regime change about 500 years ago (Fig. 7). The shift around 1500 AD to 
droughts of shorter duration may coincide with the onset of cooler climatic conditions during the Little Ice Age. 
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Figure 5f. Smoothed PDSI reconstructions for southeastern Kansas. Light-gray bars indicate droughts of similar 
duration to the 1930s and 1950s droughts while dark-gray bars indicate droughts of greater duration.

3.4 Risk analysis

Utilizing a similar approach to a previous paleoclimate report published by the Kansas Geological Survey 
(Young and Buddemeier, 2002), we can provide a quantitative analysis for assessing the risk of drought in 
Kansas. The paleoclimate data indicate that for western Kansas a drought as severe as the Dust Bowl has oc-
curred on average 3 to 4 times a century. If “3 to 4 times a century” means that there has been on average 3.5 
droughts more severe than the Dust Bowl per 100 years, then there is a 3.5% chance that any given year within 
a 100-year period will have such a severe drought. We can further estimate probabilities for shorter periods 
using simple arithmetic. For example, there is a 35% chance of a severe drought year in any decade, a 70% 
chance over a 20-year planning horizon and, in terms of probability, a 100% chance over the estimated 40-year 
working lifetime of an individual farmer in western Kansas. In eastern Kansas the probabilities are lower as 
droughts as severe as the Dust Bowl have only occurred about once every century.

We can do a similar analysis for drought duration. For western Kansas, decadal-length droughts have occurred 
on average twice a century. Therefore, there is a 20% chance of a Dust Bowl length drought in a given decade, 
a 40% chance over a 20-year period, and an 80% chance over a 40-year period in western Kansas. 
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Figure 6. Number of drought periods from 1500 to 2011 AD of similar duration to the 1930s and 1950s 
droughts (i.e. lasting 10-20 years) by region.

4. Policy and Management Implications

Drought conditions have a significant impact on surface- and ground-water resources through heightened 
demand and reductions in water supply. Water systems are commonly designed to handle the “drought of 
record,” identified as the most severe hydrological event from the instrumental record. For the state of Kansas, 
the 1950s drought (1952-57) remains the planning benchmark and is used to calculate reservoir yield through 
droughts with a 2% chance of occurrence in any one year (K.A.R. 98-5-8). However, this report provides multi-
ple lines of evidence to support the conclusion that drought variability in the 20th century is just a subset of the 
full range of variability that one should expect under naturally occurring climatic conditions. In other words, in 
terms of the long-term record of drought variability, the 1930s and 1950s droughts are not unusual. In fact, the 
paleoclimatic record indicates that droughts of greater severity and longer duration have occurred in the past. 
Furthermore, it is possible that the conditions that led to past megadroughts, such as those that occurred dur-
ing the MWP, could occur in the future. Such severe drought conditions are of great concern because modern-
day agricultural and water systems may not have the resilience to survive droughts beyond the “worst case 
scenario” droughts of the past 100 years (Cook et al., 2007). 
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Figure 7. Synthesis of regional reconstructed PDSI data with additional paleoenvironmental proxy data from 
geomorphic and archeological sources.

In terms of water-resource management, paleoclimatic data have important implications. For example, reser-
voirs are typically designed with conservation pools to specific meet water demand during drought conditions. 
However, would these designs be adequate under megadrought conditions? Additionally, management of 
aquifer resources must be designed to accommodate high demand during protracted droughts while sustain-
ing or extending the usable lifetime of the resource.

Woodhouse and Overpeck (1998) highlight two factors that may compound the susceptibility of the Great 
Plains to future drought: 1) increased vulnerability due to land-use practices, specifically the use of irrigation 
to bring marginal lands into agricultural production, and 2) the enhanced likelihood of drought due to global 
warming. Furthermore, certain factors present challenges to effective water-resource management including 
1) current levels of uncertainty in predicting future drought occurrence, 2) the assumption of climatic station-
arity by water-resource planners, and 3) competing management interests (e.g. Lins and Stakhiv, 1998; Hart-
mann, 2005).  

Given these challenges, it would be wise to adopt a probabilistic approach to drought forecasting and planning 
that incorporates the full range of drought variability indicated in the paleoclimatic record. 

1. Arkansas River valley, SW KS (Forman et al., 2004)
2. Cimarron River valley, SW KS (Lepper and Scott, 2005)
3. Abilene dune field, NC KS (Hanson et al., 2010)
4. Great Bend Sand Prairie, SC KS (Arbogast, 1996)
5. Hutchinson dunes, SC KS (Halfen et al., 2012)
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Appendix: Calibration and Verification Statistics

The data used in this report were obtained from the North American Drought Atlas (Cook and Krusic, 2004). 
Cook and Krusic used four statistics as measures of association between the actual and estimated PDSI in order 
to test the fidelity of PDSI reconstructions. 

1)  Calibration R-SQuare (CRSQ). This statistic measures the percent PDSI variance explained by the tree-ring 
chronologies at each grid point over the 1928-1978 calibration period, based on a regression modeling proce-
dure described in Cook et al. (1999). As defined here, CRSQ is equivalent to the “coefficient of multiple deter-
mination” found in standard statistic texts. It ranges from 0 (no calibrated variance) to 1.0 (perfect agreement 
between instrumental PDSI and the tree-ring estimates). The former represents complete failure to estimate 
PDSI from tree rings and the latter is not plausible if the model is not seriously over-fit. 

2)  Verification R-SQuare (VRSQ). This statistic measures the percent PDSI variance in common between actual 
and estimated PDSI in the 1900-1927 verification period. It is calculated as the square of the Pearson correla-
tion coefficient, which is a well known measure of association between two variables. VRSQ also ranges from 
0 to 1.0 (VRSQ is assigned a 0 value if the correlation is negative). Roughly speaking, VRSQ>0.11 is statistically 
significant at the 1-tailed 95% level using our 28-year verification period data.

3)  Verification reduction of error (RE). This statistic was originally derived by Edward Lorenz as a test of me-
teorological forecast skill. Unlike CRSQ and VRSQ, RE has a theoretical range of -infinity to 1.0. Over the range 
0-1.0, RE expresses the degree to which the estimates over the verification period are better than “climatol-
ogy,” i.e. the calibration period mean of the actual data. So, a positive RE means that the PDSI estimates are 
better than just using the calibration period mean as a reconstruction of past PDSI behavior. A negative RE is 
generally interpreted as meaning that the estimates are worse than the calibration period mean and, there-
fore, have no skill. The use of the calibration period mean as the “yardstick” for assessing reconstruction skill 
makes this statistic more difficult to pass than VRSQ. However, it is also less robust, meaning that it is very 
sensitive to even a few bad estimates in the verification period. Therefore, RE>0 is interpreted as evidence for 
a reconstruction that contains some skill over that of climatology. 

4)  Verification coefficient of efficiency (CE). This statistic comes from the hydrology literature and is very 
similar to the RE. It too has a theoretical range of -infinity to 1.0. The crucial difference is that the CE uses the 
verification period mean of the withheld actual data as the “yardstick” for assessing the skill of the estimates. 
This seemingly minor difference is important because it results in the CE being even more difficult than the RE 
to pass (i.e., a CE>0). 

Here we include the calibration and verification statistics for the six gridpoints utilized in this report. Note that 
all data are statistically significant for the period of record with the exception of northwestern Kansas, which 
fails the notoriously hard-to-pass CE test before 1500 AD. Overall the PDSI data are well calibrated and verified.
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Southwestern Kansas
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1. Introduction

Drought is one of the most damaging climate-
related hazards to impact societies. Although drought
is a naturally occurring phenomenon throughout most
parts of the world, its effects have tremendous conse-
quences for the physical, economic, social, and politi-
cal elements of our environment. Droughts impact
both surface and groundwater resources and can lead
to reductions in water supply, diminished water qual-
ity, crop failure, reduced range productivity, dimin-
ished power generation, disturbed riparian habitats,
and suspended recreation activities, as well as a host

of other associated economic and social activities
(Riebsame et al. 1991).

The droughts of the 1930s, 1950s, and 1980s
caused great economic and societal losses in the Great
Plains of the United States, a region particularly prone
to drought (Karl and Koscielny 1982; Diaz 1983; Karl
1983) (Fig. 1). This area shows signs of becoming in-
creasingly vulnerable to drought because of factors
such as the increase in cultivation of marginal lands
and the escalated use of groundwater from the Ogallala
Aquifer, where water withdrawal has exceeded re-
charge for many years (Glantz 1989; White and
Kromm 1987). Estimates for the return intervals for a
Great Plains drought of 1930s duration and intensity,
based on the properties of the twentieth-century record,
vary from 75 to 3000 years (Bowden et al. 1981;
Yevjevich 1967). Estimates of this type do not pro-
vide a very clear understanding of how rare the severe
droughts of the twentieth century were in the context
of the last 2000 years, nor whether drought of even
greater magnitude is possible.

Paleoclimatic data offer a way to evaluate the se-
verity, duration, and extent of twentieth-century
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ABSTRACT

Droughts are one of the most devastating natural hazards faced by the United States today. Severe droughts of the
twentieth century have had large impacts on economies, society, and the environment, especially in the Great Plains.
However, the instrumental record of the last 100 years contains only a limited subset of drought realizations. One
must turn to the paleoclimatic record to examine the full range of past drought variability, including the range of mag-
nitude and duration, and thus gain the improved understanding needed for society to anticipate and plan for droughts
of the future. Historical documents, tree rings, archaeological remains, lake sediment, and geomorphic data make it
clear that the droughts of the twentieth century, including those of the 1930s and 1950s, were eclipsed several times
by droughts earlier in the last 2000 years, and as recently as the late sixteenth century. In general, some droughts prior
to 1600 appear to be characterized by longer duration (i.e., multidecadal) and greater spatial extent than those of the
twentieth century. The authors’ assessment of the full range of past natural drought variability, deduced from a com-
prehensive review of the paleoclimatic literature, suggests that droughts more severe than those of the 1930s and 1950s
are likely to occur in the future, a likelihood that might be exacerbated by greenhouse warming in the next century.
Persistence conditions that lead to decadal-scale drought may be related to low-frequency variations, or base-state
shifts, in both the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, although more research is needed to understand the mechanisms of
severe drought.
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droughts in the context of the past two millennia (e.g.,
Overpeck 1996). In this review paper, we bring to-
gether evidence of a greater range of drought variabil-
ity than found in the instrumental record, from all
available sources of paleoclimatic data, including his-
torical documents, tree rings, archaeological remains,
lake sediment, and geomorphic data, to evaluate the
representativeness of twentieth-century droughts in
terms of those that have occurred under naturally vary-
ing climate conditions of the past several thousand
years. The persistence of drought-causing atmospheric
conditions is examined through a review of the cur-
rent literature on twentieth-century droughts, as well
as through an examination of whether base-state shifts
and low-frequency variation in oceanic/atmospheric
systems can yield the persistence needed for the
multidecadal- to century-scale droughts of the past.
Finally, the prospects of future drought are considered,
both in view of the full range of past natural drought
variability, and in terms of land use practice and hu-
man greenhouse gas–induced climate change.

2. Paleoclimatic evidence
for Great Plains
drought, A.D. 1–1900

A variety of paleoclimatic data
sources can each be tapped to pro-
vide key insights into Great Plains
drought. Taken together, these
proxy data offer a much more com-
plete picture of natural drought
variability than offered by instru-
mental data or any one proxy
source alone. A summary of proxy
paleodrought data sources and their
characteristics is given in Table 1.

a. Seventeenth–nineteenth
century drought in the Great
Plains
Temperature and precipitation

records, extending from 1851 to
1890, exist for early meteorologi-
cal stations and forts in the Great
Plains but are quite fragmented and
patchy. Data (locations are shown
in green on map in Fig. 2) have
been analyzed by Mock (1991),
who determined that no drought
since 1868 has been as severe as
that of the 1930s. However, due to

the scarcity of records, he was unable to make a full
assessment of a drought in 1860, which may have ex-
ceeded the severity of the 1930s drought. Historical
accounts from newspapers and diaries provide addi-
tional documentation of nineteenth-century drought
events. The 1860 drought was reported in Kansas
newspapers, which continued to mention the severity
of this drought for several decades after the event
(Bark 1978). Less severe droughts were also reported
in historical documents and early meteorological
records for several years around 1860, in the late
1880s, and in the early 1890s (Ludlum 1971; Brad-
ley 1976; Bark 1978). The map in Fig. 2 shows gen-
eral locations of data sources and drought years
documented in historical data, while Fig. 3 (top)
shows a time line of these droughts. Accounts of early
explorers document periods of blowing sand (an in-
dication of drought conditions) for an area extending
from northern Nebraska to southern Texas (Muhs and
Holliday 1995). These areas are shown in brown in
the map in Fig. 2, along with dates of documented

FIG. 1. Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer Data (AVHRR)–derived 1-km
land cover map of the Great Plains (Townshend et al. 1994). Large portions of this area,
used for both agriculture and livestock grazing, are highly susceptible to drought.
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eolian activity, and on the time line in Fig. 3. Several
periods of eolian activity were reported in many ar-
eas between 1840 and 1865, with other intervals in the
late 1700s and early 1800s, as well as at the end of
the nineteenth century (Muhs and Holliday 1995).
Interestingly, although some eolian activity was re-
ported in the 1930s and 1950s, these twentieth-cen-
tury droughts were not severe or long enough to cause
regional mobilization of dunes (Muhs and Maat 1993;
Madole 1994; Muhs and Holliday 1995).

Numerous reconstructions of precipitation and
summer drought have been generated for the Great
Plains from tree-ring chronologies located in regions
proximal to the Great Plains, shown on the map in

Fig. 4a (Table 2 contains the key for the
symbols in this figure). Regression-
based tree-ring reconstructions of cli-
mate tend to underestimate extreme
values, a consequence of the regression
techniques used in producing the recon-
structions. However, dry extremes are
better replicated than wet extremes, and
reconstructions of drought extent and
duration are reasonably accurate. For
example, in Fig. 5, a comparison of ob-
served and reconstructed mapped Palmer
Drought Severity Index (PDSI) (Palmer
1965) values for the severe drought years
of 1934 and 1956 shows that drought
severity is generally about one PDSI
value lower (less severe) for the recon-
structed values than for the observed val-
ues (Cook et al. 1998). However, the
spatial extents of the droughts are well
replicated by the reconstructed values, as
are drought durations of the 1930s and
1950s events. Although the absolute
severity is not duplicated in the tree-
ring reconstructions, assessments of the
relative severity of twentieth-century
droughts compared to droughts in previ-
ous centuries can still be made. The
amount of variance in the observed
drought and precipitation series ex-
plained by tree-ring chronologies varies,
with average values of about 55%, rang-
ing up to 67% (Table 3). These values are
good compared to those obtained in
dendroclimatic studies in the semiarid to
arid western United States, where trees
are notably sensitive to climate. The tree-

ring records, of course, are unable to explain all of the
drought or precipitation variability because tree
growth is usually not solely affected by precipitation
or drought conditions (Douglass 1914, 1929).

Many of the tree-ring reconstructions suggest that
the droughts of the 1930s and 1950s have been
equaled or, in some regions, surpassed by droughts in
the past several centuries. This is illustrated in the
graphs of PDSI reconstructions from Cook et al.
(1996) and Cook et al. (1998) for grid points in east-
ern Montana, central Kansas, and north-central Texas
in Fig. 6. Other studies support this finding. Stockton
and Meko (1983) reconstructed annual precipitation
for four regions flanking the Great Plains (centered in

FIG. 2. Locations of sources of historical drought data for the Great Plains,
1795–1895. Green shaded areas represent climate regions based on cluster analysis
from Mock’s (1991) analysis of nineteenth-century climate records. The dates
(dark green) represent years in which droughts were reported in more than one
region for two or more consecutive seasons. Brown areas are regions of sand dunes
and eolian activity, accompanied by the years (in red) in which active sand move-
ment was reported (Muhs and Holliday 1995). The gray region represents the gen-
eral region of early meteorological stations from which Ludlum (1971) derived
drought years (in blue). Newspaper accounts are from a variety of newspapers in
eastern and central Kansas (Bark 1978).
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Iowa, Oklahoma, eastern Wyo-
ming, and eastern Montana).
Although they found the indi-
vidual years of 1934, 1936,
and 1939 to be among the driest
10 of 278 years investigated
(1700–1977), they found sev-
eral periods of widespread pro-
longed drought (3–10 years) that
equaled or surpassed the 1930s
drought in intensity and dura-
tion: the late 1750s, early 1820s,
early 1860s and 1890s. Periods
of extreme drought revealed by
other dendrochronological as-
sessments for the west-central
Great Plains coincide with these
periods (Weakly 1965; Wedel
1986; Lawson 1970; Lawson
and Stockton 1981). Stahle and
Cleaveland’s (1988) reconstruc-
tions of June PSDI in Texas
showed the most severe and un-
interrupted drought since 1698
was the 1950s drought, but the
three driest decades (with some
interspersed years of nondrought
conditions), by decreasing severity, were 1855–64,
1950–59, and 1772–81. Another dendroclimatic study
from the southern plains found prolonged (10 years
or more) droughts in Arkansas around 1670, 1765,
1835, 1850, and 1875 that were comparable to
twentieth-century events (Stahle et al. 1985), whereas
a study in the Texas–Oklahoma–Arkansas region
found the drought of the 1950s was exceeded only in
1860 in the last 231 years (Blasing et al. 1988), a par-
ticularly noteworthy year in the historical data, as
mentioned above. In a reconstruction of precipitation
for the corn belt of Iowa and Illinois, no droughts in
the past 300 years were found to be appreciably worse
than the 1930s drought, but two were of about the
same magnitude (late 1880s–1890s and around 1820)
(Blasing and Duvick 1984). Reconstructions of pre-
cipitation in Iowa (1640–1982) indicated that four
10-yr periods were drier than the period 1931–1940,
and in order of decreasing dryness, these were 1816–
25, 1696–1705, 1664–73, and 1735–44 (Cleaveland
and Duvick 1992). Figure 3 summarizes the timing of
droughts in these dendroclimatic studies and illus-
trates the regional impacts of some of these periods
of drought.

The widespread and persistent nature of some of
the severe Great Plains droughts of the past three
centuries can be compared to twentieth-century
droughts using the maps of tree-ring reconstructions
of gridded PDSI for the United States (Cook et al.
1996; see maps of other droughts in the past three cen-
turies at the NOAA/NESDIS Web site at http://
www.ngdc.noaa.gov/paleo/drought.html). For ex-
ample, Fig. 7 shows that the prolonged drought that
centered around 1820 appears to be at least equiva-
lent in extent and duration to the 1950s drought
(Cook et al. 1998). The latter part of the 1750s was
also a period of prolonged and widespread drought,
comparable to those of the twentieth century.

Multiple sources of proxy data, including tree-ring
reconstructions and historical records and accounts,
work together to confirm the occurrence of several
nineteenth-century droughts, as shown in Fig. 6. The
1820s drought is one of several that is documented in
the historical accounts of eolian activity (Muhs and
Holliday 1995), as well as in tree-ring reconstructions
(Lawson and Stockton 1981; Stockton and Meko
1983; Blasing and Duvick 1984; Cleaveland and
Duvick 1992; Cook et al. 1998). The drought that oc-

FIG. 3. Paleoclimatic records of Great Plains and western U.S. drought (1600–present)
based on historical and tree-ring data. The pale gray horizontal bars reflect the length of the
series, and the dark gray and colored bars indicate periods of drought in 3–10-yr increments.
Colors mark more widespread droughts that occurred over the same time period in a num-
ber of records. The historical droughts are all those reported in the literature. The droughts
recorded by tree-ring data are those listed in the literature as the most extreme (e.g., the five
most severe 10-yr drought periods in a record). For the few reconstructions that were not
accompanied by specific lists of droughts, periods of drought that equaled or exceeded
twentieth-century droughts are shown.
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Muhs and Holliday 1995)] and in drought reconstruc-
tions for the central and northern Great Plains (Fritts
1983; Stockton and Meko 1983), as well as in eastern
California (Hardman and Reil 1936) and throughout
the southwestern and western United States (Stockton
and Meko 1975; Meko et al. 1995). While the histori-
cal evidence of eolian activity suggests these two
nineteenth-century droughts were more severe than
twentieth-century droughts, it is not clear from the den-
drochronological records that nineteenth-century
droughts were indisputably more extreme. Rapid in-
creases in Native American and Euro-American popu-
lations as well as bison populations may have led to
severe land cover degradation and increased eolian
activity between 1820 and 1850 (West 1997). In any
case, it is clear that major multiyear Great Plains
drought has occurred naturally once or twice a century
over the last 400 years.

b. Thirteenth-to-sixteenth-century megadroughts
Prior to the seventeenth century, the availability of

high-resolution proxy data for Great Plains drought is
reduced, but useful information can still be gleaned
from a wide variety of proxy data, including data from
other areas of the western United States (Table 1). We
include these more distant records because they pro-
vide corroborative information for droughts docu-
mented in the few available Great Plains records and
allow an assessment of the extent of some of these
great droughts. Instrumental records indicate that the
major droughts impacting the Great Plains in the twen-
tieth century also affected areas of the western United
States (see Fig. 5); thus we feel that our use of proxy
data from the western United States to support evi-
dence of drought in the Great Plains is justified. There
are few tree-ring chronologies for the Great Plains that
extend prior to the 1600s, but there are long chronolo-
gies for other areas in the western United States that
reflect spatially extensive droughts. Other proxy data
with a coarser temporal resolution or less accurate tem-
poral control than tree-ring data include those from
lake sediment, alluvial, eolian, and archaeological

FIG. 4. (a) Locations of drought-sensitive tree-ring chronologies and reconstructions of precipitation or drought in the Great Plains.
Numbered dots are locations of Cook et al.’s (1996) gridded PDSI reconstructions. The key for lettered symbols is in Table 2. Statistical
relationships (explained variance) between observed and reconstructed series of tree-ring chronologies are listed by author and/or
grid number in Table 3. Note that while reconstructions are for regions within the Great Plains, the reconstructions are generated from
trees located in areas flanking the Great Plains reconstructions (the exception is Weakly’s southwestern Nebraska chronology). Tree
growth reflects large-scale climate variations, and thus trees proximal to the Great Plains have been used successfully to reconstruct
climate variations in this region. (b) Locations of many of the paleoclimatic records documenting drought in the Great Plains and
western United States for the period A.D. 1–1600. The key for lettered symbols is in Table 2.

curred about 1860 is notable in much of the historical
data [eolian activity, newspapers, and early meteoro-
logical records (Ludlum 1971; Bark 1978; Mock 1991;
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sources. These data provide evidence to support the
droughts documented in the few available extralong
Great Plains tree-ring records, as well as for the pe-
riod prior to that covered by tree-ring reconstructions.
Locations of these proxy records are shown in Fig. 4b
and described in Table 2. Thus, although the rapid
decline in the number of annually resolved drought
records prior to about 1600 makes it difficult to resolve
interannual variations in drought frequency and mag-
nitude, paleoclimatic records can provide key con-
straints on the full range of natural decadal to
interdecadal drought variability.

During the thirteenth to sixteenth centuries, there
is evidence for two major droughts that likely signifi-
cantly exceeded the severity, length, and spatial extent

of twentieth-century droughts. The most recent of
these “megadroughts” occurred throughout the west-
ern United States in the second part of the sixteenth
century. The dendrochronological records that reflect
this drought and their locations are indicated in Figs. 8
(time line) and 9a (map, key in Table 2). This drought
is indicated in a southwestern Nebraska chronology
(Weakly 1965) as well as in a reconstruction of Ar-
kansas drought (Stahle et al. 1985). Weakly (Wedel
1986) notes two periods of what he terms “very se-
vere” drought, from 1539 to 1564 and from 1587 to
1605. Stahle et al. (1985) suggest that the period 1549–
77 was likely the worst drought in Arkansas in the past
450 years. Other tree-ring reconstructions for the
broader western United States reflect this drought,

 FIG. 5. Comparison of observed and tree-ring reconstructed PDSI values for two of the most extreme drought years in the twenti-
eth century, 1934 and 1956. Although the severity of these droughts is not fully captured by the tree-ring reconstructions, the recon-
structions duplicate the spatial extent and duration (see Fig. 6) of these droughts. Images are from the NOAA/NESDIS Web site (see
text) (Karl et al. 1990; Guttman 1991; Cook et al. 1996).
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A Stockton and Meko (1983) Tree rings Precipitation Four regions flanking Great Plains

B Weakly (1965) Tree rings Precipitation Southwest NE

C Fritts (1983) Tree rings Precipitation Central plains

D Cleaveland and Duvick (1992) Tree rings Drought IA

E Blasing and Duvick (1984) Tree rings Precipitation Western corn belt

F Stahle et al. (1985) Tree rings Drought AR

G Stahle and Cleaveland (1988) Tree rings Drought North and south TX

H Hardman and Reil (1936) Tree rings Flow Truckee River, CA

I Haston and Michaelsen (1997) Tree rings Precipitation South CA

J Hughes and Graumlich (1996) Tree rings Precipitation White Mts./south Great Basin

K Hughes and Brown (1992) Tree rings Drought Central CA

L Stockton and Jacoby (1976), Tree rings Flow, Colorado River, AZ, NM, CO, UT
Meko et al. 1995 precipitation

M D’Arrigo and Jacoby (1991, 1992) Tree rings Precipitation Northwest NM

N Grissino-Mayer (1996) Tree rings Precipitation Northwest NM

O see Dean (1994) Tree rings Precipitation South CO Plateau

P Euler et al. (1979), Dean et al. (1985), Archaeological Drought Four Corners area
Peterson (1994) remains

Q Lehmer (1970), Wendland (1978) Archaeological Drought Missouri Valley
remains

R Fritz et al. (1991) Lake sediments Salinity Devil’s Lake, ND

S Laird et al. (1996), Laird et al. (1998) Lake sediments Salinity Moon Lake, ND

T Dean et al. (1994), Dean (1997) Lake sediments Aridity Elk Lake, western MN

U Muhs and Holliday (1995) and others Eolian sediments Drought Western Great Plains

V Brice (1966), May (1989), Fluvial sediments Xeric Southwest NE,
Martin (1992) conditions north KS

W Stine (1994) Flooded stumps Lake levels Sierra Nevada, CA

TABLE 2. Key for map symbols in Figs. 4a, 4b, 9a, and 9b.

Map Proxy data Proxy
letter Reference source variable Location
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including a number of reconstructions from the Four
Corners region (the junction of Arizona, New Mexico,
Utah, and Colorado) (Rose et al. 1982; D’Arrigo and
Jacoby 1991, 1992; Grissino-Mayer 1996). In their
1000-yr-long reconstruction of winter precipitation
D’Arrigo and Jacoby (1991, 1992) found the 1950s
drought was surpassed only by a 22-yr drought in the

late 1500s. The reconstruction of Colorado River flow
for 1520–1961 shows the period 1579–98 to reflect the
longest and most severe drought in this record (Stock-
ton and Jacoby 1976; Meko et al. 1995). In the White
Mountains of eastern California, precipitation recon-
structed from bristlecone pine shows a moderate
drought in the late sixteenth century (Hughes and

Weakly (1965) Western NE Annual precipitation at 1210–1965 r = 0.63 (ring widths)
North Platte r = 0.75 (ring area)

Fritts (1983) Central Great Plains Annual regional 1600–1963 0.20 ≤  r2 < 0.40
precipitation

Stockton and Eastern MT Annual regional 1700–1977 r2
adj 

= 0.52
Meko (1983) Eastern WY precipitation r2

adj 
= 0.54

IA r2
adj 

= 0.44
OK r2

adj 
= 0.40

Blasing and IA, IL Annual regional 1680–1980 r2  = 0.62
Duvick (1984) precipitation

Stahle et al. (1985) AK June PDSI 1531–1980 r2
adj 

= 0.40

Stahle and North TX June PDSI 1698–1980 r2
adj 

= 0.59
Cleaveland (1988) South TX r2

adj 
= 0.60

Cleaveland and IA July PDHI 1640–1982 r2
adj 

= 0.67
Duvick (1992)

Cook et al. (1996) United States Summer PDSI 1700–1979
(Great Plains gridpoint
results reported here;
see Fig. 5a for
locations)

Grid points
34, 35, 47 r2 ≥ 0.60

6, 7, 10, 11, 19, 24, 25, 29, 33, 0.50 ≤ r < 20.60
39, 40, 42, 43, 44, 46, 48

1, 2, 3, 14, 15, 18, 20, 22, 23, 0.40 ≤ r2 < 0.60
26, 27, 28, 30, 32, 36, 38, 41

8, 9, 12, 13, 16, 17, 21, 31, 37, 45 0.30 ≤ r2 < 0.40

4,5 r2 < 0.30

TABLE 3. Variance in observed precipitation and drought series explained (r2) or shared (r) by tree-ring chronologies.

*PDSI: Palmer Drought Severity Index; PHDI: Palmer Hydrological Drought Index (Palmer 1965),
**The use of r2 or r2

adj
 depends on how results were reported in specified studies.

Variance explained (r2)
Study Region Variable* Years or shared (r)**
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Graumlich 1996). A flow reconstruction for the
Truckee River in eastern California reflects this
sixteenth-century drought (Hardman and Reil 1936),
as do reconstructions of precipitation for northern and
southern regions of California west of the Sierra Ne-
vada (Haston and Michaelsen 1997). Additionally,
reconstructions of western U.S. regional precipitation
indicate a drought beginning in the southwest around
1565 and spreading to the entire western United States
by 1585 (Fritts 1965), corresponding to drought evi-
dence in both lake sediment data from western Min-
nesota (Dean et al. 1994) and scarcity of old, living
conifers established before about 1600 in the south-
west (Swetnam and Betancourt 1998). Recent analy-
sis of eolian sedimentation dates in the Wray dune
field of eastern Colorado by Muhs et al. (1997) esti-
mate the most recent period of eolian activity to have
occurred in the past ~400 years (14C yr before present),

while Stokes and Swinehart (1997) docu-
ment an optically dated period of eolian
activity in the Nebraska Sand Hills that
also coincides with the late sixteenth-
century drought. Eolian activity is prima-
rily due to drought severe enough to
remove vegetation (Muhs and Holliday
1995), and the late 1500s drought was
likely severe and long enough to have
cleared sand deposits of live vegetation.

The other megadrought of the thir-
teenth to sixteenth centuries occurred in
the last quarter of the thirteenth century.
The time line in Fig. 8 shows the tree-
ring records that reflect this drought,
while Fig. 10 shows the proxy records
that reflect this drought in a coarser tem-
poral context (locations of the proxy
records are shown in Fig. 9b, key in
Table 2). Most of the proxy records
mentioned for the sixteenth-century
drought that extend back to the thirteenth
century also record this severe multi-
decadal drought, including tree-ring
chronologies and/or reconstructions
for southwestern Nebraska (Weakly
1965), northern New Mexico (Grissino-
Mayer 1996), the Four Corners area
(Rose et al. 1982), and the White Moun-
tains (Hughes and Graumlich 1996).
Weakly (1965) reported a 38-yr drought
from 1276 to 1313 in his southwestern
Nebraska tree-ring chronology, the

longest drought in the past 750 years. Other less finely
resolved proxy data also testify to the occurrence of
this drought, which in some areas appears to have ri-
valed or exceeded even the sixteenth-century drought
and was almost certainly of much greater intensity and
duration than any drought of the twentieth century.
Recent analysis of eolian sediments in the Nebraska
Sand Hills suggests an onset of eolian activity begin-
ning within the past 800 14C years (Muhs et al. 1997).
A period of drought at this time is documented in the
varve record of western Minnesota (Dean et al. 1994).
Archaeological data from the Great Plains and Four
Corners areas also provide documentation of this
drought (Bryson et al. 1970; Lehmer 1970; Wendland
1978; Euler et al. 1979; Dean et al. 1985; Dean 1994;
Peterson 1994). In the Southwest this drought, some-
times referred to as the “Great Drought,” coincided
with the abandonment of Anasazi settlements, redis-

FIG. 6. Palmer Drought Severity Index records (1700–1979) for eastern Mon-
tana (grid point 7 in Fig. 4a) (top), central Kansas (grid point 27) (middle), and
north-central Texas (grid point 42) (bottom), as reconstructed using tree-ring data
[Cook et al. 1996; see also the NOAA/NESDIS Web site (see text)]. Also shown
are the observed PDSI values for grid points (light gray lines). The colored verti-
cal bars indicate years of drought from historical accounts.
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tribution of populations, and widespread societal re-
organization (Douglass 1935; Dean 1994). This pe-
riod of drought is also reflected in unprecedentedly
low lake levels as reconstructed through the dating of
tree stumps rooted in what are today bottoms of sev-
eral streams and lakes in the Sierra Nevada of eastern
California (Stine 1994).

Several tree-ring reconstructions allow a temporal
evaluation of the thirteenth and sixteenth-century mega-
droughts relative to more recent droughts (Dean 1994;
Grissino-Mayer 1996; Hughes and Graumlich 1996).
Of the reconstructions that reflect both sixteenth- and
thirteenth-century droughts, the sixteenth-century
drought appears to have been the most severe and per-

sistent drought in the Southwest in the past 1000–2000
years, whereas the thirteenth-century drought was the
most persistent and severe drought in the California
mountain ranges and, likely, the Great Plains (Weakly
1965). It is more difficult to evaluate the spatial extent
of the two major paleodroughts. At a minimum, both
droughts appear to have impacted the Great Plains,
Southwest, southern and western Great Basin, and
Sierra Nevada (Figs. 9a,b). A survey of other tree-ring
chronologies for the northwestern Great Basin and
northeastern Utah (from the International Tree-Ring
Data Base, World Data Center-A, Paleoclimatology,
Boulder, Colorado) shows marked periods of low
growth in the latter part of the thirteenth century in

FIG. 7. Comparison of duration and extent of two severe droughts, the 1950s drought (top) and the drought centered on 1820 (bot-
tom), both reconstructed from tree-ring chronologies (Cook et al. 1996; Cook et al. 1998).
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these areas as well. For comparison, severe drought con-
ditions in 1934 (see Fig. 5) also covered most of these
areas, but the 1934 conditions were part of a drought
that lasted only several years, as opposed to decades
(Karl et al. 1990; Guttman 1991; Cook et al. 1996).

c. Evidence for drought, A.D. 1–1200
The temporal resolution and interpretation of most

proxy data for the period A.D. 1–1200 make it difficult

to assess droughts of this period in
the same way as more recent
droughts. Many of the proxy
records that exist for this period
extend back several millennia or
more. Because of their great
length, even proxy records with
annual resolution are typically
ana-lyzed in terms of multidec-
adal- to century-scale variations.
Consequently, our assessment of
drought within this time frame
focuses on low-frequency (de-
cade to century scale) drought
variability relative to the twen-
tieth century. However, even
given this low-frequency per-
spective, proxy records suggest
that droughts of the period A.D. 1–
1200 occurred on a scale that
has not been duplicated since
Europeans came to the Great
Plains.

At least four periods of wide-
spread drought between A.D. 1
and 1200 are found in a variety
of proxy data from the Great
Plains and the western United
States as illustrated in Fig. 10.
Of these four, the most recent is
the least well documented. A
limited number of proxy records
suggest that a drought began
around mid A.D. 1100, although
it is difficult to separate this
drought from the late thirteenth-
century drought in some of the
less finely resolved records.
This drought is suggested in the
Southwestern archaeological
data as a forerunner to the more
severe late 1200s drought (Euler

et al. 1979; Dean et al. 1985) and is also documented
in White Mountains and Four Corners tree-ring
records (LaMarche 1974; Rose et al. 1982), in a pre-
liminary Colorado Front Range tree-ring chronology
(P. Brown 1997, personal communication), and in
western Minnesota lake sediments (Dean et al. 1994;
Dean 1997). Archeological and pollen data have also
been cited as evidence for an onset of markedly drier
conditions in the northern Great Plains about this time

FIG. 8. Paleoclimatic records of Great Plains and western U.S. drought (thirteenth cen-
tury through the sixteenth century) based on tree-ring data. As in Fig. 3, the pale gray hori-
zontal bars reflect the length of the series, and the dark gray and colored bars indicate periods
of drought. Yellow bars mark records that reflect the late fifteenth-century drought, while
orange bars mark records that reflect the late thirteenth-century drought.

FIG. 9. (a) Location of paleoclimatic records that document the late sixteenth-century
drought. Proxy data reflect the widespread nature of this drought, which was especially
notable in the Southwest but also detected in records from areas ranging from the north-
eastern and southeastern Great Plains to the California coast. Most proxy records indicate
the duration of this drought was close to 20 yr. (b) Location of paleoclimatic records that
document the late thirteenth-century drought. Fewer proxy records are available for this
drought, but most that do exist for this period reflect drought that was at least 25 yr in
duration and that appears to have ranged from the northern Great Plains, through the South-
west, and to the southern end of the Sierra Nevada. The key for the lettered symbols is in
Table 2.
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(Lehmer 1970; Wendland 1978),
and in northwestern Iowa after
about A.D. 1100 and intensify-
ing by A.D. 1200 (Bryson and
Murray 1977). The next major
drought is characterized prima-
rily by an onset of eolian activ-
ity in the western Great Plains.
It is diffi cult to determine the ex-
act date of onset, but activity be-
gan sometime after ~A.D. 950
(Forman et al. 1992; Forman
et al. 1995; Madole 1994, 1995;
Muhs et al. 1996). Other proxy
data that help confirm this pe-
riod of drought are those from North Dakota lake sedi-
ments (Laird et al. 1996; Laird et al. 1998) and alluvial
sediment records from western Nebraska and Kansas
(Brice 1966; May 1989; Martin 1992). Although there
is dendroclimatic and lake-level evidence of drought
in the Sierra Nevada and White Mountains between
~A.D. 900 and 1100, (LaMarche 1974; Stine 1994;
Hughes and Graumlich 1996), there is no evidence of
an onset of drought conditions occurring in the South-
west at this time.

The third major drought episode of the A.D. 1–1200
period occurred roughly between A.D. 700 and 900. In
archaeological evidence in the Four Corners area,
A.D. 750 was the starting date for a drought that lasted
several centuries (Euler et al. 1979; Dean et al. 1985;
Peterson 1994), and a tree-ring reconstruction of
drought for New Mexico also reflects this drought
(Grissino-Mayer 1996). Drought is recorded in west-
ern Minnesota lake varves at this time (Dean et al.
1994; Dean 1997) while North
Dakota lake sediments indicate
drought conditions typified the
period A.D. 700–850 (Fig. 11;
Laird et al. 1996; Laird et al.
1998). In another more coarsely
resolved record of lake sedi-
ments in North Dakota, high
salinity conditions are indicated
to have begun about this time
and continued through the fif-
teenth century, a period contain-
ing the droughts of the tenth,
twelfth, and late thirteenth
centuries (Fritz et al. 1991). In
the central California drought
record from giant sequoia, the

period A.D. 699–823 had the highest drought frequency
in the past 2000 years (Hughes and Brown 1992).
Drought appears to have occurred in the White Moun-
tains about this time as well (Hughes and Graumlich
1996). The onset of the earliest of these four droughts
occurred about the middle of the third century and ap-
pears to have lasted up to three centuries. A dendro-
climatic reconstruction of precipitation for northern
New Mexico (Grissino-Mayer 1996) shows this to be
a period of consistently average to below-average pre-
cipitation until about A.D. 500. Drought-sensitive gi-
ant sequoia in central California suggest that the
period A.D. 236–377 was one of the three periods with
the highest frequency of drought within the past two
millennia (Hughes and Brown 1992). During the
closely corresponding period, A.D. 200–370, more fre-
quent drought conditions were indicated by high lake
salinity in North Dakota lake sediments (Laird et al.
1996; Laird et al. 1998). Archaeological remains in

FIG. 10. Paleoclimatic records of Great Plains and western U.S. century-scale drought,
A.D. 1–present, as recorded in a variety of paleoclimatic data. The pale gray horizontal bars
reflect the length of the series, and the dark gray indicate periods of drought. Orange verti-
cal bars represent multidecadal droughts that appear to have been widespread.

FIG. 11. North Dakota Moon Lake salinity record, here spanning A.D. 1–1980 (Laird et al.
1996). Deviations from the mean (based on past 2300 yr) log salinity values are shown with
negative values indicating low salinity and wet conditions and positive values indicating
high salinity and dry conditions. Note the shift in salinity values around A.D. 1200, likely
reflecting a change in drought regime from more frequent, intense droughts prior to A.D. 1200
to relatively wetter conditions in the last 750 yr. The average temporal resolution of the
chronology is about one sample per five years, with an estimated error in the absolute chro-
nology of ±50–60 yr. The 92-yr gap in the data from 1618 to 1710 is due to desiccation in
this section of the core.
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the Four Corners (Euler et al. 1979; Dean et al. 1985)
indicate drought conditions from A.D. 250 to 400.

3. The paleoclimatic perspective: A
summary

Paleoclimatic data provide evidence that twentieth-
century droughts are not representative of the full
range of drought variability that has occurred over the
last 2000 years. The collection of dendroclimatic re-
constructions for the Great Plains region suggests that
the severe droughts of the twentieth century, although
certainly major in terms of their societal and economic
impacts, are by no means unprecedented in the past
four centuries. Moreover, when all proxy data, includ-
ing historical accounts of eolian activity, are consid-
ered, it is likely that droughts of a magnitude at least
equal to those of the 1930s and 1950s have occurred
with some regularity over the past 400 years. A look
farther back in time reveals evidence that the
multidecadal drought events of the late thirteenth
and/or sixteenth centuries were of a much greater du-
ration and severity than twentieth-century droughts.
Interestingly, in the interval between these two big
droughts, there is little evidence of severe and/or wide-
spread drought.

Laird et al. (1996) and Laird et al. (1998) suggest
that their North Dakota lake sediment data reflect a
drought regime shift occurring around A.D. 1200, with
droughts prior to this time characterized by much
greater intensity and frequency (Fig. 11). Although the
type of proxy data that extend back several thousand
years tend to have a decadal- to century-scale tempo-
ral resolution and dating accuracy that confounds close
comparisons, the few annually resolved paleoclimatic
records that do exist for this period provide some evi-
dence for longer periods of drought or periods of more
frequent drought prior to the thirteenth century
(LaMarche 1974; Dean 1994; Grissino-Mayer 1996;
Hughes and Graumlich 1996). Several tree-ring
records and reconstructions for the Southwest and the
White Mountains/Great Basin region support the idea
of a major drought regime shift after the late thirteenth-
century drought. The timing is somewhat later than
suggested by Laird et al. (1996) and Laird et al. (1998),
but the difference may be due to the greater precision
in dendrochronological dating compared to radiocar-
bon dating. For the most part, these longer records
have been analyzed in terms of low-frequency varia-
tions, but twentieth-century variations can still be

evaluated in the context of the previous 2000 years.
Dendroclimatic evidence suggests that many droughts
prior to the late thirteenth-century drought were at least
decades in duration. In contrast, the droughts since the
thirteenth-century event apparently have tended to be
a decade or less in duration, with the exception of the
late sixteenth-century multidecadal drought in the
Southwest. The North Dakota lake sediment record
along with these tree-ring records from the Southwest,
the Great Basin, and the White Mountains suggest that
a drought regime shift may have occurred not only in
the Great Plains, but over much of the western United
States as well. The evidence for a drought regime shift
around 700 years ago is intriguing, but more investi-
gations incorporating millennium-length records of
highly resolved, precisely dated paleoclimatic data are
needed to confirm and understand the full nature and
extent of this event.

An assessment of the available proxy data suggests
that droughts of the twentieth century have been char-
acterized by moderate severity and comparatively
short duration, relative to the full range of past drought
variability. This indicates the possibility that future
droughts may be of a much greater severity and dura-
tion than what we have yet experienced. It is impera-
tive to understand what caused the great droughts of
the past 2000 years and if similar droughts are likely
to occur in the future.

4. The causes of Great Plains drought

An inquiry into the mechanisms behind Great
Plains drought begins with an examination of precipi-
tation climatology and the atmospheric conditions as-
sociated with twentieth-century drought. The semiarid
to subhumid climate of the Great Plains is influenced
by several different air masses, each with spatially and
seasonally varying impacts on the region: dry west-
erly flow of air from the Pacific; the cold, dry arctic
air masses from the north; and the warm, moist tropi-
cal air masses from the south (Bryson 1966; Bryson
and Hare 1974). The polar jet stream brings Pacific
moisture to the area in the cool season, but the region
is generally quite dry in winter (Doesken and Stanton
1992). In summer, although the central Great Plains
is under the drying influence of a strong subtropical
ridge, moisture is drawn into the area from the Gulf
of Mexico by the Great Plains nocturnal low-level jet
(LLJ). The LLJ is a synoptic-scale feature associated
with convective storm activity and represents the in-
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trusion of the Atlantic anticyclonic subtropical gyre
(associated with the Bermuda high) into the interior
United States (Tang and Reiter 1984; Helfand and
Schubert 1995; Higgins et al. 1997). Another source
of summer precipitation is mesoscale convective com-
plexes (MCCs), which can contribute between 30%
and 70% of the total warm season precipitation over
much of the Great Plains (Fritsch et al. 1986). Less
consistently, synoptic-scale upper-level disturbances
also contribute summertime moisture (Helfand and
Schubert 1995; Mock 1996). In spring, the mixing of
cold air masses from the Arctic with warm, moist air
tropical masses from the Gulf of Mexico causes an in-
crease in precipitation (Bryson 1966). During this sea-
son, meridional troughs and cutoff lows in midlatitude
frontal systems draw moisture from the Gulf of
Mexico into the western Great Plains (Hirschboeck
1991). Fall is a relatively dry season as Pacific air domi-
nates most of the region (Bryson 1966; Mock 1996).

Drought in the Great Plains can occur during any
season, but since late spring and summer are the sea-
sons when most of the precipi-
tation falls, these are the most
important drought seasons. In
general, Great Plains drought is
characterized by a semiperma-
nent mid- to upper-tropospheric
anticyclone over the plains,
sustained by anticyclones in
both the eastern central Pacific
and eastern central Atlantic and
accompanied by intervening
troughs (Namias 1955, 1983)
that can persist throughout the
summer. Under this configura-
tion, the jet stream is diverted to
the north and the plains anticy-
clone blocks moisture from the
Gulf (Borchert 1950). The Great
Plains region is commonly not
homogeneous with respect to
drought because of the spatially
variable influence of the circu-
lation features related to sea-
sonal precipitation (Karl and
Koscielny 1982). Figure 12 illus-
trates this by showing the spatial
distribution of PDSI values for
three different twentieth-century
drought years and accompany-
ing PDSI time series for three

different regions. The position of the semipermanent
ridge of high pressure appears to be particularly im-
portant. At times when the ridge is displaced east of
its usual position over the west-central United States,
Gulf of Mexico moisture is unable to penetrate into
the central United States (Oglesby 1991), but there
appear to be varying degrees of displacement. The
1950s drought was most severe in the southern Great
Plains, suggesting a complete failure of Gulf of
Mexico moisture to enter the central United States
(Borchert 1971). In contrast, the 1988 drought was
characterized by an inverted U shape, in which
drought was largely restricted to the northern Plains
as well as the west coast and southeastern United
States, while Gulf moisture was able to find a way into
the south-central United States (Oglesby 1991)
(Fig. 12). Once a drought-inducing circulation pattern
is set up, dry conditions can be perpetuated or ampli-
fied by persistent recurrent subsidence leading to heat
waves, clear skies, and soil moisture deficits (Charney
1975; Namias 1983; Oglesby and Erickson 1989).

FIG. 12. Spatial distribution of observed PDSI values for three severe twentieth-century
drought years (1988, 1956, 1934) (left) and time series of observed PDSI for three grid points
in the Great Plains, 1900–94 (right). Gray vertical bars in the time series mark the drought
years mapped. This set of maps shows that although PDSI values are low for all three grid
points in 1934, in 1956 drought was more severe in the central and southern Great Plains,
whereas in 1988, drought is only reflected in the Montana time series, and on the map, across
the northern Great Plains [Karl et al. 1990; Guttman 1991; Cook et al. 1996; see also the
NOAA/NESDIS Web site (URL given in text)].
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What sets up these drought-producing atmospheric
circulation patterns, and what drives the variability that
leads to the spatial distribution of drought in the Great
Plains? There is strong evidence that the state of the
oceans, both Pacific and Atlantic, can lead to drought
conditions in the Great Plains, directly or indirectly,
by inducing perturbations in patterns of atmospheric
circulation and the transport of moisture (Trenberth
et al. 1988; Palmer and Brankovic´ 1989; Trenberth and
Guillemot 1996; Ting and Wang 1997). The position
of the ridge of high pressure over the plains has been
found to be associated with the strength and position
of the surface Bermuda high (also called the Atlantic
subtropical high) over the Atlantic, which is also
linked to the strength of the LLJ (Helfand and Schubert
1995). When this Bermuda high is in a position far-
ther east and north than normal, moist air flows around
the high and into the eastern coast, while the Great
Plains remains dry. In its usual position, farther south
and west, the moist Gulf of Mexico air moves around
the high and into the central United States (Forman
et al. 1995). The position of this high is likely related
to sea surface temperatures (SSTs) in the Gulf of
Mexico (Oglesby 1991).

Conditions in the Pacific also influence Great
Plains drought-associated circulation patterns. A
number of studies have linked conditions in both the
equatorial Pacific [El Niño–Southern Oscillation
(ENSO)-related conditions] and the northern Pacific
to spring and summer precipitation variability in the
Great Plains (Trenberth et al. 1988; Kiladis and Diaz
1989; Palmer and Brankovic´ 1989; Bunkers et al.
1996; Phillips et al. 1996; Ting and Wang 1997). SSTs
in the equatorial Pacific appear to have more influence
on summer drought conditions in the northern Great
Plains, whereas northern Pacific SSTs are more
closely linked to conditions in the central and south-
ern Great Plains (Ting and Wang 1997). The two
modes of SST (i.e., the patterns of covariance between
SST and precipitation in the two regions) operate in-
dependently for the most part and can compound or
cancel out one another’s impacts on precipitation in
the Great Plains. For instance, in 1988, SSTs from
both areas contributed to drought conditions, whereas
in 1987, modes were in opposition, and precipitation
was near normal throughout the Great Plains. The in-
terplay between conditions in the tropical and north-
ern Pacific have been linked to decadal-scale PDSI
variability in areas of the United States that include
the Great Plains (Cole and Cook 1998). Although
Pacific SSTs are not directly linked to the transport

of Pacific moisture into the Great Plains, they appar-
ently cause changes in circulation patterns, which, in
turn, influence the transport of Gulf of Mexico mois-
ture into the region and the position of the jet stream
(Ting and Wang 1997). The position of the jet is as-
sociated with the locations of surface fronts and cy-
clogenesis (Barry and Chorley 1987).

Persistence of drought-producing conditions is a
key feature of drought (Namias 1983). The causes of
persistent drought-producing conditions on the
timescales of months to a season are fairly well un-
derstood, but the causes of droughts with durations of
years (e.g., 1930s) to decades or centuries (i.e.,
paleodroughts) are not well understood. Twentieth-
century droughts have occurred on subdecadal
timescales and persistence related to these droughts
has been attributed to anomalous circulation patterns
supported by low soil moisture, strong surface heat-
ing, and large-scale subsidence (Namias 1983). These
synoptic-scale to mesoscale patterns are also main-
tained by variability in modes of seasonally related
large-scale atmospheric circulation (Diaz 1986;
Barnston and Livezey 1987; Diaz 1991).

A principal difference between major droughts of
the twentieth century and major droughts of the more
distant past is the duration, which is on the order of
seasons to years compared to decades to centuries.
What caused persistence of drought conditions on
these timescales? A number of mechanisms may be
influencing persistence on decadal timescales. One
possible cause of long-term persistence may be related
to persistent anomalous boundary conditions influ-
enced by low-frequency variations in the thermal char-
acteristics of oceans (Namias 1983). There is evidence
that variations in large-scale patterns of atmospheric
circulation and atmosphere–ocean interactions that
impact regional precipitation occur on the order of
decades to centuries. A recent example of decadal-
scale variation is the change in conditions in the North
Pacific atmosphere and ocean beginning in the mid-
1970s, which impacted climate conditions across the
United States (Miller et al. 1994; Trenberth and
Hurrell 1994). In the Atlantic Ocean, decadal-scale
variations in the Northern Atlantic oscillation (NAO)
have been detected and linked to climatic conditions
in Europe and the Mediterranean (Hurrell 1995).
Other less well investigated twentieth-century decadal
shifts in atmospheric circulation patterns have been
characterized by changes in zonal versus meridional
circulation over North America (Dzerdzeevskii 1969;
Granger 1984). Another possibly important source of
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decadal-scale precipitation variability is the ~20 yr
solar–lunar cycle. This cycle has been investigated for
years by many researchers (e.g., Mitchell et al. 1979;
Stockton et al. 1983; Currie 1981, 1984a,b; Cook et al.
1997) and is a feature that is increasingly being dis-
cussed as a control on drought occurrence in the west-
ern United States, although the physical link between
these cycles, atmospheric circulation, and solar–lunar
variability has not yet been determined. A number of
proxy records reflect oscillations at the wavelength of
these cycles, including tree-ring width chronologies
for the western United States (Cook et al. 1997), sa-
linity in North Dakota lake sediments (Laird et al.
1998), and varve thickness records in western Min-
nesota (Anderson 1992).

At longer timescales, low-frequency variability in
ocean SSTs and ocean–atmosphere interactions is a
likely source of persistent Great Plains drought con-
ditions in the past. Research has shown changes in the
conditions in oceans, such as occurred recently in the
North Pacific Ocean, are manifested in long-term cli-
mate and proxy records that suggest low-frequency
variations have occurred in both Pacific and Atlantic
Oceans (e.g., Michaelsen 1989; Duplessey et al. 1992;
Rasmussen et al. 1995; Jennings and Weiner 1996;
Keigwin 1996). Tree-ring chronologies from the
southwestern United States that are sensitive to varia-
tions in ENSO reveal a tendency toward low-
frequency variations in ENSO events on century scales
(Michaelsen 1989). It is known that ENSO events are
linked to precipitation in the Great Plains on an event
basis (Trenberth et al. 1988; Kiladis and Diaz 1989;
Palmer and Brankovic´ 1989; Bunkers et al. 1996;
Phillips et al. 1996; Ting and Wang 1997), and
Rasmussen et al. (1995) suggest that variations in
ENSO intensity at the century timescale may broadly
correspond to a modulation of interdecadal variations
in drought in the Great Plains, with more severe
drought epochs (i.e., 1930s–1950s) coinciding with
intervals of low ENSO variability. At present, it is not
known whether decadal- to century-scale ENSO vari-
ability is due to internal variability or external mecha-
nisms, or a combination of both. Currently, there are
no good long centuries-long records of North Pacific
variability.

Variations in the base state of the Atlantic Ocean
may be an important influence on Great Plains precipi-
tation if these variations change the position of the
Bermuda high/Atlantic gyre or affect in other ways the
ability of Gulf of Mexico moisture to penetrate into
the interior United States. For example, Forman et al.

(1995) suggested that dune reactivation about 1000
years before present was due to a small easterly shift
of the Bermuda high from its usual position in com-
bination with a slight eastward shift of a western-cen-
tral U.S. ridge aloft, a set of conditions that leads to
drought today. There are several sources of proxy data
in the North Atlantic Ocean that suggest low-fre-
quency changes in the conditions of this ocean have
occurred. A 1300-yr-long record of changes in the East
Greenland Current from sediment cores on the coast
of eastern Greenland shows a cold interval beginning
around A.D. 1270 and peaking around 1370 (Jennings
and Weiner 1996), which roughly coincides with the
western U.S. drought of the late thirteenth century.
However, another cold period in this North Atlantic
record spanned the mid–sixteenth century to the early
twentieth century, a period not notable for drought in
the Great Plains (in fact, the early part of this period
was characterized by a lack of drought). In the Sar-
gasso Sea, century-scale variations in SSTs are re-
flected in δ18O changes in planktonic foraminifera
from marine sediments (Keigwin 1996). Temperatures
yielded from this record indicate oscillations from a
minimum in A.D. 250–450, to a maximum in A.D. 950–
1050, to another minimum in A.D. 1500–1650. All
three of these periods correspond to periods of Great
Plains drought. Although periods of major Great Plains
drought appear to correspond to extremes in the SST
record of either sign, perhaps an Atlantic–drought link
is related to periods of anomalous conditions or peri-
ods of significant change in SST. It is also likely that
the effects of anomalous conditions in the Atlantic on
Great Plains drought may interact with the impacts of
conditions in the Pacific in ways that may enhance or
diminish drought conditions.

5. Droughts of the future

A review of the available paleoclimatic data indi-
cates that twentieth-century droughts do not represent
the full range of potential drought variability given a
climate like that of today. In assessing the possible
magnitude of future drought, it is necessary to consider
this full range of drought. It is possible that the condi-
tions that lead to severe droughts, such as those of the
late sixteenth century, could recur in the future, lead-
ing to a natural disaster of a dimension unprecedented
in the twentieth century. Two factors may further com-
pound the susceptibility of the Great Plains to drought
in the future: 1) increased vulnerability due to human
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land use practices, and 2) enhanced likelihood of
drought due to global warming.

As the limits of productive agricultural lands have
been reached, more marginally arable lands have been
put into agricultural production in times of favorable
climatic conditions and through the use of irrigation.
This practice has resulted in an increasing vulnerabil-
ity to drought in many areas of the Great Plains
(Lockeretz 1978; Barr 1981; Hecht 1983). Although
the total acreage of irrigated land is not great, irriga-
tion has been an important factor in the increase in
cultivated acreage. The High Plains (Ogallala) Aqui-
fer supplies 30% of the ground water used for irriga-
tion in the United States (United States Geological
Survey 1997) and is the primary source of water for
irrigation in the Great Plains. Since the time of devel-
opment, pumping of this ground water resource has
resulted in water-level drops of more than 15 m in parts
of the central and southern plains, with drops that ex-
ceed 30 m in several locations, and is already depleted
in some areas (Glantz 1989; White and Kromm 1987;
United States Geological Survey 1997).

The impacts of drought in these marginal areas
have been tempered through social support, but these
mitigation measures have been costly. Federal aid
costs (disaster assistance, crop insurance, and emer-
gency feed assistance) for the 1988 drought amounted
to $7 billion with additional aid supplied by individual
states (Riebsame et al. 1991). Total costs associated
with this most recent severe drought amounted to over
$39 billion (Riebsame et al. 1991). The duration of this
drought was about 3 years and the percent of the con-
tiguous United States in severe or extreme drought
(Palmer Drought Hydrologic Index ≤ −3.0) peaked at
37% in 1988 (Riebsame et al. 1991). In contrast, the
1930s drought lasted about 7 years, and at its peak al-
most 70% of the contiguous United States experienced
severe or extreme drought (Riebsame et al. 1991). It
is difficult to calculate and compare the costs and
losses associated with drought, but the costs of miti-
gating impacts of a 1930s-magnitude drought today
would surely be considerable.

General circulation models (GCMs) have been
used to estimate the climate change that will accom-
pany increases in tropospheric greenhouse gases lead-
ing to a doubling of atmospheric CO

2
, calculated to

occur in the mid– to late twenty-first century. Most
state-of-the-art simulations suggest drier summers will
prevail in the central United States under a 2 × CO

2

climate scenario (Manabe and Wetherald 1987; Rind
et al. 1990; Wetherald and Manabe 1995; Gregory

et al. 1997). Model simulations show an earlier dry-
ing of soils in spring due to the coincidence of less
winter precipitation in the form of snow and warmer
temperatures, conditions leading to greater evapotrans-
piration relative to precipitation in late spring and sum-
mer (United States Global Chance Research Program
1995; Gregory et al. 1997). Dry conditions may be
further enhanced by a decrease in summer precipita-
tion and relative humidity (Wetherald and Manabe
1995; Gregory et al. 1997). In addition, some GCM
studies have suggested an increase in the occurrence
of extreme events with global warming (Overpeck et
al. 1990; Rind et al. 1990), and although recent mod-
eling results report modest decreases in mean values
of summer precipitation and soil moisture in the cen-
tral United States, a marked increase in the frequency
and duration of extreme droughts under 2 × CO

2
 con-

ditions is also reported (Gregory et al. 1997).
Paleoclimatic data strongly support evidence for

Great Plains droughts of a magnitude greater than
those of the twentieth century, while current land use
practices and GCM predictions point to an increased
vulnerability to Great Plains droughts in the next cen-
tury. Given the likelihood that we are not able to pre-
dict the exact extent and duration of the next major
drought, it would be wise to adopt a probabilistic ap-
proach to drought forecasting and planning that incor-
porates the range of variability suggested by the proxy
data. The paleoclimatic data suggest a 1930s-
magnitude Dust Bowl drought occurred once or twice
a century over the past 300–400 years, and a decadal-
length drought once every 500 years. In addition,
paleoclimatic data suggest a drought regime change
about 800 years ago, which was likely due to some
change in the base state of the climate. An increase in
global temperatures is one mechanism that could pos-
sibly induce such a base-state change in climate and
thus confront society with some costly surprises in the
form of multidecadal drought. The prospect of great
drought in the future highlights the need to place
higher priority on narrowing the uncertainty about
future drought by improving our understanding of the
causes of drought and our ability to predict great
droughts in the future.

Assessments of future drought variability must tap
paleoclimatic data, in combination with climate mod-
els, to understand the full range of natural interannual
to interdecadal drought variability, and to estimate the
human-induced climate changes that might occur,
superimposed on natural variability. Our current un-
derstanding of drought and drought prediction is based
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on twentieth-century climate variability. This review
of the paleoclimatic data for Great Plains drought over
the past 2000 years provides a number of lines of evi-
dence that support our conclusion that twentieth-
century variability is just a subset of the total climatic
variability that can be expected to occur under natu-
rally occurring climatic conditions. We need to gain
an understanding of the processes behind the bigger,
longer droughts of the last 2000 years. Equally impor-
tant, we have to make sure our predictive models are
capable of simulating these processes and the full
range of drought variability. This will require addi-
tional paleoclimatic data to map out the exact time–
space character of past droughts and associated Pacific
and Atlantic influences, and to test the ability of mod-
els to simulate the full range of potential drought.
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ASR Permit Modification Proposal Proposed ASR Minimum Index Levels

City of Wichita, KS 2-2 Burns & McDonnell

conditions for a given area.  Negative PDSI values represent time periods drier than normal, while 

positive PDSI values represent periods wetter than normal.  The lower PDSI value the drier the period of 

consideration.  For example, a drought year of with a PDSI value of -4.0 would be drier and considered 

more extreme than a drought year with a value of -3.0.

The City contracted High Country Hydrology, Inc. (HCH) to examine hydrologic data to quantify the 

duration and intensity of a drought with a 1% exceedance probability.  During their review of hydrologic 

data, HCH found that estimates of the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) generated from tree ring 

chronology could be used to review historic droughts of record for their intensity and duration 

(Attachment C).  HCH calculated that a 1% drought can be approximated by the drought of 1933 through 

1940, as illustrated in Table 2 below.

Table 2-2: 1% Drought Reconstruction from PDSI

Suggested Drought Intervals based on 
Reconstructed PDSI (1640-2003) Representative Historical Years

Exceedance 
Probability 

%

Duration 
(Years)

Cumulative 
PDSI

Mean 
PDSI Years

Actual 
Cumulative 

PDSI
10% 2 -4.4 -2.20 1925-1926 -4.9
4% 4 -8.8 -2.21 1925-1926, 1981 x 2 -8.8

2.0% 6 -15.6 -2.60 1952-1956, 1959 -16.1
1.3% 7 -19.6 -2.80 1946, 1952-1956, 1981 -19.6
1.0% 8 -22.4 -2.80 1933-1940 -24.4
0.40% 10 -31.4 -3.14 1952-1956 x 2 -31.1
0.20% 12 -38.2 -3.18 1952-1956 x 2, 1963-1964 -38.4
0.10% 14 -45.0 -3.21 1925, 1933-1940, 1936-1937, 1937, 1940, 1976 -45.0

Source: Attachment C, HCH Technical Memorandum 4, March 14, 2013, Table 1

2.2 City of Wichita - Future Raw Water Demand Assessment
The City’s projected water demands were recently examined in a study completed by Science 

Applications International (SAIC) and Professional Engineering Consultants (PEC) in August of 2013 

(Attachment D).  This study indicates that by the year 2060 the City’s normal annual water demands will 

be in the range of 71,370 acre-feet (AF) to 105,858 AF.   Three growth scenarios were included within the 

study (low, medium, and high growth) to generate a band of likely forecasted populations.  The medium 

growth forecast with a projected demand of 87,597 AF by the year 2060 was selected for modeling future 

demands to simulate future demands between the confines of the low and high bands of forecasted 
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Appendix  A - Hydrology 

Hydrologic Operations Model 
 
Burns & McDonnell’s (B&M) Reservoir Network (RESNET) computer simulation model was used to 
evaluate potential hydrologic impacts for the Integrated Local Water Supply (ILWS) system.  The model 
performs a daily simulation of reservoirs and streams as a circulating network and uses least-cost 
optimizing procedures to arrive at an optimized solution. The model is based on the Microsoft ACCESS 
database application and utilizes the database to contain the model input data, output data, and other 
modeling and solution control parameters and functions. 
 
The operations model calculates a daily water balance for the ILWS system during the 85-year model 
simulation period (water years [WY] 1923–2007).  The model requires the following general data sets for 
operation: 
 
• Historical mean daily stream discharge at selected points within the project area 
• Historical monthly reservoir evaporation rates 
• Available storage and other physical data for Cheney Reservoir 
• Available storage, natural recharge and other parameters for the Equus Beds aquifer 
• City’s current and projected water demands 
• Irrigation demands for agriculture in the Equus Beds Well Field area 
• Minimum desirable streamflow requirements 
• Supply capability and other operating parameters for all current and potential water supply sources 
• Preferred allocation order for each water supply source 
 
B&M previously utilized the model (based on WY 1923-1996) to evaluate impacts by the ILWS system 
alternatives for Wichita’s 2003 Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)1.  Appendix C from the 2003 EIS 
describes the general construct and operations of the model.  Reclamation reviewed the 2003 EIS and 
requested additional documentation from B&M regarding key components of the model.  The request for 
additional information included: 
 
• Details regarding the structure, operations, and data comprising the RESNET database model, and 

development of executable version of the model for Reclamation (included as Attachment A). 
• Supporting documentation for the development of the aquifer-stream gain-loss table (included as 

Attachment B). 
• Details on the development of historic streamflow discharge for RESNET model nodes (included as 

Attachment C). 
• Details on the development of historic evaporation from Cheney Reservoir (included as Attachment 

D). 
 
This additional requested information is presented as Attachments A-D of this Hydrology Appendix. 
 
Scenarios Evaluated 
Three alternatives were simulated by the model for the purposes of the current EIS: 

                                                      
1 Final Environmental Impact Statement for Integrated Local Water Supply Plan, Wichita, Kansas; prepared by City 
of Wichita, Department of Water and Sewer; 2003 
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• Current – This alternative simulates what might be considered the current level-of-development on 
the supply system.  It utilizes the year 2000 raw water demands for the City of Wichita and assumes 
no components of the ILWS project are in place (including those of phase 1 already built). 

 
• No-Project – This alternative is same as Current above, except the City of Wichita raw water 

demands are projected to year 2050. 
 
• ILWSP100 – This alternative includes the following proposed components of the ILWS and uses City 

of Wichita raw water demands projected to year 2050: 
o Aquifer storage and recovery (ASR) project features to capture 60 MGD (million gallons 

per day) of induced infiltration groundwater and 40 MGD of direct diversion of surface 
water from Little Arkansas River (ASR) 

o Redevelopment of the Bentley Reserve Well Field 
o Expansion of the Local Well Field 

 
Model Operational Period-of-Record - 
A product of the above review process of the 2003 version of the model was the extension of the 
modeling period by 11 years by B&M to include more current information.  The current modeling period 
now covers an 85-year period and extends from water years 1923 through 2007.  The model utilizes 
historic recorded and estimated daily streamflows and climatological data for that period.  The use of this 
historic sequence for evaluating the proposed system is premised on the assumption that the past historic 
climatologic sequence will repeat itself in the future.  This period includes significant drought events 
occurring during the 1930’s and 1950’s. 
 
Model System Network - 
A diagram displaying the model network is shown if Figure 1 of Attachment A.  The model is comprised 
of 20 nodes at which daily demands and flows are calculated.  Two of the nodes represent system storage:  
Cheney Reservoir and the Equus Beds Aquifer.  Model nodes are connected together by various links 
representing stream connections, aquifer-stream interactions (accretions and infiltration to and from 
stream and aquifer), or diversion delivery pipelines.  More detailed information on model structure, node 
connectivity, and decision parameters can be found in Attachment D. 
 
Model Inflows - 
Inflows to model stream nodes, and flow gains (unregulated flow) between stream nodes were derived 
from historic U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) recorded flows at various stations in the basin.  Results 
from the groundwater/surface water interaction analyses in Attachment B were used to adjust unregulated 
flow in the model to eliminate ‘double accounting’ of model calculated return flows (see Section 6 – 
Attachment C). 
 
For nodes where recorded discharge data were incomplete for the entire modeling period, regression 
analyses and drainage area ratios were used to estimate missing data.  See Attachment C for further 
details on generation of model flow data. 
 
Model Demands – 
The model utilizes two primary demands to be applied to the water supply system: 

• City of Wichita raw water demands. 
• Agricultural diversions from Equus Beds Aquifer. 

 
For the ‘Current’ modeling scenario, City of Wichita’s demands are based on year 2000 average-day 
demand.  For the ‘No Project’ and ‘ILWSP100’ alternatives, the demand is based on Wichita’s year 2050 
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average day demand.  More details on the development of demands can be found in section 1.5.1 of 
Attachment A of this Appendix, and in Appendix C of the 2003 EIS. 
 
The agricultural demand from the aquifer is based on an average annual value of 26,500 acre-feet which 
is distributed evenly over the growing season of mid-May through mid-September (Sect. 1.5.6, 
Attachment A). 
 
Cheney Reservoir - 
Current area-capacity-elevation data are used by the model to calculate pool elevation and reservoir 
surface area for a given storage volume in Cheney Reservoir.  Section 1.3.1 and Table 8 of Attachment A 
displays the various reservoir allocations used. 
 
The model calculates a daily reservoir evaporation volume based on the simulated surface area and the 
historic daily evaporation rate.  The daily evaporation rate was derived from recorded monthly pan 
evaporation at Cheney, when that data were available.  For months when actual pan evaporation data were 
not recorded, the evaporation rate was estimated by B&M using their ETCALC model.  Monthly 
evaporation was evenly distributed over month into daily evaporation.  See Attachment D for additional 
details on calculation of reservoir evaporation rates. 
   
Equus Beds Aquifer - 
The model operates the Equus Beds Aquifer similar to how a surface-water reservoir is operated.  The 
USGS MODFLOW groundwater flow model was utilized by B&M to define a table that relates aquifer 
elevation, aquifer storage deficit, and aquifer gains and losses to the Arkansas and Little Arkansas Rivers 
(see Table A-1 in Attachment B).  With additional model evaluation, the distribution of MODFLOW 
derived gain/losses to model nodes were modified as indicated in Table 9, Attachment A.  The model 
simulates aquifer gains/losses to the following river nodes:  Arkansas River near Maize, Little Arkansas 
River near Halstead, and Little Arkansas River near Sedgwick. 

Model Simulation Results 
 
Following is a discussion of simulation results for the three scenarios defined above.  It primarily focuses 
on quantifying the impact differences between the future (year 2050 demands) with and without the 
preferred ASR 100 MGD project scenario.   The inclusion of the ‘current’ scenario (no project 
implemented and year 2000 Wichita demands) in various charts is to illustrate the differences that will 
occur between now and the future planning horizon of year 2050, whether or not the project is 
implemented.  The discussion is categorized by the hydrologic system potentially being impacted. 
 
Equus Beds Aquifer - 
In general, the ASR component of this project will increase the volume of water in storage within the 
Equus Beds aquifer available for later withdrawal.  Increasing the aquifer storage volume will result in a 
corresponding increase in the elevation of the aquifer water table.  This increases the hydraulic gradients 
from the aquifer to the Little Arkansas River, resulting in a potential increase in base-flow accretions to 
that river.  It also results in a general reduction of hydraulic gradients from the Arkansas River into the 
aquifer, resulting in decreased infiltration from the Arkansas River to the aquifer. 
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The following chart shows simulated aquifer storage deficit and monthly median water table elevations.  
Without implementation of the project, increasing demands will decrease aquifer storage from current 
conditions.  With the project, aquifer storage will generally increase to levels above current conditions, 
with the exception of drought periods.  It is estimated that for 70 percent of the time, aquifer levels will be 
greater than current conditions with the project in place. 

 
With an increase in aquifer storage, there is an associated decrease in infiltration from the Arkansas River 
to the aquifer, and an increase in discharge from the aquifer to the Little Arkansas River.  Infiltration from 
the Arkansas River to the aquifer will generally decrease by about 50 cubic feet per second (cfs) for a 
majority of the time, as compared to without project.  This will help reduce the influx of higher saline 
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water from the Arkansas River to the aquifer.  Discharge from the aquifer to the Little Arkansas River is 
anticipated to increase 4 cfs or greater as compared to without project conditions. 

 
Little Arkansas River at Halstead – 
Project features impacting this site are the ASR induced infiltration wells installed above this location.  
These wells will provide approximately half of the total ASR project diversion capacity.  Recharge to the 
aquifer in the area above Halstead by the ASR component will result in a general increase in the aquifer 
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water table and a corresponding increase in baseflow accretions to the stream above this location.  With 
the project, median discharge at Halstead is anticipated to increase from 1 to 3 cfs for all months, except 
May and June, when there will be declines up to 12 cfs.  May and June are generally the highest flow 
periods and it will be during these times that the greatest diversions to the infiltration wells will occur. 
 
 

Little Arkansas River at Halstead
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Little Arkansas River at Sedgwick - 
The other half of the ASR infiltration well diversion capacity is to be installed between the Halstead and 
Sedgwick nodes.  Sedgwick is also the location for the ASR surface water diversion site.  Similar to 
impacts at the Halstead node, the increased recharge to the aquifer above Sedgwick will generally result 
in slightly higher aquifer discharge to the Little Arkansas.  Median flow in the stream is expected to 
increase 2 to 6 cfs for all months, except May and June, when greater diversions will result in median 
flow declines of 15 to 35 cfs. 

 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
No Project 39.3 44.2 55.8 64.7 94.4 116.9 59.7 36.4 32.5 33.4 43.0 41.7
ILWSP100 45.2 49.9 60.0 66.5 79.7 82.1 61.4 42.2 37.6 39.4 48.3 47.1
Difference 5.8 5.6 4.3 1.8 -14.7 -34.8 1.7 5.8 5.1 6.0 5.3 5.3

Median Flow by Month (cfs)
Little Arkansas River at Sedgwick
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Little Arkansas River at Valley Center – 
For all months except May and June, median flows at this location will increase 6 to 7 cfs with 
implementation of the project.  This reflects the increased groundwater contributions to the Little 
Arkansas River above this location from increased aquifer storage.  May and June exhibit a lower median 
flow than without project due to greater diversions occurring during those months.  The simulated flow 
frequency curves indicate that, at lower flows, streamflow discharge will be generally slightly higher with 
the project than without.   
 
Median water surface elevations are anticipated to be about the same with project as compared to without 
project for all months, except May and June, when there will be declines of about 0.1 - 0.2 feet. 
 
Kansas has established a minimum desirable streamflow (MDS) of 20 cfs for all months at this location.   
Simulated median monthly flows with the project in place are greater than the MDS.  Simulated daily 
discharge with the project is anticipated to exceed this MDS 74 percent to 92 percent of the time, 
depending on month.  Implementation of the project will increase the probability of streamflows meeting 
or exceeding the MDS as compared to without project. 
 
The Kansas Department of Wildlife and Parks (KDWP) has recommended higher minimum flow values 
of 60 cfs in April, May, and June; and 34 cfs for the remaining months.  The success rates for meeting 
those flows with the project in place will be greater than those without the project, varying from 51 
percent in December to 74 percent in June. 
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Little Arkansas River at Valley Center
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Little Arkansas River at Valley Center
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Little Arkansas River at Mouth – 
The most significant changes to flows affected by the ILWSP are those occurring at the mouth of the 
Little Arkansas River.  In addition to ASR diversion impacts occurring further upstream, the expansion of 
the Local Well Field will have the most significant impact on streamflow at this location.  The expansion 
is proposed to divert up to 45 MGD (about 70 cfs) from the Little Arkansas River.  Those diversions will 
be limited to those periods when flow in the river at this location is above 20 cfs.  Therefore, with the 
project in place, the median monthly discharge for all months is anticipated to be 20 cfs.  This results in 
reductions of monthly median discharge ranging from 17 to 106 cfs versus no-project conditions.  
Simulated daily flow durations indicate that for 80 percent of the time, discharge at this location will be 
significantly less than without project. 

 
 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
No Project 43.5 48.9 62.4 71.9 102.1 125.9 65.8 40.3 37.1 38.8 47.5 46.0
ILWSP100 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.1 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0
Difference -23.5 -28.8 -42.4 -51.9 -82.1 -105.8 -45.8 -20.3 -17.1 -18.8 -27.5 -26.0

Little  Arkansas River at Mouth
Median Flow by Month (cfs)
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Arkansas River at Wichita - 
This location represents the USGS streamflow gauging station located just downstream from the 
confluence of the Arkansas and Little Arkansas Rivers.   Therefore, impacts to stream discharge at this 
location are a culmination of several ILWSP impacts to the Little Arkansas and Arkansas Rivers.  These 
impacts include: 
 

• Induced infiltration from the Arkansas River resulting from redevelopment of the Bentley 
Reserve Well Field. 

• Changes in stream/aquifer interaction rates between the Equus Beds Aquifer and the Little 
Arkansas and Arkansas Rivers. 

• Induced infiltration from the Arkansas River resulting from operation of the existing Local Well 
Field. 

• Diversions from the Little Arkansas River for recharge of Equus Beds Aquifer. 
• Induced infiltration from the Little Arkansas due to operation of the expanded Local Well Field. 

 
 
With relatively greater discharge at this location, the impacts from diversions are a smaller percentage of 
overall discharge.  Simulated flow duration curves indicate that during lower flow periods, flows with the 
project will be generally higher than without project.  Conversely, during higher discharge periods, flows 
with the project will be generally lower than without project.  Water surface elevations are anticipated to 
only vary within approximately 0.1 feet from without project conditions to with project. 
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Arkansas River at Wichita
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No Project 205.5 286.8 372.0 419.5 544.2 764.7 454.5 288.9 234.6 209.8 238.1 223.4
ILWSP100 231.4 306.8 385.9 405.1 511.0 697.0 434.9 299.7 258.8 240.0 252.6 247.5
Difference 25.9 20.0 13.9 -14.3 -33.2 -67.7 -19.6 10.8 24.1 30.2 14.4 24.1

Arkansas River at Wichita
Median Flow by Month (cfs)
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Cheney Reservoir - 
The primary purpose of Cheney Reservoir is to provide a supply of water to Wichita.  Without the project, 
increasing future demands will incur the operation of the reservoir at lower elevations.  During drought 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
No Project 1266.3 1266.6 1266.8 1266.9 1267.2 1267.5 1267.0 1266.6 1266.4 1266.3 1266.4 1266.4
ILWSP100 1266.4 1266.6 1266.8 1266.9 1267.1 1267.4 1267.0 1266.6 1266.5 1266.4 1266.5 1266.5
Difference 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1

Arkansas River at Wichita
Median Water Surface Elevation by Month (feet)
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periods, the demands on the reservoir will deplete the usable supply.  With project implementation, there 
will be, generally, less of a demand on the reservoir as more of the demand can be shifted to aquifer 
storage.  This will result in higher pool elevations of 1.5 to 3 feet over no-project conditions. 
 

 

 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
No Pro ject 1415.1 1414.7 1414.6 1414.4 1415.6 1416.5 1415.5 1415.8 1415.1 1414.5 1414.4 1414.5
ILW SP100 1416.6 1416.5 1416.9 1417.4 1418.4 1419.0 1418.4 1418.5 1417.8 1417.1 1416.8 1416.5
Difference 1.5 1.8 2.3 3.1 2.8 2.5 3.0 2.7 2.8 2.6 2.3 1.9

Cheney Reservoir
Median Pool Elevation by Month (feet)
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North Fork Ninnescah River below Cheney Reservoir - 
There are no minimum release requirements from Cheney Reservoir.  Therefore, releases generally only 
occur after significant runoff events and when the conservation pool in the reservoir is full (elevation 
1421.6 feet).  Without the implementation of the project, releases and spills from Cheney Reservoir will 
occur less frequently since Wichita will be utilizing more of the conservation storage in the reservoir.  
Will the project in place, there will be less demand on Cheney, resulting in greater storage in the reservoir 
and more frequent release events to the North Fork Ninnescah River. 
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Ninnescah River near Peck - 
Project impacts to stream discharge at this location are those produced by changes in releases from 
Cheney Reservoir.  The releases from Cheney make up only a small portion of the total stream discharge 
at this location.  Therefore, project impacts are relatively small compared to total discharge.  
Implementation of the project may result in increases in discharge of up to 9 cfs created by increasing 
spills from the reservoir over no-project conditions.  But for a majority of the time, discharge would be 
about the same as without project. 
 
The KWO has established the MDS at this location to be: 

• 100 cfs in November through May 
• 70 cfs in June 
• 30 cfs in July through September 
• 50 cfs in October 

The percentage of time that these MDS values will be met will vary little between with or without project 
conditions. 
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Ninnescah River near Peck
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Arkansas River at Arkansas City - 
This station is located near the Kansas- Oklahoma state line, approximately 24 miles downstream from 
the confluence of the Ninnescah and Arkansas Rivers.  Discharge at this location would reflect the net 
impacts from the total ILWS project. 
 
Due to its distance from the project area, and the intervening streamflow gains, the effects of the project 
on total discharge at this location are relatively small.  Simulated median monthly flows suggest that 
during the peak flow month of June, discharge at this location could be 36 cfs less with implementation of 
project versus without project.  This is approximately 2 percent of the median discharge for that month. 
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Arkansas River at Arkansas City
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OPERATIONS MODEL 

This appendix documents the computer model that has been developed to simulate operation of the City 
of Wichita’s Integrated Local Water Supply (ILWS) Plan. This operations model was used initially to 
help with the conceptual design of the ILWS system; it was later used to quantify potential hydrologic 
impacts for the project’s environmental impact statement (EIS). 

The operations model for the ILWS system was developed using Burns & McDonnell’s Reservoir 
Network (RESNET) simulation model (Foster, 1989). This computer model represents the 
stream/reservoir system being simulated as a circulating network. This network representation allows the 
RESNET model to efficiently determine an optimum solution for each daily time step using least-cost 
network optimization techniques. This architecture makes it possible for RESNET to simulate systems of 
virtually unlimited complexity. The optimum network solution determined by the model each day 
represents a water balance for the ILWS system. This process is repeated for each day during the 85-year 
model simulation period (water years [WY] 1923–2007). Discussed below are the model’s setup and 
input data, operating assumptions, and output data. 

1 Model Setup and Input Data 
The ILWS operations model uses the following types of hydrologic data: 

• Historical mean daily stream discharge estimates at selected points within the project area 
• Historical monthly reservoir evaporation rates 
• Available storage and other physical data for Cheney Reservoir and the Equus Beds Aquifer 
• City’s current and projected water demands 
• Irrigation demands for agriculture in the Equus Beds Well Field area 
• Minimum desirable streamflow requirements 
• Supply capability, operating parameters, and preferred allocation order for all current and potential 

water supply sources 

These input data and operating assumptions are discussed in later sections. The ILWS system is 
represented in the operations model as a network of nodes with connecting links. A schematic of the 
overall operations model network is shown in Figure 1. Each of the components of the ILWS model is 
described further below. 
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The RESNET model utilizes a Microsoft Access database file for storage of all model input and output 
data. The individual data tables used by the model are listed below in alphabetical order along with a brief 
description of their contents. 

• tblRnAreaCapacity — Elevation-area-storage-leakage rate data for each model reservoir 
• tblRnDemand — Input data for each model demand 
• tblRnDemandData — Annual distribution data for applicable demands 
• tblRnDemandOperations — Daily demand volumes and other related output data 
• tlbRnDischargeSummary — Daily discharge below selected stream nodes 
• tblRnError — RESNET error messages 
• tblRnEvapData — Daily net evaporation data for applicable reservoirs 
• tblRnEvapStation — Station identification for evaporation data in tblRnEvapData table 
• tblRnFlowData — Daily unregulated inflow data for applicable model nodes 
• tblRnFlowStation — Station identification for flow data in tblRnFlowData 
• tblRnGageRating — Rating table data for stream nodes located at USGS gages 
• tblRnImport — Data for each model import 
• tblRnImportData — Annual distribution data for applicable imports 
• tblRnLink — Input data for each model link 
• tblRnLinkOperations — Daily link flow rates and other related output data 
• tblRnModel — Base data that identifies each unique model alternative 
• tblRnNetworkArcDump — Dump of network arc data when RESNET cannot find a feasible solution 
• tblRnNetworkNodeDump — Dump of network node data when RESNET cannot find a feasible 

solution 
• tblRnNode — Input data for each model node 
• tblRnNodeOperations — Daily water balance for each node 
• tblRnReservoir — Input data for each model reservoir 
• tblRnReservoirLevel — Level/priority data for each model reservoir 
• tblRnReservoirOperations — Daily storage and related output data for each reservoir 
• tblRnSpill — Input data for each model spill node 
• tblRnStorageSummary — Daily end-of-day storage in Cheney Reservoir and Equus Beds aquifer 
• tblRnSupplySummary — Daily summary of each supply source’s contribution toward meeting City’s 

raw water demand 
• tblRnWSElevSummary — Estimates of mean daily water surface elevations at four stream nodes plus 

daily end-of-day pool elevation and area for Cheney Reservoir 

1.1 Model Data 
Each unique ILWS alternative is represented by a single record in the model table (tblRnModel). The 
fields in this table are described below. In Table 1 and similar tables that follow, spaces have been added 
to the field names to improve readability. 

Table 1: Data Fields in Model Table (tblRnModel) 
Field Name Description 

ID Unique record identifier assigned by system. This field contains the model 
ID that is used to identify each alternative model run. 

Name Short descriptive name for each alternative model run 
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Description Description of model run 
Start Date Start date for model run (mm/dd/yyyy) 
End Date End date for model run (mm/dd/yyyy) 

No Decimals 
Requested precision for model results. The RESNET model uses acre-feet 
as its base volumetric unit so if this value is one the model will estimate 
volumes to nearest one tenth of an acre-foot.  

Save Operations True/false flag that indicates if detailed daily output data should be stored 
No Zones Should be zero for all ILWS model runs 
Failure Probability Not used by ILWS model 

Primary Dmd Shortages Number of days during simulation period with shortage in any primary 
demand 

Source Model ID Used for model cloning only 
 

1.2 Model Nodes 
The majority of the model nodes used in the operations model represent locations on project area streams, 
which include the Arkansas, Little Arkansas, North Fork Ninnescah and Ninnescah rivers. The remainder 
of the model nodes represent off-stream features, such as well fields, treatment plants and pipeline 
junctions. Each of these nodes is listed in Table 2. 

Table 2: ILWS Model Nodes 
Node 
Nos. Name Description Unregulated

Inflow? 

10 Arkansas R. near 
Hutchinson 

Located at USGS stream gage of same name. In 
model domain, most upstream node on Arkansas 
River. 

Yes 

20 Arkansas R. near 
Maize 

Located at USGS stream gage of same name. 
Assumed supply source for Reserve Well Field and 
gains/losses to Equus Beds aquifer. 

Yes 

25 Arkansas R. below 
Maize Located immediately downstream of Node No. 20 No 

30 L. Arkansas R. at 
Alta Mills 

Located at USGS stream gage of same name. In 
model domain, most upstream node on Little 
Arkansas River. 

Yes 

40 L. Arkansas R. near 
Halstead 

Located at approximate position of Phase 1 intake. 
Assumed supply source for half of recharge 
diversion wells. 

Yes 

50 L. Arkansas R. near 
Sedgwick 

Located at USGS stream gage of same name. 
Assumed supply source of surface water intake and 
balance of recharge diversion wells. 

Yes 

60 L. Arkansas R. at 
Valley Center Located at USGS stream gage of same name. Yes 

70 L. Arkansas R. at 
Mouth Located at mouth of Little Arkansas River. Yes 
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80 Arkansas R. at 
Wichita 

Located at USGS stream gage of same name. 
Assumed supply source for existing Local (E&S) 
Well Field. 

Yes 

85 Arkansas R. below 
Wichita Located immediately downstream of Node No. 80 No 

90 Cheney Reservoir A storage node located on the North Fork Ninnescah 
River at Cheney Dam. Yes 

100 Ninnescah R. near 
Peck Located at USGS stream gage of same name. Yes 

110 Arkansas R. at 
Arkansas City 

Located at USGS stream gage of same name. Most 
downstream node in model domain. Yes 

120 Equus Beds 
Aquifer/Well Field Storage node that represents Equus Beds Aquifer. No 

130 Reserve Well Field 

Node that represents the total supply available from 
the Bentley Reserve Well Field. This well field is 
modeled as a direct surface water diversion (that is, 
aquifer storage is ignored and pumping is assumed 
to induce immediate and equal infiltration from the 
Arkansas River). 

No 

140 Reserve Well Field 
Junction 

Junction node for supplies from Equus and Reserve 
Well Fields. No 

150 Local Well Field 

Located along Arkansas River in downtown 
Wichita. This node represents the combined supply 
available from the existing Local (E&S) Well 
Fields. This well field is modeled like a direct, 
surface water diversion from the Arkansas River. 

No 

160 Local Well Field 
Expansion 

Located along the Little Arkansas River in 
downtown Wichita. This node represents the 
combined supply available from the proposed Local 
Well Field Expansion. This well field is modeled as 
a direct, surface water diversion from the Little 
Arkansas River. 

No 

170 
L. Arkansas R. 
Intake/Diversion 
Wells 

Located along the Little Arkansas River. This node 
represents the combined supply available for aquifer 
recharge from the proposed surface intake and 
alluvial diversion wells. Pumping at the diversion 
wells is assumed to induce immediate infiltration 
from the Little Arkansas River. 

No 

200 Water Treatment 
Plant 

Located at Wichita’s main water treatment plant 
near the confluence of the Arkansas and Little 
Arkansas rivers. All raw water supplied to the City 
is assumed to flow through this node. 

No 

 

As noted in Table 2, slightly more than half of these nodes have unregulated inflow. These nodes are 
shown in blue in Figure 1. Unregulated inflow is surface runoff that enters tributary stream(s) above a 
node but below any upstream nodes. The methodology used to estimate unregulated inflow is described in 
a separate appendix (Burns & McDonnell, 2008c). 
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The node data for each model run is stored in an Access table named tblRnNode. The data fields in this 
table are listed in Table 3. 

1.3 Model Storage Nodes 
Two of the nodes in the operations model are storage nodes, or reservoirs: Cheney Reservoir (Node No. 
90) and Equus Beds Aquifer (Node No. 120). Unlike non-storage nodes, these nodes have the ability to 
retain water from one time step to the next. In RESNET, a reservoir’s storage is divided into levels with 
each level having a defined storage priority. Levels with the highest priority are filled first when water is  

Table 3: Data Fields in Node Table (tblRnNode) 
Field Name Description 

ID Unique record identifier assigned by system. This field contains the node 
IDs that are used to identify the nodes in each alternative model run. 

Model ID Identifier (ID) for corresponding model in Model table (tblRnModel) 
Number Node number. Used as shorthand identifier for each node only. 
Name Short node name 
Description Description of node 

Flow Station ID If this node has unregulated inflow, the applicable flow station ID. 
Otherwise, this field will be null. 

Source Node ID Used for cloning only 
 

available and used last when water from storage is required to meet demands. These priorities define the 
unit benefit of having water stored in each level. The defined reservoir levels for Cheney Reservoir and 
the Equus Beds Aquifer are listed in Table 4. 

Table 4: ILWS Reservoir Storage Levels 
Cheney Reservoir Equus Beds Aquifer 

Level 
No. Storage 

(acre-feet) 
Storage 
Priority 

Storage Deficit
(acre-feet) 

Storage 
Priority 

1 1,140 999 -643,000 999 
2 2,000 990 -200,000 770 
3 4,000 980 -114,000 760 
4 8,000 960 -103,200 750 
5 10,000 950 -92,400 740 
6 15,476 900 -81,600 730 
7 24,817 750 -70,800 720 
8 37,170 725 -60,000 710 
9 53,265 700 -50,000 700 
10 73,356 675 -41667 675 
11 97,645 650 -33,333 650 
12 125,842 350 -25,000 625 
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13 152,222 300 -16,667 500 
14 170,575 100 -8,333 575 
15 247,931 1 0 550 

 

When both reservoirs are relatively full, water will be withdrawn from Cheney Reservoir first because it 
has a lower storage priority (for example, level 12 has a priority of only 350 for Cheney Reservoir but 625 
for the Equus Beds Aquifer). This bias attempts to preserve the water stored in the Equus Beds because 
this water is relatively more expensive. However, once both reservoirs are drawn down further during a 
prolonged dry period, the storage priorities are coordinated so that both are drawn down at about the same 
rate. 

There are three Access tables that apply to each model reservoir. The data fields for these tables are 
described in Tables 5, 6 and 7. 

Table 5: Data Fields in Reservoir Table (tblRnReservoir) 
Field Name Description 

ID 
Unique record identifier assigned by system. This field contains the 
reservoir IDs that are used to identify the reservoirs in each alternative 
model run. 

Node ID ID for corresponding node in Node table (tblRnNode) 
Initial Storage Initial storage in the reservoir at start of model run (acre-feet) 

Evap Station ID If this reservoir has evaporation losses, the corresponding evaporation 
station ID in tblRnEvapStation 

Loss Node ID 1 For leaky reservoir, the first loss node ID. Null if not applicable. 
Loss Node ID 2 For leaky reservoir, the second loss node ID. Null if not applicable 
Loss Node ID 3 For leaky reservoir, the third loss node ID. Null if not applicable 

BOC Storage Reservoir storage at bottom of conservation pool (acre-feet). Not used for 
ILWS operations model 

TOC Storage Reservoir storage at top of conservation pool (acre-feet). Not used for 
ILWS operations model 

Base Water Right Base annual water right (acre-feet). Applicable for Equus Beds only. 

Max Recharge Maximum value for recharge credit account (acre-feet). Applicable for 
Equus Beds only. 

Initial Recharge Initial value of recharge credit account (acre-feet). Applicable for Equus 
Beds only. 

Min Storage Output field that reports minimum reservoir storage during model run 
(acre-feet) 

Source Reservoir ID Used for model cloning only. 
 

Table 6: Data Fields in Reservoir Area-Capacity Table (tblRnAreaCapacity) 
Field Name Description 
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ID Unique record identifier assigned by system. 
Reservoir ID ID for corresponding reservoir in Reservoir table (tblRnReservoir) 
Elevation Reference pool or aquifer elevation for current reservoir (feet NGVD) 
Area Reservoir pool area for current reservoir at specified elevation (acres) 
Storage Reservoir storage for current reservoir at specified elevation (acre-feet) 
Loss Rate 1 Reservoir loss rate to loss node 1 (acre-feet/day) 
Loss Rate 2 Reservoir loss rate to loss node 2 (acre-feet/day) 
Loss Rate 3 Reservoir loss rate to loss node 3 (acre-feet/day) 
 

Table 7: Data Fields in Reservoir Level Table (tblRnReservoirLevel) 
Field Name Description 

ID Unique record identifier assigned by system. 
Reservoir ID ID for corresponding reservoir in Reservoir table (tblRnReservoir) 
Level Num Sequential level number. Used only for more convenient reference 
Level Volume Storage volume for current reservoir at top of specified level (acre-feet) 
Priority Storage priority for specified level 
 

Additional data for the two system reservoirs are described in the following sections. 

1.3.1 Cheney Reservoir 
Cheney Reservoir is located on the North Fork Ninnescah River near Cheney, Kansas. This reservoir has 
the following defined storage pools: 

• Dead pool: 979 acre-feet between elevation 1,367 and 1,378.5 feet NGVD 
• Fish & wildlife pool: 14,310 acre-feet between elevation 1,378.5 and 1,392.9 feet NGVD 
• Conservation pool: 151,800 acre-feet between elevation 1,392.9 and 1,421.6 feet NGVD 
• Flood pool: 80,860 acre-feet between elevation 1,421.6 and 1,429 feet 
• Surcharge pool: 451,347 acre-feet between elevation 1,429 and 1,453.4 feet NGVD 

Table 8 lists the elevation-area-storage data for Cheney Reservoir. 

Table 8: Cheney Reservoir Elevation-Area-Storage Data 
Pool Elevation 
(feet NGVD) 

Pool Area 
(acres) 

Pool Storage 
(acre-feet) 

1,367 0 0 
1,370 14 13 
1,375 107 272 
1,380 445 1,545 
1,385 808 4,535 
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1,390 1,504 10,241 
1,395 2,333 19,793 
1,400 3,291 33,761 
1,405 4,530 53,265 
1,410 5,785 78,987 
1,415 7,293 111,602 
1,420 8,976 152,222 
1,425 10,788 201,557 
1,430 12,835 260,557 
1,435 14,949 330,019 
1,440 17,466 411,058 
1,445 20,631 506,303 
1,450 23,387 616,350 

 

As a conventional surface reservoir, Cheney Reservoir is also subject to evaporation losses. The estimated 
net evaporation rates from Cheney Reservoir are described in a separate appendix (Burns & McDonnell, 
2008a). These rates account for the net evaporation losses each day (gross evaporation loss less direct 
precipitation gain). 

1.3.2 Equus Beds Aquifer 
The Equus Beds aquifer is modeled similar to a surface water reservoir except it does not have 
evaporation losses. Natural aquifer recharge was estimated to be 3.2 inches per year by the U.S. 
Geological Survey. This natural recharge is represented in the operations model as an import to this node 
(No. 120) of 18,800 acre-feet/year. 

The interaction between the Equus Beds aquifer and local streams was evaluated in the MODFLOW 
groundwater model. Generally, aquifers receive their recharge from precipitation and streams serve as 
aquifer drains. The outflow from aquifers supports the baseflow in these streams. The Equus Beds aquifer 
has two streams that are major components of the hydrogeological system. The Arkansas River is 
generally parallel to the pre-development groundwater flow gradient so the interaction between the 
aquifer and this river was relatively minor. In contrast, the Little Arkansas River is at the down-gradient 
edge of the Equus Beds aquifer and generally perpendicular to the predominant groundwater flow 
direction. Changes in the aquifer groundwater level impact the differential head between the aquifer and 
streams and can result in significant changes in the volume of flow between the aquifer and streams. 

The water budget summary feature in MODFLOW provides an accounting of the total water flow from 
aquifer to stream and stream to aquifer. These total aquifer-stream interaction flows are discussed in the 
accompanying groundwater appendix (Burns & McDonnell, 2008b) and repeated in Table 9. 
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Table 9: Equus Beds Storage Deficit-Gain-Loss Data 
Net Equus Beds 
Loss Rates (cfs) 

Index Well 
886 

Elevation 
(feet NGVD) 

Storage 
Deficit 

(acre-feet) 

Total Gain 
from Rivers

(cfs) 

Total Loss 
to Rivers 

(cfs) 
To 

Arkansas 
River 

To Little 
Arkansas 

River 
1,342 429,700 133 23 -116.6 6.6 
1,360 289,400 100 38 -72.8 10.8 
1,366 242,700 89 43 -58.3 12.3 
1,370 211,500 82 44 -50.5 12.5 
1,375 172,600 73 48 -38.7 13.7 
1,380 133,600 62 53 -24.1 15.1 
1,385 94,700 54 60 -11.1 17.1 
1,389 63,500 48 68 0.6 19.4 
1,390 55,700 46 70 4.1 20.0 
1,395 16,800 38 82 20.6 23.4 
1,396 9,000 36 85 24.8 24.2 
1,402 0 29 99 41.8 28.2 

 

Table 9 lists the total gain and loss data for the Equus Beds aquifer as a function of water level. Initially, 
it was assumed that all aquifer gains come from the Arkansas River and all losses accrue to the Little 
Arkansas River but subsequent analyses proved this assumption to be too simplistic. In the ILWS plan 
and operations model the Arkansas and Little Arkansas rivers are treated as two distinct sources. 
Therefore, the flow between the aquifer and Arkansas River must be differentiated from the flow between 
the aquifer and Little Arkansas River. These flows were differentiated through an analysis that is 
described in the Streamflow Appendix (Burns & McDonnell, 2008c). The last two columns in Table 9 
show the resulting distribution of these aquifer losses. 

With recognition of this aquifer interaction, the RESNET model was customized for development of the 
ILWS system operations model by adding the ability to model a leaky reservoir. Leakage rates are entered 
into the model for each destination node as a function of reservoir storage. These reservoir leakage or loss 
rates can be negative, indicating an actual gain. 

1.4 Model Links 
The nodes described above are interconnected in the operations model by a series of model links. These 
links, which are listed in Table 10, represent both natural stream reaches, and pipelines and other man-
made conveyance facilities. These stream and pipeline links are shown respectively as solid or dashed 
blue lines in Figure 1. Each model link has only one origin node and one terminal node. The flow in these 
links can travel in only one direction from their origin node to their terminal node. Each link also has a 
specified minimum and maximum flow rate, expressed in acre-feet/day. Generally, the minimum flow 
rate for these links is zero but the maximum flow rate is dependent on the link type; natural streams are 
assigned an arbitrarily large flow rate and pipelines are assigned maximum flow rates based on their flow 
capacity. The RESNET model uses a least-cost algorithm to find the best solution in each time step. 
Therefore, each link also has an assigned unit flow cost, which is expressed in arbitrary cost units per 
acre-foot. 
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Table 10: ILWS Model Links 

Link 
No. 

Origin  
Terminal 

Node Nos. 
Description 

Minimum 
Flow Rate
(ac-ft/day) 

Maximum 
Flow Rate 
(ac-ft/day) 

Unit 
Cost/ 
ac-ft 

L1 30 40 L Arkansas R: Alta Mills–Halstead 0 1,000,000 0 
L2 40 50 L Arkansas R: Halstead–Sedgwick 0 1,000,000 0 

L3 50 60 L Arkansas R: Sedgwick–Valley 
Center 0 1,000,000 0 

L4 60 70 L Arkansas R: Valley Center–Mouth 0 1,000,000 0 
L5 70 80 L. Arkansas R: Mouth–Arkansas R 0 1,000,000 0 
L6 10 20 Arkansas R: Hutchinson–Maize 0 1,000,000 0 
L7 20 25 Arkansas R: Maize–below Maize 0 1,000,000 0 
L8 25 80 Arkansas R, below Maize–Wichita 0 1,000,000 0 
L9 80 85 Arkansas R: Wichita–below Wichita 0 1,000,000 0 

L10 85 110 Arkansas R: below Wichita–Arkansas 
City 0 1,000,000 0 

L11 90 100 North Fork/Ninnescah R: Cheney 
Reservoir–Peck 0 1,000,000 0 

L12 100 110 Ninnescah/Arkansas R: Peck–
Arkansas City 0 1,000,000 0 

L13 120 200 Pipeline: Equus Beds WF–WTP 0 349 10 

L14 120 140 Pipeline: Equus Beds WF–RWF 
Junction 0 33 -75 

L15 120 140 Pipeline: Equus Beds WF–RWF 
Junction 0 33 -50 

L16 120 140 Pipeline: Equus Beds WF–RWF 
Junction 0 33 -25 

L17 130 140 Pipeline: Reserve WF–RWF Junction 0 11 510 
L18 130 140 Pipeline: Reserve WF–RWF Junction 0 11 535 
L19 130 140 Pipeline: Reserve WF–RWF Junction 0 11 560 
L20 140 200 Pipeline: RWF Junction–WTP 0 132 10 
L21 90 200 Pipeline: Cheney Reservoir–WTP 0 144 10 
L22 90 200 Pipeline: Cheney Reservoir–WTP 0 101 10 
L23 150 200 Pipeline: Local WF–WTP 0 113 30 
L24 160 200 Pipeline: Local WF Expansion–WTP 0 138 10 
L25 170 200 Pipeline: Intake–WTP 0 0 20 

L26 170 120 Pipeline: Intake/Diversion Wells–
Equus Beds 0 306.9 30 

 

The data for these model links is stored in an Access table named tblRnLink. The fields in this table are 
described in Table 11. For most model links, their intended purpose is self explanatory; however, there 
are a few exceptions that warrant additional explanation. These special cases are discussed below. 
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1.4.1 Bentley Reserve Well Field 
The Bentley Reserve Well Field is located in the alluvium of the Arkansas River so pumping from this 
well field will induce infiltration of relatively saline water from the Arkansas River. To avoid excessive 
quality impacts to the City’s water supply, the operations model is configured to provide mandatory 
blending of this Reserve Well Field water with better-quality water from the Equus Beds Well Field at a 
ratio of three to one (that is, three parts Equus Beds water for each one part Reserve Well Field water). 
The RESNET model does not have the direct capability to regulate the flow in one link based on the flow 
in a parallel link; therefore, this blending process is approximated by using three links each from the 
Equus Beds to RWF Junction (L14, L15 and L16) and three links from the Reserve Well Field to the 
RWF Junction (L17, L18 and L19). 

Table 11: Data Fields in Link Table (tblRnLink) 
Field Name Description 

ID Unique record identifier assigned by system. This field contains the link 
IDs that are used to identify the links in each model run. 

Number Sequential link number. Used for more convenient reference only. 
Name Short link name 
Origin Node ID Identifier corresponding to origin node in tblRnNode 
Terminal Node Id Identifier corresponding to terminal node in tblRnNode 
Minimum Flow Minimum allowable flow in this link (acre-feet/day) 
Maximum Flow Maximum allowable flow in this link (acre-feet/day) 
Cost Unit cost of flow in this link (per acre-foot) 

Loss Node ID For leaky stream segment, ID for node where losses accrue. Not utilized in 
ILWS model. 

Link Loss Percent For leaky stream segments, percent of flow loss in link (percent). Not used 
in ILWS model. 

Link Loss Max Maximum loss in link (acre-feet/day). Not used in ILWS model. 
Limit Link ID Link ID used to limiting flow for this link. Not used in ILWS model. 
Limit Demand ID Demand ID used to limit flow in this link. Not used in ILWS model. 
Source Link ID Used for cloning only 
 

When water is available from the Reserve Well Field and there is sufficient water supply demand to 
utilize this water, the operations model will first use up to 33 acre-feet/day of water from the Equus Beds 
Well Field via link L14 before then using up to 11 acre-feet/day of water from the Reserve Well Field 
through link L17. If there is additional water available from the Reserve Well Field, this process will 
continue with the model using in order links L15, L18, L16 and finally L19. 

1.4.2 Cheney Reservoir Supply Pipeline 
Deliveries from Cheney Reservoir to the City’s water treatment plant are modeled using two parallel links 
even though there is only one physical supply pipeline. The first link (L21) has a maximum flow based on 
the City’s original water right for Cheney Reservoir (47 million gallons per day [MGD] or 144 acre-
feet/day). Water can be supplied to the City through this link whenever there is water available in the 
reservoir’s conservation pool. The second link from Cheney Reservoir (L22) represents the balance of the 
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capacity in this supply pipeline (80 MGD less 47 MGD = 33 MGD or 101 acre-feet/day). This additional 
supply capability is available only when the reservoir’s conservation pool is full or near full. 

1.5 Model Demands 
In the ILWS operations model, system demands are used to accomplish a variety of purposes. The most 
obvious purpose is to satisfy actual water demands, such as the required raw water supply to the City’s 
water treatment plant. The water extracted from the Equus Beds aquifer by farmers for irrigation is a 
similar consumptive water demand. All other model demands are termed flow-through demands because 
all of the water withdrawn at the given node is returned to the system at another node. These flow-through 
demands are used to represent minimum streamflow requirements and also the available supplies to pump 
stations. 

In the RESNET model, each demand has a source node, annual demand volume and demand priority. 
Optionally, these demands can also have a return node and return percentage, and a specified annual 
demand distribution. If no demand distribution is provided, the annual demand volume is distributed 
evenly across each day of the year. 

Demands with the highest priority yield the highest benefit per unit when satisfied. For example, a 
demand for 10 acre-feet/day with a priority of 500 will yield 5,000 benefit units when satisfied. Benefits 
are treated as negative costs (with the same units) in the RESNET model. Therefore, in order to minimize 
costs the model will try to satisfy the demands with the highest priorities first. 

The model demands included in the ILWS operations model are described in Table 12. 

Table 12: ILWS Model Demands 
Return 

Demand 
No. 

Origin 
Node 
No. 

Annual 
Demand 
(ac-ft/yr) 

Dmd 
Dist? Priority Node

No. 
Per- 
cent 

Description 

D1 200 87,563.1 Yes 806 --- --- Wichita: 0-70% 
D2 200 6,254.5 Yes 805 --- --- Wichita: 70-75% 
D3 200 6,254.5 Yes 804 --- --- Wichita: 75-80% 
D4 200 6,254.5 Yes 803 --- --- Wichita: 80-85% 
D5 200 6,254.5 Yes 802 --- --- Wichita: 85-90% 
D6 200 6,254.5 Yes 801 --- --- Wichita: 90-95% 
D7 200 6,254.5 Yes 800 --- --- Wichita: 95-1000% 
D8 80 5,604 No 850 150 100 E Wells: 0-5MGD 
D9 80 5,604 No 800 150 100 E Wells: 5-10MGD 
D10 80 22,418 No 750 150 100 S Wells: 20MGD 
D11 150 33,627 No 10 85 100 Local WF Excess Return 

D12 90 1,448,000 No 10 100 100 Cheney spillway 
drawdown 

D13 20 5,000 No 875 130 100 Reserve WF supply 
D14 130 11,209 No 10 25 100 RWF excess return 
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D15 120 26,500 Yes 900 --- --- Equus Beds irrigation 
D16 50 56,044 No 825 170 100 Sedgwick recharge supply 
D17 170 112,088 No 10 60 100 Excess recharge return 

D18 70 50,440 No 825 160 100 Local WF Expansion 
supply 

D19 160 50,440 No 10 85 100 Local WF Expansion 
excess return 

D20 50 28,960 No 850 60 100 L Arkansas R minimum 
flow at Sedgwick 

D21 70 14,480 No 850 85 100 L Arkansas R minimum 
flow at mouth 

D22 80 362,000 No 825 85 100 Arkansas R minimum 
flow: 500 cfs 

D23 80 724,000 No 775 85 100 Arkansas R minimum 
flow: 500-1500 cfs 

D24 40 28,960 No 850 50 100 L Arkansas R minimum 
flow at Halstead 

D25 40 56,044 No 825 170 100 Halstead recharge supply 
 

The data for these model demands is stored in two Access tables: tblRnDemand and tblRnDemandData. 
The data fields in these tables are described in Tables 13 and 14. 

Table 13: Data Fields in Demand Table (tblRnDemand) 
Field Name Description 

ID Unique record identifier assigned by system. This field contains the 
demand IDs that are used to identify the demands in each model run. 

Node ID Identifier for node where this demand originates 
Number Sequential demand number. Used for more convenient reference only. 
Name Short demand name 
Description Description of demand 
Demand Desired annual quantity for the current demand (acre-feet/year) 
Priority Priority for current demand 
Return Node ID Node ID for return node. Null if not applicable 

Return Percent Percentage of volume in this demand that is returned to system at specified 
node 

Primary Demand True/false flag that indicates if current demand is considered to be a 
primary demand. 

Shortage Days Output field that accumulates number of days during simulation period 
with shortages at current demand 

Source Demand Id Used for cloning only. 
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Table 14: Data Fields in Demand Distribution Table (tblRnDemandData) 
Field Name Description 

ID Unique record identifier assigned by system. 
Demand ID Identifier for corresponding demand in tblRnDemand 
Month Month number (1=Jan, 2=Feb, etc.) 
Day Day of month 

Demand Percent Portion of the annual demand volume that is desired on this day of year 
(percent of annual) 

 

The model demands listed in Table 12 are discussed further below. 

1.5.1 Wichita Raw Water Demands 
The total raw water demand for the City of Wichita was segregated into seven parts for modeling 
purposes. These seven individual demands (D1-D7) were included to show the potential impact of 
additional water conservation measures on system reliability. The demand quantities listed in Table 3 for 
these demands total to 125,090 acre-feet/year, which is equivalent to an average of 111.8 MGD. This is 
the City’s estimated average-day demand in 2050. For current conditions, a total City water demand of 
78,768 acre-feet, or 70.4 MGD, was used. These demand estimates include the impact of typical 
conservation measures, such as existing City ordinances that require use of low-flow showerheads and 
toilets in new construction, but not additional conservation measures during dry periods, such as 
restrictions on lawn watering and vehicle washing. None of these additional conservation measures were 
implemented in the model runs used in the EIS, but they can be simulated by progressively reducing the 
demand priorities of demands D7, D6, etc. The distribution of the City’s water demand was derived from 
actual usage data for calendar year 1991 (Burns & McDonnell, 2003). 

1.5.2 Local Well Field 
Demands D8–D11 and D22–D23 are used to model the City’s existing Local Well Field, which is a 
combination of the Emergency and Sims well fields and, therefore, often referred to as the E&S well 
fields. The “E” wells have a total capacity of 10 MGD and the “S” wells a total capacity of 20 MGD. 
Demand D8 represents the first 5 MGD of supply from the “E” wells, with D9 the second half. Demand 
D10 represents the 20 MGD available from the “S” wells. Demand D11 is a low-priority demand that 
returns “excess” diversions to the Local Well Field back to the Arkansas River when not needed to satisfy 
the City’s water demands. Demands D22 and D23 are flow-through demands (that is, in-stream flow 
requirements) that restrict when the Local Well Field can operate because of the lower-quality water 
available from the Arkansas River. 

Among these five demands, D8 has the highest priority (850) so up to 5 MGD is assumed to be available 
from the “E” wells whenever there is flow in the Arkansas River at Node No. 80. The demand with the 
next lower priority is D22 (825) so the model will attempt to satisfy this demand next. This demand 
represents an in-stream flow requirement of 500 cfs. The water quality of the Arkansas River tends to 
improve at higher flow rates so demand D22 prevents the balance of the “E” wells (demand D9 with 
priority 800) from operating unless the flow in the Arkansas River is greater than 500 cfs. In a similar 
manner, demand D23, which has an average rate of 1,000 cfs, prevents the “S” wells from operating 
unless the flow in the Arkansas River totals over 1,500 cfs. 
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1.5.3 Local Well Field Expansion 
In the model runs completed for the EIS, the Local Well Field was assumed to be expanded by 45 MGD 
with a series of alluvial wells along the Little Arkansas River. The supply and excess return from this new 
source is represented by demands D18 and D19. Demand D21 is a flow-through demand that also 
originates at Node No. 70. This demand, with a priority of 850, prevents the local well field expansion 
(demand D18 with priority 825) from operating unless the flow in the Little Arkansas River exceeds 20 
cfs at its mouth. 

1.5.4 Cheney Drawdown 
The RESNET model attempts to put all available water to beneficial use. That is, it attempts to minimize 
spills (Section 1.5). In Cheney Reservoir, the elevation-storage data includes the flood control and 
surcharge pools. Without some means to evacuate these upper pools, the model would try to keep this 
water in storage if its release would contribute to a spill. Demand D12 mimics the reservoir’s spillway to 
provide a means to draw the reservoir back down to the top of its conservation pool. 

1.5.5 Reserve Well Field 
The Bentley Reserve Well Field has a planned capacity of 10.8 MGD. This water source is represented in 
the operations model by a supply demand (D13) and an excess return demand (D14). Pumping at this well 
field is assumed to induce infiltration from the Arkansas River so this source is assumed available 
whenever there is sufficient flow in the Arkansas River. As discuss above (Section 1.3.1), the water 
withdrawn from this source must be blended with three times as much better-quality water from the 
Equus Beds Well Field. 

1.5.6 Equus Beds Irrigation Demand 
Within the Equus Beds Well Field area, agriculture is the dominate land use. Many of the farmers in this 
area irrigate with groundwater withdrawn from the Equus Beds aquifer. The demand for irrigation 
withdrawals from the aquifer is represented in the operations model by demand D15. This demand has an 
annual quantity of 26,500 acre-feet, which was derived from review of reported water usage records for 
the entire aquifer. These records are collected by the Kansas Division of Water Resources. Generally, 
only annual water usage data are available so these irrigation withdrawals are assumed to occur at a 
constant rate over the entire growing season (mid-May through mid-September). 

1.5.7 Equus Beds Recharge 
Recharge to the Equus Beds aquifer is represented in the operations model by demands D16, D17, D25, 
D20 and D24. Demands D20 and D24 are flow-through demands that restrict withdrawals from the Little 
Arkansas River to periods when the flow exceeds 40 cfs. The potential recharge supply is represented by 
demands D16 and D25, which total to either 100 or 150 MGD, depending on alternative. Fifty percent of 
these withdrawals are assumed to occur above Halstead (D25) and the balance between Halstead and 
Sedgwick. The operations model makes no distinction between withdrawals via a surface water intake or 
through alluvial wells. The supply demands (D16 and D25) will withdraw water from the Little Arkansas 
River whenever conditions permit. If the Equus Beds aquifer is fully recharged, demand D17 provides a 
means to return this water back to the river. 

1.6 Model Imports 
In RESNET an import is a fixed quantity of water that accrues at a specified node each year. Only one 
import is used in the ILWS operations model. This import represents the average annual natural recharge 
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to the Equus Beds aquifer. Imports and their corresponding annual distribution data are stored in two 
Access tables: tblRnImport and tblRnImportData. The data fields for these two tables are listed in Tables 
15 and 16. 

Table 15: Data Fields in Import Table (tblRnImport) 
Field Name Description 

ID Unique record identifier assigned by system. This field contains the import 
IDs that are used to identify the imports in each model run. 

Node ID Identifier for node where this import accures 
Import Annual quantity for the current import (acre-feet/year) 
Source Import ID Used for cloning only. 
 

Table 16: Data Fields in Import Distribution Table (tblRnImportData) 
Field Name Description 

ID Unique record identifier assigned by system. 
Import ID Identifier for corresponding import in tblRnImport 
Month Month number (1=Jan, 2=Feb, etc.) 
Day Day of month 

Import Percent Portion of the annual import volume that is received on this day of year 
(percent of annual) 

 

1.7 Model Spills 
A spill is a final sink for any water in the system that is left over after all possible demands are met and 
reservoirs filled. In the ILWS model, there is only one designated spill (S1), which is located at the most 
downstream node in the system, the Arkansas River at Arkansas City (Node No. 110). This spill is 
assigned a very high unit cost (15,000 per acre-foot) so the model will minimize spill quantities to the 
extent practicable in finding the least-cost network solution for each time step. 

In RESNET, spill data is stored in an Access table named tblRnSpill. The data fields in this table are 
described in Table 17. 

Table 17: Data Fields in Spill Table (tblRnSpill) 
Field Name Description 

ID Unique record identifier assigned by system. This field contains the spill 
IDs that are used to identify the spills in each model run. 

Node ID Identifier for node where this spill originates 

Cost Unit cost of water lost to system through this spill (per acre-foot). Spill 
costs are usually relatively high such a 10,000 or more. 

Source Import ID Used for cloning only. 
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2 Operations Model Output Data 
Execution of the operations model generates data that depicts the daily water balance calculated for each 
day during the 85-year simulation period. These data are stored as four separate data streams, with one 
stream each for nodes, reservoirs, links and demands. These four data streams are described below. 

2.1 Node Operations Data 
The ILWS operations model will output a water balance for each node in the model for each day. These 
data are stored in an Access table named tblRnNodeOperations. The individual fields in this table are 
described in Table 18. 

Table 18: Data Fields in Node Operations Table (tblRnNodeOperations 
Field Name Description 

ID Unique record identifier assigned by system 

Node ID Identifier for corresponding node from tblRnNode table. These node IDs are 
unique to each alternative model run. 

Date Date for these data (mm/dd/yyyy) 
Inflow The unregulated inflow (if any) to this node on specified date (acre-feet). 

Upstream Release 
The total flow on specified date in all links that terminate at this node (acre-
feet). For example, at Node No. 110, this field would include the total flow in 
links L10 and L12. 

Import The import to this node on specified date (acre-feet). This field will be zero for 
all nodes except Node No. 120. 

Demand Return 

If the current node is a return node for any flow-through demand, this field will 
contain the total return flow at this node (acre-feet). If this node is the return 
node for multiple demands (for example, Node No. 85 is the return node for 
demands D11, D19, D21, D22 and D23), this field will contain the total for all 
return flows. 

Downstream Release The total flow on specified date in all links that originate at the current node 
(acre-feet). 

Demand The total for all demands that originate at the current node satisfied on 
specified date (acre-feet). 

Spill Total spills on specified date from this node (acre-feet). This field will be zero 
except at Node No. 110. 

Losses Total reservoir losses on specified date from this node (acre-feet). This field 
will be zero for all nodes except Node No. 120. 

 

2.2 Reservoir Operations Data 
The data included in the node operations table shows a complete water balance at each node except for 
storage nodes. At these storage nodes or reservoirs, the additional data needed to complete the water 
balance are listed in the reservoir operations data table. These data are stored in an Access table named 
tblRnReservoirOperations. The individual fields in this table are described in Table 19. 
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Table 19: Data Fields in Reservoir Operations Table (tblRnReservoirOpeations) 
Field Name Description 

ID Unique record identifier assigned by system 

Reservoir ID Identifier for corresponding reservoir from tblRnReservoir table. These 
reservoir IDs are unique to each alternative model run. 

Date Date for these data (mm/dd/yyyy) 

Evap Rate The net evaporation loss rate from this reservoir on specified date (inches). On 
date with net gain from precipitation, this rate will be negative. 

Evap Volume 
The net evaporation volume from the current reservoir on specified date (acre-
feet). Evaporation volumes are calculated as the product of the evaporation 
rate and average reservoir surface area [BOPArea+EOPArea)/2]. 

BOP Area Estimated pool area for current reservoir at start of specified day (acres). 
BOP Storage Storage contents of current reservoir at start of specified day (acre-feet). 
EOP Area Estimated pool area for current reservoir at end of specified day (acres). 
EOP Storage Storage contents of current reservoir at end of specified day (acre-feet). 
EOP Pool Elev Pool elevation of current reservoir at end of specified day (feet). 
Loss 1 Net losses from current reservoir to first loss node on specified date (acre-feet).

Loss 2 Net losses from current reservoir to second loss node on specified date (acre-
feet). 

Loss 3 Net losses from current reservoir to third loss node on specified date (acre-
feet). 

BOP Recharge Balance in recharge credit account for current reservoir at start of specified day 
(acre-feet). Applies only to Node No. 120. 

EOP Recharge Balance in recharge credit account for current reservoir at end of specified day 
(acre-feet). Applies only to Node No. 120. 

BOP Water Right Balance in annual water right account for current reservoir at start of specified 
day (acre-feet). Applies only to Node No. 120. 

EOP Water Right Balance in annual water right account for current reservoir at end of specified 
day (acre-feet). Applies only to Node No. 120. 

 
2.3 Link Operations Data 
The flow in each model link on each day is summarized in the link operations table, which is named 
tblLinkOperations in the Access database. The individual fields in this table are described in Table 20. 

Table 20: Data Fields in Link Operations Table (tblRnLinkOperations) 
Field Name Description 

ID Unique record identifier assigned by system 

Link ID Identifier for corresponding link from tblRnLink table. These link IDs are 
unique to each alternative model run. 

Date Date for these data (mm/dd/yyyy) 
Flow The flow in the current link on specified date (acre-feet). 

Loss Flow loss from current link on specified date (acre-feet). This model option is 
not used for the ILWS model so this field will always be zero. 
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2.4 Demand Operations Data 
The final operation table used in the RESNET model is the demand operations data table 
(tblRnDemandOperations). The individual fields in this table are described in Table 21. 

Table 21: Data Fields in Demand Operations Table (tblRnDemandOpearations) 
Field Name Description 

ID Unique record identifier assigned by system 

Demand ID Identifier for corresponding demand from tblRnDemand table. These demand 
IDs are unique to each alternative model run. 

Date Date for these data (mm/dd/yyyy) 
Demand Actual volume for current demand satisfied on specified date (acre-feet). 

Demand Shortage Difference between desired and actual volume for current demand on specified 
date (acre-feet). 

Return Flow Portion of current demand that is returned to system on specified date (acre-
feet). 

 

2.5 Post-processing Data 
Execution of the RESNET model generates the four output tables described above. To aid in subsequent 
analysis, several Access routines have been developed that generate auxiliary data tables from the data 
contained in the four primary output tables. These routines are available in the main RESNET model 
database file and will generate the following summary tables: 

2.5.1 Discharge Summary Data 
In the RESNET model, minimum required streamflow and deliveries to pump stations are modeled as 
flow-through demands. For this reason, the flow in a stream below a given model node is often a 
combination of terms at some locations. The process for calculating these flows is outlined below. 

• Arkansas River near Hutchinson (Node No. 10): Flow in Link L6 only 
• Arkansas River near Maize (Node No. 25): Flow in Link L8 only 
• Arkansas River below Wichita (Node No. 85): Flow in Link L10 only 
• Little Arkansas River at Alta Mills (Node No. 30): Flow in Link L1 only 
• Little Arkansas River at Halstead (Node No. 40): Flow in Link L2 plus Demand D24 plus lesser of 

Demands D17 and D24 
• Little Arkansas River at Sedgwick (Node No. 50): Flow in Link L3 plus Demands D20 and D17 
• Little Arkansas River at Valley Center (Node No. 60): Flow in Link L4 only 
• Little Arkansas River at Mouth (Node No. 70): Flow in Link L5 plus Demands D19 and D21 
• North Fork Ninnescah River (Node No. 90): Flow in Link L11 plus Demand D12 
• Ninnescah River near Peck (Node No. 100): Flow in Link L12 only 
• Arkansas River at Arkansas City (Node No. 110): Spill at Node 110 (sum of flows in Links L10 and 

L12) 
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A post-processing routine has been developed that generates a discharge summary table 
(tblRnDischargeSummary) that combines the various link and demand flows listed above for each day 
during the model simulation period. The individual fields in this table are listed in Table 22. 

Table 22: Data Fields in Discharge Summary Table (tblRnDischargeSummary) 
Field Name Description 

ID Unique record identifier assigned by system 
Model ID Identifier for corresponding model run in tblRnModel table. 
Date Date for these data (mm/dd/yyyy) 
Halstead Mean daily flow in Little Arkansas River near Halstead (cfs). 
Sedgwick Mean daily flow in Little Arkansas River near Sedgwick (cfs). 
Valley Center Mean daily flow in Little Arkansas River at Valley Center (cfs). 
L Ark Mouth Mean daily flow in Little Arkansas River at it mouth in Wichita (cfs) 
Wichita Mean daily flow in Arkansas River at Wichita (cfs) 
Below Cheney Mean daily flow in North Fork Ninnescah River below Cheney Reservoir (cfs) 
Peck Mean daily flow in Ninnescah River near Peck (cfs) 
Ark City Mean daily flow in Arkansas River at Arkansas City (cfs) 
 

2.5.2 Storage Summary Data 
The daily end-of-day storage in Cheney Reservoir and storage deficits in the Equus Beds aquifer are 
available in the storage summary table (tblRnStorageSummary). The fields in this table are described in 
Table 23. 

Table 23: Data Fields in Storage Summary Table (tblRnStorageSummary) 
Field Name Description 

ID Unique record identifier assigned by system 
Model ID Identifier for corresponding model run in tblRnModel table. 
Date Date for these data (mm/dd/yyyy) 
Cheney End-of-day storage in Cheney Reservoir on this date (acre-feet). 
Equus Beds End-of-day storage deficit in Equus Beds aquifer (acre-feet). 
 

2.5.3 Water Supply Summary Data 
The City’s total raw water demand each day is determined by the related demand and demand distribution 
data described above (Section 1.5.1). The supply summary table (tblRnSupplySummary) shows where the 
water to meet this demand comes from each day. This table also summaries the water delivered to the 
Equus Beds for recharge and aquifer gains and losses from the Arkansas and Little Arkansas rivers. The 
fields in the supply summary table are listed in Table 24 
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Table 24: Data Fields in Supply Summary Table (tblRnSupplySummary) 
Field Name Description 

ID Unique record identifier assigned by system 
Model ID Identifier for corresponding model run in tblRnModel table. 
Date Date for these data (mm/dd/yyyy) 
Cheney Water supplied from Cheney Reservoir on this date (acre-feet). 
Equus Beds Water supplied from Equus Beds well field on this date (acre-feet). 
Bentley Reserve Water supplied from the Bentley Reserve well field (acre-feet). 
Local WF Water supplied from the existing local (E&S) well fields (acre-feet) 
Local Expansion Water supplied from the planned expansion of the local well field (acre-feet). 
L Ark Diversion Water supplied by direct diversion from the Little Arkansas River (acre-feet) 

Equus Beds Recharge Water diverted from the Little Arkansas River for recharge of the Equus Beds 
aquifer (acre-feet) 

Ark Losses Net losses from Equus Beds aquifer to Arkansas River (acre-feet) 
L Ark Gains Net losses from Equus Beds aquifer to Little Arkansas River (acre-feet) 
 

2.5.4 Water Surface Elevation Summary Data 
The water surface elevations at four locations in the model area are estimated from the modeled daily 
discharges at these locations. These locations are as follows: 

• Little Arkansas River at Valley Center 
• Arkansas River at Wichita 
• Ninnescah River near Peck 
• Arkansas River at Arkansas City 

These four locations are all located at active USGS stream gages. The water surface elevations at these 
locations are calculated using rating tables obtained from the USGS. The rating table data for these gages 
are stored in a database table named tblRnGageRating. The fields in the gage rating table are described in 
Table 25. 

Table 25: Data Fields in Gage Rating Table (tblRnGageRating) 
Field Name Description 

ID Unique record identifier assigned by system 
Number Station number for USGS stream gage 
Gage Height Gage height reading (feet) 

WS Elev Water surface elevation corresponding to this gage height (feet NGVD). 
Equivalent to gage height plus gage datum elevation. 

Discharge Estimate stream discharge at this gage height (cfs) 
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The estimated water surface elevations at the four stream nodes are written to a summary table named 
tblRnWSElevSummary. This table also contains the end-of-day pool elevation and pool area for Cheney 
Reservoir. The fields in the water surface elevation summary table are listed in Table 26. 

Table 26: Data Fields in Water Surface ElevationSupply Summary Table 
(tblRnSupplySummary) 

Field Name Description 
ID Unique record identifier assigned by system 
Model ID Identifier for corresponding model run in tblRnModel table. 
Date Date for these data (mm/dd/yyyy) 

Valley Center Estimated water surface elevation in Little Arkansas River at Valley Center 
(feet NGVD). 

Wichita Estimated water surface elevation in Arkansas River at Wichita (feet NGVD). 
Cheney End-of-day pool elevation in Cheney Reservoir (feet NGVD). 
Peck Estimated water surface elevation in Ninnescah River near Peck (feet NGVD) 

Ark City Estimated water surface elevation in Arkansas River at Arkansas City (feet 
NGVD). 

Cheney Area End-of-day pool area for Cheney Reservoir (acres) 
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Equus Beds Storage Deficit Relationship Appendix A - Groun ctNater Model Information 

Figure A-1. Hydraulic Conductivity Zones in Layer 1 

Figure A-2. Hydraulic Conductivity Zones in Layer 2 
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RESERVOIR EVAPORATION RATES 

This appendix documents the reservoir evaporation rate estimates that have been developed for use in 

planning studies for the City of Wichita’s Integrated Local Water Supply (ILWS) Plan. Discussed below 

are the base climatic and hydrologic data, the methodology used to develop the evaporation estimates and 

the resulting estimates. 

Background 
A computer model was developed to simulate operation of the ILWS system under various scenarios. 

This operations model was used initially to help with the conceptual design of the ILWS system and later 

to quantify potential hydrologic impacts for the project’s environmental impact statement (EIS). The 

operations model calculates a water balance for the ILWS system each day during the 85-year model 

simulation period (water years [WY] 1923–2007) using the following hydrologic data: 

• Historical mean daily stream discharge at selected points within the project area 

• Historical monthly reservoir evaporation rates 

• Available storage and other physical data for Cheney Reservoir 

• Available storage, natural recharge and other parameters for the Equus Beds aquifer 

• City’s current and projected water demands 

• Irrigation demands for agriculture in the Equus Beds Well Field area 

• Minimum desirable streamflow requirements 

• Supply capability and other operating parameters for all current and potential water supply sources 

• Preferred allocation order for each water supply source 

The City’s existing Cheney Reservoir is one of the principal supply sources in the ILWS system. This 

reservoir is located on the North Fork Ninnescah River (North Fork) about 26 miles west of downtown 

Wichita. Simulating the operation of this reservoir requires estimates of all significant inflow to and 

outflow from the reservoir, including the net evaporation from the reservoir surface. The evaporation rate 

estimates discussed below were used to estimate the net evaporation losses from this reservoir. 
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Climatic Data 

The evaporation rate estimates are based directly or indirectly on recorded climatic data. The climatic data 

utilized in this analysis are described below: 

Pan Evaporation Data 
The City of Wichita has collected pan evaporation data at Cheney Reservoir since shortly after the 

reservoir was placed in service. These data were provided to Burns & McDonnell in the form of monthly 

pan evaporation rates. The period of record for these data is September 1965 through August 2008; 

however, there are frequent missing values during the winter months prior to 1975. 

Pan evaporation data for two other stations in the vicinity of Cheney Reservoir were also collected for 

comparison purposes. These data are described below: 

• Wichita Weather Service Office: The National Weather Service has developed estimates of average 

monthly pan evaporation at the Weather Service Office (WSO) in Wichita for the period 1956–1970 

(NOAA, 1982b). This office is located near the Wichita airport, which is about 21 miles east-

southeast of Cheney Reservoir. 

• Fall River Dam: Pan evaporation data were collected at Fall River Dam from 1948–1978. This dam is 

located approximately 95 miles east of Cheney Reservoir. 

The pan evaporation data available from these sources were converted into estimates of lake, or free water 

surface, evaporation by multiplying by a pan coefficient of 70 percent (NOAA, 1982a). Table 1 and 

Figure 1 present the average monthly lake evaporation rates calculated from these data. Review of this 

table and graph show that the recorded monthly evaporation at Cheney Reservoir is typically higher than 

at the other two locations. This condition is not unexpected because evaporation in Kansas tends to 

increase in a westerly direction as the climate becomes more arid. 

Other Climatic Data 
Other types of monthly climatic data were also collected for use in these evaporation rate estimates. These 

additional data were all collected at the National Weather Service office in Wichita. The available types 

of climatic data, along with their respective units and periods of record, are listed below: 
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Table 1: Average Monthly Lake Evaporation Rates (inches) 
Month Cheney Reservoira,b Wichita WSOa,c Fall River Dama,d 

Jan 1.32 1.14 0.71 

Feb 1.48 1.47 1.65 

Mar 2.58 2.90 3.12 

Apr 4.52 4.12 4.92 

May 5.46 5.25 5.40 

Jun 7.11 6.13 6.08 

Jul 8.41 6.76 7.22 

Aug 7.61 6.42 6.98 

Sep 5.14 4.20 4.50 

Oct 3.84 3.28 3.41 

Nov 2.03 1.84 1.88 

Dec 1.53 1.39 0.75 

Annual 51.03 44.90 46.62 

May-Oct 37.57 32.04 33.59 

a. Calculated from recorded or estimated pan evaporation data using pan coefficient of 

70 percent. 

b. Pan evaporation data collected by City for period Sep 1965-Aug 2007. 

c. National Weather Service estimates of pan evaporation for period 1956–1970. 

d. Pan evaporation data collected for period 1948–1978. 
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Figure 1: Average Monthly Lake Evaporation Rates 

• Average monthly temperature (degrees F.) — Jan 1922–Dec 2007 

• Total monthly precipitation (inches) — Jan 1930–Dec 2007 

• Average monthly relative humidity (percent) — Jan 1954–Dec 1997 

• Average monthly wind speed (miles/hour) — Jan 1954–Dec 1997 

• Average monthly barometric pressure (millibars) — Jan 1954–Dec 1997 

• Average monthly sunshine (percent of possible sunshine) — long-term averages by month only 

• Average solar radiation (megajoules/square meter) — long-term averages by month only 

Average monthly values for these data are listed in Table 2. Appendix A contains a complete listing of the 

data types that have long periods of record: temperature, precipitation, relative humidity, wind speed and 

barometric pressure. As noted above, many of these data types are only available starting in 1954. For 

earlier periods when these data types are missing, long-term average monthly values were used as a 

substitute for actual monthly data. 

Table 2: Average Monthly Climatic Dataa 
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(deg. F.) (inches) (percent) (MJ/m2) (mph) (millibars) 

Jan 31.3 0.88 61 74.4 9.29 10.0 971.5 

Feb 36.5 1.03 61 72.8 11.97 10.9 970.2 

Mar 45.0 2.07 61 69.4 15.99 11.6 966.7 

Apr 56.2 2.67 64 69.4 19.76 11.8 965.7 

May 65.6 4.04 65 74.4 22.78 10.3 965.4 

Jun 75.7 4.47 70 72.8 25.20 10.2 965.7 

Jul 81.1 3.42 76 67.8 22.12 9.3 967.4 

Aug 81.0 3.25 75 68.8 19.32 9.1 967.8 

Sep 71.1 3.21 68 72.6 18.71 9.7 968.6 

Oct 59.3 2.48 65 71.5 14.40 9.9 969.4 

Nov 44.9 1.50 59 73.4 10.26 10.2 969.4 

Dec 34.7 1.16 58 75.2 8.29 9.8 970.8 

a. All of these data were collected at the Wichita Weather Service Office. The period of record for these data 

varies. Percent sunshine and solar radiation available only as long-term averages by month. 

 

Evaporation Model 

The pan evaporation data collected by the City at Cheney Reservoir are considered to provide the best 

possible estimates of reservoir evaporation when available (Table B-1 in Appendix B). However, these 

data start in the mid-1960s when the reservoir was placed in operation and do not cover the entire 

simulation period used in the operations model (WY1923–2007). For the period prior to 1965, reservoir 

evaporation rate estimates were calculated for Cheney Reservoir using Burns & McDonnell’s ETCALC 

computer model. This model uses a form of the Penman Equation to estimate evaporation depths. In 

general, the ETCALC model uses the following procedure to estimate evaporation rates. 

• Advective Losses: The ETCALC model contains a number of relationships to estimate advective, or 

aerodynamic, losses from the reservoir surface. Advective losses occur as water evaporates from the 

reservoir into the air immediately over the water surface. This process will occur whenever this air is 

unsaturated with water vapor (that is, has a relative humidity less than 100 percent). Wind that flows 

across the reservoir surface will then carry this “wetter” air away and replaces it with air that is 
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relatively drier, allowing the process to continue. Advective losses are primarily a function of air 

temperature, relative humidity and wind speed. 

• Energy Budget: A substantial amount of heat energy is required to transform water in liquid form into 

water vapor. The ETCALC model also contains relationships to estimate the amount of evaporation 

that would occur using an energy budget, or heat balance, methodology. The principal source of heat 

energy that controls evaporation is the Sun. Incident solar radiation at the reservoir varies seasonally, 

based on the inclination of the Earth’s axis and its distance from the Sun, and with the amount of 

cloud cover (percent possible sunshine). 

• Weighting Function: The Penman Equation uses a weighting function to estimate potential 

evapotranspiration from the separate advective loss and energy balance estimates. This weighting 

function is based on the slope of the saturation-vapor-pressure versus temperature curve at the given 

air temperature. (Linsley, et. al., 1982). 

The relationships build into the ETCALC model — the relationships that estimate the advective loss, 

energy budget and weighting function terms described above — use the types of climatic data listed in the 

previous section as inputs. For the most accurate evaporation estimates, these inputs should be daily data. 

However, records of daily climatic data have become widely available only in recent years. Therefore the 

ETCALC model was designed to use monthly inputs and generate monthly evaporation rate estimates. 

Model Calibration 

The ETCALC model must be calibrated to yield accurate evaporation estimates. There are two calibration 

coefficients available in the model that can be used to adjust the resulting evaporation rate estimates. The 

model was calibrated using the available pan evaporation data collected by the City at Cheney Reservoir, 

which start in September 1965. When available, the ETCALC model will use recorded evaporation data 

to calculate a goodness-of-fit statistic based on the differences between monthly recorded and estimated 

evaporation rates (sum of the squares of the residuals). For calibration, the ETCALC model was executed 

for a period September 1965–December 1996. The calibration coefficients were adjusted by trial and 

error until a minimum value for this goodness-of-fit statistic was obtained. 
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Evaporation RATE Estimates 

Once the ETCALC model was successfully calibrated, it was re-executed to estimate monthly evaporation 

rates for the entire simulation period, WY1923–2007. The evaporation rates estimated in the ETCALC 

model are gross rates for Cheney Reservoir. These estimated evaporation rates were combined with the 

data recorded by the City to yield a composite record. That is, whenever recorded evaporation data were 

available, they were used in preference to values estimated by the ETCALC model. The resulting gross 

evaporation rate estimates are listed in Table B-2. 

Precipitation that falls directly on the surface of Cheney Reservoir will tend to offset some of the gross 

evaporation from the reservoir. The resulting evaporation — gross evaporation less direct precipitation — 

is referred to as net reservoir evaporation. Not all of the precipitation that strikes the surface of a reservoir 

is considered to reduce evaporation. In the absence of the reservoir, some of this precipitation would have 

run off from the portion of the watershed that is covered by the reservoir itself and contribute to the 

discharge in the North Fork. This direct runoff was accounted for in the reservoir’s inflow estimates. 

Therefore, to avoid double counting this water, monthly net evaporation estimates (N) were calculated 

using the following formula: 

RPGN +−=  

In this equation, G is the estimated monthly gross evaporation and P is the estimated total monthly 

precipitation at Cheney Reservoir. The direct runoff component (R) is also a function of precipitation and 

was estimated to be 30 percent of direct precipitation. Substituting this relationship for direct runoff (R = 

0.3P) into the above equation yields the following equation for net evaporation: 

PGN 7.0−=  

Substituting the values of gross evaporation (G) (Table B-2) and precipitation (P) (Table A-2), yields the 

monthly net evaporation rates estimates. These net evaporation rates are listed in Table B-3. These net 

evaporation rates can be negative in months when precipitation exceeds evaporation. 

Summary 

Table 3 is a summary that lists average monthly rates for gross and net evaporation. Figure 2 is a graph of 

estimated annual gross and net evaporation rates that shows how these rates vary from year to year.  
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Table 3: Average Monthly Evaporation Rates at Cheney Reservoir 

Month 
Gross Evaporation 

(inches) 

Net Evaporation 

(inches) 

Jan 1.53 0.85 

Feb 1.71 0.92 

Mar 2.66 0.94 

Apr 4.18 2.04 

May 5.25 2.01 

Jun 6.88 3.26 

Jul 8.31 5.57 

Aug 7.86 5.26 

Sep 5.47 2.90 

Oct 4.08 2.10 

Nov 2.27 1.06 

Dec 1.68 1.06 

Annual 51.88 27.67 

 

Review of Figure 2 shows that annual gross evaporation ranged from a low of 38.02 inches in 1969 to a 

high of 71.42 inches in 1966; annual gross evaporation averages 51.88 inches. Annual net evaporation is 

more variable than gross evaporation because it is influenced by precipitation, which can vary 

significantly from year to year. The range in annual net evaporation was from about 5 to 60 inches, with 

an average of nearly 28 inches. 
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Figure 2: Annual Gross and Net Reservoir Evaporation (inches) 

 
The operations model uses a daily time step so it requires estimates of daily evaporation. The daily 

evaporation rates used in the operations model were estimated from these monthly data by simply 

dividing the monthly totals by the number of days in each month to yield average daily values by month. 
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STREAMFLOW ESTIMATES 

This appendix documents the streamflow estimates that have been developed for use in planning studies 

for the City of Wichita’s Integrated Local Water Supply (ILWS) Plan. Discussed below are the base 

historical streamflow data, the methodology used to synthesize flow estimates, and the resulting 

estimates. 

Background 
A computer model was developed to simulate operation of the ILWS system under various scenarios. 

This operations model was used initially to help with the conceptual design of the ILWS system; it was 

later used to quantify potential hydrologic impacts for the project’s environmental impact statement (EIS). 

The operations model calculates a water balance for the ILWS system each day during the 85-year model 

simulation period (water years [WY] 1923–2007) using the following hydrologic data: 

• Historical mean daily stream discharge at selected points within the project area 

• Historical monthly reservoir evaporation rates 

• Available storage and other physical data for Cheney Reservoir 

• Available storage, natural recharge and other parameters for the Equus Beds aquifer 

• City’s current and projected water demands 

• Irrigation demands for agriculture in the Equus Beds Well Field area 

• Minimum desirable streamflow requirements 

• Supply capability and other operating parameters for all current and potential water supply sources 

• Preferred allocation order for each water supply source 

The ILWS system is represented in the operations model as a network of nodes with connecting links. 

The majority of the model nodes represent locations on project area streams; the remaining nodes 

represent off-stream features, such as well fields, treatment plants and pipeline junctions. A schematic of 

the overall operations model network is shown in Figure 1. The nodes shown in Figure 1 with dark 

shading are stream nodes that receive unregulated surface runoff. These stream nodes are listed in Table 1 

along with their corresponding node numbers. 
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Figure 1: Operations Model Schematic 

 

(see Page A4 of Attachment A )
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Table 1: Model Stream Nodes with Unregulated Inflow 
Model Stream Node (Node Number) Model Stream Node (Node Number) 

Arkansas River near Hutchinson (10) Little Arkansas River at Mouth (70) 

Arkansas River near Maize (20) Arkansas River at Wichita (80) 

Little Arkansas River at Alta Mills (30) NF Ninnescah River at Cheney Reservoir (90) 

Little Arkansas River at Halstead (40) Ninnescah River near Peck (100) 

Little Arkansas River near Sedgwick (50) Arkansas River at Arkansas City (110) 

Little Arkansas River at Valley Center (60)  

 

To maintain a daily water balance for the ILWS system, the operations model requires estimates of mean 

daily streamflow at each of these stream nodes. As there is no practicable method available that can 

predict future hydrologic conditions with any certainty, these streamflow estimates are based on historical 

data. These historical data are used as a surrogate for possible future streamflow. The historical 

streamflow estimates developed for the operations model are described below. 

Recorded Stream Discharge Data 

In the United States, stream discharge data are collected primarily by the U.S. Geological Survey 

(USGS). Although the USGS maintains a network of stream gaging stations located throughout the 

country, it does not operate gaging stations at each of the stream nodes identified above. Therefore, it was 

necessary to synthesize some of the stream discharge data used in the operations model from those data 

that were available. The available stream gages of interest in the project vicinity are listed in Table 2 

along with other relevant data. A map showing the locations of these gages is included as Figure 2 

(USGS, no date). The recorded mean daily discharge for these gages was downloaded from the USGS’ 

National Water Information System (NWIS), an online database system.  

Review of Table 2 shows these streamflow records start as early as 1921 for the Arkansas River; 

however, only two of these gages, the Little Arkansas River at Valley Center (Station 07144200) and 

Arkansas River at Arkansas City (Station 07146500), have long continuous records. Under the ILWS 

plan, the Little Arkansas River is the primary new water source, both for direct use and aquifer recharge; 

therefore, this gage’s period of record was used to define the simulation period for the project operations 

model: WY 1923-2007 (October 1922–September 2007). 
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Table 2: USGS Stream Gaging Stationsa 

Station 

Number 
Name 

Location 

(Latitude/ 

Longitude) 

Drainage 

Areab 

(sq. mi.) 

Period 

of 

Record 

07143330 Arkansas River near Huchinson, KS 
37°56’47” 

97°45’29” 
31,724 

10/01/59-

09/30/07 

07143375 Arkansas River near Maize, KS 
37°46’53” 

97°23’33” 
31,924 

03/01/87-

09/30/07 

07143400 Arkansas River near Wichita, KS 
37°42’30” 

97°21’50” 
31,978 

10/01/21-

03/31/35 

07143665 Little Arkansas River at Alta Mills, KS 
38°06’44” 

97°35’30” 
681 

06/06/73-

09/30/07 

07143672 L. Arkansas River at Hwy 50 near Halstead, KS 
38°01’43” 

97°32’25” 
685 

05/01/95 

09/30/07 

07144100 Little Arkansas River near Sedgwick, KS 
37°52’59” 

97°25’27” 
1,165 

10/01/93-

09/30/07 

07144200 Little Arkansas River at Valley Center, KS 
37°49’56” 

97°23’16” 
1,253 

06/10/22-

09/30/07 

07144200 Little Arkansas River Floodwayc --- --- --- 

07144300 Arkansas River at Wichita, KS 
37°38’41” 

97°20’06” 
33,227 

10/01/34-

09/30/07 

07144300 Big Slough-Cowskin Floodwayd --- --- --- 

07144550 Arkansas River at Derby, KS 
37°32’34” 

97°16’31” 
33,567 

10/01/68-

09/30/07 

07144780 N. Fork Ninnescah River above Cheney Res., KS 
37°50’41” 

97°56’09” 
550 

07/01/65-

09/30/07 

07144795 North Fork Ninnescah River at Cheney Dam, KS 
37°43’17” 

97°47’39” 
664 

10/01/64-

09/30/07 

07144800 North Fork Ninnescah River near Cheney, KS 37°40’00” 685 10/01/50-
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97°46’00” 09/30/64 

07145500 Ninnescah River near Peck, KS 
37°27’26” 

97°25’20” 
1,785 

04/01/38-

09/30/07 

07146500 Arkansas River at Arkansas City, KS 
37°03’23” 

97°03’32” 
36,106 

10/01/21-

09/30/07 

a. The available data at these gaging stations were downloaded from USGS NWIS database system. 

b. Contributing drainage area. 

c. During periods of high flow, some of the flow in the Little Arkansas River is diverted through the Little 

Arkansas Floodway into the Arkansas River. Flow data for Station 07144200 is a composite of flow in main 

stem of Little Arkansas River and Little Arkansas River Floodway. 

d. During periods of high flow, some of the flow in the Arkansas River is diverted around Wichita through the 

Big Slough-Cowskin Floodway. These diverted flows re-enter the Arkansas River downstream of Wichita 

near Derby, KS. Flow data for Station 07144300 is a composite of flow in main stem of Arkansas River and 

Big Slough-Cowskin Floodway. 
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Figure 2: Location Map for USGS Stream Gages 
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Stream discharge can vary significantly from day to day and year to year based on weather patterns and 

other factors. On an annual basis, this variability is illustrated in a graph of the annual discharge in the 

Little Arkansas River at Valley Center (Valley Center gage) (Figure 3). These annual discharges have 

ranged from a low of approximately 18,000 acre-feet in WY 1934 to 1.23 million acre-feet in WY 1993, a 

factor of more than 100. 

Figure 3: Annual Discharge in Little Arkansas River at Valley Center 
 
For water supply purposes, the most critical periods during the available record are times of drought. In 

Kansas and much of the central plains region, the drought of record occurred in the mid-1950s. Following 

widespread flooding in WY 1951 and normal flows in WY 1952, the next four consecutive water years 

(1953–1956) proved to be exceptionally dry. Individually, there were several water years during the “dust 

bowl” of the 1920s and 1930s that were drier than these four years (1934, 1936, 1926, 1931, and 1925), 
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but never more than two in a row. This drought generally ended in February 1957 with heavy rains across 

the region. 

On a daily basis, the mean flow at the Valley Center gage has ranged from 1.1 to 28,600 cubic feet per 

second (cfs), and averages 315 cfs. Figure 4 is a flow duration curve for this stream gage that shows this 

daily variability. From this figure, the median (50 percent) discharge in the Little Arkansas River is 

shown to be 59 cfs, approximately one fifth of the average flow. The 10- and 90-percent flows at this 

gage are 494 and 21 cfs, respectively. 

Figure 4: Flow Durations in Little Arkansas River at Valley Center 
 

Natural Stream Discharge 
Natural stream discharge is the discharge that would have occurred in a stream without any man-made 

influences. These influences can include construction of an upstream reservoir, direct withdrawals for 

water supply or irrigation, or indirect withdrawals caused by groundwater depletions. Over time, these 

influences tend to become more pronounced as the water resources within a stream’s watershed area are 

developed. 
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As a typical first step in the development of a computer model for a water supply system, the available 

recorded streamflow data are naturalized. That is, they are adjusted to reflect estimated natural conditions 

by attempting to remove the affects of significant man-made influences. Estimating these influences, 

however, requires detailed records of applicable stream withdrawals and reservoir operations plus 

estimates of stream-aquifer interactions (discharges from aquifer to stream and depletions from stream to 

aquifer). Unfortunately, many of the necessary historical data often do not exist. Even where these data do 

exist, collection of these data can become a daunting task for a watershed the size of the Arkansas River. 

Within the ILWSP project area, there are three primary streams of interest: the North Fork Ninnescah, 

Little Arkansas and Arkansas rivers. Each of these streams is discussed separately below. 

North Fork Ninnescah River 
The North Fork Ninnescah River is home to Cheney Reservoir. Other than Cheney Reservoir itself, there 

is little development within this watershed that would significantly impact streamflow volumes. Land use 

within the watershed upstream of the reservoir is largely agricultural. Some of this cropland is irrigated 

but this water is supplied from groundwater and not by diversions from the river. The flow in this river 

and its tributaries is sporadic enough that surface water diversions have limited utility without 

accompanying storage. The City has relatively senior surface water rights for Cheney Reservoir and a 

comprehensive watershed protection program is in place for the reservoir’s catchment area. 

There are two stream gages on this stream that were used to estimate Cheney Reservoir inflow. The gage 

near Cheney (Station 07144800) is located below Cheney Dam; this gage was discontinued when the 

reservoir was placed in service. The other gage of interest (Station 07144780) is located above the 

reservoir. As a result, neither of these flow records requires adjustment because of the reservoir. 

Therefore, given there has been little other surface water development in this watershed, the recorded 

flow at these two gages is considered reasonably equivalent to natural flow. 

About 15 miles downstream of Cheney Reservoir, the North and South Forks meet to form the main stem 

of the Ninnescah River. There is another stream gage downstream on the Ninnescah River that was 

included as a stream node in the operations model: Ninnescah River near Peck (Station 07145500). About 

37 percent of this gage’s drainage area is located above Cheney Dam and the recorded flow at this gage 

has been impacted by operation of the reservoir since it went online in 1964. Therefore, the recorded 

flows at this gage are generally less than natural in recent years. However, this node was included in the 
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operations model only to show the impacts (discharge differences) of the various alternatives. For this 

reason, natural flow at this gage was not estimated. 

Little Arkansas River 
The Little Arkansas River is the major new water source that will be developed under the ILWS plan. The 

water in this river will be used directly to meet current City water demands and for aquifer recharge. Land 

use within this river’s watershed is mostly agricultural, except at its extreme northern extent where the 

City of McPherson is located. Water supplies within this area are derived almost exclusively from 

groundwater. There are a few small surface water rights on the Little Arkansas River but none result in 

significant depletions. 

There are four USGS stream gages on the Little Arkansas River that were used as stream nodes in the 

operations model: Alta Mills (Station 07143665), Halstead (Station 07143672), Sedgwick (Station 

07144100), and Valley Center (Station 07144200). Given the general lack of significant surface water 

diversions within the Little Arkansas River watershed and the Alta Mills gage’s location relatively high in 

the watershed, no adjustments were made to this gage’s record. 

Similarly, the flow record at the Sedgwick, Halstead and Valley Center gages has not been significantly 

influenced by surface water diversions. However, groundwater discharge from the Equus Beds aquifer 

does contribute to the base flow in the river at these gages. The operations model includes routines to 

estimate this groundwater discharge so the incremental runoff between these gages was adjusted later to 

remove the estimated historical groundwater discharge. This process avoids double counting of this 

groundwater discharge in the operations model and yields more accurate results. 

Arkansas River 
The Arkansas River runs through Wichita but because of its poor quality characteristics (high saline 

content), it is not currently a major water source for the City; use of this water source will increase under 

the ILWS plan but not significantly. Above Wichita, the Arkansas River drains a contributing watershed 

that covers more than 33,000 square miles, including about one-half of the State of Kansas. The water 

resources of the Arkansas River have been extensively developed, with the first ditch diversions for 

irrigation occurring in the late 1800s. 
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Although these surface water diversions have impacted the flow in this river, the more significant impacts 

have occurred because of groundwater development. The High Plains and other aquifers of the central 

plains states have been developed extensively for irrigation, municipal, and industrial use. This 

groundwater usage exploded beginning in the late 1960s with the development of reliable center pivot 

irrigation systems, which encouraged farmers to begin irrigating thousands of square miles of cropland in 

eastern Colorado and western Kansas. The resulting declines in groundwater levels have turned the 

Arkansas River into a losing stream; historically, the discharge from alluvial aquifers helped maintain the 

base flow in this river. Figure 5 provides an illustration of just how significant these flow impacts have 

been. This graph shows the annual flow in the Arkansas River at Dodge City, which is located about 150 

miles west of Wichita. Prior to the 1970s, the discharge at Dodge City was typically 40,000 acre-feet or 

more even in drier years. By the mid-1970s, typical dry-year flows had dropped to zero or nearly zero. 

Figure 5: Annual Arkansas River Discharge at Dodge City 
Downstream in Wichita, the impacts of stream depletions can be seen when comparing flow durations for 

periods before and after this groundwater development period. Figure 6 shows two flow duration curves 

for the Arkansas River at Wichita: one for water years (WY) 1935–1975 and the second for WY 1976–

2007. Examination of these graphs show that flows have typically decreased in the midrange, from about 

20 to 80 percent. However, the lowest flows — those with durations greater than 85 percent — have 
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actually increased. This latter observation is counterintuitive but may be a result of increased wastewater 

or other man-made discharges. 

Figure 6: Flow Durations for Arkansas River at Wichita 
 
Naturalizing the flow records for the Arkansas River would require collecting historical data on direct 

stream diversions from the river and its tributaries, and on groundwater withdrawals plus development of 

a groundwater model capable of estimating stream-aquifer interactions. Such a major effort was not 

considered practicable or justifiable given the comparisons presented above and the fact that the Arkansas 

River is a relatively minor water source for the City of Wichita. 

Synthesis of Streamflow Estimates 
As mentioned in Section 2, there are only two stream gages in the project vicinity with long continuous 

records that span the entire model simulation period: the Valley Center and Arkansas River at Arkansas 

City (Arkansas City) gages. At all other model stream nodes (Table 1), all or portions of the flow data 

used in the operations model were synthesized. The methods used to synthesize these data are described 

below: 
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Methodology 
For stream nodes located at stream gages, whether active or discontinued, there are discharge data that 

cover a portion of the model simulation period. At these locations, it was necessary to fill in the missing 

data with estimates based on recorded data at other nearby gages. At stream nodes that are not located at 

an active or discontinued stream gage, a complete 85-year record was generated. In either case, the 

missing flow data at the target stream node were estimated based on the recorded data at a nearby source 

gage or gages that have data for the missing period. In selecting source gages, preference was given to 

gages available on the same stream, located either upstream or downstream of the target stream node, that 

have comparable drainage areas. For target gages without any nearby upstream or downstream gages, data 

for a gage on another, nearby stream were used. 

For target nodes located at an active or discontinued stream gage, the missing data were estimated by first 

calculating the average annual unit discharge at the target and source stream gages. Unit discharge was 

calculated by dividing a gage’s flow by its contributing drainage area, yielding values in cfs/square mile. 

When the target and source gages have an overlapping period of record, regression analyses were used to 

determine a best-fit line through these data: 

st bqaq +=  

Where: 

qt = Recorded average annual unit discharge for target stream node (cfs/square mile) 
qs = Recorded average annual unit discharge for source stream gage (cfs/square mile) 
a = Intercept of best-fit line through data 
b = Slope of best-fit line through data 

When the regression analyses returned a best-fit line with a negative intercept or relatively large positive 

intercept, an alternate analysis was performed with an intercept forced to go through zero. This 

adjustment avoided problems later on days when the flow in the source gage was zero or near zero. With 

a negative intercept, the equation above returns an invalid negative flow estimate. Where the regression 

analysis returns a large positive intercept, the calculated flows yielded unrealistically high minimum 

flows. When there is no overlapping period of record for the target and source gages, the intercept and 

slope were assumed to be zero and one, respectively. 
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The regression analyses described above were based on average annual flows but later used to develop 

daily flow estimates. The mean daily discharges at the target stream node were estimated using these 

regression results in the following equation: 

t
s

s
t

A
A
Q

baQ ∗⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
×+=  

Where: 

Qt = Estimated mean daily discharge at target stream node (cfs) 
Qs = Recorded mean daily discharge at source gage(s) (cfs) 
As = Contributing drainage area at source gage (square miles) 
At = Contributing drainage area at target stream node (square miles) 

For those source and target gages that have no overlapping period of record, this equation simplifies to a 

straight drainage area ratio when substituting a = 0 and b = 1. 

Arkansas River near Hutchinson 
The uppermost stream node on the Arkansas River is located about 24 miles upstream of Wichita at the 

USGS’ Arkansas River near Hutchinson stream gage (Station 07143330). The period of record at this 

gage starts in October 1959 and runs through the end of the model simulation period. Prior to October 

1959, the flow data for this stream node were estimated from two downstream gages on the Arkansas 

River: Arkansas River near Wichita and Arkansas River at Wichita. The specifics of these estimates are 

described below: 

• Arkansas River near Wichita gage (Station 07143400): The period of record for this source gage runs 

from October 1921–March 1934, so it does not overlap the record at the near-Hutchinson gage. 

Therefore, the flow at this target stream node was estimated from the data at this source gage using a 

multiplier based on the ratio of the respective drainage areas. The flow estimates derived from this 

source gage extend from October 1922–September 1934. 

• Arkansas River at Wichita gage (07144300): This stream gage began operation in October 1934, 

replacing the near-Wichita gage discussed in the previous bullet item. This gage has been in 

continuous operation since that time, so there is an overlapping period of record for the target, near-
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Hutchinson stream node and this source gage (October 1959–September 2007). A major tributary, the 

Little Arkansas River, enters the Arkansas River between the Hutchinson and Wichita gages. The 

flow in this tributary (as measured at the Valley Center gage) was netted out of the flow at the 

Wichita gage before making flow comparisons. These comparisons are shown in Figure 7. The best-

fit regression line through these points has an intercept of 1.9277E-4 and a slope of 0.80236, with a 

coefficient of determination (R2) of about 0.947. For the period October 1934–September 1959, mean 

daily discharge at the near-Hutchinson stream node was estimated from this source gage using these 

regression results. 

Figure 7: Discharge Comparison–Arkansas River near Hutchinson vs. at Wichita 
 
If the unit runoff at these two Arkansas River gages was equivalent (that is, proportional to their 

respective drainage areas), the regression line shown in Figure 7 would have an intercept of zero and a 

slope of one. This seemingly large discrepancy results because the Arkansas River frequently runs dry in 

central Kansas because of upstream regulation and stream depletions. Therefore, the true effective 

contributing drainage area for these gages usually starts in central Kansas and not at the continental divide 

in Colorado. 
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Starting in October 1959, the actual recorded data at the near-Hutchinson stream gage was used for this 

stream node. 

Arkansas River near Maize 
The USGS’ Arkansas River near Maize, Kansas stream gage (Station 07143375) is located a short 

distance upstream of the Wichita metropolitan area. The period of record for this gage is March 1987 to 

present. Prior to March 1987, the flow data for this stream node were estimated using the Arkansas River 

near Wichita and Arkansas River at Wichita gages. The methods used to estimate the missing flow data at 

this node are described below: 

• Arkansas River near Wichita gage (Station 07143400): The period of record for this source gage runs 

from October 1921–March 1934; therefore, its record does not overlap that at the near-Maize gage. 

For this reason, the target node flow estimates derived from this source gage’s data were developed 

using a drainage area ratio. The ratio of the contributing drainage areas at the near-Maize and near-

Wichita gages is 0.998 (31,924 square miles/31.978 square miles). The flow estimates developed 

from this source gage extend from October 1922–September 1934. 

• Arkansas River at Wichita gage (Station 07144300): This source gage is the active stream gage on the 

Arkansas River in Wichita. The period of record for this gage is October 1934 to present. The 

multiplier used to estimate the flow data at the near-Maize node from this gage’s data was derived 

from regression analyses using average annual unit flow data. Figure 8 is a scatter plot that shows the 

relationship between the average annual unit flows at the near-Maize gage and the net average annual 

unit flow at the at-Wichita and Valley Center gages. The best-fit regression line through these points 

has an intercept of -0.00343 and a slope of 1.22539, with an R2 of 0.95146. An alternate regression 

line with a forced intercept of zero yields a slope of 1.11652 and R2 of 0.97276. These latter 

regression results were used to generate the flow estimates using this source gage. These estimates 

start in October 1934 and end in March 1987, when the near-Maize gage became active. 
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Figure 8: Discharge Comparison-Arkansas River near Maize vs. at Wichita 
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Little Arkansas River at Alta Mills 
The USGS has operated a stream gaging station on the Little Arkansas River at Alta Mills (Station 

07143665) since 1973. The location of this gage was selected as the farthest upstream node on the Little 

Arkansas River. For the balance of the model simulation period, the flow at this gage was estimated from 

the flow records at the downstream Valley Center gage. A scatter plot that compares the average annual 

flow at these two gages for the available 34-year overlapping period of record is shown in Figure 9. The 

best-fit line through these points has an approximate intercept of -0.02213, a slope of 1.06826, and an R2 

of 0.96623. An alternate regression line with a forced intercept of zero was also added to this graph. This 

line has a slope of 1.02513 and R2 of 0.98466. The results of this alternate regression analysis were used 

to estimate the discharge at Alta Mills for the missing period, October 1922–June 1973. 
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Figure 9: Little Arkansas River Discharge Comparison–Alta Mills vs. Valley Center 
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Little Arkansas River at Halstead 
As originally conceived, the ILWSP included a proposed surface water intake and/or diversion wells on 

the Little Arkansas River near Halstead. There is a stream gage near this location (Little Arkansas River 

at Highway 50 near Halstead, Kansas [Station 07143672]); the record at this station begins in May 1995. 

For the balance of the model simulation period, the flow at this gage was estimated from the flow records 

at the downstream Valley Center gage. A scatter plot that compares the average annual flow at these two 

gages for the available 12-year overlapping period of record is shown in Figure 10. The best-fit line 

through these points has an approximate intercept of -0.03734, a slope of 1.1941, and an R2 of 0.85251. 

An alternate regression line with a forced intercept of zero was also added to this graph. This line has a 

slope of 1.09214 and R2 of 0.96029. The results of this alternate regression analysis were used to estimate 

the discharge at Halstead for the missing period, September 1922–April 1995. 
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Figure 10: Little Arkansas River Discharge Comparison–Halstead 
vs. Valley Center 
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Little Arkansas River near Sedgwick 
The USGS’ Little Arkansas River near Sedgwick gage had been in operation since October 1993. Figure 

11 shows that the average annual unit flow at the Sedgwick and Valley Center gages has a very nearly 

linear relationship. The best-fit line through these points has an intercept of -0.02843 and a slope of 

1.14755 with an R2 of 0.97838. An alternate best-fit line with a zero intercept has a slope of 1.07376 and 

an R2 of 0.99282. The discharge at this stream node for the period prior to October 1993 was estimated 

from the data at the Valley Center gage using the results of this latter regression analysis. 
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Figure 11: Discharge Comparison–Little Arkansas River near Sedgwick 
vs. at Valley Center 

 

Little Arkansas River at Valley Center 
The Valley Center stream node on the Little Arkansas River is located at the USGS’ stream gage of the 
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Arkansas River at Wichita 
In Wichita, the discharge in the Arkansas River is recorded at a USGS stream gage located at the South 

Broadway Bridge (Station 07144300). This stream gage (Arkansas River at Wichita) has been in 

continuous operation since October 1934. Prior to this date, two possible methods were investigated to 

extend this record back to the start of the model simulation period. These methods are discussed below: 

• Arkansas River near Wichita (Station 07143400): There is another stream gage located about six 

miles upstream of the target stream node that has flow records extending back beyond the start of the 

model simulation period. This gage (Arkansas River near Wichita) was discontinued shortly after the 

at-Wichita gage was placed in operation (March 1935). As there are only six months of overlapping 

data at the near-Wichita and at-Wichita gages, the results of any regression analysis would not be 

considered to have much validity. Although this gage is located only a short distance upstream, it is 

also above the confluence of the Little Arkansas River and has a significantly different (smaller) 

drainage area. Therefore, one method for estimating the flow at this target node would be to total the 

flow in the Arkansas River at the near-Wichita gage and the estimated flow in the Little Arkansas 

River at its mouth (Section 4.8). 

• Arkansas River at Arkansas City (Station 07146500): The USGS stream gage on the Arkansas River 

at Arkansas City is one of the few gages with data for the earliest portion of the model simulation 

period. Figure 12 is a scatter plot that shows the relationship between the average annual unit flows at 

this gage and the target stream node. Two best-fit regression lines were plotted through these points. 

The first line has an intercept of -0.00608, an approximate slope of 0.65439, and an R2 of 0.92131. 

The second line has a zero intercept, slope of 0.57563 and R2 of 0.96666. 

The flow record at the Wichita stream node was extended using the first method described above — sum 

of the discharge data for the near-Wichita gage and estimated flow in Little Arkansas River at its mouth. 
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Figure 12: Discharge Comparison–Arkansas River at Wichita vs. at Arkansas City 
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from this source gage were developed by multiplying recorded flows by the ratio of contributing 

drainage areas of the dam and gage (664 square miles/550 square miles = 1.207). 

• Little Arkansas River at Valley Center (Station 07144200): Prior to installation of the near-Cheney 

gage, there are no stream flow records for the North Fork Ninnescah River. For this period, Cheney 

Reservoir inflow was estimated using data for the Valley Center gage on the Little Arkansas River. 

Figure 13 is a scatter plot that compares the average annual unit discharge at this gage with those for 

the near-Cheney and above-Cheney-Reservoir gages. The regression analyses for these data were 

developed after excluding one outlying data point. This single outlier was shown to have a significant 

influence on the regression results. The best-fit line through the remaining data points has an intercept 

of 0.08256 and a slope of 0.62079. Using these regression results to estimate the missing flow data 

for this target gage results in an unrealistically high minimum reservoir inflow estimate; therefore an 

alternate regression line with a zero intercept was used to estimate Cheney Reservoir inflow for the 

period October 1922–September 1950 and October 1964–June 1965. This zero-intercept regression 

line has a slope of 0.82864 and an R2 of 0.90329. 

Figure 13: Discharge Comparison–Little Arkansas River vs. NF Ninnescah River 
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Ninnescah River near Peck 
Below Cheney Reservoir on the main stem of the Ninnescah River is a USGS stream gage near Peck 

(Station 07145500). This gage has a period of record from April 1938 to the present. For the early portion 

of the model simulation period before this gage became active, these flows were estimated using data for 

the Arkansas City gage on the Arkansas River (Station 07146500). A scatter plot that compares the 

average annual unit flow at these source and target gages is included as Figure 14. From regression 

analyses, the best-fit line through these data points has an intercept of 0.05233, a slope of 4.10385, and an 

R2 of 0.84037. The missing data at this stream node were estimated using the results of this regression 

analysis. 

Figure 14: Discharge Comparison–Arkansas River vs. Ninnescah River 
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Unregulated stream node inflow 
The streamflow data presented above includes estimates of the mean daily flow at each stream node for 

the entire model simulation period. The flow input data required for the operations model, however, are 

the unregulated inflow at each stream node. The unregulated inflow to a stream node is defined as the net 

runoff that accrues to the stream between that node and any upstream nodes. For example, the Arkansas 

River at Wichita stream node is located downstream of two other stream nodes: Arkansas River near 

Maize and Little Arkansas River at Mouth. Therefore, the unregulated inflow at the Wichita stream node 

is calculated as the estimated discharge at this node less the estimated discharge at the two upstream 

nodes. These unregulated inflow data can be negative at times when there are net depletions within a 

stream reach. These data can also be negative because of differences in the timing of storm hydrographs, 

which can cause the discharge at an upstream gage to be higher on a given day than the discharge at a 

downstream gage. 

The streamflow estimates at each stream node were converted to unregulated inflow estimates by 

subtracting the flow from any upstream flow nodes. The upstream nodes at each stream node (if any) can 

be discovered by examination of Figure 1, but are also listed in Table 4 for convenience. 

Table 4: Upstream Nodes at each Stream Node 
Upstream Node(s) 

Node No. Node Name 
Node No. Node Name 

10 Arkansas R. near Hutchinson --- --- 

20 Arkansas R. near Maize 10 Arkansas R. near Hutchinson 

30 L. Arkansas R. at Alta Mills --- --- 

40 L. Arkansas R. at Halstead 30 L. Arkansas R. at Alta Mills 

50 L. Arkansas R. near Sedgwick 40 L. Arkansas R. at Halstead 

60 L. Arkansas R. at Valley Center 50 L. Arkansas R. near Sedgwick 

70 L. Arkansas R. at Mouth 60 L. Arkansas R. at Valley Center 

50 L. Arkansas R. near Sedgwick 
80 Arkansas R. at Wichita 

70 L. Arkansas R. at Mouth 

90 NF Ninnescah R. at Cheney Dam --- --- 

100 Ninnescah R. near Peck 90 NF Ninnescah R. at Cheney Dam 
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80 Arkansas R. at Wichita 
110 Arkansas R. at Arkansas City 

100 Ninnescah R. near Peck 

 

Inflow Adjustments for Groundwater Interaction 
Groundwater modeling has shown there is a strong hydraulic connection between the Arkansas and Little 

Arkansas rivers and the Equus Beds aquifer. The rates at which the aquifer gains or loses water to these 

streams is a function of aquifer water levels and storage. Table 5 lists the estimated rates of aquifer gain 

from and loss to local rivers as a function of aquifer water levels (Burns & McDonnell, 2008a). 

Table 5: Equus Beds Aquifer Gain and Loss Rates 
Aquifer 

Water Level 

(feet NGVD)a 

Total Aquifer 

Gain Rateb 

(cfs) 

Total Aquifer 

Loss Rateb 

(cfs) 

Net Aquifer 

Loss Ratec 

(cfs) 

1342 133d 23d -110 

1360 100 38 -62 

1366 89 43 -46 

1370 82 44 -38 

1375 73 48 -25 

1380 62 53 -9 

1385 54 60 6 

1389 48 68 20 

1390 46 70 24 

1395 38 82 44 

1396 36 85 49 

1402 29 99 70 

a. Aquifer water level is the water elevation measured in Monitoring Well 886. 

b. Estimates of gains and losses to area streams from MODFLOW groundwater model (Burns & 

McDonnell, 2008a). 

c. Negative values indicate a net aquifer gain. 

d. Values extrapolated from remaining data. 
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In past analyses, it has been generally assumed that all Equus Beds aquifer gains come from Arkansas 

River depletions and all aquifer losses from discharge to the Little Arkansas River. The Little Arkansas 

River is down gradient of the aquifer so the assumption that all aquifer gains must come from the 

Arkansas River seems valid. However, review of measured flows in the Little Arkansas River seems at 

odds with the assumption that all aquifer discharge accrues to this river. The reasons for this conclusion 

are discussed further below. 

The aquifer gain and loss rates listed in Table 5 are relative to aquifer water levels (piezometric water 

surface elevations) measured in Monitoring Well 886. A hydrograph of historical water levels in this 

monitoring well is plotted in Figure 14. These measured water levels have ranged from a peak elevation 

of 1399.09 feet NGVD in August 1939 to a low of 1359.24 feet NGVD in October 1992. From the data in 

Table 5, the corresponding aquifer discharge would have ranged from a minimum rate of about 37 cfs in 

1992 to a maximum of 92 cfs in 1939. With an average water level of nearly 1382 feet, the historical 

aquifer discharge would have averaged about 56 cfs. If all of this aquifer discharge accrues to the Little 

Arkansas River then one would expect the baseflow in this stream to be comparable to these groundwater 

discharge values (that is, to average 56 cfs and never be less than 37 cfs). If fact the measured flow in this 

river has been less than 56 cfs at Valley Center about 48 percent of the time and less than 37 cfs about 30 

percent of the time (Figure 4). 
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Figure 14: Water Levels in Equus Beds Aquifer 
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rates with measured flows in the Arkansas and Little Arkansas River, but none of these methods were 
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Preference was given to balancing flows in the Little Arkansas River because it is the primary new water 
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• The historical water levels measured for Well 886 (Figure 14) were paired with the gain and loss rates 

listed in Table 5 to yield estimates of historical aquifer gain and loss rates for the entire model 
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• The apparent groundwater accretions to the Little Arkansas River were estimated for each day during 

the 85-year modeling period as the difference in the measured or estimated flows at Alta Mills and 

Valley Center. 

• The apparent net groundwater accretions to the Arkansas River were estimated for each day as the 

flow at Wichita less the flows at Hutchinson and Valley Center. 

• The datasets described above were filtered to eliminate those days when the flow at Valley Center 

was greater than or equal to its median value of 59 cfs. On the remaining days in these flow records, it 

was assumed that most of the flow in these streams came from baseflow and not surface runoff. 

From the data subsets described above, the following statistics were developed: 

• Average total loss from Equus Beds aquifer to rivers: 61.8 cfs 

• Average total gain from rivers to Equus Beds aquifer: 60.0 cfs 

• Average net loss from Equus Beds aquifer to rivers: 1.8 cfs 

• Average flow in Little Arkansas River at Alta Mills: 15.5 cfs 

• Average flow in Little Arkansas River at Valley Center: 33.1 cfs 

• Average net flow accretion in Little Arkansas River between Alta Mills and Valley Center: 17.6 cfs 

• Average flow in Arkansas River near Hutchinson: 197.1 cfs 

• Average flow in Arkansas River at Wichita: 254.4 cfs 

• Average net flow accretion to Arkansas River between Hutchinson and Wichita: 24.2 cfs 

From these statistics, it was concluded that only 28.5 percent of total Equus Beds losses should be 

assumed to enter the Little Arkansas River (17.6 cfs / 61.8 cfs = 0.285). This percentage of total aquifer 

losses should approximately preserve the flow balance in the Little Arkansas River. Unfortunately, the 

same cannot be said for the Arkansas River. These statistics show that, on average, the Arkansas River 

gains 24.2 cfs through this reach. However, using the remaining gains and losses from the aquifer one 

would expect a net loss from the Arkansas River (0.715 * 61.8 cfs – 60.0 cfs = -15.8 cfs). From these 

data, there is no apparent way to balance the accretion rates to both the Arkansas and Little Arkansas 

rivers. 

If Equus Beds discharge (loss) is distributed as indicated above, 28.5 percent will accrue to the Little 

Arkansas River and the remaining 71.5 percent to the Arkansas River. With 100 percent of the aquifer 

gains assumed to be from the Arkansas River, the resulting net aquifer loss rates are listed in Table 6. 
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Table 6: Allocation of Equus Beds Aquifer Loss Rates 
Aquifer 

Water Level 

(feet NGVD)a 

Net Aquifer 

Loss to (Gain from)

Arkansas Riverb 

(cfs) 

Net Aquifer 

Loss to Little 

Arkansas Riverb 

(cfs) 

1342 -116.6 6.6 

1360 -72.8 10.8 

1366 -58.3 12.3 

1370 -50.5 12.5 

1375 -38.7 13.7 

1380 -24.1 15.1 

1385 -11.1 17.1 

1389 0.6 19.4 

1390 4.1 20.0 

1395 20.6 23.4 

1396 24.8 24.2 

1402 41.8 28.2 

a. Aquifer water level is the water elevation measured in Monitoring 

Well 886. 

b. All aquifer gains and approximately 71.5 percent of aquifer losses 

accrue from/to Arkansas River. The remaining 28.5 percent of 

aquifer losses accrue to the Little Arkansas River. 

 

For the project study period, the estimated historical discharge between the Equus Beds aquifer and the 

Arkansas and Little Arkansas rivers each day was estimated using the rates in Table 6 and the recorded 

water levels in Well 886 (Figure 14). These estimates were then used to adjust the unregulated inflow data 

at three stream nodes. The net losses from the Equus Beds aquifer to the Arkansas River were assumed to 

occur between the near-Hutchinson and near-Maize stream nodes. Therefore, the unregulated inflow at 

Maize was adjusted by adding estimated Arkansas River losses (aquifer gains) and subtracting 

corresponding river gains (aquifer discharge). In the Little Arkansas River, the estimated historical gains 

from the Equus Beds aquifer were split between two stream nodes. Forty percent of these gains were 

subtracted from the unregulated inflow at the Halstead stream node and the remaining 60 percent from the 
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inflow at Sedgwick. If an estimated negative flow adjustment on a particular day was greater than the 

original recorded or estimated streamflow at the same point, the adjusted inflow on that date was limited 

to a minimum of zero. 

Flow Estimate Spreadsheet 
The Microsoft Excel workbook file that accompanies this appendix contains all of the source and 

estimated flow data described herein. This worksheets included in this workbook are described below: 

• Stream Gages — List of USGS stream gages utilized in this streamflow appendix 

• Recorded Flows — Copy of USGS flow records for referenced gages 

• Flow Estimates — Complete record of flow estimates at model stream nodes. Where applicable, there 

data are a composite of recorded and estimated flow data. 

• Unregulated Inflow — Unregulated inflow estimates used in RESNET operations model 

• Equus Beds GainLoss — Estimates of historical Equus Beds aquifer gain and loss rates 

• Inflow Adjustments — Groundwater interaction adjustments made to Maize, Halstead and Sedgwick 

flow data. 
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Subject: Yield Modeling 

Date: October 3, 2013 

 

 

This memo summarizes the yield modeling completed for the City of Wichita’s Water Demand 

Assessment. This involved converting the City’s existing RESNET model to MODSIM and running 

scenarios of new water supply projects.  

To derive a critical period of record, we analyzed records of both historical streamflows and 

paleohydrology to determine the duration and severity of droughts with different recurrence 

intervals. This resulted in two design droughts, which were used to simulate alternatives with 1- and 

2-percent chances of recurring. These are similar to, but not exactly the same as, the historical 

droughts of the 1930s and 1950s, respectively. 

Once the design droughts had been determined, we simulated operations of the existing system, as 

well as the operations of five additional water supply alternatives to determine the yield through the 

design droughts. The additional yield for each proposed project was then used by SAIC to determine 

the unit cost of water for each project, which can be used to compare the costs of the different 

projects on an equal basis. 

Based on the model, this analysis determined that the immediate limitation in the City’s ability to 

meet demands during a drought is the delivery capacity from the Equus Beds Aquifer (62.7 mgd) 

and Cheney Reservoir (69 mgd). Under current conditions, if the Local well field and the Bentley 

Reserve well field are unable to deliver water, the maximum peak day supply the system can provide 

is 131.7 mgd, which with the demand pattern we used, is an annual demand of 71,000 acre-feet/year. 

Background 

As part of the Water Demand and Supply Assessment performed for the City of Wichita (City), High 

Country was retained to modify RESNET, the City’s existing yield model created by Burns & 

McDonnell, and make model runs regarding potential raw water supply projects. In talking with city 

staff, it became clear that the modifications we proposed making to RESNET would not make the 

model sufficiently user-friendly for City staff’s purposes. We recommended that the RESNET model 

be converted to MODSIM, the parent of RESNET, because MODSIM has a better user interface. 

The City agreed to this suggestion. 
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We converted the RESNET model to MODSIM and verified that the MODSIM model reasonably 

replicated the RESNET results. MODSIM cannot exactly replicate the RESNET operations due to a 

variety of reasons. Our verification was based on RESNET run #77, a future condition with 

anticipated facilities and demands in 2060. 

After verifying the operation of the model, we removed the non-existent features and adjusted 

capacities in the model so it represents the current system as closely as possible, given the data 

available and the detail in the model. A screen shot of the MODSIM model for the existing system is 

shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. MODSIM Model Wichita Network 

We then added each of the proposed projects to the existing system one at a time, and calculated the 

additional yield each alternative provided.  

The results presented in this memo represent our current understanding of the system, but should 

ultimately be considered preliminary. The results are likely to change when better data for the Equus 
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Beds Aquifer becomes available, and if better information regarding El Dorado Reservoir operations 

is acquired. 

Model Conversion 

We provided a memo describing the model conversion on Feb 12, 2013.
1
  

In summary, the RESNET model #77 was the same scenario used in the Integrated Local Water 

Supply Plan (RESNET ID# 51) except flow and aquifer/river interaction estimates have been 

updated to 2008 values,
2,3

 and used 2060 demands, projected to be 125,090 acre-feet per year for 

Wichita’s municipal use and 26,500 acre-feet per year for agricultural use from the Equus Beds 

Aquifer. The municipal and agricultural demands were revised for this analysis, and are described 

below. 

Results between the two models were very similar, though not exactly the same. The primary reason 

for the difference is that RESNET and MODSIM simulate priorities in slightly different ways, but 

there are also differences in how the models simulate aquifer gain/loss, and corrections we made to 

area-capacity curves. While we made the conversion to the best of our ability in the time available, 

and while there may be other reasons for differences, we did not have the time needed to track down 

every cause. 

Average Verses Peak Day Modeling 

The yield model analyzes the system on both a peak day and average (period of record) basis. 

Modeling was originally anticipated to consist of both an average day analysis, which would 

determine the amount of water the system could reliably provide, and a peak day analysis, which 

would determine limitations in the delivery system. This two-step approach is routinely used when a 

yield model has a monthly or annual time-step, which is insufficient to analyze peak day demands 

and limitations. Because Wichita’s yield model operates on a daily time-step, separate analyses for 

average and peak day yields were not necessary. Running the model with different levels of demand 

quantifies both the reliable supply through various levels of drought, as well as identifies where 

constraints in the raw water supply, storage, and delivery capacity occur on peak days. 

City demands for the peak day analysis were based on historical daily pumping data from the Hess 

Pump Station for 2002. The daily values for 2002 and 2012 were found to have the highest 

correlation to the mean daily flow for the 2002-2012 period. The 2002 daily pattern is scaled 

proportionately to generate different levels of annual demand.  

                                                 
1
 Memo from John Winchester to Paul Johnson, “Preliminary Model Results for Current Conditions”, Dated February 

12, 2013. 
2
 Memo from John Winchester to Andrea Cole, “Equus Beds Ground Water – Surface Water Interaction”, dated January 

6, 2013. Equus Beds stream interaction.docx. 
3
 Memo from John Winchester to Paul Johnson, “Resnet Representation of the Equus Beds Aquifer”, dated February 7, 

2013. 
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Model Revisions 

Once the MODSIM model was able to reproduce the RESNET results, we made several 

modifications to the model so it would more accurately simulate Wichita’s raw water collection and 

delivery system. These modifications are described in a memo dated March 21, 2013.
4
 

In summary, these changes included: 

 Links   

 Removed unnecessary links and nodes to simplify the network;  

 Aggregated link priorities so fewer priorities act in a serial manner, making it easier to follow 

and adjust network operation; 

 Added a short multi-link at Cheney and Equus Beds, each with ten parallel links limited to 30 

acre-feet and 20 acre-feet per day, respectively, with alternating link costs (10, 15, 20, 25, 

etc). When the reservoirs are in their normal operating range, these direct the model to take 

60% of the water from Cheney, 40% from the Equus Beds; 

 Changing link capacities on several pipelines to reflect the current pipeline capacities. Figure 

1 shows the capacities used in the model. 

 

Figure 1. Current System Capacities 

 

 

                                                 
4
 Memo from John Winchester to Paul Johnson, “Modsim Model Modifications”, dated March 21, 2013. 
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 Modified the available inflows and the period of record; 

 Created two droughts, one with an exceedance probability of 1 percent (one of 1 in 100 

years) and 2 percent (1 in 50 years). Generally speaking,  

 The 1-percent drought is the 1930’s (eight years: 1933-1940); 

 The 2-percent drought is the 1950’s (six years: 1952-1956, 1959); 

 Both drought sequences are preceded by three “average” years and followed by one 

average year. The average year was constructed based on water year 1981.
5
 

 Equus Beds Aquifer 

 The MODSIM model uses more restrictive top and bottom elevations for the Equus Beds 

Aquifer.  

 Maximum elevation set to 1397' (422,185 af), 13' below top of well M17 (the closest well 

to 886); 

 Minimum elevation set to 1360' (140,230 af); 

 The stream-aquifer interaction coefficients are the same as in RESNET, but should be re-

evaluated when new information becomes available from the USGS; 

 More information about the Equus Beds Aquifer can be found in memos dated Jan 6, 

2013
6
 and Feb 7, 2013

7
 

 Cheney Reservoir 

 The volume of the conservation pool was slightly revised 

 Maximum elevation set to 1421.6’ (247,931 af), top of conservation pool; 

 Minimum elevation set to 1397’ (24,817 af), the bottom of the municipal inlet (1393’) 

plus 4’ to get above the level of the gate. 

 Demands 

 Current demands 

 Wichita municipal demand 

 Based on records from the Hess Pump Station, 2012 demand is 68,520 af/yr
8
 

 Annual demand distributed to daily based on 2002 demand data
9
 

                                                 
5
 PDSI drought durations - MODSIM inflows for various droughts.xlsx 

6
 Memo from John Winchester to Andrea Cole, “Equus Beds Ground Water – Surface Water Interaction”, dated January 

6, 2013. Tech Memo 1 - Equus Beds stream interaction.docx. 
7
 Memo from John Winchester to Paul Johnson, “Resnet Representation of the Equus Beds Aquifer”, dated February 7, 

2013. Tech Memo 2 - Equus Beds characteristics.docx. 
8
 Hess Data.xlsx 

9
 MODSIM daily demand generator.xlsx 
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 Ag demand from Equus Beds 

 Set to 20,000 af/yr because demand is expected to be higher during a drought. May 

15-Aug 31. Note that agricultural demand in RESNET was 26,500 af/yr. 
 Future demands 

 Professional Engineering Consultants (PEC) projects that 2060 demand will be 87,630 

af/yr with a peak day to average day demand ratio of 2.07.
10

 

 Daily demands  

 The daily distribution is based on historical demands from 2002. The value for the peak 

day (July 28) was adjusted upwards from 109 mgd to 117 mgd so the ratio of peak day to 

average day is 2.07, the same as the 2060 demand projections by PEC. The value for July 

27 was adjusted up to maintain the shape of the original pattern. 

 Design Drought 

 Design drought for this analysis would be the drought with a 1-percent chance of 

exceedance. 

 For additional information about the historical streamflow records, reconstructed drought 

recurrence intervals from the 1,000-year Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI), and the 

duration and severity of different droughts, see the second technical memo, dated March 14, 

2013.
11

 

The model results may differ from actual system operation when system hydraulics are more or less 

restrictive than what is in the model (such as the delivery capacity out of Cheney Reservoir at very 

high or very low elevations), when the model over-simplifies the system (e.g., the aquifer gain-loss 

relationship with the Arkansas rivers), model efficiency (e.g., surface water diversions to the ASR 

system), or assumptions regarding other uses (e.g., agricultural demand from the Equus Beds 

Aquifer during droughts). 

Modeled Alternatives and Results 

Modeling was completed for both the 1-percent and 2-percent droughts for each of the alternatives. 

To determine the yield available for each alternative, the model was run repeatedly, increasing 

demands in 1,000-acre-foot increments until a shortage occurred at the main water treatment plant. 

The largest demand that could be sustained through the drought without any shortage is considered 

the sustainable yield the system can provide for the drought being modeled. Because runs with 

sustainable yields do not have shortages, the primary variable between alternatives is reservoir 

contents. Graphs of reservoir contents for the sustainable yield are included for each alternative. 

These graphs show one possible trace of reservoir contents during the drought.  

                                                 
10

 PEC future demands 2013-01-22.xlsx 
11

 Memo from John Winchester to Paul Johnson, “Extended drought reconstruction from PDSI”, dated March 14, 2013. 

Tech Memo 4 - Extended drought reconstruction.docx 
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The following sections include discussions about the alternatives, including graphs of reservoir 

contents for the 1-percent drought. A table with all the results for both the 1-percent and 2-percent 

droughts is included at the end of this section. 

 

Baseline Scenario - Existing Conditions 

Description 

During the course of modeling, we made runs using a variety of assumptions. At the City’s direction, 

the final scenarios use the existing pipeline capacities for the delivery system, as shown in Figure 1.  

While making these runs, we determined that under both the 1- and 2-percent droughts, the limiting 

factor on yield at the treatment plant wasn’t the supply of water, but is rather restrictions in the 

delivery system. It appears some of these limitations can be addressed through system modifications 

rather than laying new pipe.  

To determine how much difference this additional capacity would make, we increased the capacities 

of three of the pipelines in the delivery system and reran the model for the existing condition. These 

three changes were: 

 The Cheney Pipeline currently has a maximum capacity of 69 mgd but has a design capacity of 

80 mgd. It is our understanding that the improvements for the Cheney Pipeline have already been 

approved in the City’s Capital Improvement Program. Consequently the run with existing 

pipeline capacities was made at 69 mgd, while the existing system with improvements was made 

at 80 mgd. 

 The pipeline from the Equus Beds well field to the main WTP has a diameter of 66 inches. The 

capacity for the Equus Beds pipeline was determined using the City’s hydraulic model developed 

by Burns & McDonnell, which showed that with the Bentley Reserve and Local well fields 

operating, the capacity of the Equus Beds Pipeline is 62.7 mgd between the Equus Beds and the 

junction with the Bentley Reserve Well Field, and 73.5 mgd between the Bentley well field and 

the junction with the Cheney pipeline. For the existing system pipeline run, the capacity of the 

upper Equus pipeline was assumed to be 62.7 mgd. In the run with the existing system 

improvements the capacity was assumed to be 73 mgd, which may be possible if the Bentley 

Reserve well field is not operating or if other modifications can be made. 

 There are two 66-inch pipelines from the junction of the Cheney pipeline and the Equus pipeline 

to the main WTP. According to the hydraulic model, the Cheney pipeline has a capacity of 80 

mgd, while the Equus pipeline has a capacity of 56 mgd. Because the pipelines start and end at 

the same locations and are the same diameter, then it may be possible to configure them to flow 

the same amount of water. Consequently in the runs with existing system improvements, the 

pipeline was sized at 80 mgd. 
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Key Assumptions for Existing Conditions 

In addition to the demands and capacities shown in Figure 1, important assumptions used in this 

model include: 

 Supplies 

 The design drought has an exceedance probability of 1-percent, which equates to a return 

period of 100 years, is 8 years long and is modeled using the historical data for years 1933-

1940. 

 For comparison purposes, the 2-percent drought has a duration of 6 years, and is modeled 

using the historical data for years 1952-1956 and 1959. This is slightly more severe than the 

actual drought of the 1950s because 1957-1958 were not drought years and were not included 

in this analysis. 

 ASR diversions only occur when there is water in the Little Arkansas River. For the existing 

system, the diversion rate is limited to 3mgd from the diversion wells. 

 Diversions from the Bentley Reserve Well Field and the Local Well Field only occur when 

there is flow in the Arkansas River. 

 There is only rudimentary accounting in the model for Equus Beds recharge credits. Water 

stored in the Equus Beds Aquifer is added to a common reservoir that supplies water to the 

Equus Beds Ag demand and the city of Wichita. The model does limit the rate at which water 

can be injected, as well as the volume of recharge credits that can be pumped each year due 

because of the number of wells.  The model does not verify that pumping does not exceed the 

amount recharged, or account for credits lost back to the river. 

 Demands 

 The city’s daily demand pattern is based on the historical Hess Pumping for 2002. Daily 

flows are scaled up and down to simulate the various demands. Note that as the daily 

demands are increased, the peak day increases proportionately. Therefore an alternative that 

can produce more water in a year can also meet a higher peak day demand than an alternative 

that produces less water.  

 Ag demands are modeled at 20,000 acre-feet per year. This is higher than the 18,000 acre-

feet per year in RESNET, but demands were increased to reflect the increase in demand seen 

during the 2011-2012 drought. 

 Capacities 

 Bentley Reserve Well Field diversions are limited to June 1-Aug 31. This was apparently 

done in RESNET to approximate the water rights limitations. The MODSIM model also uses 

this diversion season. MODSIM allows the user to limit flows by annual volume, and we 

limited diversions from the Bentley Reserve Well Field to 5000 acre-feet per year, but we 

have since learned that this function does not actually limit flows in daily models due to a 

problem with the seasonal accounting. 
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 Local Well Field diversions can occur year-round at a rate of up to 7 mgd, when there is 

water in the Arkansas River, without annual volumetric limitations. 

 The pipelines between the Cheney-Equus Beds junction are assumed to be interconnected at 

the Cheney-Equus junction. It is unclear how the interconnect affects hydraulics in the actual 

system. 

Results for Existing Conditions 

Annual demands for the existing system model were increased until shortages occurred. Using the 

assumptions described above, Figure 2 and Figure 3 shows that the existing system with its current 

capacities can reliably supply 71,000 acre-feet per year through the 2-percent and 1-percent 

droughts, respectively.  

   

Figure 2. Existing conditions, 2% drought. 

 

  
 
Figure 3. Existing conditions, 1% drought. 

 

Looking at the data used to create Figure 2 and Figure 3, the shortages occurred on the peak days 

during the drought, when no water was supplied by the Local or Bentley Reserve well fields, and the 

demand reached 133 mgd, exceeding the Cheney-Equus capacity of 131.7 mgd. As a practical 

matter, this amount and duration of shortage could likely be avoided through demand management. 
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To determine how much additional yield the system is capable of providing if the pipeline capacities 

were increased to their likely maximums, the capacities for the Cheney, Equus Beds and Cheney-

Equus junction-to-main-WTP were increased to the values described above and the model rerun. 

With the enlarged pipeline capacities the yield of the existing system under the 2% drought 

increased by 11,000 acre-feet per year to 82,000 acre-feet, as shown in Figure 4. Like the 2% run 

with the existing pipe sizes, the system ultimately failed to deliver water when the peak day demand 

exceeded the delivery capacity. 

 

  
Figure 4. Existing conditions, with enlarged pipeline capacities, 2% drought. 

 

The model was also run for the 1% drought. This model showed that increasing the system’s 

capacity would allow it to provide an additional 2,000 acre-feet through the drought. The system was 

eventually unable to deliver water when both Equus Beds and Cheney went dry in the 8th year of the 

drought. 

 

  

Figure 5. Existing conditions, with enlarged pipeline capacities, 1% drought. 

 

The following sections discuss the additional yield each of the alternatives provides to the City. 
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Alternative #1 – Treated Water From El Dorado to Distribution System, and 
Alternative #2 – Raw Water From El Dorado to Main WTP 

Description 

These two alternatives include construction of a pipeline from El Dorado Reservoir to Wichita. 

Alternative #1 would supply treated water to the distribution system, while Alternative #2 would 

supply raw water to the main water treatment plant. Because the raw water alternative delivers water 

directly to the water treatment plant and doesn’t rely on any part of the existing delivery system, and 

because the water treatment plant in the yield model has capacity larger than the peak day demand, 

the additional yield for these two alternatives are the same, regardless of whether water delivered as 

raw water to the treatment plant or as treated water to the distribution system. 

During the course of our work this alternative was modeled using several different assumptions 

about the amount of water available from El Dorado, including: 

1. El Dorado provides water only after its own demand of 13,500 af/yr has been met and when 

El Dorado Reservoir is full. No storage will be provided for Wichita. As a practical matter, 

Wichita will receive water that would otherwise spill over the dam. This alternative was 

eliminated because it supplies Wichita essentially no additional water during drought periods. 

2. El Dorado provides Wichita the use of the top 5 feet of the reservoir (36,247 acre-feet), and 

inflows in excess of its own demands when the reservoir is within the top 5 feet. This 

alternative was eliminated because it provides so little additional water for Wichita once the 

drought begins. 

3. El Dorado provides Wichita water from storage as long as the reservoir contents are greater 

than 41,390 acre-feet, enough to provide El Dorado with two years’ supply (26,893 af of 

supply plus 14,497 acre-feet to cover two years of evaporation). This alternative was run to 

see how sensitive yields were to the volume available to Wichita from storage. 

4. El Dorado provides water from storage as long as the reservoir is not empty. If the reservoir 

is empty, El Dorado will use inflows to satisfy its own needs first, then provide water to 

Wichita, and lastly refill the reservoir. 

Based on direction from the City, the results shown here use the fourth set of assumptions. 
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Key Assumptions 

 Inflows to El Dorado were developed by pro-rating the Walnut River at Winfield gauge based on 

drainage basin area. 

 El Dorado’s municipal demands were developed assuming a demand of 12 mgd x 365 days, 

which was inferred from the Black & Veatch 2012 report.
12

 Because no other information was 

available, this volume was disaggregated to a daily pattern using the 2002 water year for Wichita. 

Any reduction in El Dorado’s municipal demand would likely increase the amount of water 

available to Wichita. 

 Deliveries from El Dorado Reservoir were not constrained to any level of the conservation pool. 

 The pipeline to Wichita was assumed to have a capacity of 10 mgd. 

Results 

Figure 6 shows the reservoir contents for the alternative when Wichita has 98kaf of storage in El 

Dorado Reservoir. The sustainable yield of the system under this alternative is 76,000 acre-feet per 

year.  Figure 6 shows the reservoir contents under these operating rules. 

 

  
Figure 6. El Dorado to Main WTP, 2% drought. 

                                                 
12

 Black & Veatch, Interim Technical Memo: El Dorado Lake Water Suppl. Jan 9, 2012. 
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Figure 7. El Dorado to Main WTP, 1% drought. 

 

The El Dorado to downtown alternative is able to increase Wichita’s yield for both the 1% and 2% 

drought to 76,000 acre-feet per year. Both droughts fail to deliver water when the annual demand is 

set to 77,000 acre-feet per year because the peak day for that demand is 142.3 mgd, which exceeds  

141.7 mgd, the sum of the capacity for the Cheney (69 mgd), Equus (62.7 mgd) and the El Dorado 

(10 mgd) lines. Note there was no shortage at the end of year 5 because there was water available 

from the Local/Bentley well fields.  

This result was obtained by taking as little water from El Dorado as possible to maintain storage that 

could be used to meet peak demand. The El Dorado alternative could provide a larger volume of 

water by diverting more water during the three average years preceding the drought, but delivering 

that water earlier ultimately causes El Dorado to go dry during the drought, leaving no water to meet 

peak day demands. 

Additional analyses of this alternative will require more specific information of how El Dorado 

would operate the reservoir and how storage and inflows would be allocated to Wichita. 

Alternative #3 – El Dorado to ASR WTP 

Description 

This alternative involves construction of a pipeline from El Dorado to the ASR Phase II water 

treatment plant. Because the water will be stored in the Equus Beds aquifer, we assumed that no 

storage would be provided at El Dorado Reservoir, however we did assume that Wichita’s water 

would be delivered after meeting El Dorado’s 12 mgd demand but before refilling El Dorado 

Reservoir. 

Key Assumptions 

 Inflows to El Dorado were developed by prorating the Walnut River at Winfield gauge based on 

drainage basin area.  
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 El Dorado’s municipal demands were developed assuming a demand of 12 mgd x 365 days, 

which was inferred from the Black & Veatch 2012 report.
13

 Because no other information was 

available, this volume was disaggregated to a daily pattern using the 2002 water year for Wichita. 

Any reduction in El Dorado’s municipal demand would likely increase the amount of water 

available to Wichita. 

 Water levels in El Dorado Reservoir were constrained to the active conservation pool, from a 

minimum of 3,359 acre-feet (top of dead pool) to a maximum of 240,559 acre-feet (top of flood 

pool), with the top of the conservation pool at 158,630 acre-feet. 

 Wichita could take any water available in storage, plus any inflows after the City of El Dorado 

satisfied its demands. 

 Demand was varied in 1,000-acre-foot increments. While there was a difference between runs in 

the number of days Wichita’s municipal demand was short under the various alternatives, one or 

more days of shortage resulted in the demand being reduced and the model run again. 

 Pipeline capacity to Wichita is 10 mgd. 

Results 

Figure 8 shows the storage available in Cheney, Equus Beds and El Dorado. The figure shows that 

providing additional water to the Equus Beds during the three average years before the drought 

increases the amount of water available in storage at the beginning of the drought to meet demands 

during the drought. Because the model has a higher priority for agricultural demands, this increased 

supply is available to both Ag users as well as the city.  

 

  
Figure 8. El Dorado to ASR, 2% drought. 

Figure 9 shows that if the ASR system is expanded and has three or more average years preceding 

the drought, the system would be capable of delivering a sustainable yield of 71,000 acre-feet 

through the 1-percent drought. The right side of Figure 9 shows the shortage on peak days when the 

demands are increased to 72,000 acre-feet per year. 

                                                 
13

 Black & Veatch, Interim Technical Memo: El Dorado Lake Water Suppl. Jan 9, 2012. 
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Figure 9. El Dorado to ASR, 1% drought. 

This graph shows that the system suffered a shortage on the peak day when there was insufficient 

capacity to deliver water from Cheney and the Equus Beds. 

Alternative #4 – Expanded ASR 

Description 

This alternative increases the current capacity of the ASR project from 3 mgd to a total diversion and 

injection capacity of 95 mgd. This was accomplished by increasing the size of the intake at 

Sedgwick. The model only diverts water when there is more than 40 cfs in the Little Arkansas River 

below Halstead and 85 cfs below Sedgwick. The ASR project was sized at 95 mgd rather than the 

design capacity of 100 mgd as a safety factor to compensate for the fact that operations are not 100 

percent efficient. For example, there are times when flows are sufficient for operations but operators 

will decide not start the plant because the start-up time of the system is longer than the anticipated 

duration of the high flows. 

Key Assumptions 

 Diversions from the Little Arkansas are available only when there is live streamflow. 

 Diversions are junior to an 85 cfs minimum streamflow between Sedgwick and Valley Center. 

 River diversions for recharge are limited to 95 mgd. 

 Withdrawal of recharge credits is based on the number of wells, which are projected to limit the 

pumping to 69,500 acre-feet per year. Recharge credits are not accounted for separately in the 

model, so water put into storage in the Equus Beds Aquifer can be taken by either the City or by 

agricultural users. 

Results 

The model simulating the expansion of the ASR system to 95 mgd of recharge capacity had a 

sustainable yield of 71,000 acre-feet per year.  
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Figure 10. Expansion of ASR to 95 mgd, 2% drought. 

 

  
Figure 11. Expansion of ASR to 95 mgd, 1% drought. 

 

The shortages shown in both Figure 10 and Figure 11 indicate that the system is limited in its ability 

to meet peak day demands. 

 

Alternative #5 – Indirect Potable Reuse 

Description 

This alternative provides 15 mgd of indirect potable reuse (IPR) water to the main water treatment 

plant. The water would be diverted from downstream of the wastewater treatment plant through 

diversion wells, pre-treated to approximately match the existing raw water supplies, then pumped to 

the main WTP for conventional treatment. 

Water pumped from the Equus Beds is legally reusable, which gives the City the right to recapture 

return flows originally from the Equus Beds and reuse them to extinction (we understand that 

Wichita is also working with the State of Kansas to make part or all of the water from Cheney also 

reusable).  At the existing demand of 62,000 acre-feet per year, the minimum daily demand is 35 
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mgd. Assuming that half of the supply on the minimum day is reusable, 15 mgd is a conservative 

estimate of reusable water, even on the minimum-use day. 

Rather than programming the model to calculate the amount of reusable water available at the 

wastewater treatment plant, this alternative assumes a steady supply of 15 mgd is available for 

indirect potable reuse.  

Key Assumptions 

 A steady flow of 15 mgd is available as a new supply. Because wastewater flows are often higher, 

this is a conservative assumption. 

 Treatment, whether through single or multiple barriers, will be sufficient so that this water can be 

used in the municipal system. 

Results 

The model shows that a reuse system can provide a sustainable yield of 79,000 acre-feet through 

both the 1% and 2% drought, the highest sustainable yield of all the alternatives considered. This is 

because the yield of 15 mgd is higher than any of the other alternatives, however Figure 12 and 

Figure 13 show that the addition of a consistently available supply also helps maintain the storage in 

both Cheney and the Equus Beds, so they could provide even more yield if the existing pipeline 

capacities were increased.  

 

  
Figure 12. Indirect Reuse, 2% drought. 
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Figure 13. Indirect Reuse, 1% drought. 

 

Both Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the shortage occurs when the combined capacity of the delivery 

system (146.7 mgd) is exceeded when the demand is set to 80,000 acre-feet per year. 

The graphs above show there is still water in storage under both the 1% and 2% droughts. Expanding 

the pipelines allow the system to provide 89,000 acre-feet/year in the 1% drought and 91,000 acre-

feet under the 2% drought. 

 

  

Figure 14. Indirect Reuse, expanded pipeline capacities, 2% drought. 
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Figure 15. Indirect Reuse, expanded pipeline capacities, 1% drought. 

 

These graphs show that the peak day delivery capacity still controls under the 2% drought, though 

the physical supply controls under the 1% drought. 

 

Alternative #6 – Cheney Pipeline to ASR 

Description 

This alternative consists of a pipeline that takes water from Cheney Reservoir to the ASR Phase II 

surface water treatment plant for treatment and injection into the Equus Beds Aquifer. This is a 

project similar to the El Dorado to ASR pipeline, except it uses water that Wichita already has the 

right to divert and use, that would otherwise spill from Cheney Reservoir. 

Key Assumptions 

 Diversions from the Ninnescah River will be of water that could not be stored in Cheney 

Reservoir. This could either be water from uncontrolled spills or from water released from the 

flood control pool. 

 The maximum capacity of the pipeline is 10 mgd. 

Results 

The Cheney alternative had a maximum sustainable yield of 71,000 acre-feet for both the 1% and 

2% drought.  Available storage is shown in Figure 16 and Figure 17.  
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Figure 16. Pipeline from Cheney to ASR WTP, 2% drought. 

Increasing demands to 72,000 acre-feet per year causes the system to short the demands because of 

insufficient delivery capacity on the peak day.  

 
 

   
Figure 17. Pipeline from Cheney to ASR WTP, 1% drought. 
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Summary of Alternatives 

Table 1 summarizes the alternatives described above. 

 

Table 1. Summary of Alternatives. 
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Given the assumptions in the model about the order in which supplies should be used, the model 

shows that the majority of shortages will occur on peak days where there is insufficient delivery 

capacity to meet peak day demands, or, in a few instances, when Cheney and/or the Equus Beds are 

drawn down to the bottom of their usable pool and there is an insufficient supply. This leads to some 

general observations: 

 
 Because the delivery capacity is so important for meeting peak day demands, the way to increase 

the number of days that peak-day yields can be met is to balance the draw-down of Cheney and 

the Equus Beds so that they go dry at the same time. This allows the maximum use of the City’s 

available resources without instituting any conservation measures. However, drawing down both 

storage facilities to zero at the same time may result in a sudden shortage of water if reservoir and 

aquifer inflows do not increase before these storage vessels run dry.  

We also recommend that planning be done with some minimum amount of storage held in reserve 

to guard against a drought with an exceedance probability of less than 1 percent. In systems with 

terminal storage (storage in the immediate vicinity of the water treatment plant), keeping a year or 

two of supply in the terminal reservoirs provides protection against failures in the delivery 

system. Wichita does not have terminal storage, however maintaining a six months or a year’s 

worth of water in storage would provide a pool of water for the city to manage during a severe 

and sustained drought. 

 To provide system redundancy, the delivery capacity from both sources should be increased so 

that either source can meet peak day demands by itself. If the delivery capacity from the Equus 

Beds is expanded to meet peak day demands, Cheney could be drawn down first, which has the 

benefit of minimizing the evaporation loss at Cheney. The disadvantage of relying on one system 

or the other is that a single source could sufficiently change the water quality at the treatment 

plant to make treatment difficult, and it would require capital expenditures. 

 Of those analyzed, the single project to meet the city’s estimated 2060 demands is indirect 

potable reuse. This is because the yield of this project is constant throughout the drought, it has a 

higher delivery capacity than other alternatives, and it allows more water to remain in Cheney and 

the Equus Beds. This supply may have a higher treatment cost than other alternatives, but it does 

provide the water the city needs. 

 Expanding the ASR system by bringing water from Cheney would result in approximately the 

same amount of water as bringing water from El Dorado. This is because the limited amount of 

storage in El Dorado limits how much water is available during a 1% drought. The Cheney 

alternative would likely be easier to complete because the city owns both the facility and the 

water rights, however the El Dorado alternative would provide greater geographic diversity to the 

City’s water supply system. 

 Bringing new water from El Dorado to downtown, either as raw water to the treatment plant, or 

treated water to the distribution system, would increase the peak day delivery to the City as long 

as water was held in storage during the drought.  
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Suggested Next Steps 

The city’s potential yield could be further refined by performing the following tasks: 

 Determining if the data for the Equus Beds is the best available, and updating the model if it is 

not. This includes both the elevation-volume relationship, as well as the stream-aquifer 

interaction. Of particular importance is how far the city can draw down the aquifer. 

 Deciding if additional delivery capacity will be built from Cheney and the Equus Beds to the 

main water treatment plant, and if so, what how much additional capacity will be added. This is 

particularly important for the 2-percent runs. Adding likely capacity to the model and then re-

running the alternatives will quantify how the additional capacity would affect yield. 

 Adding more detailed water rights limitations to the model, including limitations on native rights 

and recharge limits from the Equus Beds Aquifer. Because the allowable volume of recharge 

credits is tied to the number of wells, determine how many wells will be constructed for each 

alternative, and modify the annual limit accordingly. 

 Obtaining better inflow, use and reservoir management data for El Dorado Reservoir. 

These steps could be completed by either a consultant or by City staff. 
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Memo 
 
Date: January 6, 2013 
To: Andrea Cole, SAIC 
From: John Winchester, High Country Hydrology, Inc. 
 
Re: Equus Beds Ground Water – Surface Water Interaction 
 
As you requested, we have compiled the data that defines the relationship of the stream gain/loss 
between the Arkansas, Little Arkansas, and Equus Beds Aquifer. 
 
Ground water elevation is based on aquifer head at monitoring well 886. Negative numbers indicate 
flow from river to the Equus Beds aquifer. The following table is based on data in ResNet models 77, 78, 
86. (Documented in Burns & McDonnell Wichita Operations Model Appendex A, Table 9, Page A10) 
 

Elevation (ft) 

Storage 
Deficit  

(acre-ft) 

Gain/Loss to 
Arkansas River 

Near Maize  
(acre-ft/day) 

Loss to Little 
Arkansas River 
Near Halstead 
(acre-ft/day) 

Loss to Little 
Arkansas River 
Near Sedgwick 
(acre-ft/day) 

1,342 429,650.9 -231.1835 5.200661 7.800992 
1,343 421,860.3 -226.3653 5.389091 8.083636 
1,344 414,069.8 -221.5471 5.577521 8.366282 
1,345 406,279.2 -216.7289 5.765951 8.648926 
1,346 398,488.6 -211.9108 5.954381 8.93157 
1,347 390,698.0 -207.0926 6.14281 9.214215 
1,348 382,907.4 -202.2744 6.33124 9.49686 
1,349 375,116.8 -197.4562 6.51967 9.779504 
1,350 367,326.3 -192.638 6.708099 10.06215 
1,351 359,535.7 -187.8198 6.896529 10.34479 
1,352 351,745.1 -183.0016 7.084959 10.62744 
1,353 343,954.5 -178.1835 7.273388 10.91008 
1,354 336,163.9 -173.3653 7.461818 11.19273 
1,355 328,373.3 -168.5471 7.650248 11.47537 
1,356 320,582.8 -163.7289 7.838677 11.75802 
1,357 312,792.2 -158.9107 8.027107 12.04066 
1,358 305,001.6 -154.0926 8.215537 12.32331 
1,359 297,211.0 -149.2744 8.403967 12.60595 
1,360 289,420.4 -144.4562 8.592397 12.8886 
1,361 281,629.8 -139.638 8.780827 13.17124 
1,362 273,839.3 -134.8198 8.969256 13.45388 
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1,363 266,048.7 -130.0016 9.157686 13.73653 
1,364 258,258.1 -125.1835 9.346115 14.01917 
1,365 250,467.5 -120.3653 9.534545 14.30182 
1,366 242,677.0 -115.5471 9.722975 14.58446 
1,367 234,886.4 -111.7215 9.779504 14.66926 
1,368 227,095.8 -107.8959 9.836033 14.75405 
1,369 219,305.2 -104.0702 9.892561 14.83884 
1,370 211,514.6 -100.2446 9.949091 14.92364 
1,371 203,724.1 -95.53983 10.12998 15.19497 
1,372 195,933.5 -90.83504 10.31088 15.46631 
1,373 188,142.9 -86.13025 10.49177 15.73765 
1,374 180,352.3 -81.42547 10.67266 16.00899 
1,375 172,561.7 -76.72066 10.85355 16.28033 
1,376 164,771.2 -70.93885 11.07967 16.6195 
1,377 156,980.6 -65.15703 11.30579 16.95868 
1,378 149,190.0 -59.37521 11.5319 17.29785 
1,379 141,399.4 -53.59339 11.75802 17.63702 
1,380 133,608.8 -47.81157 11.98413 17.9762 
1,381 125,818.3 -42.65256 12.30069 18.45104 
1,382 118,027.7 -37.49355 12.61726 18.92588 
1,383 110,237.1 -32.33455 12.93382 19.40073 
1,384 102,446.5 -27.17553 13.25038 19.87557 
1,385 94,655.92 -22.01653 13.56694 20.35041 
1,386 86,865.34 -16.20496 14.01917 21.02876 
1,387 79,074.77 -10.39339 14.47141 21.70711 
1,388 71,284.18 -4.581818 14.92364 22.38545 
1,389 63,493.60 1.229756 15.37587 23.0638 
1,390 55,703.02 8.033055 15.8281 23.74215 
1,391 47,912.44 14.61024 16.37078 24.55616 
1,392 40,121.86 21.18744 16.91345 25.37018 
1,393 32,331.28 27.76462 17.45613 26.1842 
1,394 24,540.7 34.34181 17.99881 26.99821 
1,395 16,750.12 40.919 18.54149 27.81223 
1,396 8,959.534 49.1405 19.21984 28.82975 
1,397 7,466.278 54.76364 19.74744 29.62116 
1,398 5,973.022 60.38678 20.27504 30.41256 
1,399 4,479.767 66.00991 20.80264 31.20397 
1,400 2,986.511 71.63306 21.33025 31.99537 
1,401 1,493.256 77.2562 21.85785 32.78678 
1,402 0.0 82.87934 22.38545 33.57818 
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The following graphs show that the Equus Beds Aquifer gains or loses water to the Arkansas River 
depending on the aquifer elevation. The aquifer always loses water to the Little Arkansas River, with 
higher aquifer levels resulting in higher aquifer losses. 
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Memo 
Date: Feb 7, 2013 
To: Nathan Winkley, City of Wichita  
Cc: Mike Jacobs, Paul Johnson 
From: John Winchester, High Country Hydrology, Inc. 
 
Re: Resnet Representation of the Equus Beds Aquifer 
 
 
As you requested during our meeting on Wed, Feb 5, the following are some of the characteristics 
of the Equus Beds Aquifer, as represented in the Resnet model. 
 
Aquifer Elevation-Capacity  
The Equus Beds Aquifer is modeled as a reservoir with no surface area. The elevation-capacity 
curve in Resnet is defined by a table that equates elevation with “storage deficit.” This definition 
assumes that anytime the aquifer is less than full, there is a deficit in storage. The elevation-
capacity data presumes that 429,700 acre-feet of water that could be pumped when the ground 
water is at an elevation of 1402 feet, and the aquifer would be empty when it is drawn down 60 
feet to an elevation of 1342 feet.  
 
As shown in the following graph, the elevation-capacity relationship is linear between the 
elevation 1343 feet and a capacity of 0 acre-feet, and elevation 1395 feet and a capacity of 
412,901 acre-feet (that is, bend in the curve is at 1395 feet). From this, one could suppose that the 
storage graph was generated from three points (1402:412,901, 1395:412,901, 1343:0). 
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Recharge and River Gain-Loss 
The Equus Beds Aquifer gains water from surface recharge, and gains/loses water to both the 
Arkansas and Little Arkansas rivers.  
 
RECHARGE 
From the Resnet documentation1  

“Natural aquifer recharge was estimated to be 3.2 inches per year by the U.S. 
Geological Survey. This natural recharge is represented in the operations model as an 
import to this node (No. 120) of 18,800 acre-feet/year.”  

 
Dividing the recharge volume by the recharge depth results in an aquifer area of 70,500 acres 
(110 square miles). I have not seen the foundational material from the USGS that supports this  
 
 
AQUIFER GAIN/LOSS 
From the Burns & McDonnel work, the Equus Beds Aquifer both gains and loses water to the 
Arkansas and Little Arkansas rivers. 
 
From the Resnet model data 

“The interaction between the Equus Beds aquifer and local streams was evaluated in the 
MODFLOW groundwater model. Generally, aquifers receive their recharge from 
precipitation and streams serve as aquifer drains. The outflow from aquifers supports the 
baseflow in these streams.”2 Aquifer levels are derived from data measured in 
Monitoring Well 886.3 

 
The river gain/loss is a function of the elevation of the aquifer. In Resnet, this was accomplished 
with a “leaky reservoir,” where the reservoir seepage rates were adjusted using elevation. In 
Modsim, the reservoir seepage can only be a positive number, so having a gain (negative loss) 
was accomplished by setting the capacity on links connecting the aquifer to the river at the 
beginning of each timestep.  
 
In Resnet, the Equus Beds Aquifer loses water to the Little Arkansas River at all aquifer 
elevations, loses water to the Arkansas River when aquifer elevations are high, but gains water 
from the Arkansas River when aquifer elevations are low. 
 
The following table specifies the aquifer elevation-storage relationship and summarizes the 
aquifer’s gains-lose relationship. 

                                                 
1 Model documentation final_eis_appendices.pdf. Appendix A, page A10. 
2 Model documentation final_eis_appendices.pdf. Appendix A, page A10. 
3 Model documentation final_eis_appendices.pdf. Appendix A, footnote (a) to Table 5, page D27. 
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A complete table of stream-aquifer interaction can be found in our memo titled “Equus 
Beds Ground Water – Surface Water Interaction,“ sent to Andrea Cole on January 6, 
2013. 
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Memo 
Date: Feb 12, 2013 
To: Paul Johnson 
Cc: Nathan Winkley, Mike Jacobs, John Christopher, Lynn Moore 
From: John Winchester, High Country Hydrology, Inc. 
 
Re: Preliminary Model Results for Current Conditions 
 
 
As we discussed during our meeting on Wednesday, February 6, we have successfully ported 
Wichita’s Resnet yield model to Modsim. The calculated reservoir contents are not identical, but 
for practical purposes are the same. The project does not have the time or budget to exhaustively 
determine why the models differ.  For more information about replicating the Resnet model, see 
our memo dated February 8, 2013. 
 
The 2008 Resnet model used water supplies and demands projected for 2050, but with new 
information for the Equus Beds Aquifer. Some of the significant features of this model include an 
ASR recharge capacity of 100 mgd, an expansion of the local well field, and an annual demand of 
125,090 acre-feet, as well as pipeline capacities that are larger than currently exist. 
 
To evaluate the current system’s ability to meet demands, we have taken the 2050 model and 
removed or downsized the facilities and demands so they represent the current system as closely 
as possible. The following schematic shows our current understanding of capacities of the 
existing system. 
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Pipeline capacities in the 2050 model were reduced, where applicable, down to the existing 
capacity. Some of the pipelines were modeled with parallel links with different costs. Varying 
costs is one way to balance the flow in the system so one source doesn’t deliver all its water 
before another source begins delivering water (e.g., Cheney Reservoir and the Equus Beds 
Aquifer).  For pipelines modeled using parallel links, the capacity of the link with the lowest 
priority was reduced first, assuming that this would most accurately preserve the model’s 
allocation of water. 
 
The municipal demand for current conditions comes from the Hess Pump Station for 2012. Daily 
Hess pumping data was provided by the City for 1989-2012. Because demands have changed 
over time, the mean daily demand was calculated for the 2002-2012 period. Taking the mean of a 
series reduces peaks and increases minimums. To maintain actual peak day demands, each of the 
years was compared to the mean daily demand, and 2012 was found to have the highest 
correlation. Consequently, the pattern for the daily demand is the 2012 Hess Pump Station data. 
This pattern is scaled proportionately to generate different levels of annual demand. The annual 
pattern is repeated for every year of the model’s period of record. 
 
After setting the capacities and demands in the model to reflect current conditions, the model was 
run with a demand of 68,500 acre-feet, the amount actually pumped in 2012. At this demand 
level, the model had 287 days of shortage, primarily in the 1930s. The following chart shows the 
reservoir contents and the municipal shortage. 
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Reducing the demand until there was no shortage, we found that the existing system is capable of 
delivering water for the historical period of record without any shortage for an annual demand of 
45,000 acre-feet per year. The following graph shows the reservoir contents for this demand 
level. 
 

 
 
 
The following table summarizes how the number of days with municipal shortage are related to 
the annual demand. 
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Scenario Summary 
 Minimum Contents (af)   
Demand (af) Cheney Equus Beds Max Day (mgd) Days Short 

68,500 16,672 128,482 118 287 
65,000 17,114 143,104 112 203 
60,000 17,515 150,737 103 105 
50,000 17,922 150,737 86 21 
47,500 18,037 150,737 82 14 
46,000 18,499 150,737 79 7 
45,000 19,065 150,737 77 0 

 
 
This work is preliminary for two reasons. First, city staff are reviewing the storage characteristics 
for the Equus Beds Aquifer that are used in the model, and may be providing more accurate data. 
New data could affect the aquifer’s ability to store and/or yield water, which in turn could affect 
how much demand Wichita’s system can provide.  
 
Second, the model’s operations showed that under future conditions, the Equus Beds Aquifer was 
drawn down during the drought of the 1930s, but rebounded to previous levels over the long-
term. The model for current conditions shows some rebound, but not as much as the future 
scenarios. It seems likely that the City would manage the aquifer so the rebound would be more 
complete than what is currently being show.  
 
Once we receive new aquifer data (or acknowledgement that the existing data is satisfactory), the 
city may wish to have us adjust the balance of use between Cheney and the Equus Beds so they 
recover more equally. While rebalancing the distribution of yield may change the result 
somewhat, the system’s ability to meet demand will likely remain approximately the same. 
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Technical Memorandum 
 
Date: March 14, 2013 
To: Paul Johnson, SAIC 
Cc: Nathan Winkley, Mike Jacobs, John Christopher, Lynn Moore 
From: John Winchester, High Country Hydrology, Inc. 
 
Re: Extended drought reconstruction from PDSI 
 
 
This memo summarizes the development of long-term reconstructed streamflows. 
 

Background 
Stream gauge records in south-central Kansas generally start in the 1920s. These cover 
the droughts of the 1930s, 1950s and 1990s, but do not necessarily reflect the long-term 
hydrologic variability. 
 
Our research found that the only long-term surrogate data for south-central Kansas is 
approximately 1000 years of summer Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) data 
developed by Dr. Edward Cook at the Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory of Columbia 
University.1 The Palmer soil moisture algorithm is calibrated for relatively homogeneous 
regions. The Palmer Index varies roughly between -6.0 and +6.0, which Palmer 
arbitrarily selected based on his original study areas in central Iowa and western Kansas.2 
The PDSI is a meteorological drought index, and it responds to abnormally wet or dry 
weather conditions. For example, when precipitation increases from below average to 
above average, the PDSI shows an end to the drought without considering streamflow, 
lake and reservoir levels, and other longer-term hydrologic impacts. 

The Available PDSI Data 
Cook originally produced a gridded network for the continental United States in 1999, 
based on 388 tree ring chronologies. In 2004 he expanded the spatial and temporal 
coverage to include 286 points in a 2.5 degree grid covering most of North America, as 
shown in Figure 1. The 2004 PDSI reconstructions are based on 835 tree-ring 
chronologies. Figure 2 shows the tree ring sites used for the 1999 network (there was no 
comparable map for the 2004 chronologies on the NOAA web site). As shown in the 
figure, in 1999 there are no tree ring sites located in Kansas, so PDSI values for the six 
locations in Kansas are interpolated from sites in other states. 

                                                 
1 http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/pdsi.html 
2 Palmer, Wayne C., Meteorological Drought – Research Paper No. 45. Office of Climatology, Washington 
DC. 1965. 
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Figure 1. Grid locations where PDSI has been generated (Cook, 2004). 
 
 

 
Figure 2. Locations of tree ring chronologies used by Cook in 1999. 
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The PDSI values generated in 2004 represent the average summer (June-August) PDSI.3 
Six of the grid locations published in 2004 fall within Kansas. Comparing the summer 
PDSI with annual flows for the Little Arkansas River at Valley Center, we found that the 
best correlation between streamflow and PDSI was obtained when we used the PDSI for 
southwestern Kansas.  
 
The PDSI data for southwestern Kansas has a period of record from 887 AD – 2003 AD. 
Figure 3 shows a time series of the PDSI and the number of tree ring sites used to 
reconstruct the PDSI for the period of record.  
 

 
Figure 3. PDSI and number of tree sites. 
 
The Cook data set included both the PDSI calculated from historical records for 1900-
2003, and the reconstructed PDSI for 887-2003. The correlation between these two data 
sets had an r2 of 0.82. For the following analyses, we used a composite PDSI that was 
made up of the reconstructed values for the years 887-1899, and actual values for 
1900-2003. 

Drought Return Period 
Using the PDSI data, we calculated the return period for various droughts. While the 
method for calculating the return period for a single year is well documented, there is no 
standard method for calculating the return period for multi-year droughts. 
 
We calculated and compared the return period for droughts in three ways: using single 
years, using the number of consecutive years in a drought, and using the cumulative 
PDSI.  
 
                                                 
3 http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/pdsi.html 
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Single Year Severity 
To calculate the return period of single years, we sorted the annual PDSI values into 
ascending order, so the most negative values were first. We ranked the data, with 1 being 
the most negative value. 
 
We applied the equation for recurrence intervals to this data,  

T = (n+1)/m  
 
where 

 T = recurrence interval in years 
 n = number of years in the time series 
 m = rank of the individual year (1, 2, 3…)4 
 
While there were drier years before 1900, during the gauged period of record covered by 
the PDSI (1923-2003), defining droughts based on single years showed that 2002 was the 
driest single year in the 1900-2003 period of record, followed by 1956 and 1934. 
 
While individual years are interesting, they do not adequately describe the droughts 
experienced in Kansas. 
 

Number of Drought Years 
Counting the number of years with below average precipitation and runoff can be used to 
determine the duration of a drought.  
 
Rather than simply count the number of sequential years with a PDSI below zero, we 
modified our calculation of duration to account for variation of average years, and to 
allow for single years with average conditions that occur in a string of drought years. 
 
Based on Palmer’s original paper, the range of -0.49 to 0.49 is considered “near normal.” 
Because there are years with a negative PDSI that are still considered within the normal 
range, we did not consider a year a drought year until the PDSI was less than -0.5. This 
assumption eliminated 82 of the 1167 years from the drought classification.5 
 
In recognition that droughts can last through a single near-average year, series of drought 
years were considered unbroken if it contained a single year with a positive PDSI less 
than 0.5. While there were individual positive years in strings of drought years, this 
assumption did not change any of the calculated drought durations because all the 
individual years had a PDSI of greater than 0.5. 
 

                                                 
4 Dunne, Thomas, and Leopold, Luna. Water in Environmental Planning, 1978. 
5 PDSI drought durations.xlsx 
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Drought Duration and Severity 
City staff at Wichita asked us to analyze surrogate hydrologic data to determine long-
term drought durations and severities. This memo discusses long-term droughts and 
potential data sets that could be used for planning purposes. 
 
Drought Duration and Severity  
There are no long-term streamflow reconstructions for south-central Kansas, however Ed 
Cook and John Krusic have reconstructed annual values of the Palmer Drought Severity 
Index (PDSI) across North America, including six points in Kansas.  We compared the 
annual values of PDSI with gauged streamflows for 1923-2003, and found that the PDSI 
for southwest Kansas was the best match for streamflows near Wichita. The PDSI 
reconstruction for southwest Kansas covers 1166 years, from 837 to 2003. 
 
The PDSI reconstruction for southeast Kansas is based on tree ring chronologies. The 
number of sites used to develop the PDSI for southwest Kansas ranges from 2 to 35. 
Statistically comparing different periods of the reconstructed PDSI, we determined that 
years with more than 15 tree ring sites produced statistics more comparable with the 
historical record, whereas earlier values based on fewer sites tended to be biased toward 
drought. Consequently we have limited our use of reconstructed PDSI to the years 1640-
2003, which are based on 15 or more tree ring sites. 
 
To determine drought duration, we counted the number of below-average years that 
occurred in a row, and then calculated the exceedance probability for the different 
durations using the standard equation,  

Exceedance = Rank / (Sample Size + 1) 
 
Using the same PDSI data, we calculated the total cumulative PDSI for each drought.  
Because annual PDSI data does not correlate well with historical daily stream gauge data, 
we suggest that the simplest strategy to generate model input for drought sequences is to 
use historical streamflow data from years with similar PDSI values. Based on historical 
PDSI data, we have assembled combinations of gauge data to represent the historical 
droughts portrayed in the PDSI data. Drought duration, severity and representative years 
from the historical gauge record are shown in Table 1 for various droughts.  
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Table 1. Drought Durations and Severity from PDSI Data 

 
 
Design Drought  
City staff requested that we fit the drought-duration data to a distribution so they can see 
how much of the data is included in various multiples of the standard deviation. 
The annual PDSI data were classified into wet and dry years, with wet years having a 
PDSI greater than 1, dry years less than a PDSI of -1, and normal years between 1 and -1. 
If two dry years were separated by a single wet year with a PDSI of 0.5 or less, the dry 
streak was considered to be continuous. 
Assuming the year counts were divided into 9 bins, the Johnson’s Special Unbounded 
(SU) distribution best matched the number of consecutive drought years. The analysis of 
fit was made using sequential years for both wet and dry years (both positive and 
negative values of PDSI). The red data points show the number of droughts that occurred 
for each drought duration on the x-axis. Note that the secondary axis only approximately 
matches the function because it is not possible to mix x-y and bar graph types in Excel. 
 

 
Figure 4. Fitted distribution and actual number of droughts 
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The graph shows the actual number of droughts for durations of 1, 2, 3… years. The 
analysis was done using an odd number of bins (9 bins for 16 years), which eliminated 
the outliers for droughts of 1- and 3-years.  
 
Assuming the distribution represents the data, this graph shows that droughts with 
durations within 2 standard deviations would represent 97.8 percent of the droughts, 
including the drought with a 2-percent chance of occurring. 
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Technical Memorandum 
 
Date: March 21, 2013 
To: Paul Johnson, SAIC 
Cc: Nathan Winkley, Mike Jacobs, John Christopher, Lynn Moore 
From: John Winchester, High Country Hydrology, Inc. 
 
Re: MODSIM Model Modifications 
 
 
This memo summarizes modifications we have made to the MODSIM yield model since 
it was converted from RESNET so it would more accurately simulate Wichita’s raw 
water collection and delivery system. 

Pipeline Capacities 
The pipeline capacities in the RESNET model were set to 2050 conditions. As discussed 
in other memos, the pipeline capacities were reviewed with the City’s consultants and 
staff to determine the best estimate of current capacity. The original RESNET and revised 
capacities are shown in the following table.  
 
Pipeline RESNET 

Capacity (mgd) 
Revised Capacity 
(mgd) 

Cheney to Equus junction 80 69 
Equus to Bentley junction 32 62.7 
Bentley reserve well field to Equus pipeline 10.8 10.8 
Bentley junction to Cheney junction 43 73.5 
Local well field to main WTP 36.8 7 
Local well field expansion to main WTP 45 0 
ASR diversion to ASR WTP 100 3 
New pipeline from Equus to main WTP 100 0 
 
These values came from previous work by SAIC or from the Burns&McDonnell 
hydraulic model. 
 

Wichita Municipal Demand 
RESNET used a 2050 demand of 125,100 acre-feet per year. The revised 2060 demand 
developed by PEC is 87,600 acre-feet per year. 

Ag Demand 
The agricultural demand from the Equus Beds Aquifer in RESNET was set to 26,500 
acre-feet per year, turned on from May 15 to August 15 each year. Because the 
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simulations for this study focused on drought years, the ag demand was increased to 
34,000 acre-feet per year, to reflect increases that have historically been seen during 
droughts. 

Cheney Area-Capacity Curve 
Plotting out the area-capacity-elevation curve from RESNET showed that there were two 
points with typographical errors that created very large deviations from an otherwise 
smooth curve. The data for these points was interpolated to smooth the curve. 
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growth.  The City believes that the medium growth forecast raw water demands for 2060 may be further 

reduced to 81,690 AF by implementing planned water use conservation measures, and has utilized this 

demand forecast to evaluate how water resources will perform under various hydrologic conditions.

2.3 Integrated Water Resources Management During a 1% Drought Using 
MODSIM-DSS
To evaluate the viability of existing and planned raw water resources versus the projected demands of 

81,690 AF by the year 2060, the City developed a dynamic raw water resources model based on 

MODSIM-DSS (Figure 1).  MODSIM-DSS is a water rights planning, water resources management, and 

river operations decision support system software that can simulate the effects that complex water 

resource management rules and strategies have on a set of networked raw water resources such as 

reservoirs, streams, or aquifers.  MODSIM-DSS provides for input of variables such as integrated water 

resources management policy, water rights quantity limitations, water right rate limitations, raw water 

pipeline capacities, seasonal raw water resource preferences, reservoir conditions, streamflow levels, etc.  

Using MODSIM-DSS the City can optimize how raw water resources are utilized to meet demand based 

on any number of management criteria or outcome based goals.  To simulate how the raw water demands 

during a 1% drought should be distributed between Cheney Reservoir, the EBWF, and ASR system, the 

City utilized the MODSIM-DSS model with the addition of updated drought variables:

1% Drought Simulation MODSIM-DSS Updates

 Raw water resources include Cheney Reservoir, EBWF, ASR Credits

o Cheney Reservoir – existing water rights and a starting storage condition of 110% full based on 

the reservoir achieving this level during pre-drought conditions

o EBWF – existing water rights of 40,000 AF

o ASR Recharge Credits - 60,000 AF of credits available not limited by current minimum index 

water level restriction

o E&S Wellfield is not considered a firm source during drought due to water quality and limited 

capacity during lowered Arkansas River flows

o Bentley Reserve Wellfield is not considered a firm source during drought due to limiting 

streamflow triggers and poor water quality during lowered Arkansas River flows

 Future projected 2060 demand of 81,690 AF

o Raw water savings available through DRP added

o Base demand is reduced depending on Cheney Reservoir condition and associated DRP triggers

 Simulated 8-Year Drought Hydrologic Components

o 1933-1940 stream flows for rivers and streams and Cheney Reservoir

o 1933-1940 precipitation and evaporation for Cheney Reservoir
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Figure 1 – MODSIM DSS Network GUI
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 Updated Outcome-Based Goals

o Prevent economic distress of consumers due to occurrence of DRP Stages 3 and 4 

o Must maintain both Cheney Reservoir and EBWF as viable resources at all times

o Utilize 40,000 AF per year from EBWF prior to use of ASR Recharge Credits

By running MODSIM-DSS with the updated 1% drought simulation variables, an optimized daily raw 

water demand is generated for each water resource.  The results of the 1% drought MODSIM-DSS 

simulation indicate that both the EBWF and Cheney Reservoir can be kept viable through the drought by 

utilizing ASR recharge credits and the City’s DRP (Table 2-3).  Under these conditions the City must 

maintain the availability of all raw water resources (EBWF, ASR Recharge Credits, and Cheney 

Reservoir) to meet daily drought demands and prevent implementation of Stage 3 water restrictions.  

Further review of the reservoir accounting results indicates that Cheney Reservoir can be balanced such 

that the calculated minimum reservoir condition during the eight-year drought period is 42% of 

conservation pool, with an average of 62% (see Figure 2).

Table 2-3: MODSIM-DSS simulation results for the 1% drought utilizing projected 2060 demands

MODSIM-DSS 
Variable

Drought 
Year 1

Drought 
Year 2

Drought 
Year 3

Drought 
Year 4

Drought 
Year 5

Drought 
Year 6

Drought 
Year 7

Drought 
Year 8

Baseline City 
Demand (AF) 81,690 81,690 81,690 81,690 81,690 81,690 81,690 81,690

Simulated Calendar 
Year of Drought 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 1940

Revised City 
Demand from 

Drought Response 
Plan (AF)

81,262 72,492 71,116 71,890 70,812 70,811 71,116 70,664

City Demand 
Assigned to EBWF 

& ASR
34,202 45,651 59,907 46,732 56,579 41,980 39,308 39,491

City Demand 
Assigned to Cheney 

Reservoir
47,060 26,841 11,209 25,158 14,233 28,831 31,808 31,173

Cheney % of 
Conservation Pool 
12 Month Average

110% 92% 62% 59% 62% 53% 53% 63%

2.4 Groundwater Modeling Setup - 1% Drought Simulation
In 2009, to better understand the regional Equus Beds Aquifer and the effects on water levels due to 

current and planned ASR activities, the City contracted a study by the USGS.  This study developed a 

three-dimensional finite-difference groundwater-flow model based on MODFLOW-2000.  MODFLOW 

software is broadly recognized as the standard for simulation and prediction of groundwater conditions. 
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